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PREFACE TO VOLUME IX

This final volume of Doorway Papers is made up of a miscellany of studies
dealing with various aspects of biblical faith and Christian experience.

The first two papers, "The Extent of the Flood" and "Flood Traditions of the
World," are self-explanatory. In the first, it is argued that a strict adherence to the
literal wording of chapters 6 to 8 of Genesis leaves us with little alternative than to
view the Flood as universal insofar as mankind was concerned since the human
race was reduced to eight souls only, but local insofar as man was at that time still
confined to a comparatively small geographical area. The second paper is a broad
survey of Flood traditions from all over the world with a consideration of their
significance in the light of the current position maintained by those who hold to a
global catastrophe.

The third paper, "The Problem of Evil," is subtitled, "Some Little-considered
Physical Aspects." It is not a theological discourse, nor even strictly speaking a
biblical study. It is a review of some of the physical evils with which man has to
struggle as he makes his journey through this blessed vale of tears both as an
individual and as part of human society. Earthquakes, deserts, storms, thorns and
thistles, cold and heat, and a host of other such trials and tribulations that in an
ideal world would surely be absent entirely—those are the gist of this paper. I
believe that there are some answers for those who ask "Why?" about such things,
and that in the truest biblical sense, "God is justified" (Luke 7:29) in permitting them
in view of man's fallen nature and the consequences which result from this sad fact
of life. These evils are, in one way or another, expressions of His common grace.

Part IV, "What's in a Name?" is a paper we considered leaving out. It was
rewritten so many times that we despaired of producing a smooth and effective
essay. But in the end we decided to leave it in and let it stand because of its
potential value and inherent interest. It has to do with the vital relationship
between the name of the individual and that individual's very being and character.
Most cultures besides ours attach far greater importance to a person's name or
names, equating them with that person's soul. In certain significant respects, the
Word of God does the same. To change a name is to change a nature: to know a
name is to achieve a measure of control over the one named. It is sometimes well
for us in our culture to be aware of this attitude when dealing with people of other
cultures, especially "in the name of the Lord".

The fifth paper, "The Meaning of Sweat as Part of the Curse" (Genesis 3:19),
stems from my own work as Head of the applied physiology laboratories of the
Department of National Defence in Ottawa for many years. Here I was concerned
chiefly with research into the effects of heat stress upon man—and in particular, the
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phenomenon of sweating. It is remarkable that there are three specific kinds of
sweating in man and that in a very special way all of them are witnessed and
distinguishable and measurable in the brow region. Even here, Scripture shows
itself to be abreast of modern discovery, when Genesis 3:19 is taken quite literally.

Part VI, "The Place of Art in Worship," is one of my favourite papers. It deals
with an issue that I, with a Church of England background, feel is a neglected
subject among many of my closest evangelical friends. The issue is whether a
structured liturgical form of service is more, or less, conducive to worship than an
entirely spontaneous form of service. It raises some points of importance which are
sometimes overlooked by those who feel that a highly structured form of service,
including written prayers, destroys the true spirit of Christian worship.

Part VII, "One Man's Answers to Prayer," the seventh paper, is a personal
testimony to the faithfulness of God. It is a witness to the fact that God is concerned
with the smallest details of our lives and delights to hear and answer us in very
specific ways. It also shows that the truly miraculous element in answered prayer
is as often in the timing of the answer as it is in the means by which the prayer is
answered.

The final paper, "Christian Scholarship: A Protest and a Plea," was issued
separately from the rest of the Doorway Papers and distributed freely to all who
requested a copy. It is an expression of my own conviction that while every serious
writer has certain responsibilities to fulfill in order to qualify as scholarly, there is
one unique responsibility for the Christian writer which has all too frequently been
entirely overlooked. Perhaps it is time to pay greater attention to this factor or,
alternatively, to admit frankly that Christian scholarship is no different from any
other kind of scholarship except insofar as it must take into account things
supernatural as well as natural. Personally I believe we are in danger of neglecting
an essential component and this neglect is doing great disservice in the defense of
the Faith.

�
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THE EXTENT OF THE FLOOD
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Introduction

Sooner or later every student of Scripture, if he has any confidence whatever in
its authority, tries to make a decision as to the extent of Noah's Flood. Perhaps as
much as anything because childhood imaginings are unrestrained by the existence
of any physical limitations, most of us who have known the story even vaguely
have tended to start with the impression that it was world-wide. Any subsequent
suggestion that it might have been of limited extent has seemed only an expression
of unbelief. It is not, in a way, that the incident is fundamental to Faith in the sense
that the Virgin Birth or the Physical Resurrection of our Lord is. Yet it is important
to have some fairly clear idea of the real nature of the event. From the point of view
of the course of human history, it was either a local incident not greatly affecting the
rest of the world's people, or it was a total break in the thread of man's cultural
development. Present reconstructions of prehistoric times make no allowance for
it. What did really happen?

To settle the issue to the satisfaction of everyone will surely be an impossible
task, and it is even doubtful if there is much that can be said on the subject that
could make any serious claims to originality. However, there are a few things that,
as far as I know, have not been noted in the vast body of literature which the debate
has called forth. And it may also help to illustrate a little more completely than is
customary, by reference to other parts of Scripture, the extent to which hyperbole
is used with somewhat more restricted meaning than might normally be allowed
in English literature. The reader of any one of the commoner versions now available
cannot help but be impressed with the insistence of the record upon the total
destruction and magnitude of the Flood. It is far easier to believe that the writer
intended the reader to understand that the waters really did rise 30,000 feet above
sea level to cover the highest mountain tops.

Yet how could he know this? It is easy to say that it was revealed to him by the
same God who had warned him of the catastrophe before it came. Revelation of the
extent would be no more difficult than the revelation involved in the forewarning.
But in reading the account in Genesis there is every evidence that this is the record
of a man who simply set down his daily observations in the form of a ship's log.
There is no room in the account, once the Flood began, for the element of revelation,
at least insofar as the literary form is concerned. If, therefore, Noah was told that the
whole globe had been submerged at this time, to a depth of over fifteen cubits—a
fact quite beyond his power of observation—it seems certain that he would have
indicated this in some way. The figure "fifteen cubits" was surely derived from
observation, not from revelation.
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It is not customary in the Old Testament for any godly man to claim as the fruit
of his own understanding or observation that which was in fact a subject of
revelation. Noah does not say that the Lord revealed it to him.

This will indicate to the reader that the view presented in this paper is of a
limited Flood, albeit a Flood which wiped out the whole human race save for Noah
and his family. All we can hope to do is to show the evidence for the view
presented, while acknowledging the opinion of those who, in all sincerity and by
no means in ignorance of the laws of physics, have argued to the contrary.

Broadly speaking, it can be said that views about the Flood tend to group
themselves in four general categories. There are those who believe that the Flood
was global and covered the highest mountain chains on earth, destroying every
breathing thing except what was preserved in the ark. Then there are those who
believe that the story represents the exaggerated recollection of a small group of
people who suffered very heavy loss while the rest of the world went merrily on its
way. There are those who discredit the story entirely as a kind of fictional creation
of some early myth-maker. And finally, there are those who believe that a divine
judgment upon mankind brought a Flood of sufficient proportions to wipe out the
human race, still not very widely dispersed, except for one favoured family who
was warned beforehand. We are presenting the final view.

�
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Chapter 1

An Examination of The Record Itself

This chapter will deal specifically with the actual wording of the text. It always
seems best to determine as accurately as possible the intention of the Hebrew
original rather than to draw conclusions merely from various translations.

So we begin with a brief examination of the Hebrew word              (eretz) which
is translated "earth," as in Genesis 6:4, 5, 6, 11, 12, etc. According to Young's
Analytical Concordance, the Hebrew word is translated "country" 140 times, "ground"
96 times and "earth" and "land" frequently. It is also rendered "field" once and by
several other words in a very small number of instances. Assuming that Young's list
is exhaustive, actual count shows that the word is translated "earth" about 677 times
and translated "land" 1,458 times. Moreover, of the 677 occurrences, in at least one
hundred instances the word may be equally, if not more appropriately, rendered
"land" rather than "earth." Whereas in the cases where it is translated "land" in the
English, the instances in which "earth" would have been more appropriate are rare.
That is to say, the choice of "earth" or "land" as a translation of the original in any
particular instance is a matter of context: and on the whole, if we exclude the
account of the Flood, usage elsewhere shows that the context favours the word land
rather than earth. To put this another way, Hebrew writers evidently employed the
word with its much more restricted meaning about four times as frequently as they
employed it with a broader meaning. Where they wished to make it absolutely clear
that they meant "earth" in the sense of soil, the word                  (adamah) was used,
as for example in Genesis 2:5, "there was not a man to till the ground." And where
they wished to convey the idea of the whole habitable earth, they used the word  
              (tebel), as in Psalm 24:1, "the world and they that dwell therein."

A good illustration of the inconsistency of the Authorized Version in this
particular context may be seen in Exodus 10:13, 14, where it is stated clearly that
there was a plague brought upon Egypt only (for the land of Goshen probably
escaped), and it is surely not intended by the writer that the whole earth was in
view. Yet in Exodus 10:15 the Authorized Version has left the impression that the
plague did indeed cover "the whole earth." My own studies have convinced me that
in many subtle ways the AV is to be preferred to the Revised Standard Version.
However, in this instance the RSV has translated Exodus 10:15 more correctly,
rendering the phrase in question "the whole land."

Now, it is quite surprising what a change this substitution makes in Genesis 6,
7, and 8. For example, in Genesis 6:11-13 the text would then appear as:
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The land also was corrupt before God, and the land was filled
with violence.

And God looked upon the land, and, behold, it was corrupt; for
all flesh had corrupted its way upon the land. 

And God said unto Noah, The end of all flesh is come before Me;
for the land is filled with violence through them; and, behold, I will
destroy them with the land.

With this quite proper substitution, the view is contracted considerably. One is
looking down upon a single community whose opportunity for wickedness had
exceeded all bounds, perhaps partly because of the highly favourable conditions
under which they lived in pre-Flood times and even more because of the extreme
longevity which permitted the accumulation and compounding of experience in a
way unknown to us today. While the animals suffered inevitably, and while
Scripture elsewhere provides some interesting intimations of the existence of
something akin to responsibility within the animal kingdom itself, it seems to me
that the phrase "all flesh had corrupted its way" must apply morally only to
mankind, though in effect animal life may have been badly disturbed as a
consequence.

When I say "within the animal kingdom itself," I do not mean merely that the
moral responsibility is man's by reason of his appointed dominion among the
animals, but rather that the animals themselves may be in some way accountable
to God for their behaviour. This is a very controversial issue and it is customary to
deny any such responsibility to animals. However, the serpent was cursed—a very
obvious statement—but a fact which implies such responsibility. Does one curse a
completely innocent creature? Again, an ox that gored a man was to be stoned to
death (Exodus 21:28). It is conceivable that this was really a punishment of the
owner for not keeping control of the animal. It would be a punishment to him
because the meat could not be used, since the animal would not have been properly
bled, and the hide would probably be pretty worthless. Merely to have killed the
beast would not have been so serious, since he could have saved both the hide and
the meat. It is necessary to make this point because it may be the sole reason why
a "guilty" ox was to be stoned. On the other hand, it may not be. Furthermore, in the
record of Jonah's great evangelistic campaign in Nineveh it appears that the animals
in some way shared in the repentance of the city and were spared destruction on
this account (Jonah 4:11). Although this point is inconclusive, it almost seems as
though an animal of a certain age might be innocent, but accountable when older.
Thus the Passover lamb was not to be more than one year old. These are slender
threads indeed upon which to hang an argument, yet Scripture is quite clear about
the part played by animals in God's service. An ass rebuked one prophet and a
raven cared for another. If animals can obey—can they disobey? If so, are they
responsible before God?

We know that animals can learn forms of behaviour which are contrary to their
nature when under the influence of man, and we know that these inappropriate
forms of behaviour can be communicated by imitation to succeeding generations
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of the same species. This is considered more carefully in another Doorway Paper.1

Nevertheless, this was essentially a judgment upon man. There is a parallel to this
in Romans 8:20-22 where the phrase "the whole creation" has been taken by many
to mean every living thing—human, animal, and vegetable. However, Mark 16:15
speaks of the preaching of the gospel "to every creature," a phrase which in the
Greek is precisely the same as that rendered "the whole creation" in Romans 8:22.
The same phrase is found in Colossians 1:15 and 1:23. The use in Colossians 1:15
clearly limits the phrase to mankind. Yet there is justification from other parts of
Scripture for believing that animal and plant life has indeed been made to groan
under man's present dominion. So the fact itself need not be denied—only it cannot
be proved by an appeal to this particular text. Accordingly it seems that the term
"all flesh" in verse 12 means the entire human race at that time. This race had
corrupted itself and brought a judgment upon the land in which all other flesh (i.e.,
the animals) suffered as a consequence (Genesis 7:21).

We thus have two phrases—"all flesh" and "the whole earth"—characteristic of
the account of the Flood, which in the English look pretty sweeping, but which may
not really be as broad in their implications as the translation has led us to believe.
When we read of all flesh having corrupted itself throughout the whole earth, this
may in fact mean only that the whole human race (still confined within the land
area in question) had become so corrupt that it must be destroyed before it could
spread so widely as to require some other and far more completely devastating
means of destruction on a world-wide scale. On the contrary, there are many
occasions in which the word            (eretz) does mean earth in the broader sense, as
of course in Genesis 1:1, 2, and it must therefore be admitted that the issue cannot
be decisively settled merely by consideration of the meaning of the Hebrew word
for "earth."

Therefore we have to seek further light, first, from the character of Hebrew
literature itself, and secondly, from certain specific statements made in the account
of the Flood which seem clearly to have been a record of personal observations
made by the captain of a ship who had sufficient leisure to note them at the time.
The reason for putting the matter this way will become clearer subsequently.

We shall consider, then, some examples of statements which seem to imply
much more than was perhaps intended by the writer. We have already noted the
language in Exodus 10:5-15 in which the phrase "the whole earth" is shown by what
preceded to mean only Egypt, and not even the whole of Egypt—since the land of
Goshen was excepted. The same kind of limitation is found in I Samuel 30:16 in
which the Amalekites are spoken of as "being spread abroad upon all the earth" by
which was meant no more than the land of the Philistines (I Samuel 29:11).

In Jeremiah 34:1, "all the kingdoms of the earth of his dominion, and all the
peoples, fought against Jerusalem." There, the phrase "of the earth" is limited to "his
dominion," i.e., the dominion of Nebuchadnezzar.

When Ahab sent his servant to find Elijah, it must be assume that he limited his
journeyings, in view of the time interval, to Palestine itself. And yet in I Kings 18:10

1. Custance, A. C., "Nature as Part of the Kingdom of God", Part II in Man in Adam and in Christ, vol.3
in The Doorway Papers Series, Zondervan Publishing Co. 
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the same servant addresses Elijah with the words "As the Lord thy God liveth, there
is no nation or kingdom whither my lord hath not sent to seek thee."

In 2 Chronicles 36:23, Cyrus' empire is said to have encompassed "all the
kingdoms of the earth". But there were kingdoms in the Far East which were surely
not included. Cyrus' empire was pretty clearly defined. We are told in
Deuteronomy 2:25 that at this early period in their national history God had put the
fear of the Israelites upon "the nations that were under the whole heaven." It seems
doubtful if this geographic range included any more than the Middle East, and
probably only part of this. Meanwhile Nebuchadnezzar tells his contemporaries
that "all people, nations, and languages trembled and feared before him" (Daniel
2:37,38; 5:19). The limits of Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom are very well known.

In Genesis 41:57, "all countries" came into Egypt to buy corn, for the famine was
sore "in all lands." The story of those famine years reads like a firsthand
account—not a revelation. The Egyptian government would hardly have sold corn
(i.e., wheat) to people in China who lived on rice or to those in the New World who
lived on maize. China's history goes way back beyond this period, and certainly
man was in the New World prior to 2000 B.C., antedating this particular period of
famine. Acts 11:28 speaks of a similar famine throughout all the world, yet it is not
likely it really meant over the whole globe including the New World.

The New Testament is full of illustrations of the use of hyperbole. The apostle
James, in Jerusalem, points out that "Moses [...] hath in every city them that preach
Christ" (Acts 15:21), and Paul claims in Colossians 1:23 that the Word of Life had
actually been "preached to every creature under heaven". Had this literally been the
case, would not the end of the age have been upon us long ago, for was not this to
be the signal? The Lord had said, "This Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come"
(Matthew 24:14).

The Queen of Sheba is said to have come to hear the wisdom of Solomon "from
the uttermost parts of the earth," which was probably another way of signifying
Yemen in Southern Arabia. And this word was spoken by the Lord Jesus Christ,
who most certainly did not suffer the limitations of the geographical knowledge of
His contemporaries (Matthew 12:42). He was evidently using language which is
reflected in I Kings 10:24 and there used in the same connection. Solomon's father
before him had enjoyed a similar notoriety, as indicated in I Chronicles 14:17, but
surely Europe and the Far East were quite ignorant of David's existence, and so was
the New World.

Luke 2:1 refers to a decree which went out to tax "the whole world." Surely we
are not intended to suppose that the pygmies of the Ituri Forest in Africa and the
nomads of Eastern Asia were also forced to pay dues. The phrase undoubtedly
refers only to the Roman Empire, a limitation which must probably be applied in
Romans 1:8 also, where the faith of the Roman Christians is said to be "spoken of
throughout the whole world." This same faith had become a challenge in Acts 19:27
to the worship of the heathen goddess, a worship which was claimed to have been
equally "world-wide." Both the early Christians and their contemporary pagans
used a term which must obviously be limited, and which was quite meaningful in
its limited sense to their listeners. In Acts 19:10 we are told that "all that dwell in
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Asia" had heard the gospel. It is not unreasonable to speak in this way. It is
analogous to saying: "everyone knows that"—a term we use without insisting on
its literal meaning.

There are many such passages in which hyperbole is clearly the reason for the
comprehensiveness of the statement. In Acts 2:5, devout men from every nation
under heaven surely does not include the Americas? Similarly, in Daniel 6:25 Darius
writes to all peoples, nations, and languages that dwell in all the earth—but, again,
surely exclusive of the Far East, the New World, and even Western Europe,
England, and the Scandinavian countries. In Israel's history, there were many
occasions upon which God moved mightily in their defence, and such occasions
must have seemed to them to have been told around the world, as Joshua 4:24
implies! Yet even neighbouring states take no note of them in their official histories.
David's fame went to all lands and all nations (I Chronicles 14:17) as did his son,
Solomon's (I Kings 10:24). Yet we find scarcely any reference to either in the records
of the time outside the land of Israel.

Moses, who is similarly unknown so far except in the Bible, is said to have been
the meekest man of all men upon the face of the earth (Numbers 12:3). Perhaps he
was, literally. But I do not think we are really required to believe this: only, that he
was an exceedingly meek individual.

In 2 Chronicles 36:23, Cyrus claims that the Lord God of heaven had given him
all the kingdoms of the earth. We can be quite certain, I think, that this is merely
royal exaggeration . . . . 

James 5:17, 18 tells us that in Elijah's time it rained not upon the earth for a space
of three and a half years. Are we to suppose this was true even in Tierra del Fuego,
where it seems to be raining all the time? And it is rather unlikely that the world
could survive zero precipitation for more than three years. A single area could,
insofar as there would be some input of food for man and beast from neighbours.
But over all the whole globe?

In all these cases it could be that the statements are precise observations of sober
fact. But to argue this too emphatically would surely mean that Hebrew simply did
not as a language allow the use of imagery to impress the reader. Actually, we
know it does. It speaks, obviously hyperbolically, of waves mounting to heaven
(Psalm 107:26), trees growing unto heaven (Daniel 4:11), a tower as high as heaven
(Genesis 11:4)—though admittedly this passage could conceivably be interpreted
to mean dedicated to (the worship of) heaven. In 2 Chronicles 28:9 a man's rage
reaches to heaven—we might exclaim, "Good heavens, what a rage!" And in
Deuteronomy 1:28 and 9:1 the enemy cities that stood in Israel's way as they
marched into the Promised Land were walled up to heaven and had just as
impressive fortifications along the walls!

So one can take virtually every word descriptive of the magnitude of Noah's
Flood and find it elsewhere applied in Scripture to circumstances of rather clearly
limited, though impressive, dimension. Allowing Scripture to be its own best
commentary, I do not think we can argue that the record of one single event should
determine the precise meaning of the terms used in describing all other events. We
ought rather to let the many occurrences govern our judgment about the terms used
in the one event.
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Quite incidentally, but not without relevance, there are numerous passages in
which the words "all men" occur with the meaning of "all kinds of men" or "all sorts
of men". In John 8:2 "all the people" undoubtedly means "all kinds of people". In the
same way, in Mark 3:28 "all sins" is given in the parallel passage in Matthew 12:31
as "all manner of sin". In John 12:32 the Lord said He would draw all men unto
Him, which surely means all kinds of men. Similarly, in I Timothy 6:10 the love of
money is probably not the root of all evil, unless one is to attribute cancer, for
example, to this cause—which seems absurd. The love of money is the root of "all
kinds of evil." There are many illustrations of this: such, probably, are John 1:7 and
1 Timothy 2:4, for example.

From such illustrations one gathers that the Old Testament and the New
Testament writers both made use of expansive terms similar to those employed
throughout the Flood story, attaching to them no greater significance than we
would attach to such a colloquialism as "everybody's doing it wherever you go". It
is not necessary, I think, to insist upon a literal interpretation of any passage of
Scripture where there is a wealth of evidence from other parts of Scripture to
support a less literal interpretation. 

There are other indications from the text itself that the terms employed were the
rather natural expression of a man overwhelmed by the devastation of his own
community and countryside. It is quite natural for a man in such circumstances to
note that the water had risen above all the hills and mountains familiar to him from
childhood. Knowing the draught of the ship and finding that the waters carried him
over these familiar landmarks, he simply observed that the waters were at least
fifteen cubits deep over their tops. The ark would not have drifted freely over them
otherwise. It seems unlikely that this fact was supernaturally revealed to him, by
the way the text reads (Genesis 7:19,20); yet he could not have known it by any
other means if the reference is to the level of the water over the Alps or the
Himalayas. But it would be quite clear to the captain of a ship, who had a pretty
good idea of the draught of his vessel. 

Moreover, there are certain figures indicated in the text which, if we are rightly
interpreting them, provide some rather surprising information about the rate at
which the waters receded. 

In Genesis 8:4 we are told that the ark came to rest, i.e., grounded, on the
seventeenth day of the seventh month. If we are permitted to assume that the
draught of the ark (that is, the distance from the bottom of the keel to the
water-line) was in the neighbourhood of fifteen cubits, or about twenty-five feet, it
means that the water was just twenty-five feet deep at the spot on which the ark
came to rest. It could hardly have been much more for the ark to have grounded at
all, but even if it were twice that amount and the draught of the ark accordingly
increased, the picture is not seriously affected.

The record states then that the waters receded (Genesis 8:5) until the first day
of the tenth month, at which time apparently it became possible to see dry land.2

Before this, the raven released from the ark had not found any resting place within
easy flying distance so that we must assume that the peak on which the ark was

2. According to William G. Lowe, this would be after an interval of seventy-three days. See:
"Discovering the Calendar of the Creation," Science and Scripture, September-October 1971, p. 11.
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actually grounded had not appeared above the water up to this time. Obviously, if
land could be seen, the raven would have found a place to alight instead of
wandering to and fro as depicted in Genesis 8:7. In this interval, therefore, from the
seventeenth day of the seventh month to the first day of the tenth month, the water
level had fallen perhaps twenty-five or thirty feet. It is clear that as soon as the level
had fallen by the amount equal to the draught of the vessel, dry land would appear
(see Figure 1).

Thus the interval between these dates, a period of about seventy-three days, was
the time required for the water to leave the "water-line" of the vessel and reach a
level twenty-five or thirty feet below it. The seventy-three days are made up of the
thirteen days which remained of the seventh month, the twenty-nine days of the
eighth and thirty days of the ninth month and the first day of the tenth month; and
twenty-five feet in seventy-three days is the equivalent of a drop in level of about
four inches per day (see Genesis 8:4,5).

On one occasion a flooding of the Tigris River brought the water level up some
22 1/2 feet and it was thirty days before the waters had run off sufficiently that the
people could again go outside their city walls.3 This is a rate of fall of about nine
inches per day. Such a rate for a comparatively small flood in a very flat plain
would be, I should think, not unusual. It may seem that twenty-two feet of water
is not much of a flood. Anyone who has lived near a large river and has seen it rise
eight or ten feet will know what a terrifying monster it suddenly becomes and how
wide may be the spread of its waters.

Delitzsch records an occasion in 1876 in which a tornado coming from the Bay
of Bengal accompanied by fearful thunder and lightning approached the mouth of
the Ganges River, and the high cyclonic waves uniting with the then ebbing tide
formed one gigantic tidal wave with the result that within a short while an area of
141 square miles was covered with water to a depth of forty-five feet and 250,000
men met their death by drowning.4 This is not for a moment intended to support
the idea that the Flood was merely the result of a swollen river. It is only mentioned
to show how widespread in its destruction a local flood of this kind can be, and to
give some idea of the rate of recession of the water.

It is often argued, by those who feel very strongly that the Flood must have been
world-wide, that they are showing much greater respect for the Word of God than
are those who view the catastrophe as geographically limited. The latter, like
myself, see the Flood as being universal only in terms of the world's population,
supposing that this population was still somewhat confined in a restricted area.

Actually, I would say personally that anyone who takes the text wholly
seriously will be forced to conclude that the event had a quite limited magnitude
in terms of depth of water, simply because the run off was so slow. This run-off can
be shown from the figures given in the text to have been only a few inches per day!

Now, this total is not much affected if the months were twenty-nine or thirty
days. For the present purposes, we have a period of perhaps approximately
seventy-three days for the water to fall from the water-line of the ark till the ark was

3. Loftus, W. K., Travels and Researches in Chaldea and Susiana: quoted by F. A. Moloney, Transactions
of  the Victoria Institutes, vol.68, 1936, p.52. The reference is to the city of Baghdad.
4. Delitzsch, F., Babel and Bible, Williams & Norgate, London, 1903, p.43.
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"high and dry," as indicated in Figure 1. There does not seem to me any other way
of reading these figures nor interpreting their implication. So we have a rate of
decline at a critical period of the Flood of only four inches per twenty-four hours.
Moreover, the waters were only 324 days running off . . . .  From the cessation of the
rain to the time the waters were fully abated—i.e., from the twenty-eighth day of
the third month (Genesis 7:11,12) to the twenty-seventh day of the second month
of the following year (Genesis 8:14)—the total number of days, according to William
Lowe's calendar, is seen to be 324 in all. A very approximate estimate, at a run-off
rate of four inches per day, gives a total depth of water of about 108 feet. It is
conceivable that the run-off was much more rapid at first and only four inches per
day for the last seventy-three days (on an average), but a fast rate of run-off would
have caused considerable current and the ark would have undoubtedly been carried
some distance by it. But one certainly sees no indication of such a current in the
"ship's log" kept so carefully by Noah. How long would it have taken the waters of
a world-wide Flood to run off? And where would they run to?

There is no question to my mind that if God wished to submerge all land below
the available waters, He could do so. It has often been pointed out that the average
continent can be represented in its relative depth and area by a postage stamp. This
is all very inexact, but broadly speaking the area of the postage stamp relative to its
thickness is of the right order of magnitude. The height of the highest mountains
relative to the area of the continents in which they are found is in reality very small
indeed. If for some reason the land masses were submerged, the oceans could easily
pour over them, and in fact have done so in different places and at different times.
However, as we shall see, this kind of catastrophic event seems to be so far beyond
what was required for the judgment of mankind that it is unlikely God would see
fit to bring it about. For where miracle is concerned, God is an economist.

I believe it is a mistake for anyone who wishes to be rational and scientific in his
approach to such problems to assume that one must at all costs eliminate miracle
in order to make the explanation valid. There are so many mysteries in everything
that total explanations are probably quite beyond our powers even of the simplest
daily occurrences. To attempt to explain the Flood by wholly natural means is in
effect to explain it away, because this overlooks the matter of its timing entirely and
tends to do away with all the supernatural elements, including the reality of the
forewarning given to Noah. After all, he was warned in sufficient time that he could
just nicely complete the ark and assemble its cargo and provisions. Here is a series
of timed events prior to the coming of the flood waters involving a kind of
foreknowledge which Noah surely did not have except by revelation. One cannot
rationalize revelation. And if part of the story is rationalized, why not the whole of
it? This is the tendency, the "implacable offensive of the scientific method," as it has
been called. The divine warning becomes merely a human premonition.

This is the danger, as I see it, of all efforts to subject such events to rational
explanation. I do not believe that the miraculous element can ever be eliminated
entirely in God's dealings with man, and therefore even in the daily life (indeed, the
very existence of life itself) there is always this element of miracle. It is in operation
all the time—sustaining the world—though only occasionally becoming
exceptionally evident.
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What is important, I think, is that one should not attempt to find a scientific
explanation of every incident or factor in the Flood story, if by "scientific" is meant
"accountable by known laws". But this admission does not automatically require us
to expect to find miraculous elements where Scripture does not give reason to
believe they were needed. Miracle was certainly required in the forewarning: but
it may or may not have been needed to bring about the catastrophe itself. In due
time we may find the physical explanation of the presence of so much water, so
suddenly cast upon the land: and to continue the search for this is, to my mind,
quite proper.

But it may be asked, If the Flood was local, why was an ark necessary at all?
Could not Noah have simply migrated? Moreover what of the Flood traditions
which are found all over the world? Do they not imply, as modern anthropology
seems to demand, that by at least 5000 B.C., man had already migrated into every
part of the world, requiring that the catastrophe be world-wide, if all mankind was
involved in it? And surely it would not be necessary to take birds into the ark if the
Flood was only limited in extent?

All these are legitimate questions. To some of them at least, there are satisfying
answers.

�
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Chapter 2

The Extent of the Flood

In this chapter we consider two relevant issues: (1) the significance of Flood
Traditions found in every part of the world, and (2) the reasons why an ark should
be built and animals preserved in it if the Flood was geographically limited, when
migration would seem a preferable alternative.

The Significance of World-Wide Flood Traditions

So numerous among the nations and tribes of the world are the traditions of a
Flood that a treatment of such a theme in so small a compass is likely to suffer from
two rather serious faults. It may be uninteresting because it approaches too closely
to being a mere catalog, or it may be rather superficial and more akin to newspaper
reporting because of an over-emphasis on unusual features of such traditions.

What I propose to do here is to discuss some of the more surprising common
factors in these traditions and then to show that many of them, in spite of their
diversity, are concordant if the account given in the biblical record is taken to be the
true one. As far as I am aware, these stories all differ from the biblical tradition in
one particular, namely, that in each one of them the ark comes to rest upon a
mountain of local importance to the people who possess the tradition. In view of the
fact that the Hebrew people were concerned primarily with Palestine and only
exceedingly remotely with Armenia, it is an evidence of the truthfulness of their
own account that the ark landed outside their own country—indeed, in a land very
far removed from their interests.

It is a curious fact that whenever close parallels have been found among pagan
peoples of biblical stories, there has been an immediate temptation to exclaim, "Ah,
this is where the Hebrews got their story!" It seems there is some kind of law that
the borrowing is always on their side. The idea that the Hebrew record could
provide us with the original seems to be considered unreasonable. Accordingly,
when the Flood traditions were first discovered in the cuneiform literature, it was
immediately assumed that the Hebrews had borrowed the account.

However, there are some remarkable differences between the biblical record and
these others from the Middle East that clearly refer to the same event. The language
of Genesis contains none of the polytheistic elements of the others. It is sane and
sober—even matter-of-fact. The Cuneiform accounts speak of the gods crying like
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frightened children and afterwards buzzing around "Noah's" sacrifice like hungry
flies.5 The biblical account pictures a vessel without a helmsman or steering
equipment. It is not difficult to think of such a vessel preceding one equipped with
the means of steering it, but it seems very unlikely that an ark which had these
refinements would in a borrowed account become an ark without them. Other
things being equal, the details of second-hand traditions are usually embellished—
not simplified.

Now the common factors of these traditions may be considered briefly under
three general headings: first, the cause and effect of the Flood; second, the fact that
a favoured few escaped; third, the method of their escape.

The Doorway Paper which follows this one is devoted to a more extensive
examination of the Flood traditions of the world. In that paper a list of sources is
provided in which may be found either the full details or at least the essentials of
such traditions. For our purposes here, we must be content with something in the
nature of a very brief summary.

To begin with, it may be said that these traditions are found among cultured
and primitive people alike, the remarkable degree of concordance being evidence
of the importance attached to the story. Only in one or two cases do we not find a
tradition among such people of the subsequent Confusion of Language and
Dispersion of Mankind. This means in effect that the last catastrophic event
involving the whole human race was the Flood, since it is the last recollection shared
by all nations alike. It would seem that to most of these nations the Dispersion was
not comparable at all in terms of its effect upon their national history. None of them
have any recollection of such events as the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, the
next such dramatic judgment in Scripture. It appears, therefore, that these nations
had left the Cradle of Civilization before this event took place.

Traditions of the Flood are found in Africa, North and South America, China,
Oceania, Australia, Burma, India, throughout the Middle East, among the Greeks,
the Persians, in Asia Minor, in Europe, Scandinavia, Lapland, Russia, Wales, among
the Druids—indeed, there is scarcely a people known without them. A tradition is
found even in Egypt.6 This may not seem surprising until it is remembered that to
the Egyptians the annual flooding of the Nile is absolutely vital to the survival of
the country: to conceive of a flood of water as coming upon mankind as a
punishment would be difficult for them. Consequently, the cause of the Flood in
their story was, like the biblical one, man's wickedness, but it was not a flood of
water.

Their story tells how the great god Rha once assembled the other gods and said,
"Behold the men that you have begotten by me, they utter words against me; tell me

5. Lines 114-117 and 161, 162 of the seventh-century B.C. Nineveh Tablet as given by George Barton,
in his Archaeology and the Bible, American Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 1933, pp. 337-338.
6. For the details of this particular tradition, see John Urquhart, "The Testimony of Traditions of the
Flood," in Bible League Quarterly, September, 1937, p. 119. Josephus (Antiquities of the Jews, I,3) refers
to the Egyptian tradition as being recorded by Hieronymus, an Egyptian, but gives no details. J. H
Titcomb ["Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch," Transactions of the Victoria Institute, vol. 6, 1872, p.241]
points out that "the water god" of Egypt was named No, which he suggests is the word Noah in a
variant form. 
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what you would do in such a case. Behold, I have waited and not slain them before
listening to your words."

The reply was, "Let thy face permit it, and let those men who devise such
wicked things be smitten and let none of them remain."

A goddess named Hathor then went down and began to slaughter men upon
the earth, and for many nights Sechet trod with his feet in their blood even to the
city of Heracleopolis. The anger of Rha was then appeased by an offering comprised
of 7,000 pitchers of liquor made from a fruit mixed with human blood.

Rha came to examine the vases and said, "It is well: I shall protect men because
of this. I lift up my hand in regard to this and declare that I shall no more slay
mankind."

In the middle of the night he commanded the vases to be over turned, and the
result was a flood, which in accordance with Egyptian experience was regarded as
a sign of favour.

The Australian aborigines—like the Greeks, Hawaiians, the Pimas of Northern
Mexico, and many other peoples—refer to the wickedness of man as the cause of the
judgment. In quite a few of these traditions it is not only that rain swelled local
rivers, but sometimes that water came up over the earth to magnify the Flood. The
Hawaiian story says that long after the time of Kumukonna, the first man, the earth
became wicked and careless of the worship of the gods. One man alone was
righteous, and his name was Nu-u. In this story it is stated that the waters came up
over the land. To an island people this would possibly seem the only way that a
destruction by water could be effected. Subsequently Nu-u mistook the moon for
the god and was rebuked for worshipping it, but excused because it was a mistake.
The god, as a token of his forgiveness, left the rainbow behind when he went into
the sky.

A Fiji Island legend states that the cause of the Flood was the killing of a favorite
bird of the god Mdengei, by his two evil grandsons. A small remnant of the race
was saved—numbering, according to the legend, eight persons—in a vessel which
finally grounded in the district of Mbenga. Hence the Mbenga claimed to stand first
in Fiji rank.

An East Indies legend says that the god Vishnu warned one of his worshippers
of a Flood about to come and advised him to take "all kinds of useful vegetables"
and to embark with the Seven Rishis and with his wife and their wives in a "great
ship marvelously built". It is true in this story that the total number of persons is
sixteen nevertheless, emphasis is laid on the number of males, which totaled eight.

The Druid tradition is complex. The judgment began with a great fire
(lightning?) which split the earth asunder so that Lake Llion burst its bounds and
contributed its waters to the waves of the sea which swept over the earth and
destroyed all except a certain patriarch who was shut up together with a select
company in an enclosure with a strong door.

The Toltecs have a story recorded by a native historian of Mexico, Ixtlalxochitl,
in which it is stated that the highest mountains were submerged to the depth of
fifteen cubits (caxtolmotli). It is possible that some elements of this story may have
been borrowed from European sources through the Spaniards—but this is by no
means certain.
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As to the depth of water, some of these accounts have details which are quite
amusing, yet which undoubtedly are seriously intended to emphasize the
magnitude of the event. The Crees of Manitoba tell of a universal deluge caused by
an attempt of the fish to drown Woesachootchacht, a kind of demigod, with whom
they had quarreled. Having constructed a raft, he embarked with his family and all
kinds of birds and beasts. After the Flood had continued for some time, he ordered
several water fowl to dive to the bottom. The waters were so deep that the obedient
birds all drowned. But a muskrat, having been dispatched on the same errand, was
more successful and returned with a mouthful of mud.

In a court of law it is often held that a contradictory witness which can be
logically reconciled by taking account of the cause of the contradiction is more
valuable than ordinary supporting evidence. The fact is that truth is rather easily
distorted, so that some disharmony is only to be expected; deliberate liars seek to
make their testimony consistent by collusion, and such collusion is usually very
evident. In the East Indies story there is an interesting illustration of this kind of
testimony. It is true that sixteen people were saved, a detail which contradicts the
story in Genesis. However, to the Hindu, women folk hold a very insignificant
place in society. Recollecting that eight souls were saved, they would very probably
take it for granted that these eight souls were males. But it would be no good to
save them without wives and so the number is swelled to sixteen quite naturally.
This, then, proves to be an instance of a contradictory testimony that is more
valuable than a direct one.

In the Druid tradition, the strong door can surely be none other than the door
which God shut (Genesis 7:16), "which no man openeth" (Revelation 3:7).
impregnable, in fact, by reason of Him who shut it.

In the Cree story, the first attempt to find land—in this case at the bottom—was
not successful, though a bird was used as in Noah's case. It must have occurred to
the Crees that what the birds could not do, a muskrat could. Noah's second attempt
was likewise successful. It is easy to see how the real situation became confused and
was given a local coloring as in the American Indian story.

These are all illustrations of the manner in which the original account, because
it is the true one, serves to explain the differences in the later traditions.

We have also mentioned that these traditions differ from Genesis in one
important respect, namely, the location of the grounding of the vessel. For example,
the Andaman Islanders say that the survivors landed on a local mountain named
Wotaemi. The Menangkalan natives of Sumatra have a tradition that "Noah" landed
on their Mount Marapi. The Pimas say that Szenkha, the son of the creator, saved
himself by floating on a ball of resin and that when the waters receded, he landed
near the mouth of the Salt River. The Phrygians say that the ark landed at the city
of Apamaea, and they still point to the actual spot! In the Greek legend of
Deucalian, the hero and his wife landed on Mount Parnassus.

We see, therefore, that these stories quite consistently give details about the
moral causes of the Flood as well as its physical causes. They mention the
construction of some kind of vessel and in many cases state that animals were taken
on board also. The form of the vessel is given in terms which are meaningful to the
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local residents and, with understandable national conceit, the home country was the
favoured landing place.

There are one or two observations which may be made at this point regarding
these traditions. First of all, they do not demonstrate that the Flood was world-wide
in the geographical sense, though this claim has often been made for them. If such
were really the case, it would mean that in every part of the world there were a few
local survivors who originated the local traditions—in which case the biblical story
is in error in claiming that only one family actually escaped: and so are all the other
traditions that make this claim! This brings us to a second observation. Not one of
these traditions puts the scene of the catastrophe in some other part of the world as
an event far removed from them in which they themselves did not share, but of
which they had knowledge. This can only mean that there was but one single Flood
and all mankind was involved in it, for they are evidently referring to the same
event in which their own forebears were involved.

Why Noah Did Not Simply Migrate

It is sometimes argued that the Flood must have been worldwide or God would
merely have advised Noah to migrate beyond its geographic limits. At first sight
this seems a reasonable argument. Moreover, animals and birds could surely have
migrated under God s direction by themselves, thus sparing Noah and his family
a great deal of labour.

There are several responses to these points. To begin with, God intended to
exterminate the whole race except for Noah and his family—but not without fair
warning. The labour of Noah in constructing the ark was to serve as a continuing
and forceful testimony against the rest of mankind, who in spite of the magnitude
of the undertaking evidently paid no attention to it. The New Testament makes it
clear that they deliberately ignored this warning and were therefore without excuse.
Suppose that Noah had been led to believe that the Flood was comparatively local
and could be avoided by migration. He could have declared his reasons for leaving
the community and then, taking his family and his animals with him, shaken the
dust of the land off his feet as a testimony against them and disappeared. Moreover,
any who were merely frightened could rather easily have packed up and gone with
them, rather like the "mixed multitude" who joined themselves to the Hebrews in
the Exodus. The rest of the population who were evidently very busy in marrying
and giving in marriage would not pay too much attention to the sudden
disappearance of a single family.

We are dealing with a real situation here, with real people, and apparently with
a community that did not have to work very hard to survive. In every such group
there are always some who don't work, who can find nothing useful to do, and who
somehow manage to live without accumulating anything and without any fixed
abode or permanent home. These would be just the people who would "decide to
go along, too." It would require real energy and faith to follow Noah's example and
build other arks, but it would have required neither of these to pack up a few things
and migrate. There is nothing that Noah could have done to stop them except by
disappearing secretly. Such a departure could hardly act as the kind of warning that
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the deliberate construction of the ark must have done. And the inspiration for this
undertaking was given to Noah by leaving him in ignorance of the exact limits of
the Flood. He was assured that all mankind would be destroyed, and he probably
supposed that the Flood would therefore be universal. This supposition may have
been essential for him.  

It is doubtful whether God could have chosen a more effective way of making
sure that while everyone was warned, no one who believed the message need be
lost. But this is true only if the existing population of the earth was small enough
in numbers or confined enough in settlement to hear about the undertaking. With
such a task to be completed as soon as possible, it is highly improbable that Noah
could afford the time for a kind of evangelistic campaign, visiting and warning
communities scattered far and wide over the earth's surface. If people were living
at that time in Europe and Far East and, which is worse, in the New World, it is
exceedingly doubtful whether they could ever have heard his message. The very
method by which God forewarned men implies a situation in which the population
of the world was still fairly well congregated.

Suppose Noah had gone on an evangelistic campaign: by what sign could he
have convinced them? Merely to mention that his family at home was constructing
an ark would hardly have carried much weight. In other words, the building of the
ark was a testimony only to those who could actually see it or have first hand
knowledge of it. People can hardly have been scattered to the ends of the earth if
this was to be a testimony to them.

The actual period of time allotted for the building of the ark is probably not
given, but certainly it was sufficient only for the completion of the ark and did not
allow time for visiting other parts of the world to give warning. In Genesis 6:3 God
says, "My spirit shall not always strive with man for that he also is flesh; yet his
days shall be 120 years". This passage has been taken by many commentators to
mean that God allowed the world that then was 120 years of grace before bringing
judgment upon it, during which time Noah was building the ark. There is, however,
an entirely different meaning that can be attached to these words, namely, that
because of his great longevity man had become altogether too wicked and that
therefore from this time on the normal life span should be reduced to a period of
120 years. In I Peter 3:20 the statement is made that God, in His long-suffering,
waited in the days of Noah while the ark was being completed, and this has been
taken by some to be a reference to the 120-year interval. This might be so. However,
the Hebrew of Genesis 6:3 is probably more accurately rendered as the Revised
Standard Version has it, "My spirit shall not abide in man for ever, for he is flesh,
but his days shall be 120 years." I think the Hebrew supports this translation, and
I would only suggest that the words "for ever" could even better be rendered "for
so long." There is considerable question as to whether the Hebrew word          
('olam) really means "for ever" or "indefinitely," a long period of time of unspecified
duration. It may then be asked, If the Flood was geographically limited, why was
Noah required to take animals on board? 

There is much evidence to show that the domestication of animals was first
undertaken somewhere in this general area. Assuming that such species as had
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been domesticated in the centuries between Adam and Noah were confined to the
areas settled by man and had not spread beyond this, any Flood which destroyed
man would also wipe out these animals. The process of domestication would then
have to be begun all over again and probably under far less ideal conditions.

We have already considered the reasons why the migration of Noah was not
suitable for God's purposes. It is almost certain that domesticated animals could not
have migrated alone. Although such animals do turn wild upon occasion, they
survive in this state only when they are not subjected to predators—and in the
world outside of human settlements at that time, such predators were probably
numerous. Domesticated sheep, cattle, pigs, fowl, goats, perhaps camels, and
possibly asses—to mention only the more common ones—might not have fared too
well in a natural environment still quite outside man's control. For this reason, if for
no other, some animals at least would have to be taken on board—but these were
probably of the domesticated varieties.

There were only four men in the ark. These men represented the crew. They did
not have sails or other ship's gear to attend to, but they did have animals to care for.
Any farmer would tell you that thirty or forty head of cattle requiring feeding,
watering, and cleaning out daily could occupy considerable time. The record states
that there would be seven pairs of each of the clean animals; this means fourteen
head of every clean species. Besides this there were to be two of all the others,
however many this may have been. Even if there were only two species of clean
animals (e.g., sheep and cows) this would mean quite a bit of work.

Many commentators have calculated the size of the ark and the total number of
species in the world, and spoken freely of its capacity to carry them. What they do
not always remember is that such animals need attention and food, the carnivorous
ones (if they existed as such) requiring meat which would have to be stored up for
one whole year. In any case, a sufficient supply of water for drinking would
probably have to be taken on board since the mingling of the waters in a
world-wide Flood would presumably render it unfit to drink. While the use of
imagination is sometimes considered to be a presumptuous exercise of unbelief, it
is rather difficult to visualize a Flood of world-wide proportions but with so little
turbulence that four men (perhaps helped by their womenfolk) were able to care for
such a flock. It would take very little unsteadiness to make the larger animals
almost unmanageable. It becomes even more difficult to conceive how proper
provision could have been made for many animals which spend much of their time
in the water, such as crocodiles and seals.  

The dimensions of the ark are given in Genesis as 300 cubits long, 50 cubits
across, and 30 cubits deep. This is generally interpreted as meaning that the vessel
was 450 feet by 75 feet by 45 feet. This is an immense structure. It may be that the
ark really was of such proportions: but it may also be that the terms of measurement
are no longer correctly known. The cubit may not at this early period have been
equal to eighteen inches. I think anyone who tries to visualize the construction of
a vessel 450 feet long by four men will realize that the size of the timbers alone for
a "building" 45 feet high (analogous to a four-story apartment building) would seem
by their sheer massiveness to be beyond the powers of four men to handle. With all
the means later at their disposal, subsequent builders for four thousand years
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constructed seaworthy vessels that seldom seem to have exceeded 150 to 200 feet
at the most. The Queen Mary has a total length of 1,018 feet, which is not very much
more than twice the length of the ark. It was not until 1884 apparently that a vessel,
the Eturia, a Cunard liner, was built with a length exceeding that of the ark. It
would have to be a very solidly constructed ship for its decks to carry such a load
as two elephants, for example, weighing four to five tons apiece.

I should not like these observations to be interpreted as a criticism of Genesis,
in which I have complete confidence. They are intended to give a proper
perspective: to me, they suggest that the figures for the dimensions of the ark are
not at present correctly understood.

Or to make a long story short, the size of the animal cargo and the nature of the
animals which constituted it must be determined to a large extent by the size of the
crew which had to care for them, not merely by the size of the ark. This crew
numbered eight, i.e., no more than the number of adults necessary to run many a
farm where the animals in large part care for themselves. They certainly could not
have cared for tens of thousands of species, even if they could have gotten them on
board—and even if the average size of all animals is only that of a small cat as has
been estimated, I believe. It is not a question of size at all, but of numbers to be
looked after, of mouths to be fed.

I am saying in effect that the animals which God brought to Noah were not
crocodiles and polar bears and lions and such creatures but only those which had
become essential to man in his conquest of nature, or which had become
companions, such as cats and dogs. It would surely not be incredible that God
should take it upon Himself to bring to Noah also such other creatures whose
habitat was to be threatened and who, not yet having spread elsewhere, would
otherwise be brought to extinction. Moreover, God had brought animals to Adam
for an express purpose (Genesis 2:19). There is an established precedent, therefore,
for this kind of action on God's part.

Yet, for all this, one still wonders why birds should have been included. Here
again there is evidence that some of these needed to be preserved by being taken
into the ark. To begin with, unless they had left the area before the Flood began, it
is unlikely they could have made their escape once the torrential rains had come.
Forced to land, whether in trees or on the ground, they could not long have
survived the downpour. Nevertheless we are making two assumptions here. First,
there were some species of birds limited to this one geographic area; second, in
some way these particular species were essential to the economy of nature, or to
man, and were therefore to be preserved as God saw fit.

That such might be the case with birds may seem at first very unlikely. But
according to one authority at least, it could well be so. Hugh Miller has quite an
extended statement in this connection:

The grouse is so extensively present over the Northern
hemisphere that Siberia, Norway, Iceland and North America all
have their grouse; yet so constricted are some of the species that
were the British Isles to be submerged, one of the best known of the
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family, the Red Grouse, or Moorfowl, would disappear from
creation.

This bird, which rated at its money value is one of the most
important in Europe [...] is exclusively a British bird: and unless by
miracle a new migratory instinct were given it, a complete
submergence of the British Isles would secure its destruction. If the
submersion amounted to but a few hundred miles in lateral extent,
the Moorfowl would certainly not seek the distant uninundated
land. Nor is it at all to be inferred that in a merely local widespread
deluge birds occupying more extensive areas than that overspread
by the Flood would speedily replenish the inundated tract as soon
as the waters had subsided.

Up till about the middle of the last century [18th C. at the time of
writing] the Capercailzie was a native of Scotland. It was
exterminated about the time of the last Rebellion, or not long after
[...]  and from that time the species disappeared from the British
Isles. And though it continued to exist in Norway, it did not
replenish the tracts from which it had been extirpated. The late
Marquis of Breadalbane was at no small cost and trouble in
re-introducing the species, and to some extent he succeeded; but the
Capercailzie is, I understand, still restricted to the Breadalbane
Woods. 

I have seen the Golden Eagle annihilated as a species in more
than one district of the North of Scotland; nor, though it still exists
in other parts of the Kingdom and is comparatively common in the
Mountains of Norway, have I known it in any instance to spread
anew over the tracts from which it had been extirpated.7

Since Hugh Miller was writing one hundred years ago [1857], it is possible that
his remarks would no longer be true. Some of these birds may have finally returned.
Nevertheless it is clear that such birds as grouse, capercailzie, and eagles evidently
can be driven out of an area and will not return to it easily as one might suppose.
Animals move slowly enough into new territory, but one always imagines that
birds know no such restraints. Yet apparently they do.

To give one more illustration, Miller has this to say about the raven:

The raven seems restricted to the Northern Hemisphere [...] and
when extirpated in a district, it is found that, as in the case of the
Capercailzie and the Golden Eagle, the neighbouring region in
which the ravens continue to exist fail for ages to furnish a fresh
supply. There are counties in England in which the raven is now
never seen, and I am acquainted with a district in the North of
Scotland from which when a pair that were known to breed for more

7. Miller, Hugh, The Testimony of the Rocks, Shepherd & Elliott, Edinburgh, 1857, p. 293.
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than a century in a tall cliff were destroyed by the fowler, the species
disappeared.8

Quite apart from the implications of Hugh Miller's remarks, there are two other
considerations. First of all, it is quite possible that certain fowl had been
domesticated and were providing part of man's food requirements. But there is a
second possibility that should not be altogether discounted. Many primitive people
use birds for navigation purposes, and it happens that the two types most
frequently used are the raven and the pigeon. Both these birds have long been
found in close association with human settlements, and the history of early
navigation could not be written without reference to the use of these animals. It was
customary to take on board a certain number of birds of either kind which, once the
vessel was some distance out to sea and out of sight of land, were released one at
a time. Some of these birds—the pigeon variety in particular—would head directly
back home, thus giving the mariner a proper sense of direction. This was
particularly important when the sun was not visible and prior to the use of the
magnetic compass. The raven type was often used to locate land other than the
point of departure. If no land was sufficiently nearby, the birds would return to  the
ship and would be released later only after travelling some further distance.
According to James Hornell, this system was used by the Vikings in the
re-discovery of Iceland in A.D. 874.

In the Saga of Floki, the second Scandinavian to visit Iceland,
there is a gloss dating from the time when the Saga was first
committed to writing about 1225 in which it is mentioned that Floki
before setting sail to re-discover the Island had performed a great
sacrifice and had consecrated three ravens to the gods, which he had
then taken on board his ship in order to serve as guides on the
voyage. After he had voyaged westward for several days without
sighting land, he liberated at intervals the three ravens, one at a
time: the first flew back to Norway, the second returned to the ship,
but the third flew ahead and did not return. He proceeded onwards
in the wake of the third raven, duly making a landfall on the
southeast coast of Iceland in 874.9

Homing pigeons were carried on board to be used on the return trip in a similar
way. The Polynesians used much the same method to re-locate comparatively small
islands in the vast Pacific. However, the latter also noted the flight patterns of other
birds without actually taking them on board.

If our interpretation of pre-Flood history is correct, there can have been very
little if any open water navigation until Noah's family subsequently spread to other
areas. In a sense Noah was instituting a new method of finding one's way out of
sight of land. Certainly the use of these birds by this very ancient mariner is not

8. 1bid., p. 296.
9. Hornell, James, "The Role of Birds in Early Navigation" in Antiquity, vol.20, 1946, p.145.
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without parallel in other parts of the world, though it probably was the first
instance.

While these explanations of why birds were included in the cargo will not
satisfy those who have visualized thousands of them flocking into the ark to escape
destruction, it could still be strong confirmation of Noah's use of them as described
in Genesis 8:6-11.

One is apt to suppose that animals roam far and wide at will finding very little
hindrance to their freedom of movement, and that an area devastated by such a
flood would quickly be taken over once more by the animals from surrounding
country. This is apparently an illusion. Even apart from natural barriers such as
rivers, animal species tend to establish territorial rights which they neither desert
for other territories, except under very unusual circumstances, nor permit other
species to invade. The boundaries of these territories are found, at times, to be
remarkably clearly defined. Such territorial rights are claimed both by birds and
land animals. This may account in part for the fact that after an area is devastated,
it is apt to remain deserted for a surprisingly long time while life teems all around.

It is quite obvious that some territories are determined by temperature—the
Arctic regions or deserts, for example. Consequently it is difficult to conceive how
creatures accustomed to these very well-defined climatic conditions could pass
through great stretches of country with entirely different environmental conditions
as they made their way to the ark. Yet this would be necessary if the Flood was
world-wide. Desert lizards from Central America, polar bears from the Arctic,
kangaroos from Australia, and giraffes from Africa would all have to make their
way over thousands of miles of unfamiliar territory, and in one case by sea, to Asia
Minor, where the environmental conditions might very well be "unsuitable" for any
of them. Multiply this circumstance to cover thousands of creatures who are so
small that the journey could only be completed by about the tenth or even the
twentieth generation descending from those who began it, and one gets a fair idea
of the miraculous supervision required to assemble a crew sufficient to preserve
every species from a global Flood.

There are so many problems in such a view which have been overlooked. One
reads of the speed achieved by certain animals such as deer and antelope and
imagines accordingly that they could easily make the trip. But this disregards one
important fact, namely, that such creatures are herbivorous. The importance of this
observation is that these animals must spend an enormous amount of time
browsing in order to gain enough energy for ordinary living. In some cases this may
even amount to 80 percent of their waking hours. Such a circumstance leaves them
little time for making long journeys through unfamiliar territory, and it accounts for
the fact that a man can outrun a horse—given time—as has been demonstrated on
many occasions. In spite of its strength the horse must stop to eat far more
frequently than the man who eats meat. Furthermore, the diet of many species is
limited to the food supplied by their own natural environment. Thus polar bears
cannot afford to be too far away from the water which supplies them with their
food.

These are "objections," but not insuperable difficulties if one is prepared to allow
the operation of sufficient miracle. But in the total situation the miraculous element
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would seem to be unnecessarily great if this is what happened. Moreover,
remarkably small barriers to the movement of animal life can be decisive. As E. O.
Dodson has put it, "Even a very small amount of salt water is a nearly absolute
barrier to amphibians". Similarly he remarks, "Large bodies of water are among the
most effective barriers to land birds. The Amazon River seems to be an absolute
barrier to many of  them [...]."10 He points out also that two species of mice will
sometimes dwell on opposite sides of a quite small river, unable to get across.

Even fish life would suffer in a universal catastrophe. The mingling of the salt
and fresh water could be fatal to many of them. In a universal deluge without
special miracle, vast numbers of salt water animals could not fail to be
exterminated: in particular, almost all the molluscs of the littoral and laminarian
zones. Nor would the plant kingdom fare much better than the animal one. Of the
100,000 species of better-known plants, few indeed would survive submersion for
a year, and the seeds of most of the others would fare little better than the plants
themselves, according to Hugh Miller.

The difficulties involved in getting the animals back to their native habitats after
the Flood was over must also be considered. With the longer-lived animals this
might not be serious from one point of view, but with short-lived creatures whose
breeding cycle might be completed within the ark itself, the young would have to
make the long trip in a very immature state—unless one postulates a further
miracle, namely, the suspension of breeding instincts during the period in the ark.

Some of these problems have been recognized from very early times. For
example, this is what Augustine had to say on the matter: 

But there is a question about all these kinds of beasts, which are
neither tamed by man, nor sprung from the earth like frogs, such as
wolves and others of that sort [...] as to how they could find their
way to the islands after that Flood which destroyed every living
thing not preserved in the Ark [...]. 

Some, indeed, might be thought to reach islands by swimming,
in case they were very near; but some islands are so remote from
continental lands that it does not seem possible that any creature
could reach them by swimming.11

Augustine then adds that possibly man might have conveyed some of them for
the pleasure of hunting them subsequently. He also suggests that the transfer could
have been accomplished through the agency of angels! But one could hardly
account for the transfer of creatures which are not hunted by man and are not
pets—nor for some of the larger animals which are found in Australia and New
Zealand, such as the ostrich.

As has frequently been observed, in certain areas (Australia, for example) there
is a continuity in form between the animals now existing and those found as fossils
in the rocks, and this applies to some species which are unique to that area, such as
the marsupials. the significance of this is that these creatures, if the Flood was

10. Dodson, E. O., A Textbook of Evolution, Saunders, Philadelphia, 1952, p.316.
11. Augustine, City of God, XVI, 7. 
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world-wide, must have crossed the ocean and made a land journey covering
thousands of miles to reach the ark only to return later, reversing the sequence and
finally swimming home in order to preserve the continuity between the fossils and
the living forms peculiar to the area.

In summary, then, it seems that the extent of miracle required to preserve life
as we find it in its present distribution, against the destructive forces of a
world-wide Flood, would be quite incommensurate with the purpose God had in
mind. This is particularly true in view of the fact that no mention whatever is made
of a subsequent re-creation of living forms, especially plant life, which would
probably, at least in some instances, be necessary for the preservation of the new
natural communities established by the pairs of animals arriving once more in their
devastated homeland.

�
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Chapter 3

Physical Causes, Time, and the Location of the Flood

At the present moment there simply does not seem to be any way to reconcile
current anthropological opinion regarding the antiquity of man with the biblical
statement that some 5,000 years ago the world's population was reduced to eight
souls in one single family. 

It is believed on the basis of C14 dating methods and some other less precise
means of age-determination that the New World was quite widely settled at least
10,000 years ago by people who appear to be related to the modern native
population by the existence of unbroken cultural traditions. In other parts of the
world manis traced back in a semi-civilized state to at least the same date though
the continuity of cultural traditions is not always so clearly discernible.

Almost all the claims made by Bible students for missing generations in biblical
genealogies, which are inspired by the desire to extend the over-all chronology of
Scripture, apply only to the period from Adam to Noah. Such gaps as can be
demonstrated cannot be employed to set the date of the Flood much beyond 5,000
years ago and therefore serve little toward a reconciliation of the secular and
biblical chronologies. At the moment almost all the currently acceptable methods
of age-determination stand against such a late date for the reduction of the world's
population to only eight people. But it has often happened in the history of science
that a single discovery has initiated a shift of opinion allowing contrary views to be
accepted. In the meantime it serves no useful purpose to deny the existence of this
conflict of the evidence: we can only wait. 

But we can at least examine the evidence which exists for: (1) a recent Flood of
considerable proportions in the general area of Asia Minor; (2) the initiation and
spread of the basic civilization of the modern world from this locality thereafter;
and (3) a subsequent population growth rate which makes very good sense if we
allow a fresh start to have been made by a single family of eight people something
less than 5,000 years ago.

Briefly, the evidence for each of these three claims lies in the existence of young
and rapidly drying lakes and raised beaches and progressive desiccation within
recent years of the area in question, in archaeological research tracing back the roots
of civilization in the Middle East not to Egypt as was once thought, nor to
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Mesopotamia as was later held, but to the Iranian Highland Plateau; in population
growth. This last is hard to assess since there is no guarantee that it has been
uniform. Yet the growth curve which can be established on the basis of fairly
dependable information shows that there is nothing unreasonable about the biblical
record in this respect. We shall consider each of these points in greater detail.

1. Evidence of Recent Inundation

It is stated in Genesis 11:1, 2 that the whole earth (i.e., land) was of one language
and one speech and that "as they journeyed from the east" they discovered a plain
in the land of Shinar (Sumer), and they settled there. Verse 3 introduces the reader
to the building of the Tower of Babel and states that they had no stone to build
with, and therefore resorted to the use of mud bricks. Hence there is no question of
the identity of this "land of Shinar"; it was a land whose people specialized in
building with sun-dried bricks for this very reason. But it is important to note that
this plain was settled by people who "journeyed from the east". Archaeology
indicates clearly that those who settled in Babylonia first entered the country from
the south, evidently coming from Elam to the east. Tracing these people back from
Elam, we find prior settlements to the north as, for example, at Sialk. It is fairly
certain that the people who settled both in Sumeria, in Elam, and in the Indus
Valley originated in the Iranian Highland Plateau.

St. Chad Boscawen, one of the earlier prominent Cuneiform scholars, points out
that the ideographs used by these early settlers in Mesopotamia bore witness to the
place of their origin:

The Cuneiform writings, like the Egyptian and Hittite characters,
in the more ancient forms picture the home surroundings of the
people who invented them. The picture would be derived from
objects around, as an Eskimo would draw a reindeer but not a lion,
a bear but not a tiger and firs but not palms. So, when we turn to this
ancient series of sketches, placed before us in the earliest forms of
the Cuneiform characters, we at once see that they must have been
developed in a locality different from Babylonia—a more northern
and mountainous one.

Thus the sign for Mountain and for Country are synonymous,  
       showing that the Country, and par excellence the home Country,
was a mountainous one [...]. 

In the fauna of the land we find individual ideographs for the
bear and the wolf, but not for the lion, tiger, and jackal, which were
common in Mesopotamia. And still more important is the fact that
the compound ideograph for camel denotes an animal with two
humps—that is, the species of Upper Asia as distinct from the
Arabian species. In the flora we find the pine and the cedar but not
the palm, while the earliest form of the house or dwelling is a cave.

All these facts tend to show that if the Cuneiform writing did
undergo a considerable enlargement and modification in Chaldea,
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yet, at any rate, the first elements were invented in a land differing
in many respects from the Delta of the Tigris-Euphrates Valley.12

This, therefore, brings us close to the place where the ark settled and the world
began to be re-populated. There, then, is the scene of the Flood—in which case it
did not take place in the Mesopotamian plain. To me, this seems clear, yet a great
many commentators assume the Flood to have been in Mesopotamia, and it is on
this basis that the so-called Flood Deposits found by Woolley and others in a few
cities have been widely heralded as "proof" of the reality of the Flood. (Sir Leonard
Woolley made this claim, not, I think, because he was concerned with supporting
the veracity of Scripture but rather because it was a selling point which gained
Christian support for his labours.) However, it is evident that these Flood Deposits
are exceedingly limited in extent and although locally the continuity of the life of
the particular settlements affected was broken, other contemporary cities continued
without any such disruption. This in itself would surely indicate that we are not
here dealing with Noah's Flood at all.

If Armenia was the scene of the Flood, and Mesopotamia was only settled
afterward, then the site of the Garden of Eden was not in Babylonia at all. This is no
new idea—but, popularly, it is generally assumed that it was, simply because of the
mention of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers always associated with this area.
However, two other rivers are mentioned in Eden and though their identity is not
certain, it seems clear that they do not exist in Mesopotamia. In all, four rivers are
thus mentioned.

In Armenia, which is a Highland Zone as we have seen, a number of rivers have
their source, including the Tigris and Euphrates. One of the four rivers named is
said to flow about the land of Cush, but this is only one of several localities named
Cush which are known to have existed. The best known of these later came to be
identified with Ethiopia. But Ethiopia was not the only Cush. There was evidently
one locality of this name in the Highland Zone. Various attempts have been made
to identify Pison and Gihon, but quite possibly the site of Eden was so modified by
the Flood as to be no longer recognizable. At any rate the existence of four rivers
seems to exclude Mesopotamia.

Pison has been identified with a certain river, Phasis, known to the ancient
Greeks, which rose in the Caucasus and flowed into the Black Sea. Havilah is
perhaps that area known by this name between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea,
where gold and precious stones have been found. Jason, whose name is associated
with the "Golden Fleece" (probably a sheepskin used to filter the gold from the
streams of that area) went to Colchis, a district through which the river Phasis (or
Pison?) flowed. Gihon is more obscure.

It seems, therefore, in view of the existence of these four rivers, three of which
are reasonably well identified, that Eden was in Armenia, and this is in keeping
with the conclusion that the Flood was sent to this area to destroy mankind.

There is one piece of evidence that the Garden of Eden was in Babylonia,
namely, the existence of a very ancient city called Enoch (or Unuk, or Ereck as

12. Boscawen, St. Chad, "Historical Evidence of the Migration of Abram," Transactions of the Victoria
Institute, vol.20, 1886, p. 94.
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various tablets render it). This is the name given by Cain to the first city he built
(Genesis 4:17). But the re-appearance in Babylonia of this name has no more
significance than the re-appearance of the name London for a city in Ontario. It is
not necessary to suppose that Cain built the Unuk in Mesopotamia, but only that
his descendants long afterward remembered the name of the original city and chose
it for their new settlement—a common practice.

Moreover, we find considerable evidence today of progressive desiccation
turning what was quite recently a well-watered area into a dry one. Rendle Short,
referring to the findings of George Frederick Wright, had this to say:

There is plenty of proof that the early home of the human race,
Northern Persia, Armenia and the neighbouring countries, has been
under water at a comparatively recent date geologically
speaking—certainly since the Ice Age.

At Trebizond, on the Black Sea, there is a raised beach of 750 feet
up the mountain. The Caspian, the Sea of Aral and Lake Balkash
have no outlet, but their waters are still comparatively fresh.
Therefore, they must be of recent origin.13

The significance of Rendle Short's last remark is apparent when it is
remembered that the Dead Sea is anything but fresh, because it, too, has no outlet.
The water accumulates the salts carried into it by various means, and the
evaporation of the water serves only to concentrate these salts. That the Caspian Sea
should still be fresh could be taken to mean that it has not been there any very great
length of time, or that it has been flushed out, or that it has been added to very
considerably.

Vere Gordon Childe remarks upon this same circumstance, although he
attributes it solely to a much heavier rainfall at one time.

On the Iranian Plateau the precipitation [which he predicates],
though insufficient to feed extensive glaciers, filled the great hollows
that are now salt deserts with shallow inland seas whose presence
tempered the severity of the climate [...]. 

In Persia and Baluchistan the high strand lines encircling the old
lakes bear witness to the flooding of these inland seas, and into them
flowed many streams that are now lost in the desert.14

In the same vein another authority, J. C. Curry, made the following
observation:15

There are several strands at varying heights along the southern
shores of the Caspian, among the most clearly marked of which are

13. Short, A. Rendle, The Bible and Modern Research, Marshall, Morgan and Scott, London, undated, 2nd
edition, p. 63.
14. Childe, V. G., Fresh Light On the Most Ancient East, Kegan Paul, London, 1935, p.24.
15. Curry, J. C., "Climate and Migration" in Antiquity, September, 1928, p.295.
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those 600, 250, and 150 feet above the present level. Their weak
development shows that, as a rule, the Sea did not stand at any one
level for a long time. The state of their preservation shows that they
are of very recent origin.

The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia under "Ararat" remarks upon the
fact that this area was a very appropriate place for man to make a fresh start. It is
correctly pointed out that the ark is said to have rested "upon the mountains of
Ararat" (Genesis 8:4), that is to say, in the mountainous region of Armenia rather
than specifically upon one particular mountain. In fact, the peak known today as
Ararat rises to a height of 17,000 feet and therefore, if what we have said previously
is true, the ark cannot possibly have rested at the top of it. Moreover, it is only in
comparatively recent times that it has received the name "Ararat." It is pointed out
also "that in early historic times there was a much more abundant rainfall than there
is now, so that the climate was then better adapted to the wants of primitive man".
Further it is stated that

[...] this elevated plateau of Armenia has still many attractions and
is eminently suited to have been the centre from which the human
race spread in all directions. Notwithstanding its high elevation the
region is fertile, furnishing abundant pasture, and producing good
crops of wheat and barley, while the vine is indigenous (rather
significant in the light of Genesis 9:20).16

The general elevation of the plateau is about 6,000 feet, and that of the Iranian
Highland Plateau, which is in one sense a continuation of it, is about 4,000 feet. The
gradual movement of the population as it began to grow seems to have been into
Asia Minor to the west, into the Caucasus to the north, and down into Iran on the
east side of the Zagros Mountains, where a division led to the settlement of the
Indus Valley on the one hand and Southern Mesopotamia on the other. The
archaeological evidence here is quite strong, and this is the direction of flow—and
not the reverse.

We come, therefore, to a consideration of this general area as the Cradle of
Civilization and the centre of dispersion of both men and animals.

2. The Iranian Highland Plateau: 
The Source of Domesticated Species and of Civilization

Until the late nineteenth century, the Middle East had always been thought of
as the Cradle of Civilization. This was a natural conclusion since most of what we
knew of proto-historic times had been derived from Genesis. In confirmation of this
there existed the unanimous testimony of classical writers, both Greek and Roman.
If we limit ourselves to proto-history, i.e., that period which immediately preceded

16. The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Howard-Severance, Chicago, 1915, vol. I, under article
“Ararat,” p.225. 
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the sudden appearance of civilized man, almost every archaeological find has
supported the more ancient view. Little by little the routes of migration of existing
nations and tribes in the New World, in the Far East, in India, in Africa, in
Scandinavia, in Russia, and in Europe have been reconstructed and the flow-lines
consistently converge upon this area. Culturally speaking there is no other
competitor as a Cradle of Civilization.

But the fossil remains of early man have been found almost everywhere except
in this Cradle. This proved to be a source of embarrassment to pre-historians,
because from an evolutionary point of view one would expect to find the first
half-men multiplying in this area and leaving their fossil remains there. In the very
nature of the case, more highly evolved hominids as they arose would move out,
away from the central area.

Thus a kind of law would arise that as one moved from the centre to the
periphery one would find the fossil remains becoming increasingly modern and
advanced in type. When the reverse was discovered it was customary to assume
that these peripheral individuals—peripheral, that is, to the Middle East—were
nature's first attempts to evolve man and that they each came to nothing and died
out. Just exactly what happened at the centre that ultimately led to modern man
was never quite clear. It was a great relief to these authorities when the South
African fossils seemed to supply good grounds for believing that modern types
really did, after all, arise from among such peripheral specimens, from which point
they presumably converged toward the Middle East.

At the present time, however, there are serious grounds for challenging the
claims of South Africa, since from an evolutionary point of view these remains are
far too recent, and from a cultural point of view we do not have the evidence to
demonstrate any such convergence toward the center. As a matter of fact, though
the doctrine is not a popular one today, cultural and physical degradation could
easily account for the existence of "low" types at the periphery. In speaking of
pre-historic man in Europe, H. J. Fleure made this statement:

No clear traces of the men and cultures of the later part of the
Old Stone Age (known in Europe as the Aurignacian, Solutrean, and
Magdalenian phases) have been discovered in the Central Highland
of Asia.17

Perhaps this is not surprising. If the assumption is made that our ancestors must
always have been more primitive, it seems clear that they may never be found, for
they may in fact not have been more primitive. The examination of this point is the
subject of another Doorway Paper.18

Henry Field, no mean authority, writing of the Iranian Plateau, pointed out that 

17. Fleure, H. J., The Races of Mankind, Benn, London, 1930, p.45.
18. See A. C. Custance, "Fossil Remains of Early Man and the Record of Genesis", Part I in Genesis and
Early Man, vol.2 in The Doorway Papers Series, Zondervan Publishing Co.
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[...] as a centre of dispersion Iran has the unique position of being
approximately equidistant from China, Java, South Africa, and
England, where the earliest human remains have been found.19

Ellsworth Huntington, whose theories of climatic influence upon history are not
accepted too widely but whose knowledge in this area is unquestionable, has
postulated "that during the late Pleistocene times Southern Iran was the only region
in which temperature and humidity were ideal not only for human conception and
fertility, but also for chances of survival" [his emphasis].20

Griffith Taylor was of the opinion that Western Asia is the true home of man
because of the distribution pattern of early and of primitive man. Thus he wrote:

We know that the races were differentiated before the dawn of
civilization. Indeed, one result of the study of the distribution of
Man is to lead the writer to the belief that the so-called "yellow" or
Mongolian type of man is a later product of human evolution than
many Western members of the so-called White or European type
[...]. 

A series of zones is shown to exist in the East Indies and
Australasia which is so arranged that the most primitive are found
farthest from Asia, and the most advanced nearest to Asia. This
distribution about Asia is shown to be true of the other "peninsulas"
(Europe is such a "peninsula"), and is of fundamental importance in
discussing the evolution and ethnological status of the peoples
concerned [...]. 

Whichever region we consider, Africa, Europe, Australia, or
America, we find that the major migrations have always been from
Asia.21

Taylor then points out how very similar these early marginal societies were both
physically and culturally, and he concludes that "Only the spreading of racial zones
from a common cradle-land can possibly explain these affinities" [his emphasis].

The logic of this kind of argument has been denied by anthropologists, but their
counter arguments are not very convincing. The distribution of fossil forms is
clearly not ideal from the evolutionary point of view. Thus, E. A. Hooton, in
opposing this view that the more primitive fossils are found farthest from the centre
of origin, had this to say:

The adoption of such a principle would necessitate the
conclusion that the places where one finds existing primitive forms
of any order of animal (including man) are exactly the places where
these animals could not have originated [...].

19. Field, Henry, "The Iranian Plateau Race" in Asia, April,1940, p.217.
20. Huntington, Ellsworth: quoted by Henry Field, "The Iranian Plateau Race" in Asia, April,1940,
p.217.
21. Taylor, Griffith, Environment, Race and Migration, University of Toronto, 1945, 2nd edition., p.8.
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 But this is the principle of "lucus a non lucendo" [finding light
where one ought not to] which, pushed to its logical extreme, would
lead us to seek for the birthplace of man in that area where there are
no traces of ancient man and none of any of his primate precursors.22

But this is exactly what we may be required to do. There are no truly primitive
precursors here, because man had none.

However, while such precursors of man are absent in this central area, this is not
at all true of the plants and animals which are now domesticated. One of the
greatest authorities on plant and animal life from the point of view of origins and
migrations was the Russian scientist N. I. Vavilov, who has since disappeared along
with many others who could not wholeheartedly support the government in power.
He spent many years tracing back species of plants and animals to their probable
"home". A few years ago he wrote an article entitled "Asia: the Source of Species".
In this he demonstrated clearly that the majority of those species of cultivated plants
and domesticated animals which seemed to have accompanied human settlements
from very early times can be traced back to wild forms in this area. He sums up the
matter in this way:

The total number of species of flowering plants in the entire
world now known to botanists is about one hundred and sixty
thousand. These species are not distributed equally over the face of
the globe [...]. 

The great majority of the cultivated plants of the world trace
their origin to Asia. Out of 640 important cultivated plants, about
500 originated in Southern Asia. In Asia alone we have established
five of the principle regions of cultivated plants [...]. The fifth region
of origin in Asia is the Southwestern Asiatic centre and includes
Asia Minor, Trans-Caucasia, Iran and Western Turkmenistan. This
region is remarkable, first of all, for its richness in numbers of
species of wheat resistant to different diseases [...]. There is no doubt
that Armenia is the chief home of cultivated wheat. Asia Minor and
Trans-Caucasia gave origin to rye which is represented here by a
great number of varieties and species [...].

Our studies show definitely that Asia is not only the home of the
majority of modern cultivated plants, but also of our chief
domesticated animals such as the cow, the yak, the buffalo, the zebu,
sheep, goat, horse, and pig [...]. The chief home of the cow and other
cattle, the Oriental type of horse, the goat and the sheep is
specifically Iran [...]. 

As the result of a brilliant work of Dr. Sinskaya, the discovery
was recently made that the home of alfalfa, the world's most
important forage crop, is located in Trans-Caucasia and Iran [...].

22. Hooten, A. E., "Where Did Man Originate?" in Antiquity, June, 1927, p.149.
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From all these definitely established facts the importance of Asia
as the  primary home of the greatest majority of cultivated plants
and domesticated animals is quite clear.23

Although Henry Osborn wrote some forty years ago [1936], his observations as
follows are still fundamentally true:

 Both the human and the animal inhabitants [of Europe] migrated
in great waves from Asia and from Africa, in the latter case, it being
probably that the source of the migratory wave was also in Asia,
North Africa being merely the route of passage for the majority of
the forms [...]. 

The great Cultures and great cultive Races of Europe in
pre-historic times came doubtless from Asia. The men who used
metals, who owned flocks and herds, and who grew crops—that is,
the men out of whom it was possible to develop modern
civilization— were all immigrants in Europe who had originated
and started up elsewhere.24

In this extract from Men of the Old Stone Age, Osborn had in mind, not the
subsequent migrations in historic times of people who brought new cultural
elements, but rather the pioneers who laid the foundations.

3. Population Growth Rate Since the Time of the Flood

Estimates of time periods based on population growth rates are not very
reliable. I have seen figures given for the population at the time of the Flood which
run from a few hundred thousand to several hundred million. These calculations
were based on certain premises which the authors who made them considered quite
reasonable. In all such estimates it is these premises which are critical. It is not by
any means safe to assume that great longevity would necessarily lead to a greatly
accelerated population growth rate, though it seems logical to suppose that it has
some effect. For example, a man whose normal life span is seventy years can
reasonably expect to begin raising children by the time he is twenty-five, or
approximately one-third of his total life span. On the other hand, those who lived
to be eight hundred or nine hundred years old began to raise children, according
to Genesis, when they had achieved about one-seventh of their total span of life.
This in itself could be expected to lead to a somewhat different population growth
rate than is true today.

The number of variables involved is so difficult to evaluate that it seems rather
fruitless to attempt any estimate of the number of people who perished in the Flood.
On the other hand, the population growth rate since that time can be treated with
a little more precision. In the first place, the date of the Flood can be established

23. Vavilov, N. 1., "Asia: Source of Species" in Asia, February, 1937, p.113.
24. 0sborn, Henry, Men of the Old Stone Age, Scribners, New York, 1936, p.19.
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fairly accurately from the Bible, because there do not appear to be any serious gaps
in the subsequent genealogies. Moreover, the span of life soon fell to a level not
greatly differing from our own, in contrast to pre-Flood longevity. Furthermore,
certain information can be derived from Scripture regarding the initiation of the
Jewish people as a distinct family, which is useful here.

In estimating the time required for the evolution of a new species from an old
stock, it is quite customary to calculate the number of supposed mutations required
to transform one type of animal into another. Allowing so many centuries for each
mutation to spread significantly through a population, and multiplying this time
unit by the number of mutations, a period is estimated, usually in hundreds of
thousands of years, as a minimum within which such speciation could occur. These
estimates, based on intelligent guesswork, are given considerable credence. The use
of such methods of calculation is therefore considered quite valid.

A similar method can be applied to population increase, and this leads to some
interesting results. World census figures are inevitably approximate only. This is
obviously true also of mutation rates for extinct species, yet the use of such figures
is nonetheless allowed. World War II created some major disruptions in population
in certain groups, for which useful figures were available at the time of the 1922
Berlin census. For this review, therefore, the 1922 figures are being used, since they
antedate these disruptions. Other contemporary sources give slightly variant
figures, but the differences are not serious.

The population of the world at that time was estimated to have been
1,804,187,000. The human race must have doubled itself some 30.75 times to reach
this figure.

According to the chronology of the Hebrew text, as interpreted by Anstey—
probably the most dependable and learned biblical chronologer—we find that some
4,481 years have elapsed since the Flood, or 4,581 years since the birth of Noah's
firstborn, at which time we may say in a manner of speaking that the present world
population began with two individuals. This assumes for the sake of argument that
the present population of the world is to be derived from those who escaped from
the ark. Now, by dividing 4,581 by 30.75, we find that it requires an average of 146
years for the human race to double its numbers. 

The same census states that the number of Jews was 15,383,815. It is readily
admitted that the exact definition of the term "Jews" would be very difficult to
ascertain. But allowing for the moment that this figure represents the descendants
of Jacob in 1922, and using Anstey's date for the marriage of Jacob which he places
approximately 3,795 years ago, we find that the Jewish people must have doubled
their numbers once every 159 years.25 We should not expect such figures to be
accurate, but the correspondence for the period of doubling is rather remarkable
and is surely significant.

Raymond Pearl gives figures which indicate that since A.D. 1630 the population
of the world has doubled once every 129 years approximately.26 He then provides
a graph showing this rise from 1630 to the present time, but finds himself
embarrassed by the problem of what to do with the curve from that date backward.

25. Anstey, Martin, The Romance of Bible Chronology, Marshall Bros., London, 1913, vol.II, p.8.
26. Pearl, Raymond, Man the Animal, Principia Press, Bloomington, Ind., 1946, p.91.
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We have reproduced this graph in Figure 2, but with a slight modification, namely,
a vertical line which is intended to indicate the point in time at which the Flood
occurred according to Anstey's reckoning. Any attempt to apply the present rates
of increase to the world's population, if we place the first human pair some 500,000
years ago, leads to absurd results. In considering this aspect of the problem, Dudley
Kirk, like Pearl, is forced to the same conclusion, namely, that the present rate of
increase could not possibly have applied in the past.27

This may be quite true. It must surely be true if man is as ancient as we are
required to believe he is by other lines of evidence held to be valid.

Yet the form of the graph shown here for population since 1630 indicates rather
significantly that the curve, projected reasonably until it reaches zero population,
would probably cross the vertical line representing the time of the Flood at a point
indicating a very small population, thus confirming the biblical records of the early
chapters of Genesis. There is plenty of time since then for the settling of the world.
History shows that long migrations are made in a remarkably short interval.  

Kenneth Macgowan has shown that with respect to a Middle East "Cradle," the
most distant settlement is in the very southern tip of South America, approximately
15,000 miles.28 How long would such a trip take? He says it has been estimated that
men might have covered the 4,000 miles from Harbin, Manchuria, to Vancouver
Island in as little as twenty years. What about the rest of the distance southward? 
Alfred Kidder says, "A hunting pattern based primarily on big game could have
carried man to southern South America without the necessity at that time of great
localized adaptation. It could have been effected with relative rapidity, so long as
camel, horse, sloth, and elephant were available. All the indications point to the fact
that they were".29

According to de Quatrefages, 600,000 people made a trip from a point in
Mongolia to China during the winter and under constant attack in just five months,
covering a distance of 2100 miles;30 and though this seems to be a staggering trip in
so short a time, it actually works out to an average of fourteen miles per day.  A. C.
Haddon says many long migrations are known to have taken place in the past.31

We may sum up this chapter, therefore, by pointing out that there may well
have been a very extensive Flood in the area under review; that this area was in
many respects ideal for a fresh beginning; that this area may well have been the
original home of the majority of plants and animal species which have since been
domesticated; that this area was almost certainly the Cradle of Civilization; that
from this area has since spread the whole of the world's present population; and
finally that the date set by Scripture for the beginning of this movement is not
unreasonable although at the present moment modern scientific opinion regarding
the age of man hopelessly contradicts it.

We do not need to surrender our faith too easily. It has often happened in the
past that some little discovery has completely overthrown a universally accepted
27 .Kirk, Dudley, "Dynamics of Human Population" in Eugenics Quarterly, March, 1955, p.18.
28. Macgowan, Kenneth, Early Man in the New World, Macmillan, New York, 1950, p.3.
29. Kidder, Alfred, Appraisal of Anthropology Today, University of Chicago Press, 1953, p.46.
30. de Quatrefages, A., L'Espece Humaine, Balliere et Cie., Paris, 14th edition., 1905, pp. 135-36.
31. Haddon, A. C., History of Anthropology, Watts, London, 1949, p.123.
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 theory. This may well happen again with respect to modern methods of dating the
past. Rightly understood, all else in the biblical account of the Flood makes good
sense. And the existence of world-wide traditions strongly supports the reality of
a catastrophe which wiped out mankind still congregated in one area, with the
exception of a single family and a select number of animals and birds necessary for
their well-being after the event was over.32

�

32. There are often sound reasons for preferring the King James Version to the Revised Standard
Version. I think in surprising ways the former has caught the Mind of the Spirit where the latter is a
truer expression of the mind of man. At any rate, in the Flood story as given in the KJV, there is a
wonderfully revealing statement that has been entirely lost in the RSV. 

In Genesis 7:1 the Lord said to Noah, "Come thou and all thy house into the ark" —a very gracious
invitation to join the Lord who was already there. The RSV has rendered this, "Go thou [...]."  This is
not an invitation, but a command. In Genesis 8:16 the Lord naturally instructs Noah to "go forth" after
it is all over.

Here is a beautiful insight into the ways of God which the RSV translators entirely failed to
discern. It is true that their rendering is allowable. However, the Hebrew in Genesis 7:1 for "come" is
a word which is translated thus well over a thousand times and rendered "go" far less frequently.
There was every reason in the world to have left it as the KJV has it. Exactly the same observation can
be made of the Hebrew in Genesis 8:16 for the word "go."

So much of translation work is interpretation, and in the case of Scripture one needs the help of
its true Author in a special way and at all times. The KJV reveals that the Lord was in the ark and that
it was He who closed the door from the inside. 
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Appendix 1: Flood Geology

It would not be proper to omit from this paper all reference to the so-called
Flood Geology, in spite of the fact that in some quarters the term is almost a
"naughty word." Flood Geology is by some people classed with such fancies as the
Flat Earth theory. But this is not altogether fair because the Flat Earth theory, now
that the South Pole has been crossed, is totally indefensible, whereas the same kind
of absolute disproof of Flood Geology may not yet have appeared. There are a
number of variant forms in which Flood Geology is presented, but essentially this
is what is believed to have taken place.

At the time of the Flood, which was world-wide, great tidal waves swept back
and forth week after week laying and relaying all the loose materials on the earth's
surface in a series of layers in which were embedded the animals and plant life
representative of each area.

In the course of time these layers became hardened by pressure and heat until
they took the solid form in which they are now found.

Consequently, there are no great geological ages separating these layers. They
were laid in rapid succession, and the living forms which were buried in them from
the trilobites to the dinosaurs were contemporary with one another. These creatures
had therefore inhabited the earth together during the interval between Adam and
Noah.

Part of the evidence said by its advocates to support this is the existence of a
number of animal cemeteries in which are found indiscriminately mixed together
in a tangled mass the bones of innumerable animals of different species. In all such
cemeteries it is evident that the animals perished suddenly and simultaneously.
Carnivorous and herbivorous species lie together, the latter showing no signs of
their bones having been gnawed by the former, so that their deaths were
presumably simultaneous.

Moreover, the bones are so completely and forcibly mixed together that the
destruction was evidently very violent.

A water catastrophe best accounts for these cemeteries. Animal bones of various
species from very different climatic conditions are found where such creatures no
longer exist. This is clearly due to a change in climate occurring at the time of, or
soon after, their destruction.

Another line of evidence is believed to exist in the fact that the rocks are found
in reverse order over considerable areas in certain parts of the world. Those rocks
which evolutionary geology designates as most ancient lie above rather than
beneath those which are designated as recent. Orthodox geology accounts for this
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fact by the overturning of sections of the earth's crust on a gigantic scale. Flood
Geologists reject this explanation.

A few years ago, I attended a conference of Christian scientific men in which the
subject of Flood Geology was raised. It occurred to me that this question of upside
down rocks could be settled very easily if they were examined carefully to see
whether certain fossils which are normally fossilized feet down, as it were, in these
rocks were fossilized feet up. If the latter were the case, then clearly the rocks have
been turned upside down and the orthodox explanation of the reversed strata is
valid. But if not, then the strata really were laid in the wrong order, and modern
geology would have to do a lot of rethinking. I asked if the animals were found
upside down. Those present did not take the question seriously. Yet it is obvious
that this should be looked into and would be worth doing so, even if a research
fund were necessary, because it would settle the issue once for all.

A book has been published by Martin Gardner entitled Fads and Fallacies in the
Name of Science in which the author claims that this question of upside down fossil
forms has in fact been investigated and the evidence sustains modern geological
theory.33 I'm not sure how true this is—that is to say, whether the upside-downness
of the fossils is found in every locality where the strata are reversed. It could be true
of some—but if it is not true in one single instance, the case is wide open. 

In order that the reader may pursue this point of view for himself, the short
bibliography which follows lists some of the works of a serious nature which
support Flood Geology, including one by George McCready Price, who is probably
its best-known protagonist.

�

33. Gardner, Martin, Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science, Dover Publications, New York, 1957,
p.129.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of what is known about
Flood traditions of the world. The paper comprises two chapters, the first dealing
with the nature and significance of these stories with appropriate illustrations from
some of them, and the second intending to provide a fairly complete bibliography
which will also serve as an index for anyone who wishes to pursue the subject in
depth.

In the first chapter, I want to illustrate the fact that, widely different in detail as
many of them are from the biblical record, the traditions are in accord both with it
and among themselves on the following four basic issues:

1. The cause was a "moral" one.

2. They almost all speak of one man who is warned of the coming catastrophe
and thus saves not only himself but also his family or his friends.

3. They all agree that the world was depopulated save for these few survivors
from whom the present people of the world were derived.

4. In all of them animals play a part either in conveying the warning, or in
providing the transportation to safety, or in giving information about the state of
things after the Flood had subsided.

The following features of interest are then dealt with as in one way or another
bearing upon the over-all value of their testimony to the Bible.

5. Some of these accounts agree with Scripture in stating that eight souls
survived.

6. In extra-biblical accounts, the survivors always land on a local mountain. In
the Hebrew account, the ark lands far from Palestine, a circumstance bearing
witness to the objectivity of the biblical account.

7. A number of the traditions give extraordinarily graphic details of just such
incidental circumstances as must have accompanied the event.
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8. A small number of them are almost certainly borrowed from Christian
missionaries but not nearly to the extent sometimes claimed.

9. Almost without exception they differ radically from the biblical account by
incorporating events that are clearly fantasy. They are, in short, often greatly
embellished with details that are strictly mythical, in the popular sense of the word,
contrasting very strongly with the dignity, simplicity, and matter-of-fact character
of the Genesis record.

Each of these will be considered in chapter 1 and then illustrated from a
substantial number of sources with specific elaboration in chapter 2.

Chapter 2, therefore, contains first of all, a selection of further illustrations of the
more important points listed above; and secondly, a fairly complete annotated
bibliography of works which deal with these traditions, along with a list of some
140 accounts (according to the tribes or nations which carry them) with fairly
accessible source references. This will be followed, in conclusion, by an appendix
which gives some information regarding what is known from antiquity about the
ark and what has been reported in recent times in connection with its supposed
re-discovery.

For those who find such traditions intriguing in themselves, chapter 1
adequately shows the extraordinary "variations upon a theme" which have been
reported from around the world. The way in which this single event has been
treated in a manner that is truly "native" to each area is quite fascinating. For those
who wish to go further, the rest of the paper will serve as a springboard for
research.

�
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Chapter 1

The Nature of the Traditions

Here are two Flood stories which are surely not borrowed from the Bible. They
have a certain quality about them which is characteristic of so many of these native
traditions. There are elements in them which dimly reflect the same event, though
the details have become misty through the intervening centuries. Only the basic fact
remains. James C. Prichard records the story as told by the natives of the Leeward
Islands.

Soon after the peopling of the world, the god Ruhatu was
reposing in his coralline groves in the depths of the ocean. The
waters about this area were sacred and fishing was taboo, but a
certain fisherman, disregarding the fact, lowered his line till the
hook became entangled in the hair of the sleeping god. He tried very
hard to draw it up again, but succeeded only in arousing the god
from his slumbers. Ruhatu appeared at the surface and upbraided
him for his impiety, declaring that all mankind was equally impious
and that therefore the whole land would be destroyed.

The frightened fisherman implored forgiveness and, moved by
his prayer, Ruhatu told him to go at once with his wife and family
to a small island called Toa-marama. There he would find safe
refuge. The man obeyed and took with him not only his wife and
family but, it is generally said, a friend also, along with a dog, a pig,
and two fowl. They no sooner reached the place of refuge than the
waters began to rise, driving the inhabitants from their dwellings
and gradually increasing until in the morning only the tops of the
mountains appeared. These, too, were soon covered and all people
perished. When the waters subsided again, the fisherman and his
family took up their abode on the mainland and became the
progenitors of the world's present inhabitants.1

Here is another story. The primitive inhabitants of the Andaman Islands in the
Bay of Bengal also have an account of the Flood.

1. Prichard, James C., Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, Houlston and Stoneman, London,
no date, vol.5, p.116.
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Sometime after they had been created, men grew disobedient
and disregarded the commands which the Creator had given them.
In anger he sent a great flood which covered everything except
Saddle Peak, where the Creator himself resided.

Every living creature, man and animal, perished in the water
save for two men and two women who happened at the time to be
in a canoe and contrived to escape with their lives. When at last the
waters sank, the little company landed but found themselves in a
sad plight, since all other living creatures were drowned. However,
the Creator, whose name was Pulga, kindly helped them by creating
animals and birds afresh for their use. Yet the difficulty remained of
lighting a fire, for the flood had extinguished every fire on every
hearth and everything was very damp.

Whereupon, the ghost of one of their friends who had been
drowned in the deluge, seeing their distress, flew in the form of a
kingfisher into the sky, where he found the Creator seated beside his
fire. Here he tried to grab a burning brand, hoping to carry it off in
his beak for his friends on earth. But in his haste he dropped it on
the august person of the Creator himself, who was greatly incensed
at the indignity and, smarting with pain, hurled the blazing brand
at the bird. It missed its mark and, whizzing past him, dropped
plumb from the sky at the very spot where the four people were
seated moaning and shivering. That is how mankind received the
use of fire after the Great Flood. Subsequently the Creator
condescended to explain to them that men had brought the Great
Flood upon themselves by willful disobedience to his commands.
That was the last time that the Creator ever appeared to men to
converse with them face to face. Since then the Andaman Islanders
have never seen him, but they still live in fear of him.2

I have chosen these two stories because there is a certain freshness about them
and they are clearly set in a context that is completely natural to the environment,
both cultural and geographical. They are naive and have none of the
down-to-earthness of the true account in Genesis. But they agree in certain basic
matters, as do virtually all these stories:

1. Man brought the Flood upon himself either by his disobedience or because of
lack of piety and reverence. The Andaman Islanders' story contains one rather
exceptional circumstance in it which is that those who survived did so largely by
accident, just happening to be in a canoe at the time. This is exceptional in that, to
my knowledge, in no other Flood tradition do the survivors escape by chance. In
itself this might be thought sufficient proof that it is, after all, a story recalling a
local event unrelated to the biblical Flood. But the circumstance is exceptional.

2. Frazer, James G., Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.233.
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The introduction of a bird into the scenario is not altogether surprising, since
from very early times those who live by the sea have used birds as navigational
aids.

In almost all these stories, with one notable exception (the Flood tradition from
Egypt) the catastrophe comes as a watery judgment. In the great majority of cases,
forewarning is given in some way to those who are destined to survive.

2. In the biblical story, Noah is warned by revelation in a direct and personal
manner. Many tribes feel that God is better able to converse with them indirectly,
for example through animals. Thus the Ancasmarca Indians of Peru3 had a tradition
which tells how, about a month before the Flood came, a certain shepherd family
noticed that their sheep were very sad, eating no food by day and watching the
stars by night. At last their shepherd asked them what ailed them, and they
answered that the stars foretold a coming destruction of the world by water. So the
shepherd (and presumably his wife, though the story doesn't actually say so) along
with his six children took council, gathered together all the food and sheep they
could get, and went to the top of a very high mountain called Ancasmarca. They say
that as the water rose, the mountain rose still higher so that they were saved. Thus
the man and his family escaped and re-populated the land after the Flood.

It is a remarkable fact that animals do sometimes give advanced warning of
coming catastrophe by exhibiting uneasiness in various ways. Before the tragic
collapse of the great reservoir dam above Longaroni in Italy, animals apparently
were seen leaving the subsequently devastated area as they headed for higher
ground. In the last major earthquake which occurred in Algeria, many people
afterward recalled having noted peculiar behaviour on the part of many animals as
though they were living in fear. It seems to me not at all impossible that the animals
which came to Noah were guided by the same instinct, a form of "inspired
knowledge" (as Faber termed it so aptly) as a witness to the law of God written in
their "hearts." We shall have occasion to look a little further into the part played by
animals in many of these traditions in chapter 2.

The Pimas of Northern Mexico4 relate that a certain prophet was warned by an
eagle (a messenger from heaven?) that a deluge was coming: but the prophet
laughed at him. A second and a third warning were also unheeded. Not until there
came a sudden peal of thunder and a "great green mound of water" raised itself
over the plain did he believe the warning, and then it was too late. Only one man,
but not the prophet, saved himself by floating on a ball of resin. This man, whose
name was Szeukha, turned out to be a "son of the Creator." He subsequently sought
out the eagle which had given warning and climbed up a cliff where the eagle
resided and found there a great multitude of corpses, mangled and rotting, which
had been carried off and devoured. These he raised to life and sent them away to
re-people the earth.

3. Ibid., p.270. 
4. Titcomb, J. H., "Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, 1873,
p.236; J. G. Frazer, Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.282; and Byron
Nelson, The Deluge Story in Stone, Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1931, p.186.
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At first sight this story seems only remotely related to the biblical one. But there
are at least two features in it worth noting. Unlike most of the traditions, but like the
record in Genesis, we are told that warning was given repeatedly but was unheeded
by those who were forewarned. I cannot recall such a circumstance in any of the
other stories than this one from the Pimas. The second point of interest is that only
one individual escaped, thereby creating a situation which would make it logically
impossible for the world to be re-peopled unless special steps were taken to secure
it. It is some reflection upon the practical good sense of many of the native peoples,
who have a similar tradition in which only one individual escapes, that they all saw
the necessity of"making some such special arrangements", for the perpetuation of
the race.

3. This brings us to the third point, namely, that the world was re-populated
entirely from the survivors. Sometimes the way in which this is done is highly
complicated. The Singphos of Burma say that when the Flood came, a man named
Pawpaw Nan-chaung and his sister Changhko saved themselves in a large boat.5

They had with them nine cocks and nine needles. After some days they threw
overboard one cock and one needle to see whether the waters were falling. But the
cock did not crow and the needle was not heard to strike the bottom. They did the
same thing day after day until the ninth day when the last cockerel crew and the
last needle was heard to strike on a rock. Very soon the brother and sister were able
to leave the boat, and they wandered about until they came to a cave inhabited by
a male and a female elf. Soon afterward, the sister gave birth to a child, but the
female elf who was a witch (and who used to mind the baby) got very angry
whenever the baby cried. One day when the brother and sister were out, the old
witch was in such a fury that she ran off with the baby and hewed it to pieces,
strewing the bits all over the country round about. When the poor mother came
home and heard what had been done, she cried to the Great Spirit to give her back
her child and avenge its death. The Great Spirit appeared to her and said, "I cannot
piece your baby together again but instead I will make you the mother of all nations
of men".

And so from one section of the country where the body had been strewn about,
the bits and pieces came to life and there sprang up the Shans; from another the
Chinese; from others the Burmese; and the Bengalese; and all the races of mankind;
and the bereaved mother claimed them all as her children because they all sprang
from the scattered fragments of her murdered babe. Is this "scattering" a dim
recollection of Genesis 11:8?

I think it safe to say that virtually all these Flood traditions agree essentially in
this too, that the Deluge wiped out the human race, necessitating a new start being
made to re-people it. It is difficult, moreover, to look upon these stories as merely
recollections of local floods, since no matter how sudden or devastating an ordinary
flood may be there are always many families which escape. None of these stories
leaves one with the impression that the survivors named subsequently met any
other survivors to form a new nucleus for the peopling of the area. They alone
escaped in every case.

5. Frazer, J. G., Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.208. 
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4. One of the most striking and perhaps best known of the Flood traditions in
which an animal plays a prominent part is the tradition from India in which a small
fish gives warning. This story is known in several slightly different forms.6 The
hero's name is Manu, who finds a little fish in the water in which he is washing his
hands one day. The little fish appeals to Manu for protection from the large fish
who are threatening him until he grows big enough to defend himself. Manu takes
pity on the fish and in due course, when the tiny creature has grown up, he puts
him back into the sea. Subsequently, when the fish has become large he warns
Manu that because of man's wickedness God is about to destroy mankind. He
advises Manu to build a boat. This Manu does, building it on dry land much as
Noah did. When the flood waters lift the ship, the fish calls to Manu to throw a rope
over his "horn"—perhaps a dorsal fin? The fish then tows the ship to safety on a
high mountain in the Himalayas.

Manu is then told to tie the ship to a tree so that it will not float away when the
waters recede. In some way as the waters go down, the ship is allowed to settle
gradually and Manu himself comes down the mountain. This particular mount is
(in one section of it) called "Manu's Descent."

Once again, special steps had to be taken so that Manu could fill the earth, since
all other human beings had been swept away. The story therefore goes on to say
that Manu made a mixture of butter, sour milk, whey, and curds.7 Thence a woman
was produced in one year's time. Through her he generated this race which is the
race of Manu. It appears that the word Manu in Sanskrit was the generic term for
the human race, i.e., "man".8

Here we have an animal giving warning, as the eagle tried to do in the Pimas'
story, and the same creature helping the survivor to a place of safety. As we shall
see in chapter 2, various animals have been used to indicate the depth of the water
and the condition of the land as the waters recede. In each area of the world an
appropriate animal plays its part.

Birds are used frequently, and quite often the raven is singled out. The use of
birds both in antiquity and in modern times as navigational aids has already been
noted. The people who inhabit the Pacific Islands frequently take birds on board
and use them to find their direction when the stars are hidden by releasing them
and watching which way they fly home. When they are very far out to sea but
believe they may be near to land, they release them with the assurance that they
will fly in the direction of land if land is visible to them from the air. If they return
to the ship they know, as Noah did, that land is not visible.

We come, then, to certain other aspects of these traditions.

5. I think it is a point of real significance that the Hebrew people had a record of
the Flood in which the ark landed on a mountain which was a long way from where
they were, in a distant country of which the great majority of the people had no
firsthand knowledge. This is a quite exceptional circumstance. All other traditions
6. Cook, F. C., The Holy Bible According to the Authorized Version with an Explanation and Critical
Commentary, vol.I, part I: Genesis and Exodus, Murray, London, 1871, p.74.
7. Wardour, Lord Arundell of, Tradition: The Mythology and the Law of Nations, Burns, Oates, London,
1872, p.228.
8. See Max Muller, Lectures on the Science of Language, first series, Scribner, New York, 1875, p.382.
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report that the ark landed locally. In Greece on Mount Parnassus;9 in India the ark
landed in the Himalayas;10 in Central America one story has it landing on Keddie
Peak in the Sacramento Valley;11 and so it goes, everywhere the same, always a local
mountain.

This circumstance surely suggests that here in the Bible we have the genuine
account. And it also underscores the great respect which the Hebrew people had for
the Word of God and the requirement that they never tamper with it. It would
surely, otherwise, have been most natural for them to land the ark on their most
famous mountain, Mount Zion.

6. It is hard to know how much importance to attach to the fact that in many parts
of the world the account states that seven others survived along with the leader of
the party. One of several versions of the Chinese story says that seven others
survived with Fo-hi, who became the father of a new race.12 But there is some
reason to doubt whether this particular story really is a tadition of the Great Flood
of Noah's time. (We shall return to this). In Malaysia there are stories which refer
to eight survivors.13 In all these cases, one has a sneaking suspicion after reading the
account that the number of survivors is a detail which has been added—grafted in,
as it were—as the result of Christian missionary influence. For example, it is hard
to see how Manu needed to manufacture a wife if—as one alternative account has
it—there were already seven other women. with him.14 It is therefore a matter only
of passing interest, and not to be accounted highly significant, that some of these
traditions reflect this detail of the biblical story. Yet many scholars feel strongly
otherwise.

7. We have avoided thus far reference to the various Flood stories which have
been discovered in Cuneiform in the Middle East, where the ark came to rest. There
are a number of these, and they are so well known that no attempt is being made
in this paper to deal with them at any length. One of the most useful volumes for
information on this subject is Barton's Archaeology and the Bible, which has gone
through a series of editions.15

In various versions of the Cuneiform accounts there are little touches of realism
which—though Noah's matter-of-fact account did not see fit to include them—may
well have been experienced by Noah or his passengers. For example, one

9. Nelson, Byron, The Deluge Story in Stone, Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1931 p.171.
10. Wardour, Lord Arundell,Tradition: The Mythology and the Law of Nations, Burns, Oates, London,
1872, p.224.
11. Coon, C. S., A Reader in General Anthropology, Holt, New York, 1948, p.281.
12. Doubts about the Chinese account: see J. G. Frazer, Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan,
London, 1919, vol.1, p.214. Contrast H. Sinclair Paterson, In Defense of the Earlier Scriptures, Shaw,
London, 1882, p.296; and Edward McCrady, "Genesis and Pagan Cosmologies" in Transactions of the
Victoria Institute, vol.72, 1940, p.68. 
13. Urquhart, John, The New Biblical Guide, Marshall Brothers, London, popular edition, no date, vol.I,
p.270.
14. Ibid., p.268. He gives the text of the poem.
15. More recent is James B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts, Princeton University Press, 1969,
pp.42-52.
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Cuneiform account speaks of bodies floating about like logs in the water.16 And in
another place we are told that the gods, after the Flood was over and "Noah" had
offered a sacrifice of thanksgiving, gathered around like flies.17 The account in
Genesis has no such unworthy interpretation of subsequent events, although it
seems very likely that flies would gather in such a circumstance. Indeed, it must
have been some time before the dead had decently returned to the dust and no
longer served as food for flies. The interpretation of the circumstance in the
Cuneiform record is clearly on a very low level of spiritual understanding, but the
noting of the facts themselves is interesting, for it would undoubtedly be part of the 
total effect of the catastrophe.

Curiously enough, some of the stories which have been preserved among
people living beside tropical waters speak of the evil plight of those who perished
and describe them not only as trembling with fear but shivering with cold.18 In the
warmer parts of the earth this seems an odd detail to have preserved, but it is quite
likely that the immense rains which accompanied the Flood did have the effect of
chilling to the bone those who were drowned by it. Some of the stories give details
that are quite intriguing as to how the survivors were able to determine, at the
height of the Flood, just how deep the water really was. This we shall illustrate in
chapter 2.

8. My first impression, after reading a substantial number of Flood traditions in
the kinds of works which are more widely disseminated such as commentaries on
Genesis and biblical encyclopedias, was that a great many of them showed evidence
of borrowing from the biblical record in a way that might best be accounted for as
due to missionary influence. In due course as my reading broadened, I came to the
conclusion that this impression had arisen rather naturally for the simple reason
that these sources of information, commentaries and so forth, had tended to
emphasize or draw attention to those traditions which by their very similarity to the
biblical story were most likely to appeal to their readers. I suspect that a great
number of the authors of these commentaries "swapped" stories, as it were, with
one another so that they were consequently reinforcing the same selective
tendencies.

But from an examination of the tremendous number of Flood traditions which
have actually been recorded from all over the world and collected by men such as
Sir James Frazer, one comes to a very different conclusion. The great majority of
these stories have in common, as we have seen, only four basic elements. All other
details—the nature of the warning, the escape "vessel," the part played by animals,
and so forth—differ in such a way that borrowing from the biblical record is
virtually excluded altogether. In view of the demonstrated ability of native people
to recall the details of any story which has been reported to them and which has
genuinely captured their imagination, it is difficult, if not impossible, to derive the
great variety of their traditions from the kind of account which would be

16. Barton, George, Archaeology and the Bible, American Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 1933, p
337 at line 135.
17. Ibid., p.338 at line 162.
18. Nelson, Byron, The Deluge Story in Stone, Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1931, p.183.  
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presumably presented by a Christian missionary. These native traditions are
undoubtedly recollections from the very distant past of an event which was so
stupendous that it was never forgotten even though the details themselves became
blurred: local colouring restored what had faded.

Thus, in pre-Flood days men were wicked, but the nature of their wickedness
assumed in time many forms. The gods were angry, but sometimes afraid as well!
Those who were warned were counted worthy to be so for a wide range of different
reasons. These few escaped—but by very different means, though the presence of
water meant they either had to climb, float, ride aquatic animals, or build some kind
of boat. Always, of course, the event was "local," and always the local inhabitants
were their descendants, whence the world was re-populated.

In a sense, therefore, all these stories are in agreement, though in fact they are
often as different in detail as it is possible to imagine. In a court of law, the
testimony of witnesses who both agree and disagree in this fashion is considered
to be a more powerful witness to the central truth than would be complete
concordance, for in the nature of the case collaboration is manifestly excluded.
There is no question that some details are borrowed, though not always borrowed
from missionaries—they may be borrowed from neighbours. And there is no
question that some genuinely native traditions were modified or embellished or
corrected in one way or another by people who compared their own account with
the true account brought to them by missionaries. I have a feeling that in some cases
at least this is true of the number of survivors. But the fact remains that the memory 
of mankind in every part of the world bears witness to the reality of a tremendous
Flood which came upon man as a result of his wickedness.

The essential absence of borrowing is borne out by one other notable
circumstance. While all over the world a tradition of the Flood may be found, it
appears that this is the last great event in which all mankind shared: the Bible goes
on to speak of other remarkable events (such as the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah), but none of these subsequent events are commonly found throughout
the world as treasured traditions. It seems most unlikely that a native people who
had been taught by missionaries the events of the Old Testament would completely
forget the Tower of Babel, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, or the events
of the Exodus. Why should they all happen to remember only the single event of the
Flood? It is most reasonable to assume that it was indeed the last great event in
which all mankind shared. They were descendants of those who left the site where
the ark landed and were not aware of these later, yet equally impressive, events.

This selective memory so widely shared would be very difficult to account for
if most of the people involved had obtained their information through the agency
of Christian missionaries. The measure of agreement between these stories in their
essentials is some indication that the number of people who originally experienced
this catastrophe and survived it was quite small -- indeed, probably a single
family.19

9. We have already noted some of the absurdities which are often introduced into
these traditions in an attempt to compensate for obvious deficiencies—as for

19. On the Tower of Babel, see appendix 2.
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example where only one individual survived so that some special provision must
be made to re-people the earth.

There is no doubt that of all the 150 or so known Flood traditions, the biblical
account is the only account which can really be taken seriously by an informed
reader. Sir William Dawson wrote years ago:

I have long thought that the narrative in Genesis 7 and 8 can be
understood only on the supposition that it is a contemporary journal
or log of an eye-witness incorporated by the author of Genesis in his
work. The dates of the rising and fall of the water, the note of
soundings over the hill-tops when the maximum was attained, and
many other details as well as the whole tone of the narrative, seem
to require this supposition [...].20

In all the other traditions there are elements introduced into the story which
could not have been witnessed by the survivors. This is true even of the other
Babylonian accounts, the Cuneiform accounts to which reference has already been
made. For example, these stories record the supposed trembling of the gods, their
jealousies, fears and anxieties, and their relief when they find somebody has
survived. When the gods gather round the sacrifice like flies, we are being
introduced, not to a factual eyewitness account of what happened but only to what
was imagined. The flies were probably real enough, however one could not know
that they were gods except by imagination—or by revelation. Not a few of the more
distant accounts assume such "revelation", and this is done in a way which contrasts
markedly with the account in Scripture. For example, when the survivors send out
a bird or some other creature and that creature does not return, indicating that the
Flood is not over yet, the account almost invariably gives details of what happened
to that animal! In short, the events are used as an excuse about which to spin an
elaborate tale as though the writer had followed the animal and observed all its
subsequent doings.

This kind of embellishment is entirely missing in Scripture. And I think one
reason for this is that the record in Genesis is an eyewitness account. To me it seems
almost self-evident that once the journey on the water had begun, once Noah and
his family were inside the ark and the rains began, from there on revelation has not
entered into the account. Like any other captain, Noah kept his daily journal,
marking off the events of the days and the weeks and the months, carefully and
precisely and accurately, as he and his crew experienced them.

And this raises another issue which cannot be altogether avoided, though here
I should like to tread with care because it is possible to be mistaken. I think that if
revelation is not clearly part of the record, one must assume that Noah could not
know for sure that the Flood was of global proportions: he could only see what he
could see. Everywhere was water; not a piece of dry land remained in sight. This
was all he had to go on.

20. Dawson, J. William, The Story of the Earth and Man, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1880, 6th ed.,
p.290.
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It has been argued occasionally, as it was for years by Sidney Collett,21 that
because Flood traditions were world-wide, the Flood itself must similarly have been
global in extent. But this, of course, is a dangerous argument to use for this purpose
since, if people all over the world survived to bear witness to the reality of the Flood
in their own districts, then Noah and his family were by no means the sole
survivors. While this is, of course, a possibility, my impression is that those who
argue strongly for a global Flood would be the first to insist that people did not
survive anywhere else except in the ark. And it seems to me that the subsequent
chapters of Genesis are best understood as intending that the world's population
was entirely derived from Noah's family.

Those who argue for a global catastrophe customarily point to the sweeping
terminology of the biblical account which seems all-inclusive. The use of hyperbole
in Scripture, however, must be borne in mind: in one form or another all the
inclusive phrases in Genesis can be found elsewhere in Scripture with clear
limitations as to their meaning. A list of examples will be found in Part I of this
volume. In his commentary on Genesis, F. C. Cook makes a useful observation
which should be underscored in this connection: 

The words used may certainly mean that the Deluge was
universal, that it overwhelmed not only the inhabited parts of Asia,
but also Europe, Africa, America, Australia, New Zealand, and
Oceania; most, if not all, of which Islands and Continents were
probably then without human inhabitants.

Yet, if only the inhabited world was inundated, and all its
inhabitants destroyed, the effect would have been the same to Noah,
and would most likely have been described in the same words [my
emphasis].22

It has been customary in certain quarters to treat the biblical account as of "late"
origin, the story being borrowed from the supposedly earlier Cuneiform accounts.
One reason for believing this is that we do have substantial portions of Cuneiform
accounts of the same event which are far earlier than any equivalent manuscripts
of the biblical account. But there is another factor which has a powerful influence
in deciding who borrowed from whom. It is acknowledged on all sides, by liberal
and conservative theologians alike, that from a moral and religious point of view
the biblical record is vastly superior to any of the Cuneiform accounts. Evolutionary
philosophy being the dominant guide in such matters, it is required that the purer
form be derived from the cruder one, the monotheistic account from the polytheistic
one. So the Bible must have been borrowed from the Babylonian one—and therefore
must be later.

In Sir James Frazer's Folklore in the Old Testament there is an extraordinary
example of how to reason in a circular fashion with blinkers on, and starting with
a false premise! Here is his statement:

21. Collett, Sidney, The Scripture of Truth, Pickering and Inglis, London, 1931.
22. Cook, F. C., The Holy Bible According to the Authorized Version with an Explanation and Critical
Commentary, vol.I, part I: Genesis and Exodus, Murray, London, 1871, p.77.
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Formerly under the influence of the Biblical tradition, inquirers
were disposed to identify legends of the great flood, wherever
found, with the similar Noachian deluge, and to suppose that in
them we had more or less corrupt and apocryphal versions of that
great catastrophe, of which the only true and authentic record is
preserved in the Book of Genesis. Such a view can hardly be
maintained any longer. Even when we have allowed for the
numerous corruptions and changes of all kinds which oral tradition
necessarily suffers in passing from generation to generation and
from land to land through countless ages, we shall still find it
difficult to recognize in the diverse, often quaint, childish or
grotesque stories of a great Flood the human copies of a single
divine original. And the difficulty has been greatly increased since
modern research has proved the supposed divine original in Genesis
to be not an original at all, but a comparatively late copy, of a much
older Babylonian or rather Sumerian version. No Christian apologist
is likely to treat the Babylonian story, with its strongly polytheistic
coloring, as a primitive revelation of God to man; and if the theory
of inspiration is inapplicable to the original, it can hardly be invoked
to account for the copy.23

This is a most extraordinary statement! First of all, he assumes that the biblical
account is borrowed from the Babylonian or Sumerian account. Apparently this has
been "proved." It follows logically from this that the biblical account, being a
borrowed one, could not possibly be an inspired account since it is borrowed from
a grossly polytheistic original! Having therefore demonstrated that it cannot
possibly be inspired, it follows quite logically that it could never be treated as the
lone inspired original of which all the other native traditions are human copies.
Q.E.D.! It probably never occurred to Frazer that at one time the actual logbook
which Noah wrote may very well have been preserved intact and kept as an
heirloom within the family of  Shem, who therefore had the true account from
which Mesopotamian civilizations several centuries later derived their own
particular scripts, made their copies, and took liberties which the Hebrew people
appear never to have taken with original records when those records were in the
divine economy of things slated to become part of Holy Scripture.

One strong indication that the biblical account is older lies in the fact that in the
Cuneiform accounts more sophisticated terms are used in reference to the vessel
itself. It is called a ship, not an ark, and it is spoken of as sailing, whereas Genesis
merely says that "the ark went". Furthermore, in the Babylonian and Sumerian
traditions the vessel boasted a "steering-man," i.e., a helmsman. One would suppose
that writers like Frazer, dedicated to the evolutionary view of things, would be
reluctant to derive a story of a barge without sail or helm out of a story of a ship
with sails and rudder, since this is to derive the less sophisticated out of the more
sophisticated—evolution in reverse. Yet, evolutionists are flexible individuals and
when it suits their purpose the evidence can be adjusted to fit.

23. Frazer, J. G., Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.334.
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Frazer thinks that one of the circumstances common among the traditions of the
coastal or island people—namely, that the sea rose, that the waters came up—is
evidence that such traditions refer to local flooding as the result of earthquakes
causing tidal waves or local subsidence of the land. In some cases violent tropical
storms may have caused tremendous invasions of sea water in the form of
exceptionally high tides. He gives a number of examples which he thinks are pretty
conclusive.24

It would be foolish to deny that some of these accounts may have originated in
this way, but it is important to bear in mind that the great majority of them present
us with a picture, not of a tremendous tidal wave sweeping inland and smashing
everything before it, but of rising waters that came up comparatively slowly but
inexorably, wiping out the existing civilization. Many natural disasters resulting
from tidal waves have been reported in detail in the past, and one of the
extraordinary things about them is that so many people, by one circumstance or
another, survived the catastrophe. It is doubtful if there is any historical record of
such an event completely obliterating a civilization so thoroughly that only one
family survived25 Yet virtually every one of these nearly 150 Flood stories record
that this is exactly what did happen: only one party survived. Have there really
been that many such catastrophes in every part of the world, even in the Arctic,
catastrophes of purely natural occurrence? It seems far simpler to assume that with
a few possible exceptions these are not accounts of local events but recollections of
one single catastrophe which left such an impression on those who survived that
their descendants, hundreds of generations later, never altogether forgot it. As
Kalish has stated:

It is certain [...] that these accounts are independent of each
other; their differences are as striking and characteristic as their
analogies; they are echoes of a sound which had long vanished away
[...]. 

There must have indisputably been a common basis, a universal
source. And this source is the general tradition of earlier
generations. The harmony between all these accounts is an
undeniable guarantee that the tradition is no idle invention; a fiction
is individual, not universal; that tradition has, therefore, a historical
foundation; it is the result of an event which really happened in the
ages of the childhood of mankind; it was altered, adorned, and it
may be magnified, by the disseminations; it was tinctured with a
specifically national colouring by the different nations; it borrowed
some characteristic traits from every country in which it was
diffused; it assumed the reflection of the various religious systems;

24. Ibid.: Kamars, p.195, Minahassans, p.223; Hawaiians, p.245; Macusis, p.265; Michoacan Indians,
p.275; Cora Indians, p.280; Tinneh, p.312; Eskimo, p.328; and Masa, Nilotic Negroes, p.330.
25. The sole possible exception would be the disappearance of the Island of Atlantis, if there was such
an event as Plato makes there out to be.
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but though the features were modified, the general character was
indestructible and remained strikingly visible.26

Although Lenormant takes a rather less conservative view of the value of
Scripture than the evangelical does, he is nevertheless a most informative and
stimulating writer whose respect for the biblical record is very real. In one of his
best-known works, The Beginnings of History, he has a substantial section dealing
with Flood traditions. In introducing this section he has these words: 

Among all the traditions which concern the history of primitive
humanity, the most universal is that of the Deluge. It would be
going too far to assert that this tradition is found among all nations,
but it does re-appear among all the great races of men saving only
in one instance—an exception which it is important to note -- and
that is the black race, traces of it having been vainly sought [...]
among the African tribes.27

It may be necessary to qualify this when we have a better knowledge of African
native traditions, but since Lenormant wrote, many scholars have spent a lifetime
in Africa among its native people and yet have been unable to point with certainty
to a genuine Flood tradition. This includes David Livingstone and Robert Moffat,
both of whom remarked upon this lack. The question is, Why is this?

It is possible that the situation in Egypt may shed light on the problem. In this
country the annual flooding of the Nile is the very lifeblood of the people. Every
year the river overflows its banks and by careful management can be made to flood
almost the whole of the valley wherever cultivation is possible. At this time people
"cast their seed [i.e., bread] upon the waters" with the promise that after many days
they will find it again once the waters have retreated (Ecclesiastes 11:1). For such
a people it was virtually impossible to think of a judgment, a punishment, coming
in the form of a flood covering the land. The one thing they feared was a failure of
the flood to occur.

If Africa was settled by people who crossed the Nile Valley, it seems logical to
suppose that when they got into the dry, hot places of Africa where water was so
vital to survival, it would be easier for them to forget about a tradition of a flood
which had come as a judgment.

The Egyptians did, however, have a tradition which might very well be a
recollection of the Deluge transmuted into an intelligible form, from their point of
view.

The great god Ra once assembled the other gods and said,
"Behold, the men which have been begotten by myself, they utter
words against me: tell me what you would do in such a case. Behold
I have waited and have not slain them before listening to their

26. G. Kalisch, M. M., Historical and Critical Commentary of the Old Testament: Genesis, Longmans Green,
London, 1858, p.205.
27. Lenormant, Francois, The Beginnings of History, Scribner, New York, 1891, p.382.
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words [defence.]." The gods replied, "Let thy face permit it, and let
those men who devise wicked things be smitten and let none among
them survive."

So the goddess named Hathor went forth among them and "slew
the men upon the earth: and behold Sechet for many nights trod
with his feet in their blood even to the city of Hierapolis." The anger
of Ra is appeased by an offering comprised of 7,000 pitchers of
liquor made from fruit mixed with human blood. When Ra saw the
vases he said, "It is well: I shall protect men because of this. I lift my
hand in regard to this and declare that I shall no more slay
mankind." In the middle of the night he commanded the vases to be
turned over. The result was a great flood which was regarded as a
sign of returning favor!28

In his Mythology, J. Bryant, after pointing out that the god of the Nile was named
No, goes on to remark upon a ceremony in which it was customary to carry about
a kind of ship which played a rather similar role that the Ark of the Covenant did
in Israel.29 It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the deity thus honoured was
none other than Noah with a slightly corrupted name.

In his Commentary on Genesis, Skinner notes that in 1904 Edouard Naville
claimed to have found fresh proof of an Egyptian Flood tradition in a text from the
Book of the Dead which contained the following words:

And further I (the god Tum) am going to deface all I have done;
this earth will become an ocean through an inundation, as it was at
the beginning.30

Thus in one corner of the African continent we do seem to have some vague
recollection of a flood.

In China we meet with a rather similar situation, although there are traditions
such as will be found in Frazer's Folklore in the Old Testament, a list of these being
given at the end of this paper. It is rather likely that the first settlers migrated down
the Yellow River, settling in the areas watered by it. It is just possible that the
topography of China, being such that irrigation was dependent upon the Yellow
River (as well as the other two great river systems), may have left the same
impression with these early settlers who thus came to associate controlled flooding
with prosperity. It is customary in most essays which deal with these traditions to
point especially to the following story which is identified as a reference to the
Deluge. The first Emperor of China, Fo-hi, was produced supernaturally from a
rainbow.31 He is said to have bred seven sorts of animals for sacrifice and that he

28. Urquhart, John, "The Testimony of Tradition to the Flood" in Bible League Quarterly, no.152, 1937,
p.119. 
29. Bryant, J.: quoted by Lord Arundell of Wardour, Tradition: The Mythology and the Law of Nations,
Burns, Oates, London, 1872, p.249.
30. Skinner, John, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Genesis, Clark, Edinburgh, 1951, p.175 fn. 
31. Titcomb, J. H., "Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, 1873,
pp.238-39.
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appeared in the country after a convulsion in which waters in the bosom of the
earth burst forth and overflowed it. He was attended by his wife and three sons and
three daughters by whose intermarriage the whole "circle of the earth" was
inhabited. This catastrophe occurred because man despised the Supreme Monarch
of the Universe.

This story is believed to be a composite made up of a genuine native tradition
compounded with parts of the biblical story resulting from missionary teaching.
The original story relates to a great flood during the time of the Emperor Yao, who
reigned somewhere around 2400 B.C.32 Apparently this Flood resulted from the
collapse of certain dikes which were under the care of an engineer, Khwan. This
engineer tried for seven years to restore the Yellow River to its original course,
without success. However, his son Yu subsequently succeeded where he had failed.

I think Frazer's assessment of the circumstances in this instance are reasonable.33

But China is not without traditions among certain of its native people, namely, the
Lolos in South China and the Bahnara of Cochin China, as will be observed in
Frazer's list (see next chapter).

It does therefore appear that the continent of Africa is the sole geographical area
in the world lacking a recollection of the Great Flood. Such recollections are found
in the far reaches of the north among the Eskimo of North America, the Siberian
peoples of Russia, and the peoples of Finland and Iceland. To the south we find
similar traditions among the Maori of New Zealand, the Australian aborigines, and
the Tierra del Fuegians at the very tip of South America. The story is, with this one
exception of Africa, truly global.

In conclusion, I cannot refrain from giving one more quotation of a nature
similar to that of Kalisch, quoted above, this time from that great stalwart of the
Faith, John Urquhart:

If this awful tragedy ever happened; if the entire human race
perished save one family, and perished by the hand of God in
punishment of sin, then that judgment must have cast long shadows.
Through generation after generation the story must have lived on.
It must have been the most awful and solemn recollection of our
race. Many things may have been forgotten, but that could not be
forgotten [...].

If this recollection has a large place among the treasures of
learning and the themes of poetry; if it has molded the traditions of
every part of the far-sundered family of man; then the conclusion is
evident.

There must have been some awful disaster that left its impress
upon the minds of men before they scattered abroad upon the earth;

32. Legge, James, in his translation of The Sacred Books of China, Oxford University Press, 1879, Part I,
pp.34ff.
33. Frazer, J. G., Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.214.
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and the traditions would, in that case, be a testimony to man's unity
as well as to the fact of the Deluge.34

�

34. Urquhart, John,  "The Testimony of Tradition to the Flood" in Bible League Quarterly, no.152, 1937,
p.117.
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Chapter 2

A Selection of Illustrations

My purpose in this chapter is not to write a cursive discourse, but to take the
above main points and give some indication regarding the way in which specific
illustrations are to be found in traditions from different areas.

1. Moral cause.
In one of the Indian traditions, the seventh king of the Hindus is Satyavrata, a

man who reigned in Dravira, a "country washed by the waves of the sea". During
his reign, an evil demon named Hayagriva furtively appropriated to himself the
Holy Books (i.e., the Vedas) which the first Manu had received from Brahman; the
consequence was that the whole human race sank into a fearful degeneracy with the
exception of seven "saints" and the virtuous king himself.

The story tells how the divine spirit Vishnu appeared to him in the shape of a
fish and said, "In seven days all the creatures which have offended against me shall
be destroyed by a deluge. Thou alone shalt be saved in a capacious vessel [...]."
After seven days, incessant torrents of rain descended and ocean waves climbed
beyond their wonted shores.

The idea essential to the moral cause in this story is that in the absence of the
"Word of God" the human race sank into fearful degeneracy. Kalisch, who gives
these details, says that the descendants of the first man of the new race, Manu, were
collectively referred to as Manudsha (i.e., "born of Manu"), a form which he equates
with Mensch.35 I think it is worth noting that Manu is said to have had three sons,
their names being given as Sharma, C'harma, and Jyapeti: rather clearly being
corruptions of Shem, Ham, and Japheth.36 According to Urquhart, Manu was the
Indian "Noah's" name, where Satyavrata was a title, the component Satya meaning
"the righteous one."

In the Greek story, Noah is called Deukalion.37 In this account, according to
Apollodorus, Zeus was provoked into sending the deluge either because of the
"enormous iniquity with which the earth was contaminated by the then existing
brazen race of men" or due to the existence of "the fifty monstrous sons of Sykoron."

35. Kalisch, M. M., Historical and Critical Commentary of the Old Testament: Genesis, Longmans Green,
London, 1858, p.203.
36. Titcomb, J. H., "Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, 1873, 
p.251.
37. Wardour, Lord Arundell, Tradition: The Mythology and the Law of Nations, Burns, Oates, London,
1872, p.225.
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I think it is safe to say that the nearer a people is geographically to the site of the
landing of the ark, the more truly do they speak of the cause of the Flood as being
man's moral corruption. As one gets further away into more distant parts of the
world, the cause of the Flood becomes less and less a question of morals but more
and more a question of bad behaviour—i.e., social misconduct, like the fisherman
whose hook caught in the hair of the god—or simply arbitrary annoyance on the
part of the gods with behaviour which the condemned were not even aware was
improper. It is curious that in many of the accounts the cause is partly attributed to
the misconduct of giants, which seems to be a recollection of Genesis 6:4.

2. One man warned.
This does not need specific illustration. Either a god or an animal simply gives

one man advanced notice. On this they all agree.

3. The survivors as progenitors of the present world population.
There are no exceptions among the 150 or so traditions currently known. The

Flood is always considered to have wiped out all mankind except those specially
warned. Where only one man survived, as we have seen, special steps were taken
to generate a new race

In the Greek story, Deukalion and his wife Pyrrha re-peopled the earth, not by
natural procreation, but by casting stones behind them as instructed by Zeus, these
stones then becoming people. This feature of the story is generally taken to have
originated as a consequence of the similarity between the Greek word for "stone"
and for "people." It is as though the original story said that peoples sprang up behind
them, whereas in time it began to be reported that pebbles sprang up behind them.
Someone later on tried to reconcile the two stories by saying that pebbles became
people.

Lenormant reports that the Tamanakis, a Carib tribe on the banks of the
Orinoco, are credited with a Flood legend which says that a man and a woman
alone escaped by climbing to the summit of Mount Tapanacu.38 There they are said
to have thrown behind them, over their heads, some coconuts from which issued
a new race of men. The parallelism is curious. It is not found in any other stories to
my knowledge. Perhaps it is a case of borrowing.

4. The part played by animals
As we have seen, a fish warned Manu in the Indian story and an eagle gave

warning in the Ancasmarca story.39 In another Peruvian story, it is a llama that
gives the warning.40 The Cherokees say the warning was given by a dog.41

Soviet seismologists have undertaken a program of research to improve present
earthquake prediction methods by studying the natural warning systems that many
animals appear to possess.42 It is interesting to note that fish in particular are
believed to have a mechanism ten times more sensitive to seismic changes than the
38. Lenormant, Francois, The Beginnings of History, Scribner, New York, 1891, p.478.
39. Frazer, J. G., Folklore in the Old Testament, Macmillan, London, 1919, vol.1, p.270.
40. Genesis in the Light of Modern Knowledge (author, publisher, date unknown), p.436.
41. Lenormant, Francois, The Beginnings of History, Scribner, New York, 1891, p.477.
42. News item in New Scientist, 27 March, 1969, p.672. 
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best man-made equipment. Dr. Protasov, head of the Hydrobionics Group at the
Institute of Evolutionary Morphology and Animal Ecology, in collaboration with
the Geophysical Institute, has already improved seismic receivers on the basis of
fish studies. But other animals may prove equally informative. For example, in
Tashkent there was a mass migration of ants carrying their eggs about an hour
before the first tremors of the 1966 earthquake. The Soviet scientists are hoping to
discover the actual mechanism by which animals are able to forecast natural
disasters.

After the Flood had destroyed mankind and "Noah" alone was left, he
attempted to find out the state of things by determining the depth of water. Various
animals were called into service. The Crees of Manitoba say that several waterfowl
were sent to dive to the bottom but they all drowned. Then a muskrat, having been
dispatched on the same errand, succeeded in bringing up a mouthful of mud.43 The
Ojibway seem to have the same idea except that they specified a loon made the first
attempt. "Noah," given the name Menaboshu, is reported to have said to the loon
which was swimming on the water, "Brother loon, do me a favor, and dive down
deep and see if you can find the earth, without which I cannot live." The loon was
not successful. Later on, Menaboshu found a muskrat stiff with cold and almost
dead. This he fished out of the water, warmed with his breath, and brought back to
life. He then said, "Little brother rat, neither of us can live without the earth. Dive
into the water and, if you can find it, bring me some earth. If it is only three grains
of sand I shall be able to make something out of them." The obliging animal dived
immediately and after a long time reappeared. But it was dead and floated on the
water. Menaboshu took it up and discovered in one of its little paws a couple of
grains of sand. He blew these into the water and each became at first a little island
which afterward united and grew into land.

It seems to me difficult to suppose that such details so graphically telling the
great depth of the Flood could possibly have been borrowed from a missionary's
account of the biblical story. I do not know of one native tradition which reflects the
matter-of-fact way in which the depth of water is indicated in Scripture. These
accounts remember the event but enjoy none of the factual sobriety which is to be
found in Noah's logbook account.

5. The "ark" grounds locally.
With the exception of the biblical account, this is virtually universal. The

Andaman Islanders say that Noah landed near a place called Wotaemi;44 the people
of Sumatra say the ark landed on Mount Marapi;45 the Fijians on Mount Mbenga;46

the Greeks either on Mount Parnassus or Mount Othrys;47 the Tamanakis (a Carib
tribe on the banks of the Orinoco) on Mount Tapanacu;48 the Mexicans on Mount

43. Nelson, Byron, The Deluge Story in Stone, Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1931, p.184.
44. Genesis in the Light of Modern Knowledge, (author, publisher, date unknown) p.428.
45. Nelson, Byron, The Deluge Story in Stone, Augsburg, Minneapolis, 19313, p.190.
46. Urquhart, John, , John, The New Biblical Guide, Marshall Brothers, London, popular edition, no date,
vol.I, p.270.
47. Wardour, Lord Arundell, Tradition: The Mythology and the Law of Nations, Burns, Oates, London,
1872, p.225.
48. Lenormant, Francois, The Beginnings of History, Scribner, New York, 1891, p.478.
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Colhuacan;49 the Yuin (Australian aborigines) on Mount Dromedary;50 the northern
Maidu (southwestern United States) on Keddie Peak in the Sacramento Valley;51

and so it goes.

6. Eight souls were saved.
There is considerable doubt whether the recurrence of the number eight has

much significance, with the possible exception of the story of Manu and the seven
"saints." According to both Paterson52 and Cook,53 the Chinese so-called Flood story
speaks of eight souls surviving. The Druids also mention eight survivors, though
their "Flood" story bears the least resemblance to the biblical account of all the
stories I have come across.54 The Fijian story implies more than eight survivors,
since it speaks of two canoes passing by just at the right time and picking up the
only eight people still alive in the water.55 But presumably someone was paddling
each of the canoes, one of the pilots being the "god of carpenters." This might be a
memorial of the fact that Noah must have been no mean carpenter himself. There
is also a Peruvian account, supposed to have been related to the first Spanish
settlers, in which seven persons are mentioned.56 It seems to me a little unlikely that
the exact number of survivors would be recalled so accurately. However, it is not
impossible, and Urquhart mentions a story also from Malay in which there were
eight survivors, a story which he thinks has not been borrowed.

7. Graphic detail.
I think it inevitable that any good storyteller who has witnessed any great flood

would be apt to embellish the account in the telling of it. Such details as those
mentioned in chapter 1 are, after all, what one would really expect in a catastrophe
of these proportions. They are not unique aspects of the event and therefore
probably have no particular significance.

8. The question of borrowing.
The really crucial point here is not whether native tradition borrowed (via

missionaries) from the biblical account, but rather whether the biblical record is
itself only a copy of one of the Cuneiform accounts. As noted in chapter 1, there are
good reasons for giving the biblical account priority because of the very simplicity
of it. It is a well-established fact that oft-repeated stories always grow in length,
each recorder adding something of his own invention. The Cuneiform accounts are

49. Genesis in the Light of Modern Knowledge, (author, publisher, date unknown) p.131.
50. Goldenweiser, Alexander, Anthropology, Crofts, New York, 1945, p.227.
51. Coon, C. S., A Reader in General Anthropology, Holt, New York, 1948, p.281.
52. Paterson, H. Sinclair, In Defense of the Earlier Scriptures, Shaw, London, 1882, p.296; and E. McCrady,
"Genesis and Pagan Cosmologies" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, vol.72, 1940, p.68.
53. Cook, F. C, The Holy Bible According to the Authorized Version with an Explanation and Critical
Commentary, vol.I, part I: Genesis and Exodus, Murray, London, 1871, p.75.
54. McCrady, E., "Genesis and Pagan Cosmologies" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, vol.72, 1940,
p.68.
55. Eells, M., "The Worship and Traditions of the Aborigines of the Islands of the Pacific Ocean" in
Transactions of the Victoria Institute, vol. 32, 1898, p.68.
56. Titcomb, J. H.,  "Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch" in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, 1873,
p.236. 
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consistently much more elaborate than the terms of the biblical account. Brown,
Driver, and Briggs note that the word for ark is           which signifies "a chest" rather
than a vessel. Moreover, there is no mention of a launching, nor of "sea," nor of
navigation, nor of a pilot. In the Cuneiform accounts everything seems to indicate
a maritime people, a people dwelling on the shores of the Persian Gulf—not a
highland people living in Armenia.

9. The element of fantasy.
As in all other traditions of antiquity, the element of fantasy is so common to

Flood stories that were it not for the four basic elements which are almost
universally to be found incorporated in them, the great majority of them would
immediately be dismissed as local creations without any basis in historical fact. It
is part of their charm that the utterly impossible is treated as though it were quite
in accord with common experience. Animals speak, mountains rise with the water,
the gods are as frightened as people, miracles abound, and the world is re-peopled
by entirely supernatural methods.

Against this world-wide background of confused record, the account in Genesis
stands in marked contrast as a sane, sensible, and entirely credible event, the only
exceptional aspect being the uncertainty as to the meaning of its hyperbole.

Some Collections of Flood Stories

The following section provides a list of sources whereby the reader particularly
interested in some area of the world can find what stories are known among the
people in that locality.

The most readily accessible, and probably the most complete listing, will be
found in Sir James G. Frazer's Folklore in the Old Testament (Macmillan, London,
1919, vol.1, pp.146-330). The following tabulation shows the page numbers where
information on these various flood traditions can be found in Frazer’s book. This
information is provided to demonstrate the full range of flood stories found in
various cultures of the world. Additional resources are provided after this
tabulation.

HELLENIC..........146
Apollodorus                        147
Pindar Hellenic 147
Megarius story 148
Aristotle         148
Plato 149
Ovid                                149
Athenian legend                        151
Phyrgian legend                 155
Apamea                              156
Dardanus                           163
Samothracian                         168

EUROPEAN...........174
Icelandic                        174 
Welsh 175
Lithuanian                      176
Transylvania Gypsies    177
Vogul story                   178
Savoy story                   179

PERSIAN............180

INDIAN............183
Satapatha Brahmana 183
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Manu                            183
Sanskrit: Puranas          187
Matsyu Purana             188
Bhagavata Purana         190
Agni Purana                  192
Bilo (C. India)              193
Kamars (C. India)         195
Hos (Bengal)                195
Mundas (Bengal           195
Santah (Bengal)            196
Lepcha and Tibetan       198
Singphos, Lushais, Assam 198
Anals, Assam                 199
Ahoms, Assam              199
Cashmere (or Kashmir) 204
Karems (Burma)            208
Singphos (Burma)

(or Chingpaws) 208
Bahnars (Cochin China) 209
Bannavs (Cochin China) 210
Benna Jakim ( Malay)    211
Kelantan (Malay)           211
Lolos (S. China)             212
Yao story (Yellow River flooding)214

PACIFIC............217                  
Bataks (Sumatra)    217
Natives of Nias (Sumatra) 219
Natives of Engano (Sumattra) 219
Dyaks of Borneo           220
Ot-Danoms (Dutch Borneo)           2  2 2
Alfoors of Ceram 223
Natives of Roth (Timor) 223
Natives of East India Island 224
Natives of Flores Island 224
Philippine Islanders 225
Wild tribe of Formosa 225
Ami (Formosa), 3 stories 226
Bunun (Formosa) 232
Andaman Islanders   233
Kurnai, Victoria, Australia 234
Lake Tyers, Victoria, Australia 235
Natives of Queensland 237
Natives of New Guinea 237
Natives of Mamberano 

(Dutch New Guinea) 237

Fijians 239
Natives of Melanesia 240
Polynesia and Micronesia 241
Tahitian 242
Leeward Islands (Tahiti) 243
Hawaiian 245
Hervey Islands (Mangaia) 246
Samoan 249
Nanumangan (Hudson's Island) 249
South Pacific 252
Maori 252
Pelew Islanders 253

THE AMERICAS............253
Indians of Brazil 253
Cape Frio Indians 254
Coroados (S. Brazil) 257
Caragas (S. Brazil) 257
Ipurina Tribe (Upper Amazon) 259
River Purus Indians 260
Ivaros (Ecuador) 260
Muratos (Ecuador) 261
Araucas (Chile) 262
Ackwois (British Guiana) 263
Arawaks (British Guiana) 265
Macusis (British Guiana) 265
Orinoco Indians 266
Chibohas (Bogota) 267
Cararis (Ecuador) 268
Peruvian Indians 269
Incas 271
Chiriguanos of Bolivia 272
Terra del Fuegians 273
Panama and Nicaragua 273
Mexican (Codex Chimalpopoca) 274
Michoacau 275
Popol Nuh story 276
Huichol indians (Mexico) 277
Cora Indians (Mexico) 279
Tarahumares (Mexico) 281
Caribs (Antilles)                  281
Papagos (Arizona)                281
Pimas (Arizona)                      282
Zuni (New Mexieo)                287
Luiseno (California)               288
South River Indians (California) 289
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Ashochimi Indians (California) 290
Maidu Indians (California) 290
Natchez (Lower Mississippi)     291
Mandan Indians                         292
Cherokee 294
Delaware Indians 295
Maitaquais (Canada)                  295
Chippewa 297
Ojibway (Ontario)                       301
Blackfeet Indians                        308
Ottawa Indians                            308
Cree Indians                               309
Dogrib and Slave Indians            310
Hareskin Indians                     310
Tinneh Indians (many stories)     312
Tlingit (NW Coast)                   316
Haida (NW Canada)                 319
Tsimshian (NW Canada)    319
Bella Coola (Canada)              320

Kwakiutl (NW Canada) 320
Lilluet (NW Canada)                321
Thompson (NW Canada) 322
Kootenay (NW Canada)           323
Indians of Washington State    323
Cascade Mountain Indians     324
Nez Perces and Cayuses Indians 325
Kathlamet Indians 

(Lower Columbia River) 325
Alaska Eskimos 326
Tchiglit Eskimos                        327
Central Eskimos     327
Greenlanders 328

AFRICA............329
Congo area 329
Basuto tribes (borrowed) 329
Masai (borrowed) 330

Additional Bibliography

A list of some eighty-eight Flood stories will be found in Richard Andree, Die
Flutsagen Ethnographisch Hetrachtet, published in 1891. Of these, the author considers
that sixty-two or more show no evidence of borrowing. His list includes the Greek
traditions according to Strabo, Pausanias, Apollodorus, Pindar, and Ovid. Stories
are also included from Locris, Agros, Cicily, Delphi, Megara, Thessaly, Dodona,
Cos, Rhodes, Crete, Samothrace, and Arcadia. Stories are also given from among the
Goths and other Indo-Germanic peoples, from Lithuania, from Hungary, from the
Ural Mountains, from Central Asia (Mongol tribes), from Turkestan, Afghanistan,
Bokhara, East India, Kashmir, Tibet, Burma, Cambodia, the Malay Peninsula,
Kamchatka, from North and South America in general, from Mexico, from
Guatemala, Peru, Chile, Haiti, British Guiana, Brazil, Borneo, the Sandwich Islands,
the Marquesas, the Society Islands, Fiji, New Guinea, the New Hebrides, and the
Andaman Islands.

In his well-known work, The Beginnings of History (Scribner, New York, 1891,
translated from the French with an introduction by Francis Brown), Francois
Lenormant has a long section dealing with Flood traditions, pages 328-488. He
opens his survey by discussing the Chinese so-called Flood traditions which he
believes are fundamentally a record of an entirely local event. He then considers in
some detail the Babylonian accounts which were known at that time, giving his
reasons for viewing the biblical account as borrowed. From page 420 on, he deals
with the Indian, Persian, Greek, Phrygian, Celtic, Scandinavian, Egyptian, Mongol,
Mexican, Guatemalan, Micuragan, Cherokee, Carib, Aleutian, Chippewan, Mandan,
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and Tahitian accounts. Lenormant's work is likely to be even more accessible than
the two already mentioned, Frazer's and Andree's.

In his book, In Defence of the Earlier Scriptures, H. Sinclair Paterson has a useful
appendix (pp. 283-313) in which will be found further details of Flood traditions
from the following: the Welsh, Scandinavian, Dog-Rib, Caddoque and Cherokee
Indians, the Chinese, Mexican, and Fijian traditions. The Assyrian account is treated
more fully, and the Hindu story is given in full (pp. 288-96).

John Urquhart has a useful treatment of the subject in his New Biblical Guide
(vol.1, pp. 256-97), including references to many traditions mentioned in the
previous lists, to which he has added the text in full of a tradition from the Lenni
Lenape Indians (p. 264). He records also a tradition of the Malays, the Voguls, and
the Persian account in some detail. Part of the text of Hesiod's account is given and
also Ovid's. The Flood story which was discovered by George Smith is translated
in full and compared in some detail with the biblical account (Marshall Bros.,
London, n.d., in 8 vols., long out of print). 
     Byron C. Nelson, The Deluge Story in Stone (Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1931), has
a useful section on pages 170-90 dealing with the Assyrio-Babylonian legends, a
Persian legend from the Zend Avesta, a Greek account from Syria (that of Lucian),
the Apamaean Phrygian story, a Greek account from the Odes of Pindar, an
Egyptian account referred to by Maspero, Ovid's account in full, the Lithuanian
account, the Welsh, Lapp, and Vogul accounts, a possible Norwegian tradition
known as "The Vala's Prophecy," a reference to a Chinese account that may be
borrowed, the Indian legend from the Rig-Veda. He gives also a number of North
American stories which include those usually referred to, but in addition an Eskimo
story and a story from the Tlingit of the northwest coast of Canada. Several stories
are given from Central and South America and from the Pacific Islands.

J. H. Titcomb, in a paper entitled "Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch"
(Transactions of the Victoria Institute, London, vol. 6, 1872, pp. 234-71), has a very
useful treatment of the subject including a Chinese account (p. 238) which I have
not seen elsewhere, and some details of the Hindu account, a Greek account from
Thessaly, an Icelandic account, and full details of the rather uncertain Druid
account. 

Alfred M. Rehwinkel has a most useful section on Flood traditions on pages
127-152 in his book, The Flood (Concordia, St. Louis, 1951). Here will be found
sections quoted in full from the traditions of a number of American Indian tribes
(Tamanacs, Athapascans, Pepago, Arapaho, Algonquins), some details from the
Mexican Flood tradition, and a story from the Sudan. The Dyaks of Borneo and the
Battaks of Sumatra are referred to, as well as some other Polynesian and
Micronesian accounts. Page 144 has a reference by Manetho to an Egyptian
tradition; the next page, Plato's account with reference to the Island of Atlantis. A
substantial portion of Ovid's account of Creation and the Deluge is given on pages
147-51. This is followed in chapter 10 by the Babylonian Flood account which is
translated on pages 155-61.

James Hastings, in the five-volume Dictionary of the Bible which bears his name,
includes an article by F. H. Woods under the heading "Flood." It is unfortunate that
this dictionary (the 1904 edition) tends to be marred by unquestioning acceptance
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of the Higher Criticism. Nevertheless, the article, though irritating to an evangelical,
contains much interesting information, particularly those sections which deal with
alternative judgments apart from drowning that accompanied the Flood in some
accounts, with the numbers of people or types of creatures which alone survived
in other accounts, the methods by which escape was effected, and how the world
was re-peopled. Most of the stories to which reference is made appear to be derived
from Andree's work. The article is useful but has to be read with a critical eye.

The fullest summary in readily accessible form of all the Cuneiform Flood
stories from Mesopotamia will be found in almost any edition of George Barton's
Archaeology and the Bible, published by the American Sunday School Union
(Philadelphia). Abbreviated details will be found, of course, in Bible dictionaries
and encyclopedias, such as International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Popular and
Critical Bible Encyclopedia, and Imperial Bible Encyclopedia. Many commentaries on
Genesis, especially those published in decades near the turn of the century, have
useful though brief collections of Flood traditions.

�
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Appendix 1

The Search for the Ark

The search for the ark is much in the news these days in certain quarters. The
mounting of alpine expeditions to survey Ararat may appear to many readers of
current reports to be something new. This is far from being the truth of the matter.
It seems worthwhile in the circumstances to set forth some of the background of
such expeditions undertaken more than 150 years ago and reported in M. M.
Kalisch's Historical and Critical Commentary on the Old Testament: Genesis (Longmans
Green, London, 1858).
     Commenting on Genesis 8:1-4, Kalisch wrote (in 1858):

Ararat consists of two unequal peaks, both of which disappear in
the clouds; the loftier summit is 16,254 Parisian feet high, while the
other northwestern pinnacle rises to the elevation of 12,284 Parisian feet
above the level of the sea. Both are 12,000 yards distance from each
other [...]. 

The plateau on which Ararat rises is of considerable height. But,
viewed from the vast plain which skirts its base, it appears "as if the
hugest mountains of the world had been piled upon each other to form
this one sublime immensity of earth, and rock, and snow [...].

These two peaks of Ararat are separated by a wild and dark chasm,
cutting deeply into the interior of the mountain, filling the spectator
with horror and shuddering, and containing in its innermost recesses
immense masses of never melting ice of the dimensions of enormous
towers. And this stupendous and fearful abyss is probably the
exhausted crater of Ararat, become wider than ever since the eruption
of 1840, and since that catastrophe, exposing on its upper sides the
white, yellow, and vitreous feldspars of which the mountain consists.
Pious hermits seem, in that fearful precipice, to have sought refuge
from the cares and vanities of the world [...].

The vegetation on the sides of the mountain is extremely scanty;
stones, sand, and lava form their mass. Eagles and hawks soar around
its majestic summits. In the hottest season only, the snow melts on the
peak of the Little Ararat; and this event is used as a kind of calendar by
the agriculturists in the surrounding villages. In September and October
it is generally free of its hoary crust. But the Great Ararat is, for about
three miles from the summit, covered with eternal snow and ice, and
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for the greater part of the year gloomily shrouded in dense and heavy
cloud. The summit of this noble mountain forms a slightly convex,
almost circular platform, about two hundred paces in circuit [...]. 

At the margin, the summit slopes off precipitously, especially on the
northeastern and southeastern side. A gentle depression connects this
pinnacle with the somewhat lower eminence at a distance of 397 yards.
Here it is believed the ark of Noah rested.

The perils and fatigues of the ascent of this mountain are so
considerable, that it was several times unsuccessfully attempted [...]. 
The French traveller Tournefort undertook the ascent with the same
inauspicious result in 1700 as the bashaw of Bayazeed in the beginning
of the present [nineteenth] century. These disappointments rejoiced the
hearts of the Armenians. For they considered that the sanctity of the
mountain would be lost if its heights were searched by the curiosity of
man. It is almost an article of faith with them that the summit of Ararat
is inaccessible; and they firmly believe that the ark of Noah still exists
on that solemn peak.

These convictions have been strengthened by ancient legends,
busily spread and confirmed by the Church. It is reported that the
monk James who was later patriarch of Nisibis, a contemporary of St.
Gregory, wished to see with his own eyes the sacred ark; he tried an
ascent; from exhaustion he frequently fell asleep; and when he awoke
he invariably found he had slipped back to the point from whence he
had started (!) [...]. 

However, in spite of this venerable tradition, the German traveler
Dr. Parrot, after two fruitless attempts, effected an indisputable ascent
of the summit of the Great Ararat on the 9th of October, 1829, and five
years later in August, 1834, the tracks of Dr. Parrot were followed and
his accounts verified by the Russian traveler Antornomoff. It is indeed
not the fault of these two intrepid men, if their reports are disdainfully
rejected by the pious Armenians as barefaced impositions.

The latest successful ascent was made in the course of 1856 by five
English travellers (Maj. Robert Stuart, Maj. Fraser, Rev. Walter Thursby,
Mr. Theobald, and Mr. Evans) who have considerably enriched our
knowledge of these interesting regions.

They saw uninjured the oak cross which Professor Abich had in
1845 fixed about 1,200 feet below the peak of the cone, and the Russian
inscription on it was still perfectly legible. But the fact that the ark was
not found on the summit caused serious uneasiness, even to European
scholars; they thought this a very untoward circumstance, and at last
entirely renounced the idea that the ark landed on Mount Ararat. They
now firmly assert that it happened to float merely in its neighbourhood
at the end of the one hundred and fifty days, but that it was then slowly
carried along in an eastward direction (cf. Gen. 11:2); and that the real
place of its concealment is entirely withdrawn from human knowledge
[...]. 
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Another locality, which several ancient writers and translators
assign to the Ararat (of tradition) is in the Gordiaean or Carduchian
range which separates Armenia from Kurdistan. The Armenians call
that peak the "place of descent," and Josephus maintains that, even in
his time, remains of the ark were shown there by the inhabitants
(Antiquities, XX, ii, 2); Berosus relates that the people value any part of
the structure highly and use the pieces as safe amulets against mischief,
with which account other authors coincide. 

Nicolaus of Damascus mentions the Mount Baris in Armenia, above
Minyas, as the place where the ark of Noah landed (cf. Josephus,
Antiquities, I, iii, 5, 6); and the Mohamedans believe this to have been
the mount Gioud or Dshudi, a little to the east of Jezireh ibn Omar, on
the Tigris (Koran, xi, 46), at the feet of which there is still a village called
Tsamanin, or "the eighty," because the Moslems believe that not eight
but eighty persons were saved in the ark. At the top of this peak  stands
a mosque, and here was formerly a Nestorian convent, "the Monastery
of the Ark," which was destroyed by lightning in the year 1776. The
wood of the ark was said to have been preserved there to the ninth
century.

All these localities might indeed be taken as the mount of our text
with no less probability than the Ararat above described, except that
tradition has not pronounced itself in their favour with such consistent
unanimity.

In recent years a number of expeditions have had the same objective of finding
the remains of the ark on Mount Ararat, the traditional site of its grounding, on the
basis of a report of a sighting from the air supposedly made in 1917 by a Russian
airman. For anyone who wishes to examine the record of this so-called sighting and
these expeditions, the following documentation may be useful.

In 1917, supposedly testing out an aircraft with a supercharger which allowed
the plane to fly up to 14,000 feet, an airman Roskovitsky is reputed to have sighted
the ark. This report sparked an expedition of several hundred soldiers to climb the
mountain. Subsequently a full report was given to the Czar. Unfortunately the
revolution brought an end both to the czar and the report, and the latter has never
been actually seen by anyone since. The story is well known. Some of the
circumstances were reported by Donald Wiseman in an article, "Hunting for Noah's
Ark," in The Life of Faith (21 September, 1949, pp.733ff.). Also, Alfred M. Rehwinkel
in his book, The Flood (Concordia, St. Louis, 1951, pp.77ff.), has given a supposed
verbatim account of Roskovitsky's report as published in The Banner of the Christian
Reformed Church, dated 27 November 1942. The details of this were also given in
full in Evangelical Christian (Toronto, June, 1949, pp.297ff.).

There is considerable doubt about the reality of this particular sighting, since
aircraft without superchargers could not climb to 14,000 feet and it is believed that
no supercharger was fitted at that time to a Russian or any other aircraft.

In his book, The Flood and Noah's Ark (SCM Press, London, 1955, pp.63ff.),
Andreé Parrot gave a carefully documented account of all the recent attempts up
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to that time to verify the story. He concluded that they were without foundation.
In fact, he points out that at least two of the Christian papers which reported
supposed "findings" subsequently retracted their statements. One German paper,
Kolnishce Illustrierte Zietung, reported a sighting which afterward turned out to be
an April Fool's Day joke. Needless to say, the report appeared on 1 April. However,
John Warwick Montgomery believes now, as reported in Christianity Today (7
January, 1972, p.50), that such an expedition did actually occur. Montgomery
interviewed several relatives of the soldiers who took part in the expedition to the
site in 1917. He has also made a most thorough and commendable attempt to track
down the supposed reports made to the czar at the time and found that there is
virtually no truth to some of the claims made for that report nor any hope of ever
recovering the originals. (See his Quest for Noah's Ark, Bethany Fellowship,
Minneapolis, 1972, 334 pp., illustrated)

In 1949 an American expedition to the site, which included in the party an
engineer and a physician among others, reported total failure, though they reached
the summit. The famous photograph published in Life magazine in 1964 purporting
to show the remains of a huge vessel high on the mountain has now been shown 
to be merely a rock formation. It is not impossible that it was this formation sighted
from the air that sparked the report made in 1917 by Roskovitsky. An excellent
report with beautiful photographs of the geological formation will be found in The
Creation Research Society Quarterly for September, 1976, by W. H. Shea, (Ph.D.),
under the title "The Ark-Shaped Formation in the Tendurek Mountains of Eastern
Turkey."

Since publication in 1972 of Montgomery's Quest for Noah's Ark, which is
certainly the most thorough and scholarly to date, several other volumes have been
published. Christianity Today (3 June, 1977) reviewed three of these volumes: Search
for Noah's Ark by Kelly L. Segraves (Beta Books, Chino, Calif., 1975); In Search of
Noah 's Ark by Dave Balsiger and Charles E. Sellier, Jr. (Sun Classic Books, Los
Angeles, 1976); and The Ark on Ararat: The Search Goes On by Tim LaHaye and John
D. Morris (Nelson, Nashville, 1976). The reviewer—Montgomery
himself—considers Segraves's volume the best of the three but identifies it as
essentially a popular picture book rather than a serious examination of the
evidence.

There is much that is naive in the present "popular" literature, unfortunately,
and the Christian public is not being served too well by writers attracted to
sensationalism. Reader's Digest carried an article entitled "The Mystery of Noah's
Ark" (condensed from Christian Herald, August, 1975) in which this statement
appears: "Since [Ararat] is by far the highest mountain in the entire region, its peak
would be the first to emerge from the water—and obviously the place to land"
(p.127). Can one imagine Noah and his three sons seeing the mountain emerge and
deciding "That's the place to land" and so getting out sails or oars and maneuvering
the huge barge-like vessel to a deliberate landing, having decided it was the
obvious thing to do? Does not such an observation suggest really a total lack of
imagination? Does one speak of a chance landfall of an unpowered vessel of such
proportions as though it were the result of a deliberate decision made because the
captain saw the emerging mountain as "obviously the place to land" his ship? Yet
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many readers will undoubtedly be misled into supposing that just such a sequence
of events must have occurred, though how the ship was brought to this spot by the
captain and his three-man crew has not been given a thought. Moreover, there is no
certainty, as has been pointed out time and again, that the ark landed on this
mountain. The Scriptures say only that it landed on the mountains (plural) of Ararat
(Genesis 8:4), Ararat being almost certainly a district (Jeremiah 51:27) containing
more than one potential landing site. 

Almost every search has been directed toward the side, rather than the top, of
the supposed site of landing. This seems difficult to justify unless one supposes that
after settling at the top and unloading, the ark later slipped down the side. Is it
likely that such a huge vessel would be so easily shifted—unless by an earthquake
or a landslide? But the assumption always seems to be that this, the present
supposed site, is where it landed. Then one must ask, How did it land well down the
mountainside without the dry land having already appeared? If it had settled, let
us say, 1,000 feet from the top, would not the 1,000 feet of exposed land from which
the waters must have already declined have constituted "dry land" long before the
ark touched down? How then can the ark be said to have bottomed some 74 days
before dry land was anywhere visible?

The olive leaf brought back to the ark by the dove seems to suggest that the bird
had found green trees at some elevation which must have been far below the
elevation at which the ark is reportedly resting today. And if my argument has any
force regarding the non-appearance of dry land when the ark settled, the ark must
have landed at an elevation even higher than this. In that case, where could a dove
possibly find an olive leaf at such a high elevation? Most of the land around was
still under water. It was, moreover, an olive leaf "plucked off" (Genesis 8:11), i.e.,
not a bit of flotsam and jetsam but a leaf from a living tree. It may have been found
some distance perhaps from the ark, but it seems reasonable to suppose that the ark
was, in fact, not resting at an altitude of several thousand feet, and thus the olive
tree had not been submerged under these thousands of feet of water: possibly it had
been an olive tree on the crown of a rise of land like the Mount of Olives, and
scarcely submerged at all.

In all the present sightings, either aircraft spottings or binoculars or mountain
climbing has been involved, suggesting that the site of land was, or is now, difficult
to reach. Many of the animals would have trouble descending to sea level . . . . 

The scenario we thus create may be quite unrealistic. Until we know with
greater certainty what the phrase "the mountains of Ararat" actually signified to the
writer, we are not in a good position to assert vigorously that the ark landed at an
elevation of several thousand feet on what is now known as Mount Ararat. 

The stories reported by early writers, like Josephus (Antiquities, I, iii, 5), of wood
taken from the ark in the first few centuries of the present era almost certainly
exclude any supposed site such as is currently in question, the visiting of which
means the mounting of an alpine expedition with all the sophistication of modern
mountain climbing equipment.

�
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Appendix 2

The Tower of Babel

A good friend of mine, W. H. Pape, author of I Talked with Noah (Baker Book
House, 1966), who spent some years in China, tells me that in the western part of
that country the primitive Miao tribesmen have a Flood story of sorts. They say that
two brothers plowed half a field one day but next morning they found all the
furrows had been filled in. This was repeated the following day. So on the third
night they hid to see what was going on and saw an old man carefully replacing all
the earth which had been plowed. One of the brothers rushed out to kill the old
man, but the other suggested they should find out why he did this. He told them
a great Flood was coming and plowing was useless, advising them to make a boat
to save themselves. Only one brother did so, and he survived. The other tried to use
a shallow cooking pot as a boat, but perished.
     Mr. Pape also pointed out that one Chinese sign for "boat" (a sign about 2,000
years old) is composed of three elements thus:

The root or radical, means "boat." 

This is accompanied by a second element,            , which means "eight," 

and by a third element,                  meaning "mouth." 

When the Chinese talk of people, they use an expression which literally means
"man-mouth." As we count heads, they count mouths. The Chinese ideograph for
"boat" has therefore come to be closely associated with the idea of eight people, a
fact which seems most reasonably accounted for by assuming that the tradition of
eight survivors of the Flood already existed when the sign language was
developing.

�
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PART  III

THE PROBLEM OF EVIL:

SOME LITTLE-CONSIDERED PHYSICAL ASPECTS
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Introduction

The title of this paper is a little misleading unless we understand our use of the
term physical. We wanted to concentrate on those aspects of experience which are
related more specifically to man's position in nature, rather than his relationship
with God.

We therefore decided to use the word physical in contradistinction to the word
spiritual as applied to evil, and then to take some liberties with this term by an
extension of its usual meaning.

This paper therefore gives some attention to the total environment in which we
live, including our relationships with our fellowmen and with nature.

Consideration is given to the place of disease and death in the scheme of things,
of multiplied conception, of "thorns and thistles" and deserts, of storms and
earthquakes and other seismic phenomena, of wars and wicked governments, and
so forth. All these are part of the problem of evil, and at times in a very critical way.

Certain rather satisfying principles appear which have wide application in
providing an answer in part to many such situations and justify the observation
made by Cabell that this may well be, in spite of all appearances to the contrary, the
"best of all possible worlds."

Even in the midst of judgment, the goodness and mercy of God are brought to
light again and again.

Drop Thy still dews of quietness,
Till all our strivings cease:

Take from our souls the strain and stress
And let our ordered lives confess

the beauty of Thy peace.

Breathe through the heats of our desire
Thy coolness and Thy balm:

Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire;
Speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire,

O still small voice of calm!

John Greenleaf Whitier, 1872                    

�
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Chapter 1

The Evils Resulting from the Curse

A) Death, Thorns and Thistles

One is always a little suspicious of an answer that is too complete. Things don't
work out that way. In fact, the unanswered questions make life worth living. There
is a stimulation in being faced with problems which appear almost, but not quite,
insoluble. 

Frequently one hears the remark that the problem of suffering is beyond us. The
world is so full of misfortune. Everywhere men and women and children, the
innocent and the guilty alike, suffer unbelievable hardships, physical and
emotional. The whole creation groans indeed. Disease, poverty, bereavement,
disaster, war, accident, and the sheer wickedness of man to man—all hourly add
their awful total to history until one wonders whether God is still in His heaven, or
at least, whether He cares. Then we are warned that we must not question the
goodness of God: we must simply trust that in spite of all appearances to the
contrary, God is still loving and merciful. But we do question. It is part of the process
of living to ask questions.

And there are some answers. Sometimes they are amazingly satisfying,
sometimes they scarcely help at all. A lot depends on our mood and our experience.
One day a pupil asked a learned rabbi, "Why, if God abhors the idols men worship,
does He not destroy them all?"

The old man replied, "Because some of these idols are a necessary part of the
economy of nature, like the sun and the moon."

"Then in that case," answered the pupil, "why does He not destroy at least those
which are not a part of nature?"

"Because," replied the rabbi, "if He destroyed some and not others, it would
appear that He was agreeing to the worship of those which He did not destroy."

Such was the kind of answer given in an age when wisdom was greater and
knowledge was less. Today we have more knowledge, but scarcely more wisdom.
Our knowledge is always fragmentary—so answers to this great problem must
suffer accordingly. Yet we do have some light, and we should surely acquaint
ourselves with all we can.

Now, if God foresaw the evils which were to result from man's disobedience,
He must surely have taken account of them in His plans. Even the sinfulness of man
is sometimes turned to man's own good by the overruling providence of God. How
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great have been the sufferings of some folk as a result of disease—yet God has
sometimes wrought amazing things by those whose lives could only be made useful
by such means. The Lord's redeemed are made perfect by suffering—there does not
seem to be any other way; it thus becomes a blessing in disguise for the child of
God. But the children of God number only a small percentage of those who greatly
suffer—and what of all the rest? Can suffering really serve any good purpose for the
majority of mankind? It may. As the children of God are to be made wholly perfect by
suffering, it is possible that the world is preserved from becoming wholly corrupt by the
same means. This much seems certain: a world in which there was no suffering to
shake us out of our complacency and to stir our sympathies would be a hard,
dispassionate world indeed. And a world in which no poverty existed would breed
a uniform level of frightful human selfishness. 

A few years ago, a namesake of mine wrote a remarkable book entitled Wisdom,
Madness and Folly in which he reflected upon some time spent in a mental asylum
in England while suffering a nervous breakdown. The book is remarkable for its
lucidity—even in dealing with those times in which he was seriously ill. This is
what he wrote regarding the suffering of pain:

Or take the question of pain, which I as an individual fear and
loathe. Yet I know that it is a biological necessity without which I
could not possibly survive. Certainly I can legitimately strive to
avoid or mitigate it in reason, but I cannot even wish it to be
abolished.

The old religious idea of the value of suffering is out of fashion
today. We live in a sentimental age to which the infliction of pain
seems inherently wicked and even the caning of a naughty child is
looked at askance. Perhaps this paradoxical result is designed
expressly by Providence to teach us the lesson that apparent evils
are necessary and that to accept them, adapt them, and turn them
into good is the true way of salvation.

Looking back on my own life, which has not been without
periods of suffering, I can sincerely say that were I now given the
chance of living my life over again without these periods, with all
the happiness and none of the misery, all the ups and none of the
downs, I would refuse. Theoretically at any rate, though I dare say
not in practice, I would choose rather to live my life with all the
suffering, the misery and the downs and none of the happiness and
the ups. For, wonderful though the experience of the mountain-tops
has been, I know that I have learnt far more in the valleys, and I
believe that what I have learnt is of permanent value.

May it not be that the typical modern attitude toward suffering,
toward the apparent evils of pain, disease, and so on, is due to decay
in belief in eternal life beyond the grave? If there is a Resurrection,
as the Christian and most other religions teach us to believe, then the
question so often asked of why God allows such and such evils, such
and such pains, misery and suffering, especially of innocent people
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and children, is quite easy to answer. Suffering is a necessary part of
the education of souls, more particularly since it is a pre-condition
of sacrifice [...]. If there really is an eternity to look forward to, there
is no reason to suppose that anything in this life is wasted or lost or
without value in its true relationship, not even sin.1

Often the only way God can reach a fallen creature is by using the consequences
of the Fall and magnifying them till they become unbearable. Then in his
desperation, like the prodigal who came to the end of himself, a man turns again
to his God. "Yet," we are assured, "God does not willingly afflict nor grieve the
children of men [...] " (Lamentations 3:33).

Not all evils are the consequences of someone's sinfulness, as Jesus pointed out
to the disciples (John 9). Yet many of the evils which continue after those
responsible for them are dead serve as a challenge by creating problems that
stimulate effort to correct them: thus, to some extent evil has its own
compensations, for by nature we usually need this stimulation to give our best. And
the result of such giving brings its own reward—and we are glad.

It is amazing what has been inspired by such evils, and what has been achieved
by some organizations of mercy. One has only to contemplate the work of institutes
for the blind and deaf and dumb, for example. Consider Helen Keller or Laura
Bridgeman. Why these two people should have been born blind and deaf, and
dumb as a consequence, no one can say. It is well not to assume that all such
misfortunes result from some specific sin. But it is certain that both were liberated
from the unthinkable darkness of that silent tomb by the energies of men and
women who were not motivated specifically by any Christian convictions. 

Some evils seem to arise apart from sin altogether.  Prehistoric animals, living
in far distant geological ages before man was created, suffered certain diseases
including dental caries, as their bones clearly show.2 And correspondingly, there are
evils which have stimulated men and women to great things apart from any divine
"inspiration" in the accepted Christian sense. Many evils, as we shall see, are not
really evils at all, for in their absence, far far greater evils would result. They thus

1. Custance, John, Wisdom, Madness and Folly, Pellegrini and Cudahy, New York, 1952, p.124-5.
2. This is, of course, dependent upon whether one accepts any kind of aging world prior to the creation
of man, a world containing animals that far antedated man, or whether one believes the whole of the
world's fauna (and flora) were formed or created for the first time only a few days prior to the creation
of Adam. The geological view currently accepted—whether or not the actual time span is exactly what
orthodox geologists claim—assumes that there were millions of prehistoric animals roaming the earth
long before man was introduced. From the fossil remains of these animals, there is considerable
evidence of disease of various kinds.

Chronic osteomyelitis and osteoarthritis of the spine left its traces on the skeleton of a Permian
reptile, Dimetrodon, usually dated some 240 million years ago [H. Zinsser, Rats, Mice and History, Little
and Brown, Boston, 1935; and more recently, Gy. Acsadi and J. Nemeskeri, History of Human Life Span
and Mortality, Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1970, p.180]. In the same geological era, primitive fishes
showed signs of dental caries! [G. G. MacCurdy, Human Origins, Appleton, New York, vol.2, 1924].
A Jurassic crocodile with a diseased pelvis was found, according to Zimsser. And according to R. Hare
(Pomp and Pestilence: Infectious Disease, Its Origin and Consequent, Gollanz, London, 1954),
micro-organisms causing certain less dangerous communicable disease—such as the staphylococci of
the skin, streptococci of the throat, and certain coliform organisms in the intestines that produce
inflammation of the tissues when becoming numerous—are older than man.
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serve for the restraint of worse things and might be viewed as blessings in spite of
appearances to the contrary.

Let us examine for a moment the evils which can be considered a direct result
of the fall of man, on the basis of the statements made in Genesis 3:16-19. The list
is simple enough; the simplicity is deceiving; the implications are tremendous.

In the order of Scripture we have: for the woman, greatly multiplied sorrow and
multiple conception (twins, triplets, etc.), pain in childbirth, and a position of
dependence upon the husband; and for Adam (and in Adam, for mankind), a
cursed ground, with its fruits continually disappointing him, thorns and thistles,
labour and sweat, and physical death.

Take these in reverse order and consider physical death first. It is true that death
is an "enemy" for man, as numerous passages assert; it is an enemy when
considered as an intrusive element, for it did not originally apply to Adam and Eve:
it resulted from their first act of disobedience. As Romans 5:12 points out, for man
death "entered". But that such an evil is now really a blessing in our present sinful
condition is a fact which the Scriptures themselves plainly show. Adam and Eve
had access to the Tree of Life which would have served for their healing (Revelation
22:2) and would evidently have restored their original state of deathlessness
(Genesis 3:22). But after they had sinned and the poison of death had been
introduced into their bodies through the eating of a forbidden fruit, it was God's
merciful provision to drive them from the Garden of Eden, lest they should succeed
in reaching the Tree of Life again. He set an angel to keep the way to the Tree of
Life, an angel whose sword could never be escaped, since it turned every way
(Genesis 3:24). God made sure that such deathlessness could never be recovered so
long as man remained a sinner.

The angel guarded specifically the way to the Tree of Life! The wording of
Genesis 3:22 is striking: "And the Lord said, Behold the man is become as one of Us,
to know good and evil; now lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the Tree of
Life and eat and live forever . . . ." Thus ends the sentence. It is unfinished. The
consequences of reaching the Tree of Life would have been a life of sin prolonged
unendingly into an eternity too terrible to contemplate. So God drove out the man
and the woman and appointed thenceforth that every man must die. The penalty
of death becomes a liberation which is a blessing.

An editorial comment appeared in a popular magazine which suggested that
death is not altogether a curse after all for man. It read as follows:

Our eye was caught last month by two adjacent news items that
seemed to dovetail neatly. One quoted an eminent scientist who said
that the time might easily come when medical advances would
make it possible for human beings to live forever. The other reported
the formation recently of the Toronto Memorial Society, aimed at
ending "morbid, barbaric" funeral rites and at reducing "the high
cost of dying". With all respect to the eminent scientist, we hope his
prophecy proves wrong. The advantages of living forever, we
suspect, are almost wholly illusory. We personally are committed to
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nature's ancient and wise system of cycles in which the new
continues to replace the old at regular intervals; we have no wish,
really, to run on century after century like a stuck record or a play
without a final act, repeating past follies and renewing stale
triumphs to the boredom of ourselves and others. No, there are
many worse fates than death.

Clearly, there is something within us that makes it easier for us to do wrong
than to do right. This is "the law of sin" (Romans 7:23). This is what a fallen nature
means. So life becomes increasingly a failure to achieve past ideals, a series of
defeats which discourage us and render us critical of any idealism remaining in
others. Life is a downhill process, and the longer we live the further down we tend
to go, until we are tired—and ready to die. Long life holds promise in youth but
seldom in old age, even for the child of God. It was not that Paul was an unusually
sinful man that made him long to go "home," but rather the persistence of sin as it
expressed itself in a million daily saddening ways in little things—in his own life,
and in the world about him. The very best of men may grow most wearied because
of their very desire to be something other than they are.

It is only in the goodness of God that we hate this thing which defeats our
aspiration for righteousness. When a man is born again, he is a new creation in that
the law of sin is broken and there is a new tendency, a tendency to goodness rather
than to its opposite. It becomes more truly "natural" to do the right thing than to do
the wrong. But few would be rash enough to argue that a man is ever free from the
struggle against sin. The conflict remains, the old nature against the new, and in the
conflict the final victory comes only when we pass on. Even for the saints, death
comes as a release.

What if death never came! How terrible to be condemned to such a struggle for
all eternity. How merciful a provision physical death becomes when viewed in this
light. Dr. E. O. James mentions this concept of death being a blessing among some
African people—and considers it a remarkable insight.3 Yes, death was imposed as
a judgment, but what a merciful one!

But there were other far-reaching consequences which resulted from this one
act of disobedience. Genesis 3:17 tells that the ground was to be cursed because of
man's Fall, it would be hard to cultivate, it would render its fruits disappointingly,
and it would bring forth thorns and thistles. In what way can these results possibly
be traced back to man's Fall?

In the Garden of Eden, lacking mechanical aids, Adam and Eve would have to
do most of the work on their knees. They were told to dress it and keep it (Genesis
2:15). This implies that there was a certain danger of an "undressed" earth and an
"unkept" domain. We still speak of "keeping" a garden. It seems that, having placed
man here God intended that this should be his proper habitat. In multiplying and
filling the earth, he was not merely to spill out over the boundaries of the Garden,
but to expand the Garden as he himself expanded. The whole world was to become
an Eden.

3. James, E. O., reviewing "The Origin of Death: Studies in African Mythology" in Man, September
1952, p.137. 
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Moreover, this task, though not being physically burdensome to unfallen Adam,
presumably would be a sufficient challenge to require self-discipline and would
therefore prove perhaps the prime agency in the building of character, the
conversion of innocence into virtue. By experience, by the things he learned, he was
to mature, to discover the difference between good and evil, learning to abhor the
evil and growing in stature and wisdom, as the Last Adam (Jesus) showed that man
could do. He might have passed through this period of training and growth as the
Last Adam did. That a person is not yet mature and has yet to learn many things is
not an evidence of sinfulness. The Lord Jesus was holy as a child (Luke 1:35), but
could still grow to be a sinless boy, and then a sinless man. His experience made
Him mature, not more holy. In Hebrews 2:10 "perfect" means "mature." Once made
"perfect" in this sense by the things he had experienced, Adam would have been
ready, not for death, but for transformation into a higher plane of life, a new kind
of existence. Even yet, we shall not all die, but we shall all be transformed (I
Corinthians 15:51).

On the Mount of Transfiguration, Jesus Christ had reached this divinely
appointed state. He might easily have gone on into glory, transformed, never seeing
death. Had he not sinned, Adam likewise would have passed into glory, never
seeing death. And as with Adam, so might it have been with Eve—and each
succeeding generation. Death intruded, because of sin.

So now, outside the Garden, a weary Adam turned his hands to till the earth.
Very soon, he found there were short cuts. It was easier to burn off the trees and
cultivate a small patch till it was exhausted—then desert it. And in time he began
to create deserts. Undressed and unguarded, the earth became naked and
unfruitful. Deserts grew where none had been before. Their chief restraint came to
be that God now "clothes" the nakedness of the earth (Matthew 6:30) sufficiently to
prevent the complete breakdown of the economy of nature: once such wounds have
reached a certain size, it seems they grow by leaps and bounds, and nature unaided
has not the power to halt their progress. Sooner or later, such areas would have
covered the habitable parts of the earth.

The extent to which man is responsible for such widespread desiccation is very
great and seems to have arisen quite directly from his lack of energy. Adopting the
easiest course to extract the maximum wealth from the soil with the least effort and
in the shortest time, he has quite literally "plundered the earth".

Can it really be that man created deserts? Andrew Ivy wrote:

Soil erosion and depletion caused the transformation of garden
spots into deserts in Greece, Syria, northern Italy, Africa,
Mesopotamia and the Uplands of China; we hear of dust storms in
the Volga Valley, in South Africa, Australia and the United States,
the bread-baskets of the world.4

Walter Taylor has observed:

4. Ivy, Andrew, "Medical Research: Operation Humanity" in Scientific American, February, 1949, p.120.
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Buttrick has shown that the lack of adequate regulation of
grazing has resulted in "the treeless countries surrounding the
Mediterranean Sea, the Moorlands of Scotland and England and the
poverty and desolation of Spain [...]. "

Recently a series of dust clouds swept over half the United
States. According to Forest Science these originated largely on
over-grazed semi-arid lands and former cattle ranges plowed for
wheat near the east side of the Rockies [...].

It is not a question, as some stockmen mistakenly think, of the
country getting drier and the vegetation disappearing. Over-grazing
does more than remove valuable forage;  indeed it tends to alter
many important environmental conditions.5

There are deserts in some parts of the world which cannot be attributed to man
in this sense, as far as we know. This seems to be true, for example, of the
Australian desert and perhaps the deserts of Central America. Yet we do not really
know to what extent the upset of one local environment sets up a chain reaction
over extended areas, bringing climatic and other changes in places where man has
not yet laid his heavy hand.

It has been said sometimes that all deserts are "since man" and that geology
supplies us with no desert plants in fossil form, as though they did not exist in
prehistoric times. But this apparently is not true.

It may be that in the economy of nature God sees fit to leave some uncovered
ground for reasons which are not clear to us. The fact remains, however, that those
areas where man penetrated in early times and which proved to be most fertile have
largely been turned into desert as a consequence of his abuse of the soil. Some
climatic changes have taken place as the polar ice has retreated, but it does not seem
that this is sufficient to account for the major deserts. Thus E. W. Bovill, writing on
the Sahara, while admitting the possibility of a climatic change being in part
responsible, remarks nevertheless:

As the greater part of the Sahara has reached the extreme limit
of aridity, it is rather to its outer fringes, where desert conditions
give way to steppe, that we naturally look for signs of progressive
desiccation. In Barbary the problem has been closely studied by
Gsell, the greatest authority on the history of North Africa.
Exhaustive research has convinced him that [climatic] conditions
have changed little since the Roman period. Purely local changes
caused by earth movements and other factors are admitted but do
not alter the main argument. Throughout Barbary, stories of failing
wells and shrunken springs are common enough. In nearly every
case it is due to neglect by the natives [...]. 

The world has few more impressive monuments to offer than the
vast amphitheater of El Djem, built to seat 60,000 spectators but
today a ruin set amid utter desolation excepting a few Arab hovels

5. Taylor, W., "Man and Nature--A Contemporary Review," in Scientific Monthly, Oct., 1935, p.350-51.
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clustering at its foot which serve to emphasize its degradation. Or
Timgad, lying like a bleached skeleton stretched on an arid plain, its
deserted streets bordered by channels which we know once flowed
continually with water. These and countless other ruins lie scattered
over an inhospitable land which once was called the Granary of
Rome [...]. 

The desiccation of the Western Sudan is not itself wholly natural.
The incalculable harm which is being wrought throughout tropical
Africa by the shifting cultivator is now widely recognized. The
African farmer has little knowledge of crop rotation or manuring.
He cultivates his land to exhaustion and then with fire and steel
makes a fresh clearing in the surrounding bush or forest. In 1924 the
Governor of Nigeria declared that "the necessity for protecting the
people from their own improvidence, which if left unchecked will
inflict untold calamity upon posterity, is as urgent as ever [...]
literally thousands of square miles of forest have disappeared since
the War broke out." Agreement has never been reached regarding
the extent to which forest affects climate. It is however the common
experience of man that trees conserve moisture and that the
destruction of forest impoverishes the soil and causes increased
aridity [...]. 

Man, who is but a secondary cause of desiccation in the Sudan,
must be held primarily responsible for the continued activity of the
same process in the Sahara.6

We know now that the Sahara is still growing, reaching further and further
south, advancing some years at a frightening pace. Whole tribes are displaced and
crowded down toward the south into borderline areas already showing signs of
being over-exploited. And the added burden of hungry mouths to feed by native
farming techniques which ruin the land is literally causing millions to starve and
only accelerating the growth of the already tremendous wound across the face of
a once-fertile land.

In the New World, the rate of desiccation has been just as serious. In 1940 it was
reported from Washington by H. H. Bennett, chief of the Soil Conservation Service,
that soil erosion was then costing U.S. farmers at least $400,000,000 a year. At the
then average value of $50 an acre, that means that 8,000,000 acres were being
washed and blown away each year. 

Dr. W. C. Lowdermilk wrote in an article:

The History of Civilizations is a record of struggles against the
progressive desiccation of civilized lands. The more ancient the
civilization, the drier and more wasted, usually, is the supporting
country. In fact, so devastating seems the occupation of man that,
with a few striking exceptions, a desert or near desert condition is
often associated with his long habitation of a region.

6. Bovill, E. W., "The Sahara" in Antiquity, December, 1929, p.414 following.
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Two major factors are believed to account for the growth of
man-made deserts. In the first place, semi-arid to semi-humid
regions proved the most favourable sites for the early development
of human culture. Such areas, however, stand in a condition of
delicate ecological balance between humid and true desert climates.
Comparatively slight disturbances of the cover of vegetation and
soils, such as are brought about by human occupation for grazing
and cultivation, are sufficient to extend the borders of the desert far
beyond the natural true desert into more humid climates.

Recently the archaeologists have turned back the pages of
history, not merely centuries, but thousands of years, and their
postmortems on buried civilizations suggest that it has been the
hand of man, more than climatic change, which has reduced once
rich and populous regions to desolation and poverty. After a long
struggle, a civilization either died or its people migrated to more
productive regions. Many ancient civilizations, once revelling in a
golden age of prosperity, are crumbling in ruins or lie buried in
sands and debris largely caused by the destructive treatment of the
lands on which they were dependent for sustenance.

According to archaeologists the Sahara, the Central Asian
deserts, the arid parts of Palestine, Mesopotamia, and the Gobi and
North China were once teeming with human life, and the traditions
of peoples descended from ancient cultures tell of immigration to
their present habitation from what are now the desert regions of
Central Asia. The origin of the European peoples was in the East.
The Hindus came from the North, and the Chinese from the West.
Yet this land from which they came is today an immense desert
where only very limited regions are still able to nourish the scanty
population. Sir Aural Stein's discoveries of sand-buried Chinese
Turkestan reveal numerous towns a square mile or more in size, in
a region now depopulated. There were ruins of cities, castles,
aqueducts, reservoirs, and all the other evidences of lost cultures of
vanished populations. Gibbon declared that 500 cities once
flourished in what are now the dry depopulated plains of Asia
Minor [...]. 

The peninsula of Arabia contained an enormous population
called Sea-Land, which at times annoyed Babylon from B.C. 2500 to
616. Now, a few fierce nomadic Bedouins, the remnants of former
cultures, fight for existence over every drop of water and every sign
of vegetation. The great Sahara Desert has recently revealed
monuments, ruins of cities, temples, implements and unearthed cut
trees. Champollion, the famous Egyptologist, said of it, "[...] and so
the astonishing fact dawns upon us that this desert once was a
region of groves and foundations and the abode of happy millions."
The very gradual climatic changes due to the present age of
retreating ice do not appear sufficient to account for the excessively
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rapid desiccation of the vast areas known to have sustained at one
time enormous populations. Man has written the record of
encroaching deserts.

When Zenobia was overthrown by the Romans under Aurelian,
its capital, Palmyra or Tadmor, was the metropolis of a mighty
empire. Now the sands of the Syrian desert almost hide the ruins of
that stupendous city of marble and gold. As late as the rise of
Mohamed, Tripoli on the northern coast of Africa had a population
of six million. It was then clothed with vineyards, orchards and
forests. It is now bare of vegetation. The streams are dried up, and
the population reduced to about forty-five thousand.

And archaeologists claim now to have discovered, under shifting
sands, the capital of the rich kingdom of the Queen of Sheba.

To the United States, doubtless, goes the speed record in time
and extent for man-made deserts. The dust storms of the old world,
long occupied by man, have appeared in the new world and for the
same reasons [...]. 

It seems clear that man and his animals may extend the desert
conditions by processes of man-induced desiccation into regions
formerly capable of supporting large populations. Climate does
change, but not at the comparatively rapid rate of the decadence of
vast areas of habitable regions.7

As Duncan Stuart has pointed out, farm crops divide themselves into
soil-depleting on the one hand (e.g., wheat, oats and barley) and soil-preserving on
the other hand (e.g., peas, beans, alfalfa, clover and vetches).8 The former are more
readily adopted for cultivation because the immediate returns are far greater
relative to the labour involved. The tendency is to strip the earth of its covering and
create deserts. The latter involve more labour but, completing the circle of thought,
their cultivation tends to clothe the earth and dress it and thereby to extend the
Garden that God originally planned.

Now desert conditions produce a plant life that has a character of its own.
Everyone is familiar enough with the various forms of cactus. These strange plants
are in one way or another "thorny." Thorns are a symbol in Genesis 3:18 of an earth
cursed because of man, cursed because improperly dressed and tended, cursed by
open wounds and nakedness, cursed by erosion and desert. This is reflected in
Isaiah 34:13, 14: "And thorns shall come up in her palaces, nettles and brambles in
the fortresses thereof [...].  The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet there with
hyaenas [...]."
     J. H. Balfour is quoted by Pember as having remarked:

There is in all plants a tendency to a spiral arrangement of leaves
and branches, etc., but we rarely see this carried out fully, in
consequence of numerous interruptions to growth and abnormalities

7. Lowdermilk, W. C., "Man-made Deserts" in Pacific Affairs, VIII, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1935. 
8. Stuart, Duncan, The Canadian Desert, Ryerson, Toronto, 1938, pp.12-13.
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in development. When branches are arrested in growth they often
appear in the form of thorns or spines, and thus thorns may be taken
as an indication of an imperfection in the branch [...]. That thorns are
abortive branches is well seen in cases where, by cultivation, they
may disappear. In such cases they are transformed into branches.
The wild apple is a thorny plant, but on cultivation it is not so.9

Thistles, too, appear in the judgment. So Balfour observes:

Thistles are troublesome and injurious in consequence of the
pappus and hairs appended to their fruit, which waft it about in all
directions and injure the work of man, so far as agricultural
operations are concerned. Now it is interesting to remark that this
pappus is shown to be an abortive state of the calyx, which is not
developed as in ordinary instances, but becomes changed into hairs.
Here, then, we see an alteration in the calyx which makes the thistle
a source of labour and trouble to man.10

Hugh McMillan observes regarding nettles:

It is a remarkable circumstance that whenever man cultivates
nature, and then abandons her to her own unaided energies, the
result is far worse than if he had never attempted to improve her at
all. There are no such thorns found in a state of nature as those
produced by the ground which man once has tilled, but has now
deserted. In the waste clearings amidst the fern brakes of New
Zealand, and in the primeval forests of Canada, thorns may now be
seen which were unknown before. The nettle and the thistle follow
man wherever he goes, and remain as perpetual witnesses of his
presence, even though he departs; around the cold hearthstone of
the ruined Shieling on the Highland moor and on the threshold of
the crumbling log-hut in the Australian bush, those social plants
may be seen growing, forming a singular contrast to the vegetation
around them.11

Yet there is the promise that the desert shall yet blossom as a rose (Isaiah 35:1).
That a desert could become once more a garden seems hard to believe. But there
have been occasions when the promise has been fulfilled momentarily as though
to give us an earnest of the future reality. In November 1948, a Toronto newspaper
reported:

Thousands of cattle and sheep have grazed this year on a
desert—the great Kalahari Desert which covers thousands of square

9. Pember, G. H., Earth's Earliest Ages, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1901, p.153.
10. Ibid., p.154.
11. McMillan, Hugh, The Ministry of Nature, Macmillan, London, 1871, p.25.
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miles in Southwest Africa and Bechuanaland, Windhoek reports.
Following unusually heavy rains, the boulder-strewn waste of sand
suddenly sprouted many kinds of grass and plants. Geologists say
this desert once was a vast inland sea and its miraculous fertility this
year has revived an old plan to pump water from the Orange River
into the salt pans of the desert, enabling farmers to plant lucerne,
wheat, oats and millet.

The consequences of these desert areas are serious, not merely to man in the
light of his future survival, but even to animals. There are examples of some
animals having become carnivorous and most cruel, which were previously
herbivorous and comparatively gentle, and others becoming locally extinct,
contributing to the disruption by forcing animals to prey upon each other
"unnaturally". Eugene Marais has pointed out how some animals are becoming
ferocious and cruel as a result of desert conditions. Thus until about 1860 the wild
baboons in Africa fed upon insects and roots. But with the rapid drying up of the
Continent, due to man's bad management, they were forced to look for liquid to
drink and started attacking goats, killing them cruelly just to suck the milk from
their udders. Then they started attacking all kinds of domestic animals and eating
them for food -- and the unnatural habit has spread widely over the Continent.12 As
S. Zuckerman pointed out, however, apes and monkeys are by nature
predominantly, if not entirely, vegetarian and do not normally attack other animals
to eat their flesh.13

Other similar primates are now proving to be occasionally carnivorous. The
chimpanzee, which was once considered to be essentially vegetarian, though with
some insects to round off its diet and perhaps supply its protein, is now found to
be occasionally killing its own kind for food and is thus becoming cannibalistic.14

Whether this has always been the case or has been the case at least as long as man
has observed their behaviour or is a recent change in dietary habit is not known. But
in view of the fact that the primates as a whole seem to be vegetarian by nature, it
is quite possible that the disturbance of their natural habitat by man has been the
decisive factor here also.

B) On Animals and Mankind

Indeed the dominion which man was to have over the beasts and cattle and
creeping things and the fowls of the air—over the whole animal kingdom, in fact
(Genesis 1:28)—was not properly exercised and nature having no proper governor
became wild, and the struggle for food has resulted in much of the apparent cruelty
among animals. But it was not the original arrangement, nor will it be the final one.

12. Marais, Eugene, My Friends the Baboons, Methuen, New York, 1939, p.1.
13. Zuckerman, S., "The Influence of Hormones on Man's Social Evolution" in Endeavor, April, 1944,
p.80.
14. Teleki, Gexa, “The Omnivorous Chimpanzee” in Scientific American, January, 1973, pp.33 ff.
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This incidentally throws some light on the reason why certain animals were
"brought" to Noah to preserve seed, while other animals were left to be destroyed
along with man at the time of the Flood. The sudden unnatural reduction in animal
population in one area would bring an imbalance over a much wider area. This,
when at the same moment the human population was reduced to a mere handful
of people, might have put the entire natural system in grave danger. It must surely
be supposed therefore that God brought to Noah just such creatures to be preserved
which, in multiplying would restore the balance and control it until the initial
family had multiplied sufficiently to be out of danger. The same principle forms the
basis of God's delayed action on behalf of Israel as revealed in Exodus 23:29 where
the enemy forces occupying the land were not immediately reduced lest predatory
animals should multiply and endanger the scattered settlements of the Israelites.
Man is required in sufficient numbers to keep in check those aspects of nature
which can be dangerous to him. Dr. Laura Thompson says wisely, "Man is not only
a major factor in the web of life; he is the only agent whereby a conservation
program for a local area may be actively implemented."15

It is a matter of common observation that animal nature may be modified by
diet. Cats fed on meat are often more savage than cats fed on milk. On the other
hand, domestic animals are tame because suitably fed and properly governed, so
that we may see in the barnyard flesh-eating and herb-eating creatures living
harmoniously together. Adam was to dress and to keep the Garden and all in it.
That is to say, he was to attend to a regulation of the soil and all that this involves,
but he was also to govern the animal world and guard its sensitive balance.

In 1956, Georges H. Westbeau published his record of the life of Little Tyke,16

a lioness who was saved from death as a tiny cub and taken into the Westbeau
household to be treated as a pet. The story is a fascinating one. What is particularly
surprising is the demonstration of the fact that the young cub showed no desire
whatever for meat when she reached an age at which in the wild she would have
accepted it as her normal diet. For days the Westbeaus tried to train her to accept
meat, since they had every intention of fitting her for a return to nature in due time.
Little Tyke resolutely refused.

Subsequent conversations with authorities revealed the fact that, in the wild,
young lion cubs have to be taught to eat meat by virtually starving them. It is
evidently not something they adopt by instinct. The Westbeaus had tried all kinds
of ruses and even offered $1,000 to anyone who could show them how to succeed.
By the time Little Tyke was four years old she had become a permanent vegetarian
and—more important to the Westbeaus—the gentlest creature they had ever
known. Little Tyke befriended kittens, chickens, lambs, dogs, donkeys, indeed
every kind and species of waif or stray animal, healthy or sick, that she came across.
On one occasion, when the Westbeaus managed to introduce a mouthful of solid
food by guile, Little Tyke at once regurgitated it. They never attempted it again.

The experts assured them that carnivorous animals, such as lions, cannot live
without meat. Little Tyke could not live with it. Her extraordinary gentleness, even
to the extent of keeping her claws retracted, and her tidiness and cleanliness made

15. Thompson, L., "The Basic Conservation Problem" in Scientific Monthly, February, 1949, p.130.
16. Westbeau, Georges H., Little Tyke, Pacific Press, Mountain View, California, 1956.
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her a perfect companion and playmate for all kinds of animals and all kinds of
people, including infants barely able to climb on her back. The front cover of
Westbeau's book shows a lamb lying between her paws, the former obviously
almost asleep. Isaiah 11:6 foresees just such a world when the Lord returns to
establish His rule over a creation that man has failed to govern as he was
commissioned to do:

The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie
down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling
together; and a little child shall lead them.

The animals were to live on herbs (Genesis 1:30), not on flesh. So they will again
in the Millennium, for as Isaiah 65:25 points out, "The lion [the king of beasts] shall
eat straw like the bull [the king of cattle]." There is a remarkable and perhaps
unsuspected evidence today that man also changed his diet.  Claude A. Villee
remarked:

The human appendix is the remnant of the blind pouch, the
cecum, which is a large functional structure in the digestive tract of
herbivorous animals such as the rabbit. Foods rich in cellulose
require a long time for digestion, and the cecum provides a place
where the food may be stored while the gradual process of
digestion, mostly by intestinal bacteria, takes place. A long time ago
[...] our ancestors changed to a diet containing more meat and less
cellulose, and the cecum has gradually diminished to the present
useless vestige, the appendix.17

John E. Pfeiffer reinforces this conclusion by saying:

Man bears the marks of vegetarian origins in teeth not
specialized for ripping and tearing like those of true carnivores, and
in the sort of long gut generally associated with a diet of plant food.
Furthermore, man still seems to digest vegetable fats better than
animal fats. Medical research indicates that an important factor in
hardening of the arteries may be the formation of deposits of poorly
digested fatty products on inner blood vessel walls.18

Reverting once more to Isaiah 65:25, we see that the passage continues by saying
"at that time, they shall not harm nor destroy in all My holy mountain, saith the
Lord." So the true government then to be established will obviate all the present
"evils" of the world which spring from disharmony in the natural order.

It is a challenge to us, even as it stands, to do our part in governing the animal
world by wise use of the means which have been developed for the maintenance
of the requisite food supplies. In some way the whole animal creation suffered, as

17. Villee, Claude A., Biology, Saunders, Philadelphia, 2nd edition, 1954, p.580.
18. Pfefffer, John E., The Emergence of Man, Harper and Row, New York, 1969, p.108.
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the words "above the rest" (Genesis 3:14) imply. Human government is not always
bad. 

Where we have, as it were, "vital statistics" for animals which are known both
in a wild and in a tame state, it is revealed that they may live longer when tame.
Thus, as Raymond Pearl points out, "All the available evidence agrees that
elephants under domestication, about which India furnishes long and extensive
experience, live on the average longer than in the wild state."19 And this in spite of
the fact that they are made to work hard! 

Yet, in itself domestication may not be an unmixed blessing for animals. It is
sometimes pointed out that predatory creatures are given instincts of "limitation"
which operate so long as other animals respond according to their true nature.
When the preyed-upon do not act according to nature, the predatory instincts of the
attacker are upset entirely. Thus wolves in the presence of the "stupidity" of sheep,
and foxes in the presence of the "stupidity" of fowl, will kill indiscriminately.
William J. Long, a naturalist, made this observation: "I must give the wolves this
credit, too, that though they crossed the well-worn paths of a deer yard, they made
no attempt to harry the game. They rarely do so unless they are hungry, or unless
(near settlements) they run into a herd of foolish domestic animals that do not know
enough to scatter or be quiet when wolves appear."20 If man had completed his duty
of domestication, this would not have come about, because wolves and foxes would
also have been tamed.

There appears on the other hand to be sufficient evidence to show that the
cruelty of nature is apparent rather than real in many cases. The majority of animals
do not actually hurt their victims in spite of appearances to the contrary. J.
Crowther Hirst tells us that he wrote to big game hunters and missionary doctors,
securing the record of some sixty men who had been pounced upon by bears, lions,
tigers, leopards, and panthers. Fifty-eight of them felt no pain or terror.21 If this be
true of man with his intense sensitivity, it should be more true of animals.

There are numberless examples of creatures which do not lose their appetite
even after the most extraordinary mutilations. Alexander Skutch relates how he
watched a mica serpent, mortally wounded by bullets, continue to gorge upon the
contents of some nests in a colony of Lawrence's caciques. He concludes that a
hungry snake is insensitive to pain and almost insensible to danger.22 On the other
hand, human beings lose their appetite almost immediately under very slight
provocation—though this is not quite universally true. Some primitive people do
not seem to feel pain as we do and occasionally, for them, loss of appetite occurs
only as a sign of approaching death.23

But the assumption may be reasonably made that loss of appetite is some
measure of sensitivity to pain—and that therefore many animals do not have this
sensitivity, since they do not lose their appetite. Some domestic animals appear to

19. Pearl, Raymond, Man the Animal, Principia Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 1946, p.47.
20. Long, William J., Wood-Folk Comedies, Harper, New York, 1920, p.247.
21. Hirst, J. Crowther, Is Nature Cruel? reviewed under the heading "In the Jaws of the Lion" in The
Spectator, 82, London, 3 June, 1899, p.782-83.
22. Skutch, Alexander, "The Parental Devotion of Birds" in Scientific Monthly, April,1946, p.364.
23. See C. S. Coon, speaking of the Lower California Indians, now extinct, in General Reader in
Anthropology, Holt, New York, 1948, p.76.
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be more sensitive. But on the whole, the apparent "wildness" and ruthlessness of
animals in the wild is partially due to the fact that we project ourselves into it and
attribute to animals "human" reactions, interpreting their reactive behaviour
accordingly.

Animals do not anticipate pain as we do, though they may anticipate danger.
We often confuse these two animal responses. There is a case of a codfish which
was apparently hooked in the eye, but succeeded in tearing itself loose, leaving its
eye on the hook. Subsequently it was attracted to the hook once again by its own
eye, which it took for food! When it was taken out of the water, its own eye was still
on the hook in its own mouth.

A moth cut in half continued to eat ravenously to assuage an endless appetite,
unaware that the food passed right out of its open stomach onto a table, where it
was removed by the experimenter. Finally it died of starvation! Yet, if such
creatures are caught, the restriction of their movement starts up a keen reflex that
makes them struggle to be free—and this struggle gives us the impression that they
are in intense pain. It is not at all certain that the animal world suffers pain in the
ordinarily appointed experiences of their existence, except insofar as it serves to
teach them where danger lies. It may only be evidence of a powerful instinct to
resist all unnatural restriction of free movement.

As Munro Fox has put it:

One might think that pain could be deduced from an animal's
actions. If it struggles when wounded, or if it attempts to get rid of
the object which wounds it, then one might conclude that the animal
is in pain. But is this so? If an earth-worm is cut in two, the back part
wriggles most. Does it therefore suffer most? The worm's "brain" is
scattered: there is a portion in each of the numerous segments of the
body. But the more complex part of the nervous system is at the
front end of the worm. Here, if anywhere, one would expect pain to
be felt, yet the hind end wriggles most. Rather than a sign of pain,
this struggling seems to be due to a release from a normal inhibition
to excessive movement. In the intact worm the front "brain" imposes
a restraint or inhibition on excessive movements of the body.
Released from inhibition by the cut, the worm's hind end wriggles
freely.

A frog can be anaesthetized and its brain then destroyed. It soon
recovers from the anesthetic and lives on without the brain. If, now,
a tiny piece of blotting paper dipped in acid is put on the frog's back,
the animal raises its hind foot and wipes off the paper. Everything
looks as if the frog had been stung or hurt by the acid, as if it had felt
a painful sensation and had sought to free itself from pain. But
surely we cannot suppose that without a brain the frog could feel
pain. Rather we have here an automatic reflex action to the acid
stimulus, a reflex through the spinal cord, which can involve no
pain. Thus appearances of pain are deceptive.24

24. Fox, Munro, The Personality of Animals, Pelican, Gretna, Louisiana, 1952, pp.17-18.
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In light of such observations, Ronald Good points out the need for a change of
attitude toward nature on the part of the naturalists. He says:

The deepest reason for dissatisfaction is our failure to abandon
outmoded biological conceptions, and this has two main aspects.
More important because of its profound significance to the world in
general, is what may be called the "Nature red in tooth and claw"
fallacy. One would imagine that the influence which such a belief
has had on human affairs in the past half-century would at least
raise doubts about its validity; but even more odd is the apparent
continuing failure to admit that the very existence of a science of
"natural communities" belies it, for if Nature was indeed as the poet
described it, its condition would be chaotic and in a perpetual state
of disequilibrium. If there were nothing else to thank Dr. Dice for,
there is the support his book gives to the view that Nature is
essentially a state of beautiful and delicate balance to which each
and every member makes its due, but only due, contribution.25

If this is true, then we are presented with an interesting fact. The apparent
suffering of these creatures in their normal living conditions attracts our
sympathetic attention, in spite of ourselves, to the fact that nature is a system which
can be thrown out of adjustment and needs our oversight. Yet this lesson is not
taught us at the expense of the innocent creatures who appear to need our care.
Thus has God wisely appointed an effective method whereby a constant challenge
should be presented to us without making the animals pay the cost of our
education. We are challenged to keep harmony, or to restore where necessary what
has been lost. We ideally support our societies for the prevention of cruelty to
animals, and the skeptics say it is a waste of money because the animals do not
really suffer anyway. They may be quite right. But so is our idealism.

Animal lovers will still maintain—probably with justification—that animals do
feel pain, especially domesticated ones. But this does not affect the argument too
seriously. Manifestly, pain is essential for the protection of the organism. There are
children born now and then who feel no pain whatever. This is usually only
discovered when the child takes delight in cutting itself just to see the blood
bubbling out! This may sound absurd, but it is a fact. Such children feel no pain
whatever and will without hesitation plunge their hands into water that will scald
them, or drink things far too hot for their throat and stomach to stand. They have
to be protected continually against themselves and their own curiosity.

This is well illustrated from a news item appearing in The Fundamentals:

A little girl, Beverly Smith, born in Akron, Ohio, about six years
ago, almost never cried. She never cried when she fell down, she
never cried when she bumped her head. She didn't even cry when

25. Good, Ronald, reviewing Natural Communities by Lee R. Dice (University of Michigan, 1952), in
Nature, 11 July, 1953, p.46. 
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she burned her hand on a hot stove. She cried only when angry or
hungry.

The doctors who examined her soon discovered that she had a
rare condition, probably due to a defect in the central nervous
system, and for which no cure is known. She cannot feel pain. The
mother took the baby home with a great deal of accompanying
advice [...].   She must watch Beverly constantly; the baby might
break a bone and continue using it until it could not be set properly;
she might develop appendicitis without nature's warning of pain.
Spanking her to make her more careful about hot stoves and knives
would do no good. A life without pain will be a perpetually
dangerous life for Beverly.26

A similar instance was reported in the Montreal Gazette:

Richard Mains, age 8, goes to the hospital regularly to have his
hair pulled. Each time doctors watch for some indication that the
boy feels the pulling. But so far it has failed to give him any sense of
pain.

Richard is the only little boy in the country who never cries,
because he has no sense of feeling or touch. Officially, Richard's
condition is diagnosed as a gangli-neuropathy, a rare disorder that
has baffled medical scientists for years. A leading nerve specialist
described Richard's case as "among the most baffling in the world."
[...].  The boy takes knocks, cuts and bruises without knowing they
have happened.

His condition can be dangerous, like the time when he rubbed
his eye so hard he scratched the retina. It took a leading surgeon to
save the eye.

Recently, the door of a hot oven was opened against Richard's
knee. His leg was badly burned. He knew nothing about it until
someone noticed his reddening leg. Now he wears special protective
clothing. Each night and morning he is carefully examined to see if
he has been injured.27

For any creature which has a highly organized nervous system -- that is to say,
which is a highly developed animal—a sense of pain is absolutely essential. It is a
protective device. Presumably some domesticated animals have become more
sensitive to pain because they are not so hardy as the wild variety of the species.

Now sweat also, in the case of man, appears to be as much a consequence as a
punishment, though it is often assumed that, being part of the curse, it is a penalty.
In a sense it is a penalty, but it is a merciful one. Although from an engineering
point of view the figure seems quite high, by actual measurement under a wide

26. The Fundamentals, Wycliffe Press, London, July-August, 1954, p.96.
27. Montreal Gazette, 4 May, 1955.
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range of work load and environmental temperature conditions, we established in
our own laboratories (using fit young men as subjects) that the efficiency of the
body as a thermodynamic machine is anywhere from 15 percent to 35 percent. Some
young men were much less efficient, some were highly so: in part it depends upon
the type of work being done. On a bicycle we found the highest levels of efficiency
for all forms of exercise.

Now, the potential energy of the oxidation of the food eaten in excess of these
figures, the mean of which is 25 percent, must be eliminated in the form of heat if
the temperature of the body is to be held at a safe level. Whenever the temperature
of the environment will not allow this excess heat energy to be dissipated quickly
by radiation, sweating breaks out to provide a means of evaporative cooling, and
it is highly effective in man.28 If for some reason sweating is suppressed—as by the
administration of drugs, for example—deep body temperature begins to rise at once
in quite precise proportion to drug dosage.29 Sweating is now therefore essential for
man's survival under the normal working conditions of his existence as a creature
whose disobedience in Eden ruined his body as it ruined his spirit.

It is a curious thing that as machines have taken more and more labour off our
hands, holidays have steadily decreased. Centuries ago, a few days labour per week
was all that a man ever did. And this involved in many instances only a few hours
each day [...] except on special occasions and during certain seasons. Most
non-Western peoples, especially primitive people, have much more free time; even
in Europe, holidays and feast days were so numerous that the idea of holidays
would have seemed absurd.

Unfortunately, someone has to make and run the machines which are to reduce
our hours of labor. Certainly we can do more in less time. But these machines of
ours merely enlarge our appetite for gadgets and comforts for which we must work
longer and harder! Alfred Pearce Dennis remarked:

It is doubtful whether all the labour saving machinery ever
invented has lightened the toil of a single human being. Modern
inventions increase the capacity for production and enable more
people to live, but just as many people as before live laboriously and
painfully. The women who work in the clothing sweat shops of New
York or London, with their improved sewing machines, have a
production capacity tenfold that of the old needle workers, yet I
doubt if they labour one whit less than the nameless needle woman
in Thomas Hood's "Song of the Shirt"!30

Strangely enough, despite our dreams, hard work is not only better for us at
times, but is even more desirable! There are areas of the world where hard work

28. Custance, Arthur C., "Stress-Strain Relations of Man in the Heat" in Medical Services Journal of
Canada, vol. XXIII, no.5, 1967, p.721-26. See also his "The Meaning of Sweat as Part of the Curse," Part
V in The Flood: Local or Global?, vol. 9 of The Doorway papers Series, Zondervan Publishing Co.
29. Custance, Arthur C., "A Method of Measuring the Effect of Drugs on Sweating as a Function of
Time" in Canadian Medical Association Journal, vol.95, 1966, p.871-74.
30. Dennis, Alfred Pearce, "The Land of Egypt," National Geographic Magazine, March, 1926, p.291.
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simply is not necessary: nature is so bountiful. But the result is curiously far from
what we might suppose.

The Daily Commercial News of Toronto carried the following editorial:

People are funny. Mention of a tropical South Sea island brings
visions of an idyllic life of happiness and ease, with complete
freedom from everyday cares and worries. But it doesn't work out
that way.

Take the case in New Zealand for instance. The Socialist
government administers numerous islands and island groups in
tropical waters, and it has been found that the more pleasant the
surroundings appear to be, the unhappier are the residents. There
are lots of volunteers for service in these Edens, but it has been
noted that even with cooks and a surplus of native servants to wait
upon them, the men quarrel, develop nervous troubles and are only
too glad to leave when the opportunity arises. Most of them never
volunteer again.31

This is not an exceptional situation by any means. The Prairie Overcomer had this
little item on Sweden:

With her "well-stocked cellar" Sweden is described as the
"Welfarest State" according to Time (Dec. 31, 1952). "Sweden has not
been in a war since 1814, has spent most of her effort since then on
staying out." She has managed to escape war and feather her nest to
such an extent that she enjoys a heavenly Utopia in the midst of
chaotic Europe. After a few days in Stockholm Time's editor found
himself asking people "Isn't there anything wrong with Sweden?
There must be." Then the government official replied: "In a country
that has established an orderly society, there comes a time when one
begins to ask oneself 'What next?'"

Here is a summary of that editor's findings in the country which
has had no war tragedies for about 140 years: "In Stockholm gangs
of prostitutes, homosexuals and assorted hoodlums make a practice
of mixing it every Saturday night, to the delight of onlookers. The
divorce rate has almost doubled in ten years. Sweden has one of the
world's highest illegitimacy rates and one of the highest alcohol
rates. High juvenile delinquency is blamed on easy jobs and easy
money. The State Church admits defeat: 'We do not seem to be able
to interest the young, but nobody else seems to be able to interest
them either.' A deep undercurrent of emotional unrest exists in
Sweden in spite of their paradise of plenty. 'Nothing will get the
Swedes out of their well-stocked cellar except a war on Sweden'."32

31. The Daily Commercial News, Toronto,  July, 1950.
32. The Prairie Overcomer, Organ of Prairie Bible Institute, Three Hills, Alberta, Canada, March 1952. 
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A. L. Kroeber pointed out how the Yurok and Karok of California lived

[...] in a climate of no rigors, on a river that gave them abundance
of salmon, in a land full of acorns that were their staple food, and for
centuries no foreign foes nor even pestilences invaded them. Yet all
the members of the society, whatever their congenital individual
dispositions, had fear and pessimism pounded into them from
childhood on. They were taught by all their elders that the world
simply reeked with evils and dangers, against which one sought to
protect oneself by an endless series of preventive taboos and magical
practices.33

Here then is an environment that seems almost paradisaical and yet, as Kroeber
observed, "the culture had gone hypochondriac."

Another such district is Kashmir in India. Here too, as Said K. Hak reported in
The Rotarian (April 1951), the inhabitants are unbelievably wretched,
poverty-stricken, and filthy.  Roland Dixon rightly concluded:

The great cultures of the world's history, in the majority of cases,
attained their commanding station largely because a gifted people
had the chance to become numerous in a location favorably placed
to receive the benefits of diffusion. But something more was needed,
as a rule—a habitat where nature was not too kind. For where
environment supplies the ordinary human wants with little labour,
the urge of need does not seem enough to lead to great achievement.
A "Happy Valley" has rarely bred an outstanding culture: in the
Gardens of the Hesperides, man drowsed away the centuries. Most
of the great cultures of the past had their rise in regions where, on
the borders of a harsh environment, keen and persistent effort
insured a rich reward.34

So it seems that "sweat" both physiologically and psychologically may in reality
be a great blessing. This is remarkably borne out in a book by George P. Murdock
in which a description will be found of a number of primitive cultures. Those who
live, like the Samoans, in an environment which is bountiful indeed,

[...] live in a chronic state of war. Rarely is there a time when
neighboring villages somewhere in the islands are not in arms, and
great wars involving two or more districts are not infrequent.35

By extreme contrast there are the Aranda—an Australian aboriginal people who
live in desert conditions where the possessions of any individual can easily be
carried in one hand, and where there are no houses and no fixed or settled abode

33. Kroeber, A. L., Anthropology, Harcourt Brace, New York, 1948, p.309.
34. Dixon, Roland, The Building of Cultures, Scribner, New York, 1928, p.278.
35. Murdock, George P., Our Primitive Contemporaries, Macmillan, New York, 1951, p.45.
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of any kind since the people must be constantly on the move, either to keep warm
or to obtain food to live by. They are completely peaceful. As Murdock said:

Relations between groups, even of different tribes, are almost
equally amicable. No such thing as a chronic state of hostility exists.
Couriers with messages or invitations travel with impunity from
group to group. Visiting between groups, even aside from special
ceremonial occasions, is common. Men may go alone, in parties, or
with their families. The presence of women and children gives
evidence of friendly intentions.36

And among the Semang of the Malay Peninsula, living in a dense, hot, humid
tropical climate, surrounded everywhere by thick forest, driven back by the
advancing waves of more highly civilized people on all sides

[...] war, or any other form of hostility, is absolutely unknown, not
only between different bands and tribes of the Semang themselves,
but also with the Sakai, and even with the Malays, by whom they
were not infrequently harassed. They never react to ill-treatment
with treachery, much less with open violence. They merely
withdraw and avoid their oppressors.37

Here we find the strange fact that utopias are not good for us at all, and that the
sweetest temperaments may be nurtured in the midst of hardship. What a contrast
this is to the accepted philosophy of our own culture!

No matter how we may strive to eliminate "sweat," God will work to prevent
our purposes; for He knows better. This taxing of our strength, this challenge to the
will and the mind, is a necessary good if we are to maintain any kind of energetic
dominion over this world of ours. And even from a purely physiological point of
view, sweat is a blessing in our fallen state. There are people born now and then
who cannot sweat. They have to be protected continually against being burnt up
due to the excess heat energy created by the food they eat to satisfy their hunger.
All kinds of precautions are necessary for such folk who are constantly in danger
of their lives.

One might suppose that by eating less, the excess of available energy from the
food eaten would be reduced sufficiently to make sweating no longer important.
But this solution has the serious defect of leaving one everlastingly hungry! The fact
is, therefore, that somehow appetite for, and the effective use of, the foods available
have gotten out of register. If our bodies had not been involved in the disastrous
consequences of man's first disobedience, it is to be supposed that our appetite
would be satisfied the moment we had eaten sufficient to provide just enough fuel
for energy to carry on. As soon as exercise used up this energy, hunger would
automatically induce its replacement—and no more. We ought therefore to have

36. Ibid., p.63.
37. Ibid.. p.95.
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about four times as much energy as we actually do have, if appetite for food is any
guide. Perhaps Adam did have.

Undoubtedly the far greater efficiency of animal bodies (apart from man) is due
to the perfect arrangement whereby all the food eaten to satisfy the appetite is
turned into energy . . . or at least a very high percentage of it. The feats of animals,
from the point of view of muscular energy, is truly amazing. One only has to realize
what it means for a bird to fly several thousand miles without food to appreciate its
body efficiency.  Studies made of other animals, particularly fish, show that they
achieve prodigious energy out of the small quantities of food they consume. The
potential of this food is made much more evident now that we can extract some of
the energy from a few ounces of matter in the creation of an atom bomb.

It has been shown that fish may have efficiencies as high as 80 percent.38 In fact,
some of the "wasted" heat that is not obviously turned into useful work may not
actually be wasted at all, since heat is required simply to provide the energy for
normal metabolic activities. The fish's efficiency may well be in excess of 80 percent!
Comparatively speaking, the best man-made machines seldom achieve an efficiency
as high as 50 percent. A good diesel engine may achieve 35 percent under normal
working conditions, a steam engine with a condenser 19 percent and without a
condenser a lowly 7 percent.39 So even in his fallen estate, the athlete who achieves
35 percent is not doing too badly perhaps—though far from what the human body
might have achieved but for the Fall. It is apparent from some recent experiments
that animals have appetites adjusted quite precisely to their specific energy
requirements.40

So one wonders whether it is really good for us that we strive for shorter and
shorter working periods, particularly if we have not found how to spend the free
time thus provided. Sometimes we are reminded that we ought to do no work
whatever on the Sabbath, but those who insist on the letter here often overlook the
fact that the same commandment tells us we ought to work six days—not five!

Although most of us feel that the long weekend is a great boon, there is some
evidence that it does not contribute to the amount of work accomplished during the
other five days. DuPont de Nemours published a report showing how production
started very low on Monday and rose over Tuesday till it reached capacity on
Wednesday; Thursday maintained this high level, but by Friday there was a slight
falling off again, as workers became both tired from a week's work and restless as
plans were made for the weekend. The slump on Monday is attributed directly to
the fact that two-days' holiday is too long, and workers, instead of resting, tire
themselves out with activity, coming in on Monday not refreshed, but exhausted. 

And apparently even sweat itself once had a value of its own! Thus H. E. Jacob
observed:

38. New Scientist, 25 June, 1970, p.629.
39. Brody, Samuel, Bioenergetics and Growth, Hafner, New York, 1964, p.903.
40. Mayer and co-workers found, for example, that in man an increase in the amount of physical
activity beyond a normal level results in no parallel increase in food intake. Man is therefore eating
more than he needs for his energy expenditure, but not necessarily more than he needs to satisfy his
appetite. The two are no longer in balance (American Journal of Physiology, vol.177, 1960, p.544).
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According to the Bible, the sweat of the brow is not only an
unavoidable consequence of all human labour, but even a blessing.
For ages, the sweat of the baker mixed with the dough in the
bakeries of men, and apparently it did not harm the taste of the
bread. Could it have been that sodium chloride and uric acid, as well
as lactic, formic, entyric and caprylic acids, of which sweat is
chemically composed, have even helped the baking process?41

Jacob points out that the best bread in Roman times, the tastiest loaves, were those
in which sweat had intentionally been added to the dough!

Now, this discourse is no facile justification for permitting the continuance of
poverty where we have it in our power to alleviate the burden it brings. But it is
some help perhaps toward establishing the principle that every evil will ultimately
be justified in the light of the good which an overruling God of love will bring out
of it. For most of us, as a matter of fact, wealth is as dangerous as can be. We feel
that we could do "so much more" with wealth. But undoubtedly, if God gives us
always what is best for us, He would give us wealth if that were best. He can, and
does, trust a few of His saints with wealth—but very few. It too easily becomes a
means of "security," and He desires Himself to be our only security. Besides,
poverty is not always identical with misery. Emil Durkheim, the great French social
scientist, in his classic volume on the subject of suicide, found that suicides occurred
least among poor people and most frequently among the upper classes. Many of the
poorest people are the happiest.

There was a time when the church gave more honour to lack of wealth than to
the possession of it—particularly for the Christian who was forthrightly so. The
change came about, strangely enough, when Protestantism began to lay more
emphasis on the value of time and thrift, so that possession of some wealth became
the hallmark of a proper sense of stewardship.

Missionaries and colonial administrators brought up in this Christian tradition
often make the mistake of supposing that this aspect of our culture—its emphasis
upon thrift and the value of time—is essentially Christian also. Our accepted ideas
of what is desirable for most people is under severe criticism in some quarters
today, and there are many who feel that it is a mistake, even in our own culture, to
educate a man to the "enjoyment" of things which his natural level of intelligence
would never allow him to be able to afford. Archbishop Temple went even further
and considered it morally wrong to educate a man too far when it was evident that
that man was not going to be a law-abiding citizen. "If a man is a fool, by all means
let us refrain from making him a clever one," he suggested. Whether this is
justifiable discrimination or not is a matter of dispute, but we have a tendency to
suppose that certain values are unquestionable (acquisitiveness, wealth, energetic
use of every minute of the day, saving for security, competition, higher education,
and so forth). It may be that part of the "problem" of evil is that we have assumed
such things ought to be the right of everyone . . . and correspondingly desirable.
Since not everyone can have them, this appears as one of the "evils" contributing to

41. Jacob, H. E., "Bread in the 20th Century" in Ciba Symposia, December, 1946, p.492.
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the "problem." But in reality it is an appearance only. People are by no means
automatically happy with them nor automatically unhappy without them. We are
realizing that toil can be a blessing and leisure a terrible curse when we do not
know how to use it. Dr. R. E. D. Clark remarked:

On this question Haldane has some interesting points to make.
Down's syndrome victims and other persons with very low
intelligence are ideally suited for many necessary jobs—e.g., looking
after cows, sheep, etc. They prove reliable and their lives are
exceedingly happy. Often they dislike holidays. On the other hand,
intelligent persons employed in work of drudgery are unhappy,
accident prone, and do not work efficiently for any length of time.
It is nearly impossible to imagine a society in which all work of
drudgery has been eliminated.42

Moreover, many many physical things which we have longed for and which are
procurable with one kind of wealth or another give us practically no satisfaction
when we do finally obtain them. This alone proves that the maldistribution of
wealth which limits our acquisitions may not be as serious as it seems. It may even
be far better that God made most of us poor rather than rich. Certainly neither a
man's poverty nor his wealth ever made it impossible for God to accomplish His
purposes through men for the good of the world. But undoubtedly wealth makes
it more difficult for God to move in a man's heart to do His will, and to this extent
it may be a handicap.    

It has been estimated by Adam Smith, I believe, that if all the wealth of the rich
were distributed evenly among all the rest of mankind, the total wealth of the
average individual would be raised by only 2 percent.43 And the "cost" would be
just that kind of complete leveling off which has already robbed certain countries
of their means to promote the highest arts in the most effective atmosphere.

Quite possibly, the society that encourages personal initiative—even though it
means that some men labour harder and sweat more than others—is probably the
best society for promoting general psychological well-being. Hard work is good for
man, and God will perhaps in His own way always bring to naught every attempt
to eliminate it. "By the sweat of thy brow" was both a curse and a blessing: and both
literally and allegorically, "thorns and thistles" arose to bear united testimony
against every effort to take the easy way.

So much for the price man had to pay. What about woman? 

For woman, multiplied conception and the pain of childbirth are appointed as
immediate consequences of disobedience. God's original purpose was to fill the
earth so that it might be governed and "dressed". This means a certain steady
increase in population until enough hands exist to complete the task. It was not His
intention merely to crowd the earth with people; and childbearing for its own sake

42. C1ark, R. E. D., Scientific Rationalism and Christian Faith, InterVarsity, London, 1945, p.70.
43. Smith, Adam, Wealth of Nations, Ward, Lock & Co., London, 1812.
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does not appear to fulfill the purppose set forth in Genesis 1:28 if the children thus
raised are not capable of doing their part in achieving "dominion".

Nevertheless, God foresaw that the life span of the individual would be reduced
drastically with the passing of the centuries. The consequence was that the number
of children possible in any one family was correspondingly reduced. Indeed, only
about nine more people per one thousand are born each year than die in the same
period. The "edge" which life thus has over death is small, and so it has come about
that if it were not for multiplied conception, it is doubtful if the population of the
world would grow at all. As Dr. George A. Dorsey has pointed out, one in every
one hundred births is a twin birth.44  This is equal to ten in one thousand. Thus, for
every one thousand births, ten extra children are likely to be born because of
multiplied conception. This is just enough to maintain the edge of life over death
and to guarantee that the earth will be filled.45

Multiplied conception is apparently essential to keep the race alive. When, at the
beginning, man's expected life span began to drop steadily, conception was
multiplied more and more. At one time twins were the exception, then triplets, and
now we are finding that even quadruplets are not too exceptional. Since children
are the gift of the Lord, His provision must be as He has seen the world's need. It
is not merely a punishment; it is a necessary consequence of the reduction of a life
span from 900 or more years to an average somewhere in the neighbourhood of 37
years! Moreover, it has sometimes been observed that more male children are born
in wartime than in peacetime. If this is ever shown to be true, it would be as though
God were balancing the loss of life in war, which presumably has tended to take a
greater toll of males than females.

And what of the pain of childbirth? It was once widely thought that here was
one experience that should be circumvented at all costs by medical science. There
are still many people well qualified to speak who are persuaded that this should be
done. Nevertheless, there is some evidence to the contrary. An article appeared once
in a magazine, entitled "The Benefit of Birth Pains," and it had this to say:

At a recent congress of gynecologists in Kansas City, the subject
under discussion was, "Is it necessary to have recourse to
anaesthetics during childbirth?" Certain gynecologists were
violently opposed to its use in obstetrics. Thus Dr. Gertrude Nielson,
a physician from Oklahoma, maintained in an interesting report that
childbirth is the normal function in the life of every woman and that
any intervention can only be harmful. Moreover, certain psychic

44. Dorsey, George A., Why We Behave Like Human Beings, Blue Ribbon Books, New York, 1925, p.22.
45. Actual figures as of 1970 are as follows: 1 in every 88 births is a twin, and 1 in every 300 an
identical twin (C. R. Austin, "The Egg and Fertilization" in Science Journal, June, 1970, p.41). This
amounts to an actual mean figure for twin births of 14.7 (say 15) per 1,000 births. Raymond Pearl gives
the proportional rate of deaths as 9 per 1,000 births. The edge is therefore 6 extra lives in every 1,000,
a very small margin of life over death. Triplets add another 1 in 8,000, or 2 per 1,000, and quadruplets,
quintuplets, etc., raise this by 1 in 8 billion! So essentially the figure is 6 more births over deaths in
every 1,000 people born into the world.
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disturbances manifest themselves in the woman who is thus
deprived of the sensation of giving birth to her child.46

Dr. Grantly Dick Read, speaking of a certain woman who during labour for her
first child received anaesthetic with chloroform and recovered consciousness about
three hours later, remarked that she did not know how her baby had arrived. When
she visited him before the birth of her second child, her final request to Dr. Read
was, "I want a baby that I know to be my own. My child is very sweet, but I have
never felt that he is mine. Can you make this baby part of me after it is born?"47

Moreover, there is not always great pain without any compensation. What
suffering there is may sometimes be enervating. Dr. H. M. Denholm-Young has
pointed out that although we know that delivery often means the utmost agony and
an anaesthetic must surely be kept at hand, yet young mothers had more than once
told him that at the moment of delivery they felt no pain or discomfort, but "a
physical sensation of ecstatic pleasure."48

Thus, while no one has the right to inflict upon anyone severe suffering merely
to justify a principle, there is some evidence that where the alleviation of pain is too
quickly demanded or too readily proffered, there may be an adverse effect upon the
subsequent development of mother love. Part of the problem here is of our own
making, because our culture weakens us constitutionally and introduces
psychological factors which often do not arise in other cultures. 

And what are we to say of the second part of this judgment: "And thy desire
shall be toward thy husband, and he shall rule over thee"? There is but little light
to be obtained from the rest of Scripture on the phrase "thy desire". The root
Hebrew word has the meaning of "running after". It is as though the woman,
having herself been pursued and won, should in turn thereafter find it necessary
to pursue in order to hold the affection of her husband. Is it altogether fanciful to
see in this a certain poetic justice? In a sense Eve had forced Adam to make a choice,
to forsake his first loyalty which was to God, and by disobedience to God to remain
true to herself. Henceforth he would continue to be drawn away by other loyalties
(in business, in research, in sport) and she would have to pursue him to keep the
ties secure. And in the meantime, this very sense of dependence would make him
to some extent her ruler. But we cannot be sure, and there is room for a wide
measure of disagreement.

To sum up, we may say that the judgments pronounced upon Adam and upon
Eve were prophetic. They were not the literary inventions of some myth-maker.
They were not such as are likely to have occurred to a creative mind at work
seeking to reconstruct out of the imagination the kinds of things an indignant deity
of like passions with ourselves would pronounce on two erring creatures.

These judgments have all the earmarks of the mind of God as we have come to
know it in Jesus Christ. They were judgments indeed—but merciful ones whose
very quality was to warn or to protect rather than to humiliate or to destroy the

46. Magazine Digest, September, 1936.
47. Read, Grantly Dick, Childbirth Without Fear, Harper, New York, 1944, p.62-63.
48. Denholm-Young, H. M., British Medical Journal, 17 July, 1948, p.177.
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accused. Adam was to labour for the preservation of his own generation, Eve for the
preservation of the generation to come. With beautiful concordance, Scripture says
of the Lord that He would see the labour of His soul, but it would apply not only
for His own generation, nor for those who are to come, but for all generations
(Isaiah 53:8 and 11).

�
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Chapter 2

The 'Evils' of Daily Life

Meanwhile, it often seems that nature is now at war with man, as though he
were an alien suffered with some indifference by a natural order whose forces of
destruction are every once in a while turned loose with complete abandon to warn
this puny creature of his powerlessness. Such evils seem somehow quite unrelated
to man's disobedience and consequent fall from divine favour.

Unseasonable and devastating floods, catastrophic earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions of fearful consequences, withering drought and bitter cold—all these
strike indiscriminately, bringing hurt to the just and the unjust alike. Are these part
of God's original plan?

Psalm 148:7-8 calls upon fire and hail, snow and vapours, and stormy winds to
fulfill God's word and to praise His name. We are devastated by such phenomena
at times and hardly think of these things as fulfilling His word or as evidencing His
goodness. But many phenomena which appear at times as evils are an essential part
of the economy of nature—i.e., the kingdom of God, part and parcel of His
benevolent dictatorship—as we learn once we see their place in the wider sphere.

For example, volcanoes are pretty frightening and at times terribly destructive,
yet they may be essential to our well-being. Howel Williams of the University of
California observed:

During the past 400 years, some 500 volcanoes have erupted
from the depths of our planet. They have killed 190,000 people; the
most destructive eruption, the one of Tamboro in the East Indies in
1815, wiped out 56,000 people in one gigantic explosion. Volcanoes
understandably have always terrified mankind. Yet it should not be
forgotten that they also play a constructive role for our benefit. It is
not merely that volcanic eruptions have provided some of the
world's richest soils—and some of our most magnificent scenery.
Throughout geological time, volcanoes and their attendant springs
and gas vents have been supplying the oceans with water and the
atmosphere with carbon dioxide. But for these emanations there
would be no plant life on earth, and therefore no animal life. In very
truth, but for them we would not be here!49

83. Williams, Howel, "Volcanoes" in Scientific American, November, 1951, p.45.
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This reminds us rather forcibly of the words of Nahum, the prophet, (Nahum
1:3): "The Lord doeth His will in the whirlwind and in the storm, and the clouds are
the dust of His feet."

Even what we call periods of consistently inclement weather are found to have
beneficial effects! W. M. Krogman of the Department of Anthropology in the
University of Chicago remarked:

Climate in its entirety is a very potent factor. Huntington speaks
of the "coldward and stormward" march of civilization. Specifically,
he points out that in the last several thousand years the centre of
civilization has shifted from warmer to cooler areas, and from
quieter to stormy areas where atmospheric ozone and electricity are
at a maximum. In the presence of a storm there are changes in air
pressure, air movement, water content, temperature, amount of
ultraviolet, ionization, and atmospheric ozone and electricity. These
changes record themselves upon human behaviour, and Huntington
cites as an example the period A.D. 1250-1450 when the amount of
storminess increased, and extremes in weather occurred. As a result,
he says, "this was a time of special alertness, initiative, and
originality in most of Europe."50

So in man's present condition, certain types of weather which at the time might
be considered as simply unpleasant are by and large better for him. It is a familiar
fact to students that it is easier to study when the room is too cool than when the
room is too warm, and certainly the body functions more energetically when heat
generated by physical exercise is quickly removed from the surface of the skin. The
"call of the warm sunny south" may well be an illusion to the man who wants to
make a contribution to his own age and generation!

Just as there is some geological evidence that deserts are "since man," so there
is some geological evidence that the inclemency of violent seasonal changes is also
a feature of our present economy and that prior to the appearance of man climate
was more uniform. The absence of well-marked rings on wood found in coal is
evidence that these seasonal changes from summer to winter were at least very
slight in those pre-Adamic times. Ellsworth Huntington assembled convincing
evidence that the distribution of civilization over the earth corresponds with that
of climate, and that the climate best suited for intellectual activities is one having
frequent changes of weather and well-marked seasons. He concluded that there
must be enough warmth and rainfall to permit extensive agriculture and that
frequent drops below 50 degrees are distinctly stimulating.51

But this is not all. A paper presented before the Victoria Institute in London on
"Climate in Relation to Organic Nature" has a chart showing that the commonly
recurring diseases which plague the human race follow a seasonal recurrence,

84. Krogman, W. M., reviewing Mainsprings of Civilization in Scientific Monthly, Nov., 1945, p.385.
85. Huntington, Ellsworth, Mainsprings of Civilization, Wiley & Sons, New York, 1945.
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distributed over the whole year.52 If any particular temperature and humidity and
length of day persisted indefinitely, one or two diseases associated with that season
would also persist and would ultimately greatly weaken if not entirely wipe out the
whole human race!

The changing seasons guarantee man's continuance. But even the alternation of
night and day play their part in his continuance. Laurence Henderson of Harvard
remarked on the properties of carbon dioxide and said that "since the unique
stability of carbon dioxide depends upon alternating light and darkness, the
revolution of the earth is involved in the process." 

Kenneth Walker goes one step further:

As the behaviour of water when freezing and melting is also
among the characteristics which make it a suitable medium for life,
the larger phenomenon of alternating seasons and of the earth's
revolutions around the sun must be also related to the appearance
of living organisms on this planet. Wood Jones argues that the
advent of life would inevitably seem to indicate the existence of
some vast plan in which not only the properties of the various
elements had their place, but also the greater phenomena of night
and day and of changing seasons. It is a plan therefore which
extends beyond the earth and involves in its compass at least the
whole of the solar system. The fact that some of the observations on
which these conclusions have been made are by scientists who are
avowedly materialistic and mechanistic in their outlook renders
these all the more interesting.53

We have, then, the presence of volcanoes to provide carbon dioxide and water
to make plant life possible, and we find even the alternation of light and darkness
(symbols of joy and pain, good and evil, life and death) equally essential to
guarantee the effective use of these prerequisites for plant life and therefore all
life—since all flesh is grass.
     Indeed, so closely are the threads of God's handiwork interwoven that in his
presidential address to a chemical society in 1948, Sir C. H. Hinshelwood remarked,
"It may not be wholly unreasonable to fancy that to almost every element there falls
some unique and perhaps indispensable role in the economy of nature." Could we
see deeply enough, we might well discover that those features in nature which
appear most indifferent to man's well-being are in reality most essential for his
continuance.

But nature's apparent cruelty to man is nothing compared with what
Shakespeare terms "man's inhumanity to man". World War II is not very far away.
One is still reminded now and then of the unbelievable atrocities of the Nazi
regime. Little by little the truth of Belsen and Dachau and all the other places of
death have been made a matter of public record. Often these records are so terrible

86. Gordon, Surgeon-General C. A., Transactions of the Victoria Institute, vol.17, 1884, p.51.
87. Walker, Kenneth, Meaning and Purpose, Pelican, Gretna, Louisiana, 1950, pp.102-3. 
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that they are scarcely believable. The suffering of millions upon millions of human
beings was a fearful reality, even more frightful, it seems now, than the sufferings
of the early Christians under the Roman emperors.

In that day Paul laid it down clearly as a principle of Christian conduct that we
ought to be obedient to the powers that be, because they are ordained of God
(Romans 13:1-7) . Can this really apply in the case of Nazi Germany?

At first, everything within us screams a negative. And so we search for some
other way of evading the force of Paul's—or better, of the Holy Spirit's—injunction.
Maybe it did apply to the days of the Roman emperors—Caligula, Nero, and the
rest of them—but not to a Hitler regime. Yet we are always rightly suspicious of any
effort to give plain words special meanings unless there is clear warrant for it
elsewhere in Scripture.

In any society some order is necessary for the continuance of the church's
witness. There have been times in human history when society was so chaotic that
this witness was almost eclipsed. It happened, for example, during the Dark Ages
when invading hordes of barbarians made organized life impossible. In this
instance it was not that the government was corrupt, but rather that there was no
government whatever.

Now, it follows that no matter how corrupt a government may be, if it continues
to operate at all, it will preserve some measure of order. Within this framework the
church may be able to maintain its witness. If the society is utterly corrupt, only a
corrupt government can survive to keep order within it. It takes an evil man to
govern evil men because only such a man can be equal to their tricks. A saintly
king, for example, could hardly hope to govern a society comprised entirely of
criminals, because he must often authorize others to act for himself. If these others
are as corrupt as their society (which is likely) they will hardly carry out his orders
as he intends, and his effectiveness is soon reduced and his authority ultimately
undermined. When no central authority remains, the result is revolution and
anarchy. But a man equal to his corrupt ministers, by reason of his own wickedness,
might hope to command their respect and thus maintain his authority—and in so
doing, preserve some measure of order. Perhaps, then, God sees to it that a very
corrupt society has an appropriate governor appointed over it who is capable of
dealing with the situation realistically and maintaining enough order to permit the
church to survive.

Disobedience to such an authority may serve only to undermine the very agency
by which a sufficient measure of order is maintained to allow the church to
continue. In this light, disobedience is virtually suicide. And this is true even when
the government is bent upon destroying the church—for history reveals that the
church has never failed because of opposition from without. In a time of grave
persecution, it has often shone its brightest, as though the contrary winds fanned
the flame. But in a time of total anarchy, its light is not so much eclipsed: it is rather
that the light has nowhere to shine. It is reduced to the witness of scattered
individuals to scattered individuals. The possibility of local bodies of believers
having any impact on their society is reduced to nil, because there is no society
upon which that impact can be brought to bear. Believers tend by the force of
circumstance to become isolated, and the concerted strength of numbers is lost. Two
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people have more than twice the strength of one if they are truly united, and a
group of believers has a strength beyond the mere sum of its individuals. Thus any
order at all, whatever the cost to the individual insofar as suffering is concerned, is
still best for the church if it provides a structured society upon which its light may
shine, though it may be unpleasant for those individuals who suffer for their
testimony.

While I was reading Scott's Quentin Durward recently, a passage of significance
caught my attention. It is worth quoting in this connection. Speaking of the terrible
condition of society in France at the period under consideration in the story, Scott
wrote:

In the midst of the horrors and miseries arising from so
distracted a state of public affairs, reckless and profuse expense
distinguished the courts of the lesser nobles, as well as of the
superior princes: and their dependents, in imitation, expended in
rude but magnificent display the wealth which they extorted from
the people. A tone of romantic and chivalrous gallantry (which
however, was often disgraced by unbounded license) characterized
the intercourse between the sexes; and the language of
knight-errantry was yet used and its observances followed, though
the pure spirit of honourable love, and benevolent enterprise which
it inculcates, had ceased to qualify and atone for its extravagances.
The jousts and tournaments, the entertainments and revels which
each petty court displayed, invited to France every wandering
adventurer. And it was seldom that, when arrived there, he failed to
employ his rash courage and headlong spirit of enterprise in actions
for which his happier native country afforded no free stage.

At this period and as if to save their fair realm from the various
woes with which it was menaced, the tottering throne was ascended
by Louis XI, whose character, evil as it was in itself, combatted and
in a great degree neutralized the mischiefs of the time as poisons of
opposing qualities are said, in ancient books of medicine, to have the
power of counteracting each other.54

And so Scott, contemplating the evils of that society and the character of the
king raised up to govern it, sees a certain divine propriety, as though no other
governor could either have survived or served any useful purpose in correcting the
evils of the day. W. H. Hudson in his Green Mansions rightly said that "every nation
has the government it deserves."55

The League of Nations failed because this principle was not observed. Kenneth
Walker wrote:

The League of Nations was originally planned by a small group
of idealists in the hope that it would be able to settle international

88. Scott, Walter, Quentin Durward, J. M. Dent, London, 1911, p.36. 
89. Hudson, William Henry, Green Mansions, Knopf, New York, 1916, p.7.
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disagreements in accordance with ethical principles. Within a
comparatively few years of its establishment Geneva became an
international market-place in which the shrewd opportunists who
controlled the foreign offices of Europe drove hard and shady
bargains. Hardy's account of the Congress of Vienna is equally
descriptive of the meetings of the League at Geneva.

The Congress of Vienna sits,
And war becomes a war of wits
Where every Power perpends with all 
Its dues as large, its friends as small;
Till Priests of Peace prepare once more 
To fight as they have fought before.

Our original representative to the League, Viscount Cecil, was
soon in difficulties. One does not send a clergyman to deal with
horse thieves, nor was it wise to have dispatched a gentlemanly
idealist to represent us at Geneva. He was replaced in time by more
suitable national emissaries. Individual idealists had created a
machine for settling international disputes, but those who took
control of it were more representative of national morality.56

No . . . one does not send a clergyman to deal with horse traders making shady
deals. Set a thief to catch a thief: that is an axiom based on experience. It may not be
Christian, but it is realistic. Idealism is essential, but nothing is ideal if it simply
does not work.

So then, a society of thieves cannot be governed successfully by a man to whom
stealing is completely unintelligible. As one great judge once said, "Choose you out
good men for your judges, but not so good that they forget the frailty of human
nature." It is clear therefore that a bad government is better than no government [...]
indeed may be the only government that can succeed! It has its appointed place;
and it has its limitations too.

A bad government can hardly do good, yet by restraining a greater evil it may
serve as an agent for good, as Paul says of the Roman government: "For he is the
minister of God to thee for good" (Romans 13:4). The fact is that government is
chiefly concerned not with doing good in a positive sense, but with restraint of evil,
as verse 3 makes clear, "for rulers are not a terror to good works but to the evil".
They may be a burden to doers of good works, but if the righteous man is truly
righteous, the government will not be a terror to him.

In the Patten Foundation Lectures for 1938-39, the visiting professor was
Raymond Pearl and his subject was "Man the Animal." In the published record of
these lectures, Pearl quotes with wholehearted approval the words of Jeremy
Bentham:

90. Walker, Kenneth, Meaning and Purpose, Pelican, Gretna, Louisiana, 1950, p.158.
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It is with government as with medicine; its only business is the
choice of evils. Every law is an evil, for every law is an infraction of
liberty. Government, I repeat it, has but the choice of evils. In
making that choice, what ought to be the object of the legislator? He
ought to be certain of two things. First, that in every case the acts
which he undertakes to prevent are really evils, and second, that
these evils are greater than those which he employs to prevent
them.57

It is for this reason that a majority is considered to have a superior right over a
minority, in that while the majority is likely to be just as often wrong as a minority,
they are never likely to be as terribly wrong because numbers tend to limit
extremists. And since government is concerned with a choice of evils, the majority
will probably make the safest over-all choices.

This clearly suggests that what we have in the restrictions of a government are
lesser evils made necessary by greater ones. It seems then that we should always
obey authorities over us. 

However, the Book of Acts provides several instances of what appear at first
sight to be contradictions of the principles set forth in Romans 13. The apostles quite
clearly did not obey the authorities in Acts 5:40-42, for example. Nor did Jesus, at
times. How are we to account for this?

A review of such occasions seems to indicate that it was the religious authorities
and not the civil authorities who were thus disregarded. Jesus clearly stood
opposed to the high priest, but equally clearly stood in submission before Pilate—
because the real issue here had to do with the fate of His body and not His soul—
despite the fact that the latter was consenting to an act of wickedness without
parallel in human history.

It would seem from these facts that Paul's injunction applies to all divinely
appointed authority, including religious authority, but each in its respective sphere.
It appears therefore that the civil authority is responsible by divine decree for the
welfare of the bodies of men rather than for their souls, the religious authority
responsible for the souls of men rather than for their bodies. So as soon as a civil
authority takes upon itself the responsibility for men's spiritual lives, it is stepping
beyond the sphere of action appointed for it. By the same token, when religious
authorities secure their power by making use of the sanctions which are properly
the administrative tools of a civil authority, they cease at once to be spiritual leaders
and are rightly challenged.

To state it a little differently, whenever a religious authority attempts to secure
dominion over the spiritual lives of men by the use of means which belong to civil
authorities, the religious authority ceases to be religious. And because it was never
appointed as a civil authority either, it has no authority whatever. So as soon as the
Jewish officials took steps against the persons of the apostles, to restrain their
freedom, they ceased to be a divinely appointed religious authority and were
simply ignored. The use of prisons, tortures, restrictions upon the liberty of
movement or labour—all these belong to the civil authority, not to the religious.

91. Pearl, Raymond, Man the Animal, Principia Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 1946, p.118.
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Essentially the church is concerned with men's souls, and the state with their
bodies. It is never possible to separate a man's soul from his body completely and
therefore there is interaction between church and state; but the ultimate assertion
of authority is limited to each in its proper sphere. So the church has authority over
men's souls (Matthew 16:19; John 20:23), and the government has authority over
men's bodies and goods (Matthew 22:21; Matthew 17:27 in which Jesus includes
Himself; Romans 13:7; Titus 3:1; I Peter 2:17,18). 

Each has its proper place and, in that place, must be obeyed because ordained
of God. This divine ordination, even of an ungodly man, was personally
acknowledged by Paul when he withdrew his rebuke against the high priest (Acts
23:2-5).

The division of responsibility for men's souls and men's bodies results from the
fact that society comprises sinful men. Under perfect conditions the two authorities
would be merged—and indeed will be, in Jesus Christ. In the meantime, just as an
ungodly man may act by divine appointment in a civil capacity, so an ungodly man
may be divinely appointed to speak in a religious capacity. In the latter case he may
not know it, but his words may still be inspired. The proclamation of the Word of
God is not limited to God's own people, as is clearly implied by Paul in Philippians
1:15-18. In 2 Chronicles 35:22, Necho, king of Egypt, declared the word of God to
Josiah who, perhaps not unlike ourselves, did not expect to hear any word of God
from an unbeliever.

When Caiaphas was high priest, he spoke not of his own volition but simply
because he held a divine appointment. As John put it, "This spake he not of his own
self, but being high priest that year he prophesied that Jesus should die for that
nation" (John 11:51).

It is apparent that the high priests had been to all intents and purposes without
vision at all, during the intervening period since the time when Jerusalem had fallen
into the hands of the Babylonians. It is apparent therefore that a careful distinction
must be made here where we find that while God did not speak to such men (hence
the lack of "vision"), He could and did speak through them sometimes. A not
altogether dissimilar instance, of course, is that of Eli with Samuel. Here is a case
where God could not speak directly to Eli, because he was out of fellowship; nor
could He speak at once directly to Samuel, because he was too unprepared. But He
could and did speak through Eli to Samuel to give him further instructions.

Naturally, from the mere fact that such a man may be able to speak for God at
times, it does not at all follow that he is always speaking for God. And only the Holy
Spirit can safeguard us in this respect. Certainly it would be a great mistake to
suppose that only the child of God can speak "the truth."

It is also to be remembered that heresy has its part to play, not because God ever
delights in untruth, but because the presence of it may be used in His providence
as a challenge calling forth truth that might not otherwise appear. Scripture assures
us that this is so (I Corinthians 11:19). The Rev. Francis Sharr wrote in this
connection:

The conflict between the truth and infidelity has resulted in
immense gains to the Church. The Bible has been read as it never
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was before [this was written in 1891]. Champions have been raised
up, created by the warfare. Thousands of books have been written
in defense of the faith that would never have been thought of, if
the faith had not been assailed. No sooner were the famous "Essays
and Reviews" published than three hundred answers were at once
forthcoming. Strauss published his "Life of Jesus" in 1836. Since
that date there have been more lives of the Perfect Man published
than during all the centuries preceding. A little healthy opposition
is good. A storm now and then purifies the atmosphere.58

In his Historical Theology, William Cunningham speaks of the conflict that arose
between Calvinists and Arminians over personal election and the sovereignty of
grace:

Calvinists and anti-Calvinists have both appealed to the early
church in support of their respective opinions, although we believe
it cannot be made out that the fathers of the first three centuries give
any very distinct deliverance concerning them. These important
topics did not become subjects of controversial discussion during
that period; until a doctrine has been fully discussed in a controversial
way by men of talent and learning taking opposite sides, men's opinions
regarding it are generally obscure and indefinite, and their language
vague and confused, if not contradictory [my emphasis].59

In his work, Concerning the Eternal Predestination of God, John Calvin comments
to the same effect when speaking of Augustine's conflict with the Pelagians:

The Pelagians at one time vexed this holy man with the reproach
that he had against him all other writers of the church. He replies
that, before the rise of Pelagius' heresy, the fathers did not teach so
precisely and exactly about predestination; and this is a fact. What
need is there therefore, Augustine says, to scrutinize the works of
those writers who, before the heresy arose thought it unnecessary to
devote themselves to this difficult question? But this I do not doubt,
they would have done, if enemies of predestination had compelled
them to do so. This reply is both wise and ingenious. For unless the
enemies of the grace of God had not worried him, he also would
never have so devoted himself to discussion of God's election, as he
himself says. For in the work which he titles Concerning the Gift of
Perseverance he says: "This predestination of the saints is certain and
manifest, but necessity later compelled me to defend it more
diligently and laboriously, when discussing it against a new sect. For
we have learned that each heresy introduces into the Church its own
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particular question; and Holy Scripture has to be defended more
diligently against these, than if no such need compelled it".60

In a sense, this controversy generated Reformed theology.
It is to be feared that we as Christians adopt a rather superior attitude when we

suppose that men of the world who do not share our faith are of no use to God and
little concern to Him. God sometimes needs bad men to do a job that a good man
could not do, and an unbeliever to perform a necessary task which a believer could
not undertake.

A bad government may, as we have seen, be considered a lesser evil than no
government at all. As such it may readily be credited directly to God's providence
and submitted to in His Name, even at great personal sacrifice. For to do anything
else is to weaken the lesser evil which serves to restrain the greater evil, thus paving
the way for the latter to have free course. As Andre Schlemmer remarks with
characteristic insight, "The State is not meant to produce on earth perfection, nor
happiness, nor even the Kingdom of God. Its real value is to maintain enough order
to allow the Church to preach the Gospel and to transmit God's call to His
children."61 It thus serves to guarantee the completion of the Body of Christ with
which its Head will bring in the new order in His own good time. The task of a
government is essentially negative: the restraint of evil that good may come.

When the ebb of public life is very, very low, it is probable that no other kind
of government than an evil one could survive. Resistance on our part is therefore
probably non-productive. We do not mean that no expression of disagreement
should be voiced, but rather that no steps should be taken to force a change in
government by the use of violence. Protest may surely be in order, but not active
resistance.

This does not mean that we should adopt the attitude that there is nothing we
can do in a time of evil and therefore we should not or need not try. The answer to
this is that we are so constituted that we cannot help trying. In fact, the more
hopeless the situation appears to be, the more likely is it that men will rise up to
attempt reform. As long as one accepts life and is willing to continue with it, one
must strive; "trying" is merely the name we give to the efforts exerted in the very
process of living. All of which means that an evil government is not necessarily
outside the will of God, and thus it must have some redeeming features, could we
see the situation in its entirety, if for no other reason than the challenge it brings to
our faith.

It becomes reasonably clear, therefore, that God in His infinite wisdom appoints
only those governments which can survive in states which happen to be completely
corrupt. And in a similar way, God may appoint an "unbelieving" ecclesiastical
dignitary in a time of spiritual decay. No one but an unbelieving high priest would
have agreed to the crucifixion of the nation's true King!  But it was necessary that
this true King be unrecognized and rejected. And Caiaphas spoke as for God on that
one day.

94. Calvin, John: James Clarke, London, reprint 1961, p.62. 
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This is in no sense an answer to the age-old problem of the relationship between
the church and state. It does indicate, however, some of the principles which
Scripture clearly supports, and it may yet, by opening out fresh views, contribute
light to minds of greater precision who may thus be enabled to hit upon the exact
truth.

In this general connection, we should perhaps give a moment's attention to one
further point which has been of concern to political philosophers. It is often held
that freedom is a basic good and that restraint of freedom is an evil of the worst
kind. It is reflected in the Atlantic Charter and the expression there of a hope of
achieving certain basic freedoms on an international scale. But while we readily
admit that men ought to be free, there are necessary qualifications. If the freedom
of one man (a criminal, for instance) endangers the freedom of many men, we feel
rightly that the restraint of his freedom by imprisonment is just.

The existence of prisons, of restraints legally established, of many forms of
punishment for the protection of the innocent—all these, though evils in one sense,
are goods in another. Granted that there are miscarriages of justice now and then,
by and large the sanctions of the law, its powers to punish, are ultimate goods. In
fact, punishment may itself be a blessing, or at least the threat of it may be.

It is a curious thing that today psychologists are beginning to admit the value
of punishment, not as a deterrent, but as an incentive to achievement. Leonard
Carmichael remarked:

Many students find it helpful to set mild punishments for
themselves if their allotted tasks are not performed. Most scholarly
workers indeed find that they must solve the problem of not
allowing apparently unfavourable environmental conditions to
interfere with work that they must do. It is helpful to remember that
psychological experiments on distractions show that interpolated
noise or other unpleasant interruption instead of cutting down work
actually may, at times, have a so-called dynamogenic effect and
make the individual do more and better work when the distraction
is present than when absent. Thus the scholar who complains of the
radio in the next room, the glare of the library light, or the
whispering of his companions, is beginning to show dangerous
signs of blaming his surroundings for his own shortcoming.62

Most students complain bitterly of the threat of examinations. If only one could
be free to study as one wished without the burden of necessity of learning things
just for the sake of getting good marks later on! But in courses which do not involve
the writing of examinations, it is found consistently that the learning rate and the
measure of attention and consequently of interest is apt to be very, very low. But the
approach of examinations does positively stimulate us markedly, and in the end we
are benefited and glad.

96. Carmichael, Leonard, "Laziness and the Scholarly Life," in Scientific Monthly, April 1954, p.212.
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Erich Fromm makes a careful analysis of the question of political freedom.63 He
points out that men have a powerful and almost innate desire to be free and
unrestrained, but in actual fact, when they find themselves to be quite free, become
restless and afraid. There is a price to pay. The penalty is the necessity of making
decisions for oneself which are otherwise made by someone else for us. While we
may well complain about the things we are then expected to do in obedience to the
authority over us, we are at least relieved of all burden of responsibility for the
success or failure which ensues upon strict obedience. Many people cannot decide
for themselves even in the simplest matters, yet they are often the very people who
make the loudest protests against being told what to do! Freedom of choice has its
drawbacks. Part of the delightful, carefree spirit of childhood lies in the fact that life
is ordered for us by others, however much we rebel at times. The same observations
apply with equal validity to the life of a man in the armed forces, which explains
the attraction it has for many.

Such limitations are often blessings. Job complained of the hedge which God
had put around him, limiting (as he supposed) his freedom of action (Job 1:10). But
Satan also complained of the hedge which God had thus put about His servant Job
(Job 3:23)! It often depends upon the point of view. African natives can jump much
higher than Europeans simply because they carry stones in each hand when they
jump. This might be thought to be a handicap which would load them down and
restrict their leap. Actually, as they approach the crossbar which they hope to clear,
they stoop down and then quickly swing up both arms above their heads. At the
same time they leap from the ground. The momentum gathered by the stone in each
hand, as it is swung upwards, lifts them as they spring from the ground, so that
they clear the bar at far higher levels than Europeans can. For this very "unfair"
method, they are disqualified from jumping in the Olympics in their own style! By
the same token, a kite will not fly unless its flight is restrained. The moment you let
go of the string the kite comes down. And a contrary wind is essential.

The principle in all these situations is the same. Restraint is essential to forward
movement. It is fundamentally true that for man, perfect freedom lies ultimately in
perfect obedience to perfect law. But in the absence of these perfections some
restraint (however undesirable it may seem) or some government (however evil it
may appear to be) is absolutely essential to our well-being.

The world grows "smaller" and more compact each day. The extension of
communication has brought an end to the distances which once made it possible for
nations to act in isolation. The world itself is becoming a single society, and within
that society the behaviour of a single member may endanger the peace of the whole
world. Concerted action may become necessary to restrain it.

No one wants the horrors of war. But it would not be true to say that no one
wants war. Nations, like gangsters, sometimes thrive on it—it is by tradition in their
blood. This is particularly true in those areas of the world where natural resources
are too limited to support the population, but it is also true of other nations who
have suffered no such handicaps. It seems difficult to find any justification for war,
except that there are rights to be maintained between nations as there are between
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families or even individuals. Yet it is difficult in most cases to establish who is really
maintaining the right. The causes of most wars (barring those which spring from
the desire of some individual for personal aggrandizement) are deeply rooted in the
historical precedents.

We do know that in most cases, if not in all, no matter how evil war may be, it
could still be a lesser evil than the absence of war when this means the surrender
of some ideal of absolute value. A peace based upon unjustified compromise with
wrong may not be better than a conflict, even a lost conflict.

There are, however, other effects resulting from war which may be beneficial
in ways not usually recognized. The Word of God clearly indicates that "war must
needs be". This statement is specific and is repeated clearly on several occasions:
Matthew 24:6; Mark 13:7; Luke 21:9. 

God appoints boundaries for the nations (Acts 17:26). There is a good reason for
this. In the early days of human history, when man undertook to thwart the
purposes of God by building a rallying point to make sure that the population
would not be scattered too widely over the plain (Genesis 11:1-5) or lose contact
with the "central government", seeking thereby to remain a unified culture of one
mind and one speech, God undertook to bring their plans to naught. By a confusion
of language supernaturally imposed, men found themselves no longer able to co-
operate and soon scattered in every direction over the face of the earth, thereafter
developing independently.

This desire to re-establish unity is strongly with us today. It is based on the
"ideal" of One World. There would be a serious penalty to pay for such unity,
however. It would inevitably result in mediocrity and in a suspicion of all
expression of individuality and therefore of true greatness. Such men as Nicholas
Berdyaev and Leslie Paul64 have warned against the tendency of all such
movements to enforce conformity in every sphere of human endeavor. All that
would remain would be the herd instinct to survive. This would in fact, be the
annihilation of man as an individual.

Now, the confusion of language brought about by divine intervention led to a
widespread dispersion in which isolated segments, preserved intact by language,
thenceforth tended to develop along their own lines a kind of "national character"
that is quite distinct, though often very hard to define in so many words. The
existence of such national characters has been of great benefit to mankind, as we
shall see. It is admitted that diversity of language may limit communication at times
and lead to grave misunderstandings, and even upon occasion to war. But by and
large the diversity seems a providentially wise arrangement, because man's nature
is such that when he does agree to concerted action, that action is too often sinful.
Thus, when the appointed boundaries tend to break down, it appears that God once
more restores them by permitting wars to arise. Let us illustrate this a little more
clearly by reference to some observations made by others along these lines.

William Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury, shortly after the end of World War
II observed: 

98. Berdyaev, Nicholas, The Fate of Man in the Modern World, Morehouse, New York, 1935, and Paul,
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Every new boon man first degrades into a curse; everything that
should make for wider and richer fellowship, he makes into a cause
of fresh and bitter division. The things which should have been for
our health became to us an occasion for falling. This is the state of
fallen man.

The supreme usurpation is spoken of (in Genesis 11) as
frustrated by the confusion of men's speech. The ambition of Babel
led to that name becoming a symbol of confusion. For man could
achieve even that semblance of success in his titanic self-assertion
only if he could prevent the outbreak of divisions and rivalries. The
multiplication of tongues, each representing a special tradition and
a peculiar hope, has effectually prevented man from achieving a
godless contentment. Thus from the selfish ambition which essays
the blasphemous task of establishing an independence of God and
usurpation of His throne springs also the fresh rivalry which makes
the effort ineffectual. Evil has at least this much of good about it,
that its own nature renders it self-destructive.65

Raymond Pearl, speaking as a confirmed evolutionist, points out that there is
always a tendency for men to desire to band together and that such co-ordination
of goals and aspirations would have a disastrous effect upon the individual.

In the far off end, all mankind will presumably be a rather
uniform lot; all looking, thinking and acting pretty much the same
way, like sheep. Just in proportion as biological differences between
people diminish, so will the frequency of wars diminish. But the
diminution seems likely to be at a very slow rate. And a low cynic
might suggest that even wars, stupid and horrid as they are, would
perhaps be preferable to that deadly uniformity among men towards
which we are slowly but surely breeding our way.66

As a matter of fact, competition between peoples has been beneficial at times.
Thus John Swanton observed, "The highest spots in intellectual productivity until
very recent times have been reached in countries divided into small competing
states."67

Different nations have developed what the psychologists term "basal" or
"modal" personalities. It is exceedingly difficult to specify the characteristics of any
national group, either in personality structure or in bodily form. It is not too
difficult to spot nationals away from home, but to define them exactly is much more
difficult. One thinks it easy enough to distinguish between a Chinaman and an
Englishman, but to state that the former has straight black hair, almond-shaped and
brown eyes, a double fold in the eye lid, olive complexion, comparative hairlessness
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of the face and body, and slightly reduced stature is not sufficient. It might be
thought to be but actually many Englishmen have brown eyes, with the oriental
slant, straight black hair, olive skin, and so forth. Yet the impression of a stereotype
Chinaman remains and is useful as a term of reference.

The same is true of personality types. The Chinaman is normally as lacking in
outward expression of emotion as the Italian is forward in it. The Frenchman
speaking in his animated, hand waving, and dramatic fashion is clearly a different
kind of person from the unemotional Englishman talking casually with his hands
in his pockets. Irish wit and German thoroughness, and Russian patience and
stolidness . . . these are readily recognized. The wedding of these characteristics in
individuals of mixed parentage often leads to exceptional personalities. Examples
of this blending are numerous. It is sometimes argued that so-called half-breeds are
a bad lot, combining the worst of both sides in one individual. This depends upon
the status of half-breeds in the eyes of the community; there is no evidence that
such mixtures are in themselves detrimental to intelligence or personality. In fact,
the purest races have been found consistently to produce the smallest number of
truly great men. Such races have few cultural peaks in their history. Then the
preservation of distinct nationalities leaves the way open for the appearance of
mixtures now and then which result in gains for all concerned. That all men should
be of "one blood" (Acts 17:26) means that all men can freely interbreed; but that God
also sets boundaries to nations means that distinctions will still be preserved. When
these boundaries show signs of breaking down, conflicts arise; and by a natural
process, providentially appointed, they tend to be re-established once more. A
lesser evil prevents a greater one.

Moreover, different languages give us different world views. We may assume,
in our ethnocentricity, that our concepts about the nature of reality are valid and
absolute and the only ones of consequence. Recent studies made by linguists have
suggested that this may well be a fallacy. Thus Dr. Alexander Gode, deriving his
inspiration from the writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf, wrote:

I believe that those who envision a future world speaking only
one tongue, whether English, German, Russian or any other, hold a
misguided ideal and would do the evolution of the human mind the
greatest disservice. Western culture has made, through language, a
provisional analysis of reality and, without correctives, holds
resolutely to that analysis as final. The correctives lie in all those
other tongues which by eons of independent evolution have arrived
at different, but equally logical provisional analysis.68

Even in ecclesiastical history, some of the "wars" which have led to the
formation of denominations have undoubtedly served a valuable purpose, despite
the plea made by our Lord that we might be "one". The oneness is to be a unity of
harmony, not a unity of identity.

Andrew Murray had this to say on the subject of denominationalism:
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Our place on this earth is such that we can only see one half of
the starry heavens at a time. And so in the great sphere of Divine
Truth, no mind is large enough to grasp the whole. Every truth in
man's hands becomes one-sided. God's way of remedying this defect
and its danger is to entrust one aspect of truth to one portion of His
Church, while another holds the abuse of it in check by testifying to
some different aspect. In this way, the dependence of all on each
other is to be maintained, and the triumph of love in the midst of
difference to be made manifest.69

The Church of England might be thought of as the guardian of order and
reverence, the Presbyterians of church order and divine sovereignty, the Baptists
of obedience, the Plymouth Brethren of separation from the world, the
Pentecostalists of the freedom of the Spirit, the United Church of Christ of the need
for Christian concern with the affairs of men, the Salvation Army with the poor and
needy in a special way, and so forth. These divisions may be artificial and may even
anger some who read them. The point is not that we insist upon coupling these
characteristics together, but rather that there is a real sense in which each
denomination exists for the emphasis of one or more aspects of Christian faith and
conduct, which, were it not for their emphasis, might be lost to the church of God
altogether. 

It is as though in all these things—in national life, in language, in
denominationalism—God has created a paint box in which the characteristics are
the palettes of colour. To mix them all together would be to bring an end to the
possibility of any kind of picture. Some may be mixed to create new colors, but the
originals must remain intact, if the end-result is to be anything more than black and
white only. Some colours, moreover, will inevitably clash. But this is the price paid
for the greater possibilities. As the Christian Union of Professional Men of Greece
remarked, "There is always a saving inconsistency, an inconsistency which checks
the wrong in our civilization and does not let it come to completion. Without this
inconsistency the results would be too terrible to contemplate."70

There remains yet the problem of disease. The subject is exceedingly complex,
since animals which existed long before man (and therefore before the entrance of
sin) are known to have been afflicted with diseases of various kinds, such as dental
caries.71

In some instances a sickness occasionally proves to be a benefit both to the
sufferer and to those influenced by the patient, so that it no longer appears as an
evil but rather as a blessing in disguise. Much depends on the "bent" of the soul. In
other instances the form of the sickness, as in the case of imbecility, probably does
not cause the afflicted individual to suffer personally, but it may have a salutary
influence upon at least some of those related to or associated with the invalid. A
well-known geneticist with an international reputation observed, when lecturing,
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that she did not feel there was any justification for taking steps by law to sterilize
one or both parents who may have borne more than one imbecile child, lest they
should raise other such children. Her argument was that such individuals are
usually harmless and happy and serve to keep alive within us certain attitudes of
sympathy and patience which in the absence of all such sicknesses might tend to
disappear, allowing us to become hard and callous and impatient. This geneticist,
Dr. Norma Ford Walker of the Medical School in the University of Toronto, asked:

Is there any reason to judge a highly intelligent and "successful"
businessman who climbs over the backs of those less ambitious and
energetic, and achieves prominence by selfish and shady means, a
more desirable offspring than a harmless imbecile? If not, ought we
not by the same reasoning, to sterilize one or both of his parents so
that no more such undesirable characters would be introduced into
the society?

There may well be reasons why God permits such forms of disease to exist for
our good. In many cases man himself must be held responsible. But what of cancer,
or that host of other sicknesses resulting from a multitude of germs that seem to
appear in ever-increasing numbers?

No sooner is a treatment discovered for one disease than a new form of the
germ appears and the old treatment is no longer found to be effective. It is a
significant fact that anthropologists find little evidence, in the earliest fossil
remains, of disease such as would leave its marks upon the bone structure. But there
is increasing evidence as the centuries roll by. The great American anthropologist
Alex Hrdlicka, speaking of the earliest fossil remains, remarked:

There is no trace, in the adults, of any destructive constitutional
disease. There are marks of fractures, some traces of arthritis of the
vertebrae, and in two cases (La Chapelle and the Rhodesian Skull)
of dental caries. The teeth in the remaining specimens are often more
or less worn, but as a rule free from disease, and there is, aside from
the above two specimens, little disease of the alveolar processes. It
appears, therefore, that on the whole, early man was remarkably free
from such diseases as would leave any evidence on his bones or
teeth.72

Then he turned to somewhat later human remains and he observed, "Such
diseases as syphilis, rachitis, tuberculosis, cancer (of the bone, at least),
hydrocephalus, etc., were unknown or rare [...]." Finally, he observed a gradual
increase of other diseases of bone and teeth, and when he examined the much later
remains of early man, he remarked, "As we proceed towards men of today,
particularly in the white race, pathological conditions of the bone become more
common."
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Similarly George Dorsey, comparing modern man with his more remote
ancestors, pointed out, "There are signs of degeneration in teeth, in jaws and throat,
in the large intestine [...]. Our ancestors had strong jaws, heavy muscles, sound
teeth properly aligned, big throats and a colon that could digest the husks of grain
and the skins of fruits and vegetables."73

Since those very early days, it seems that man has steadily degenerated. Not
merely have men compounded their sicknesses by the natural processes of
interbreeding, and by willful disregard of some of the divinely appointed rules for
human conduct, but the offending germs themselves have compounded by
mutation; so that new forms of old sicknesses multiply with bewildering rapidity
as the race grows older, and hospitals spring up like mushrooms in a vain attempt
to keep pace.

These mutant forms of micro-organisms which cause new kinds of old diseases
are known to be appearing continually, often rendering previous medication and
treatment no longer effective. R. E. D. Clark observed: 

Bacteria and viruses are slightly altered when they are grown in
a new species of animal—or even when they are treated with certain
chemicals. After the alterations, the symptoms of the disease they
produce sometimes change enormously—dangerous
micro-organisms may become harmless (and even perhaps useful
after a long time), or harmless ones may become virulent. There is
also evidence—not convincing as yet—that individual genes
sometimes become separated from chromosomes and cause disease
by reproducing themselves where they are not wanted. Some
biologists think that bacteriophages and viruses are produced in this
way. If this is so, we shall have to look upon many dangerous
micro-organisms not as special creations designed to torment
people, but as structures beautifully made for some wholly different
purpose which have become misplaced by accident. In addition
there are good reasons for thinking that the genesis of many diseases
of cells, such as tuberculosis and cancer, must also be regarded in
this light. Another important point is that most, if not all, parasites
are now believed to be the descendants of free living animals which,
in becoming adapted to their new form of life, have lost many of
their original powers. Thus the evidence is directly against our
supposing that they were ever intended to be parasites.74

William Tinkle observed in this same connection,

As for diseases, they are caused by bacteria which resemble the
bacteria that cause decay, a beneficial process. The worn out leaves
of plants along with the wastes from animals are transformed by
decay into the best of soil from which plants resurrect food for
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mankind. Perhaps the original bacteria were of the type which
enriched the soil in this way, but some of them were changed by
mutations (a downhill process) so that they caused disease in the
human body.75

Such changes are known to have taken place. P. G. Fothergill had this
observation to make:

In 1930, Todd reported the effects of selection on the
Streptococcus haemolyticus, the microbe which causes scarlet fever
and puerperal fever. If this organism is grown on agar it very soon
loses its virulence and powers of infecting animals. Todd discovered
that the organism produces hydrogen peroxide and, when grown in
agar cultures, this substance is toxic to it. Mutations, however, arise
which do not produce hydrogen peroxide, or at least much less of it
than the normal strain, and so the mutants are enabled to live on
agar. These mutants are also less virulent in animals.76

Yet, for all this, bacteria and other such forms are essential to the continuance
of life on the earth. As J. S. D. Bacon pointed out: 

Although a world free from bacteria, yeasts and fungi and the
single-celled plants and animals would be unthinkable, it does not
harm to try to speculate on the results of their disappearance.
Although there would be no measles, or whooping cough, or
tuberculosis, although dead plants and animals would not decay
and produce objectionable odors, there would be no yeast to make
bread [...]   and milk would remain fresh and could no longer be
converted into cheese. The leguminous crops (like peas and beans)
used to restore nitrogen to depleted soils would be valueless,
ruminant animals like the cow would die of starvation in the midst
of plenty, and all over the world dead plants and animal material
would begin to pile up.

Probably the plant and animal life of the seas and rivers would
begin to decline, and there would soon be fewer fish in the sea than
ever came out of it. The world would, in fact, lose a part of its living
population which has become essential to the existence of much of
what would remain.77

As a matter of fact, it is highly probable that life would not continue for long in
any form without these micro-organisms. That something has gone wrong with

109. Tinkle, William, "Look Again Before You Doubt," pamphlet published by American Scientific
Affiliation, 1953, pp.2-3.
110. Fotbergill, P. G., Historical Aspects of Organic Evolution, Hollis and Carter, London, 1952, p.331.
111. Bacon, J. S. D., The Chemistry of Life, Watts & Co., London, 1947, p.92.
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them and diseases have resulted is readily admitted, but that they are in themselves
evils, or were so created, is not true.

This disorder within nature appears in many forms. It is a challenge to us to set
it right. Sufficient effort might reverse the trends if they have not already
progressed too far. Certainly radioactive materials resulting from the use of atomic
power are likely to bring about an increase in mutational forms and a
corresponding increase in new diseases. But if we could spend as much time and
money in medical research as we spend in the development of destructive
armaments, many of these suggestive lines of inquiry might long ago have been
followed up fruitfully and the most terrible forms of disease have surrendered to
treatment. Already wonderful uses have been made of such micro-organisms as
penicillin, for example; but it is doubtful if research can do any more now than find
means of delaying or alleviating the results of centuries of dislocation in nature.

This dislocation is found everywhere. The stings of wasps are believed to have
once been an organ serving as an ovipositor, and probably many other similar
defense weapons of living creatures were either harmless or served other more
constructive purposes in the original creation. Herbert Wendt said of the sting of
the wasp:

Professor Hans Weinert of the Medical Faculty of the University
of Kiel [...] found that the offensive sting of wasps and bees was
merely a transformed laying funnel such as the more primitive types
of hymenopters, ichneumon flies, wood wasps, and ground wasps
possess.78

If there will be "no hurt" (Isaiah 11:9; 65:25) when Jesus returns, we are perhaps
justified in supposing that proper government of the world would have prevented
all forms of hurt. Indeed, the very fact that a single liquid spray can be developed
to kill off so many different types of weeds without injuring the grass implies that
a single cause may well lie at the root of the problem of the appearance of harmful
weeds in the first place. Is it altogether fanciful to ask whether in the final analysis
there may not be a single cause for all evils that now exist, in whatever form they
may appear—and, if a single cause, why not a single remedy?

For the present, man's dominion over the world is an intellectual one. He is
master because he has superior intelligence. He can fly higher than the birds, run
faster than the cheetah, lift greater loads than the elephant, and "swim" farther than
the fishes of the sea. But it is quite possible that the "dominion" which he was
appointed to have was not merely this kind of technical superiority, but a moral
one. Many animals seem to sense this. Not a few animals yield to man's presence
so long as he shows no fear of them. Those who have had to deal with dangerous
animals have often remarked upon this fact. It could throw light on why it is that
many vicious creatures become docile in the hands of a child.

In the training of pets, it has often been observed that they learn more quickly
the difference between right and wrong than between "good" and "evil". Let me
illustrate what is meant here. We once had a little spaniel that constantly got burrs

112. Wendt, Herbert, I Looked for Adam, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1955, p.420.
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in his fur, a thing which caused him great annoyance but which he never learned
to avoid. We lived in the country, which gave plenty of opportunity for this to
happen. He also ate things frequently that made him sick. What he ate we did not
know—it looked like straw! He usually vomited a little afterward . . . yet he never
learned to avoid eating it, whatever it was!

We had only to command the spaniel not to do something he was about to do,
and he learned almost immediately. Whenever he was subsequently tempted to do
it again, the struggle against "temptation" was almost visible, but he rarely had to
be reprimanded twice. Experience when he was not directly under the dominion
of man did not teach him after many, many trials what he would learn almost at
once when properly governed by his acknowledged master. It was no longer
necessary to have the means of physically restraining him: the command was
sufficient. This is analogous to the kind of dominion which a farmer exercises in his
own farm yard, where herbivorous and carnivorous animals learn to live together
in harmony, needing only his presence to maintain order and peace.

In our fallen condition many of the evils—famine, poverty, sickness, and so
on—can at least be considered as not without some vital justification and some
compensating good, in that they keep alive within us, as a race, certain attitudes of
heart which are beneficial to ourselves and to those around us. Christians are to be
made completely perfect through suffering, and the world is to be preserved from
complete corruption by the same agency. In one direction, suffering serves to
guarantee the ultimate perfection of the saints; in the other direction, it serves to
guarantee that the opposite shall not come about for the race as a whole. This is true
in the intellectual realm also. Andre Schlemmer pointed out:

The Christian is acquainted with the disintegrating factor that
affects the whole human race and all its works, and gives it the name
of SIN. All the happenings of life suggest the deterioration not only
of man's desires and affections, but of his intelligence also. Here is
the doctrine, we could say the FACT, of the complete depravity of
man. But the common grace of God limits the destructive effects of
sin and maintains what is necessary to prevent his destruction and
keep man still human until the fulfillment of God's plan.79

One essential part of this "common grace" is the presence of evil. There are evils
such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions that cannot be directly related to man's
sinfulness even though they may be providentially timed to punish that sin. But
there are evils that are of God's direct making (Amos 3:6), of his creating (Isaiah
45:7), placed in man's way as directly and deliberately from the hand of God as the
good things He sends (Job 2:10), for may not evil proceed from Him just as blessing
does (Lamentations 3:37,38)? Is not the waster who destroys also a creature of God
(Isaiah 54:16)? Every such evil must have an element of mercy and potential
blessing in it if God is sovereign and if Romans 8:28 is true. Indeed, as fallen
creatures, these evils may be absolutely essential to our survival and welfare, if we

113. Schlemmer, Andre, Crisis in the World of Thought, InterVarsity, London, 1940, p.25.
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could but see far enough, so that in spite of all appearances to the contrary in the
fortunes of individuals at particular times, mankind may still be living in what J. B.
Cabell called "the best of all possible worlds". This vale of tears is a blessed vale, for
all its tears, because the common grace of God is sovereign and He is wiser than
men.

�



PART  IV

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
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It is one of the wonders of Scripture that 
it can accommodate, and use, 
our strangely variant ways of viewing reality 
to make its own revelation clear 
without in any way compromising the truth 
of what is being revealed.
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Introduction

A few years ago a little girl was released from a mental institution in Chicago
whose history is rather remarkable.1

This little girl, Mary, was virtually an orphan. Her father had died soon after her
birth, and her mother became melancholic and lost all interest in her child, failing
to train her in any way whatever, and then died when Mary was three years old.
Some relatives who took her were appalled by her antisocial behaviour and
homicidal attacks on other children. Finally, when the situation became desperate,
Mary, now nine years old, was placed in the Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School
in the University of Chicago.

In this school Mary began to paint, and though initially she did so with a
peculiar anxiety, for the first time in her life she came to enjoy something. Her first
picture seemed to be almost an accident but she described it as herself—and then
added immediately, "It's just any girl. . . a girl without a name." "Nameless"—what
a pathetic picture for a child to have of herself.

 Much later in her three-year period of treatment she began suddenly to recover
under the patient and very loving care of the teachers. One day she said, quite
spontaneously, "Let's start the world all over again." Then she changed the name by
which they had been calling her and took a new name.

To herself, the girl was no longer nameless. Nor had she the old name. In her
child-like mind she was entirely a different personality and this required a new
name. In an extraordinary way, as Bruno Bettelheim describes it, "she gave birth to
herself as a new person in the form of an infant. This process was accompanied by
a long series of drawings."

Exactly what the nature of such a transformation is, it is difficult to say. What
does stand out, and what is to be noted in the light of what follows in this paper,
is that she not only spontaneously equated the possession of a name with the
possession of personality but also felt that a new personality required a new name.
Christian experience has some remarkable parallels here . . . .

�

1. Bettelheim, Bruno, "Schizophrenia, A Case Study," in Scientific American, April, 1952, p.32, 34. 
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Chapter 1

Names as Different Societies Have Viewed Them

The following points are basic to the general thesis of this Doorway Paper:

1. It has often been observed that a name suits the person who bears it so that the
personality of the individual seems to be reflected in it. Since names are given
before the personality develops, it is hard to see how there could possibly be
any connection except in a few cases where people are named after somebody
who is known and admired by them and whom they try to emulate, or where
the giver-of-names is clairvoyant and can see what would be appropriate to the
child's future development—surely a right reserved for God. But many societies
identify the name with the soul and in not a few cases believe that if individuals
are correctly named in childhood they can by this means bring back by a
process of reincarnation anyone who could be appropriately included in their
family circle.

2. While we look upon such mystical connections between a name and the
personality or a name and an object with some cynicism, the same cynicism is
not felt by a large number of societies who do not share our particularly
materialistic bias. This mystical connection has been re-discovered in recent
times by some of the best modern students of language. So bound together are
the names which things bear and the very existence of those things, that
namelessness tends to be synonymous with non-existence. It is merely an
extension of the idea that until an individual has a personal name he does not
have a personality, he is a non-entity, soulless, merely an "it" or a thing.

3. In the matter of personal names, so important is this attaching of the right name
that giving the wrong name is believed to cause sickness, and changing the
name of a sick child is one of the first remedial measures to be commonly taken.
Any change in the status of the individual which is likely to be accompanied by
some change in character justifies or demands a change of name. Change of
name may be required when a person is adopted into a new family, when he
recovers from a serious illness, when he achieves some significant new
relationship (for example, in marriage), when he is appointed to a new position
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of importance (for example, as a leader or a ruler), when he is initiated into
some significant membership, often after some notable personal achievement
as victory over an important enemy, and finally, after some powerful spiritual
experience.

4. Every man's soul is so closely identified with the name he bears that to declare
his name publicly is tantamount to making a public confession of what he is
really like, and since such knowledge gives a potential enemy power over him,
names are secret possessions known only to those in whose hands it is safe to
trust himself entirely.

5. In a remarkable way, the Bible makes use of this deeply rooted feeling of
attachment to and identity with one's name to bring out many things related to
God's dealings with the individual. An understanding of this background
supplies a commentary on some important aspects of Christian experience
which otherwise may appear as interesting enough but of little real
consequence. In truth, it appears that somewhat more attention should have
been paid by commentators generally in dealing with a whole class of passages
in Scripture which involve the giving of names, the use of names, and finally
and more importantly, the changing of names.

It seemed worthwhile on this account to draw together what may appear to be
rather a miscellany of observations in order that the biblical student may build
around it more extensively by being made aware of how many spiritual events of
the people of God in Scripture are in one way or another associated with the giving
or using or changing of a name. It is only in comparatively recent years that we in
our culture have begun to re-discover what people in other cultures less
sophisticated than our own have always recognized: that in some way a person's
name is more than just a device by which to identify him in a crowd.

1. The name is identified with the very being of the soul and guarantees its existence. 
The persuasive feeling that there is an agreement between name and personality is
very ancient and widespread. When primitive people observed it in individuals
who had been given the name of one of their forebears, they adopted the simple
expedient of accounting for it by saying that the forebear had come back to be
reincarnated. From this it naturally followed that an effort would be made to
control as far as possible who the reincarnated soul would be by adopting some
"invitation" procedure. I am not suggesting by this that such people thought this all
out by a process of theological reasoning; rather, in a simple, direct, and
uncomplicated way they have taken for granted that the technique of "invitation"
will be effective. As a consequence, many such people treat the naming ceremony
of a newborn child as a much more serious business than we do. For example, the
Chukchee of Siberia decide upon the name of a child by a process which is
something like this: a small object on the end of a string is allowed to swing freely
and is set in motion by some official in the family while another official begins to
recite all the names which the child could allowably bear. He continues this
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recitation, repeating the list in the same order if necessary, until the other official
gives the signal that the object has ceased swinging. The name then pronounced is
the child's name.2

Now this might be thought rather silly. But in reality it is sensible enough if we
grant certain other premises which to the Chukchee are self-evident. To such
people, as to ourselves, it seems to be impossible to think of a person as being
annihilated at death. Living close to nature and witnessing the burst of new life year
after year as spring comes, they cannot escape the conviction that man's soul lives
on in some way after death. Very frequently they believe that reincarnation takes
place with the birth of every infant—that is, that the soul in an infant is not a new
thing but already in existence elsewhere. Because not all their dead have been loved
at home, they feel that the living have a right to receive or reject whom they will
from the old family circle; thus in giving the child a name, they use only the names
of dead ancestors whose presence would be acceptable.

The moment the child's name has been determined, it is believed that the
deceased relative has returned to live with his own family. Prior to this, the child
is a living creature but has no soul. For this reason, if it becomes necessary—as they
see necessity—to destroy the child for lack of room or food or some deformity, for
example, no murder is involved to their way of thinking provided that it has not yet
been named.

Sometimes missionaries are horrified at the apparent indifference of those who
have lost a relative. They show no grief at the graveside. They may laugh and joke
with one another even as the body is being lowered into the grave. But often the
cause of this disinterest is not lack of regard or even of affection, but the simple
conviction that the spirit of the deceased has gone from the body and is merely
waiting to be reincarnated at the first opportunity. Indeed, a husband may lose a
wife whom he dearly loved and yet make arrangements for a new wife while the
funeral service is being conducted. Such indifference appalls us. But actually the
man "knows" that his wife can be brought back if he raises another family and
names a little girl after her. There is a sense, therefore, in which their lack of grief
is not evidence of indifference but the result of a more profound faith in the
continuance of the soul.

But there is a further point of importance here. In some parts of the world there
is no milk and no vegetables upon which to feed a child. If two children should be
born, the chances are that an Eskimo mother cannot possibly feed them both. Either
two sickly children must result from lack of sufficient food in their early years or
one of them must be put to death. When this has been thought necessary, the child
is merely put out to freeze. To us, it sounds like a barbaric process and, of course,
it is murder in the strict sense of the white man's law. Indeed, to the Eskimo, it
would also be murder if the child had once been named. But until a name is given
to a child it is an animal but not a human being. Motherly affection in the Eskimo
family is strong, though among some primitive people (such as the Alorese in the
Pacific) mother love may be habitually wanting. But the Eskimo love their children
and fondle them and play with them. Some observers hold that childhood is the

2. Chukchee of Siberia: W. Bogoras, The Chukchee, published as vol.11 of the American Museum of
Natural History Memoirs, 1904, p.512. 
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only happy era of the Eskimo's life, though this may not really be so. But they must
make decisions sometimes which are carried out with what appears to be
indifference, though in reality they result from circumstance.

C. M. Garber, who spent many years in the Arctic intimately sharing the life of
western Eskimos, observed that he had only once ever seen two deformed Eskimo
children.3 He explains this as resulting from the fact that the life of the Eskimo is so
hard that a deformed baby will not be allowed to live. His impression was that
Eskimo mothers actually showed a "distinct hatred" of any deformed child they
were unfortunate enough to bear, and he seemed to think that there was something
"instinctive" about this form of mother rejection. Against this assumption is the
known fact that in other primitive societies such as the Toda in South India, for
example, if there is any question of destroying one of two infants, the sickly one will
be spared out of compassion and the healthy one put away.4 The fact is that an
unnamed child does not have the same attachment to the family that bears it, and
perhaps for this reason, newborn infants are not named until a judgment has been
made about its health.

Moreover, when an Eskimo mother nurses her child, she may continue to do so
for four or five or even six years before she decides that it can take prepared fish
which she chews and spits into its mouth. If another child should be born during
this interval, the problem is as severe as it is in the appearance of twins. Of course,
today only a few tribes or families of Eskimo are still in this position, for the white
man has carried some of the benefits of his culture (as well as many of the evils) up
into the Arctic Circle.

It may be thought that such an attitude toward an unnamed child is entirely
irrational. But we do well to remember that in some parts of Christendom for many
years, unbaptized (and therefore unnamed) infants were not buried in Christian
cemeteries because it was not known whether they had souls in the accepted sense.
They were believed to pass into an indistinct region of existence called Limbo,
about which very little is "known"; even among ourselves we find it somehow
difficult to refer to a very tiny baby as he or she, habitually falling into the use of the
impersonal form "it." This is oddly true when there is something the matter with
"it."

This, then, is one way of accounting for the suitability of a name for the person
who bears it, and the view is, of course, by no means limited to people with
"primitive" background. It is a common belief among millions of people "east of
Suez," and it is not uncommonly held among educated Europeans. It is difficult to
escape at times from the sudden, almost overwhelming, impression of "having been
here before" or having met someone previously whom we know we cannot actually
have met before in this life. As we shall see in chapter 2, there is evidence that this
concept of reincarnation was not unknown among the Jews in our Lord's time;5 and

3. Garber, C. M., "Eskimo Infanticide" in Scientific American, February, 1947, p.99.
4. The Toda: Elie Redus, Primitive Folk, Scott, London, n.d., p.198.
5. Reincarnation: A belief in reincarnation among the Jews is reflected in the New Testament in such
passages as Matthew 16:14, where it is commonly supposed that Jesus was one of the prophets
reincarnated. This was not a question of resurrection such as applied in the case of Herod's fears
regarding John the Baptist (Matthew14:2). The people apparently discussed in all seriousness the
identity of Jesus on the presupposition of his being Elijah or one of the other prophets reincarnated,
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there is a form of reincarnation experienced by the child of God, which is related in
a very positive way to the new name we are to bear which will be a summation of
our ultimate personality when we stand in the Lord's presence.

2. What is true of souls is true of objects also: the naming of them brings them into
being.  This is a very ancient concept. In his translation of the earliest more or less
complete Cuneiform creation tablets, George Barton renders the opening lines as
follows:

Time was when the heaven above was not named, 
To the earth beneath, no name was given.6

There is magic in a name. Edward Sapir, one of the great linguists of modern
times, remarked:

Many lovers of nature, for instance, do not feel that they are
truly in touch with it until they have mastered the names of a great
many flowers and trees, as though the primary world of reality were
a verbal one and as though one could not get close to nature unless
one first mastered the terminology which somehow magically
expresses it.7

Names of things seem to give real insight into their meaning and nature. Many
people feel uncomfortable in the company of people whose names they do not
know. Often the mere knowledge of their names brings a sense of confidence, and
this confidence is not merely the result of being able to address them properly. In
a way, we know them . . . though in reality we may know virtually nothing of their
real character. When children meet, it is their first inquiry: "What's your name?"
And numerous experiments have shown that this is not merely a matter of having
a convenient tag for identifying people. Children are easily satisfied that they
understand how a thing works if they only know the names of its parts. A youth of
fifteen will explain in detail how a radio or a car engine works, using correct names
for its components and imagining that he understands it all perfectly, though in
reality he could do no more than spell the names if further explanation was desired!
This sense of mastery of the external world seems to lie behind a child's first efforts
to speak.  David R. Major, who wrote at some length about the early stages of
learning to speak, observed of one child which he studied for some years:8

By the beginning of the twenty-third month, the child developed
a mania for going about naming things as if to tell others their name,
or to call our attention to the things he was examining. He would

just as they also imagined that John the Baptist might have been reincarnated (John 1:21). 
6. Barton, George, Archaeology and the Bible, American Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 6th edition.,
1933, p.287.
7. Sapir, Edward, in his article entitled, "Language" in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences,
Macmillan, New York, 1937, p.157. 
8. Major, David R., in Steps in Mental Growth, Macmillan, New York, 1906, p.321.
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look at, point towards, or put his hand on an article, speak its name,
and then look at his friends.

What a familiar picture this is! Ernst Cassirer remarked:

Such an attitude would not be understandable were it not for the
fact that the name, in the mental growth of the child, has a function
of the first importance to perform. If a child when learning to talk
had simply to learn a certain vocabulary, if he only had to impress
on his mind and memory a great mass of artificial and arbitrary
sounds, it would be a purely mechanical process. It would be very
laborious and tiresome, and would require too great a conscious
effort for the child to make without a certain reluctance since what
he is expected to do would be entirely disconnected from actual
biological needs. The "hunger for names," which at a certain age
appears in every normal child and which has been described by all
students of child psychology, proves the contrary [...]. He learns
rather to form the concepts of those objects, to come to grips with the
objective world [...]. His dim feelings may be said to crystallize
around the name as a fixed centre, a focus of thought. Without the
help of the name, every new advance made in the process of
objectification would always run the risk of being lost again in the
next moment.9

The name of a thing is a magical Open Sesame which unlocks the door to its
inner meaning. Often this is only a superficial insight, but it brings confidence, and
occasionally this is more important than scientific understanding. For example,
among primitive people the witch doctor is generally an unusual individual, far
from being a fool, but rather shrewd and often highly trained in the understanding
of human nature. Finding a patient with some sickness—let us say, smallpox—he
may well know the actual cause of the sickness but as a rule he will depend almost
entirely upon the power of suggestion. To succeed in this, he must win the
confidence of his patient, and the first thing he will do is to "identify" the name of
the sickness. We ourselves are conscious of a peculiar sense of relief when the
doctor finishes his examination and then turns to us and identifies our sickness for
us. We are persuaded that because he knows the name of it, he already has it under
control. 

Thus, although to anyone who has not thought much about the subject it may
seem ridiculous to make a word for something essential to its real existence and a
name to be the very existence of a person, the concept is very deep-seated in the
human mind. The little child Mary, in the introduction, viewing herself as nobody,
also thought of herself as nameless. Sometimes a healthy child in a fit of
despondency will reply to a kind inquiry as to what the trouble is with a burst of
tears. As soon as one asks his name he may say, "I haven't got a name." It is a pitiful
self-assessment, yet it is also of great psychological interest. It is difficult to account

9. Cassirer, Ernst, Essay on Man, Yale University Press, 1948, p.132. 
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for it in Mary's case since she can hardly have had any knowledge of how
widespread the view is. One is almost forced to assume that our concept of "reality"
is truly dependent on words.

This concept of real existence being wrapped up in the possession of a name or
in the speaking of a word is reflected in Scripture.

3. To change the name is to change the person.  Once more, by way of illustration,
we may refer to the Chukchee who, if a child gets sick, immediately assume that the
wrong name has been given to it and the sickness is due to a misplaced invitation
being sent to the wrong soul for reincarnation. To cure the sickness the child must
be renamed. It is necessary, therefore, to go through the whole naming ceremony
again. If the sickness continues, this process is repeated until the child either
recovers or dies. Thus the name is not merely a convenient "handle"—it is much
more. It is the very person. In North America, if the infant of a Crow Indian proved
to be a sickly child, it was believed that the wrong name had been given to it and
its name was changed at once.10 According to Frazer, the Eskimo may take a new
name when he is an old man in order to gain a new lease on life, which is the same
thing applied at the end of life rather than at its beginning.11

Levy-Bruhl, because of certain extreme views which he held or perhaps more
correctly because of a misunderstanding of his views due to his choice of terms, has
tended to fall into disfavour. But his classic study of primitive mentality contains
a wealth of documented information related to the present issue, derived from
hundreds of sources whose reliability is hardly to be questioned. In dealing with the
importance of names, he bases his conclusions upon the works of reputable
scholars, travelers, missionaries, explorers, and colonial administrators in every part
of the world. In speaking of the individual in a primitive society, he observes:

At the beginning of a fresh epoch in his life, for example his
initiation, an individual receives a new name: and it is the same
when he is admitted to a secret society [...]. A new name is never a
matter of indifference; it implies a whole series of new relationships
and consequently of protection [...]. 

The Indian regards his name not as a mere label, but as a distinct
part of his personality, just as much as are his eyes or his teeth; and
he believes that injury will result as surely from the malicious
handling of his name as a wound inflicted on any part of his
physiological organism. In America this belief is found among the
various tribes from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

It appears strange that only the birth name and not any of the
other names which a man may bear should be capable of carrying
some of the personality.12

10. Crow Indians: G. P. Murdock, Our Primitive Contemporaries, Macmillan, New York, 1951, p.275.
11. Frazer, James G., The Golden Bough, Macmillan, London, abridged edition, 1960, p.322.
12. Levy-Bruhl, Lucien, How Natives Think, translated by Lilian A. Clare, Knopf, New York, 1925, p.50,
51.
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An adult man, after some great exploit, would take a new name to signify that
he was now a new man. It is often held that the great strength of the Iroquois
League, a league which survived for almost 120 years, was due to the fact that its
members enjoyed great tribal mobility, being adopted from one tribe into another
with considerable frequency, thus weakening blood ties but strengthening
intertribal bonds.13 Whenever a man was so adopted, usually as a youth or young
warrior, he invariably took a new name and was never again referred to by his old
name. Indeed, as Levy-Bruhl showed, in every part of the world there is a strong
conviction, among people whose ways of thinking about things are still essentially
simple and direct, that a real change in the being of the person takes place
whenever that person's name is changed. There is a principle here which is clearly
reflected in both the Old and the New Testament. It is explored further in the next
chapter.

4. A name is so intimately bound to the soul that a knowledge of it gives power over its
possessor to anyone who can find it out.   While it is true that confession is good for the
soul, baring one's soul is also a very good way of putting oneself into someone else's
power. Information regarding one's personal life or one's weaknesses and failings
thus handed over to another party is likely to provide that other party with power
over oneself. By the same token, logically, in many societies it is believed that if
your personal or private name becomes known to a potential enemy, the latter has
a source of power over your soul. Whether in your presence or not, if he has hold
of your name, your secret name, it is as though he has possession of all the details
of your private life—particularly your weaknesses and failures. You may be almost
completely at his mercy. Melville Herskovits pointed out that while we might
consider it absurd to suppose that our name is so identified with our soul that we
could actually be injured through it,

[...] yet to hear our name accompanied by an ugly imprecation
brings a prompt emotional response, just as it would if we were to
see a picture of ourselves thrown to the ground and stamped upon.

The name is an integral part of what William James called "the
me". By extension, then, a god summoned by name responds as does
a human being. In many cultures, therefore, the "real" name of the
god may only be known by those with the power to cope with him
when he comes. "Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord Thy God
in vain" is an injunction known far more widely than among the
ancient Hebrews.14

It may strike us as peculiar that people could feel that hurt could be done to
them by injuring their name. Yet we are very sensitive, as Melville Herskovits said,
about what people do with our picture! An insult to a photograph of a mother or
father is an insult to the original and is equally keenly felt. Many people, in

13. Iroquois League: George S. Snyderman, Behind the Tree of Peace, Pennsylvania Archaeological
Publication, vol.18, 1948. 
14. Herskovits, Melville, Man and His Works, Knopf, New York, 1950, p.367.
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decisively breaking off a long association or an engagement, feel that their
photographs should be returned or destroyed.

With ourselves, names are merely a necessary and useful means of
identification. As a consequence, provided that some other additional "handle" is
available, it does not disturb us to give the same name to any number of people.
This in itself is evidence that we are not really identifying the name of the
individual with that individual's soul or person, because we are well aware that
each person is uniquely an individual and therefore if the name they bear is
precisely identified with their personality, no two people would share the same
name appropriately. By contrast, primitive people, as well as civilized people who
do not share Western tradition, would avoid giving two people the same name for
this very reason, namely, that each individual is unique and that in some mystical
way his name and his uniqueness are wrapped up together. It is not so much that
there is a kind of equivalence between name and personality so that the one is an
alternative to the other; it is rather that they are indivisibly the same. In a man's
name his very soul is involved; to call him by name is to touch his soul in the quick,
and to mention his name in public is tantamount to stripping him naked.

To avoid any duplication of names, not a few societies appoint a kind of
registrar. The Iroquois, for example, put their stock of names into the keeping of a
woman called Keeper-of-Names.15 When a child was born, the mother would visit
the Keeper-of-Names and ask her for a list of those available. It is rather like making
application for a trade-name, the object being to ensure that the name chosen will
be the sole property of the one who has the right to use it. But unlike the
trade-name, the personal name is always kept highly secret, being known only to
the immediate family and to a few personal friends. So closely identified is the
name and the person that it becomes a source of great embarrassment if he is asked
by the European, "What is your name?" Colonial administrators have not
infrequently in the past been quite unaware of the existence of such taboos and
have entirely alienated themselves at first contact by their not unnatural desire to
know people's names and, even worse, to write them down. To the native this is
tantamount to asking him to put himself completely in their power.

It is a strange equation, and the secretiveness that results can lead to some
extraordinary happenings. A case was reported in a Papuan native court of the
tragic consequences of misuse of an intimate name.16 A man was brought before
that court charged with the murder of his wife. The magistrate learned from
witnesses that the man had lost his temper and had attacked her and murdered her
with an ax. When the case was being investigated, it transpired that a brother had
been present but had made no attempt to rescue her.

When he was asked, "Why didn't you stop it? How could you stand there and
watch her being killed before your eyes?" the man replied that he could not go to
her help because in her distress she had cried to him using his intimate name which
was taboo in public, even for a sister. By answering her call he would have agreed
to the breaking of a taboo which would have been a serious mistake indeed. It was

15. lroquois Giver-of-Names: A. Goldenweiser, Anthropology, Crofts, New York, 1945, pp.337, 352.
16. Papuan native court case: reported by Evelyn Cheesman, "When a Name Is Tabu" in The Listener,
27 February, 1958, p.356.
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of less importance to let her be murdered. The native court regarded the matter
quite dispassionately.

Even in this, the Bible is not without its counterpart—not because the concept
itself is necessarily based on some underlying factual reality, but rather because
God speaks to man in his own language and accommodates Himself to our form of
understanding. It is one of the wonders of Scripture that it can use our strangely
variant ways of viewing reality to make its own revelation clear without in any way
compromising the truth which is revealed.

�
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Chapter 2

Names as Scripture Views Them

We come, then to the relevance of all this to Christian experience and to the
study of Scripture. It appears to me that there is here a class of concepts about the
relation between the spoken word and the things spoken which, until the
emergence of our materialistic philosophy, were probably shared by almost all of
mankind. Biblical commentators have almost entirely overlooked this question.
These concepts about the nature of reality all involve in one way or another,
whether we are speaking about persons or things, the relationships between names
or words and the persons or things for which they stand.

That there could be so close a tie between a word and a thing is strange in a
way. Nevertheless, the language of Scripture reveals that the concept is indeed
ancient, for in Hebrew we find but  one  term  for  both "word" and "thing."  This 
is  the  Hebrew dabar (������). To the Hebrew mind, the creative power of God is
such that He has only to speak and the thing is done (Psalm 33:9): for the word
spoken is the thing created.17 Indeed, I believe that even vocalization is unnecessary,
the actual speaking being merely an accommodation to our limited capacity. It is
much more likely that God has only to think and it is done. In a small way, we
acknowledge this principle when we say in all seriousness that anything which is
conceivable to man, he can probably do in time; and there are occasions upon which
the very will that something should happen is sufficient to influence matter so as
to change it. Most people with a scientific background would say this is nonsense,
that this is the kind of claim parapsychologists make. Yet in medicine we know for
a fact that recovery (which involves fundamental changes in things, whether
physiological processes or organs of the body) is often significantly dependent upon
the will of the patient. We slyly concede here what we are reluctant to admit in any
other area of experience, by cloaking it in scientific terminology and calling it a
psychosomatic effect.

One of the great philosophical and theological subjects of debate is the meaning
of the Greek term Logos, most popularly thought to have originated with John's
Gospel but in fact appearing in pre-New Testament Jewish literature. Hebrew
scholars, in thinking about the relationship between a God who is pure spirit and

17. Psalm 33:9: the original Hebrew of this verse is even more striking. It reads, "He spake and it was
done." In the Authorized Version the word done is printed in italics since it is not found in the original.
As a matter of fact, the verb                (here rendered "was") would probably be more correctly rendered
"and it came into being" for certain grammatical reasons.
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the material world which He has created, were faced with the old problem still
plaguing philosophers as to how mind can act upon matter. The Jews concluded
that there was some intermediate link making this interaction possible, and this step
was the spoken word. By an extension of this process of reasoning, they concluded
that whenever God appeared to man in a sufficiently material way that He could
be seen and heard, in some way He assumed a form which bore the same
relationship to that which is substantial as a word does to that which it describes.
They thus paraphrased certain passages of Scripture in which God appears in
"substantial form" by substituting the word Word (in Hebrew Memra, from the
verbal form Amar, meaning "to speak or say") for the word Lord. Thus, it was the
Word who appeared to Adam and Eve in the Garden, a passage (Genesis 3:8) which
they paraphrased "they heard the Word walking in the Garden". It was really no
new concept that John introduced to his readers when he said, "In the beginning
was the Word and the Word was with God and the Word was God [...] and the
Word became flesh" (John 1:1,14). The mystery of the Incarnation is not lessened by
stating the case in this way, but it was an accommodation to what measure of
understanding his contemporaries did have that John was inspired to write in this
way about the fact that what is pure spirit became real substance.

While we turn our thoughts into substance through our hands by creative
activity in a process that occupies time, God can turn His thoughts into substance
by a much more direct process and without occupying time, namely, by the spoken
word which creates instantly. Made in the image of God, it is not so surprising, after
all, that man should be able to "speak" with his hands as he does. They are an
adjunct to his tongue.

The Bible begins with a chapter describing creation in which the naming of
things plays a pre-eminent part. The light and dark are named as day and night, so
the land and the sea, earth and heaven, and even the stars in the sky are named.
When we are told in Psalm 147:4, "He calleth all the stars by their names", we are
really being told that in spite of their apparently infinite number, each one was
nevertheless brought into being by the Word of God—by whom God the Father
created all things.

The process of naming is then turned over to Adam himself. The simple story
describing how Adam named the animals—a story which reads as though it were
written for children and has on that account by pseudo-intellectuals been viewed
with some condescension—is in fact a profound statement. Part of the inspired
character of Scripture is the universality of its message in terms of the ages of its
readers. The simplest child may be reading this story in one room of the house
while in another room his father, a mature and deeply thoughtful man, may also be
studying the very same words—each being stirred by the same record in
appropriate yet quite different ways. The words are for children, but the thoughts are
for men. And the man who reads it and smiles condescendingly at the childlikeness
of the story is merely confessing in fact that he himself is still a child. Rightly
understood, there is a truth here which is abreast of the deepest probing into the
workings of the mind yet made by modern philosophers of language.

In Genesis 2:19-23—that is to say, in five short verses—God has contrived to
record for us certain facts about the kind of being Adam was in his intellectual
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stature, about his relationship to the living creatures around him, and about his
need for companionship and how that companionship was supplied; requiring
whole volumes of words on man's part to elucidate. In a way, when God created the
written word He concentrated the substance of it in somewhat the same way as the
same Lord in the New Testament condensed the time when He performed His
creative acts. What God can do in a few words and in a few minutes, man toils over
for volumes and for years. Consider then these five verses.

We are presented here with a picture of animals being directed in some way to
Adam that he might name them. One might superficially say that, since they were
his companions in the Garden, he would want to give them names as we want to
give names to our pets and indeed to all creatures and things which are brought
particularly into our circle of activities, whether flowers or wild animals or birds.

Scripture makes it clear, I think, that Adam really was at that moment the only
man in the world and that this isolation was not appropriate to his nature. He was,
however, surrounded by various forms of animal life, all of which were absolutely
harmless and undoubtedly tame. God desired that Adam should discover for
himself that none of these creatures could be a proper companion or helpmeet for
him. Many people, especially in the lonelier years of later life, find that animals are
good companions. Cats, dogs, birds, horses, even goldfish and, in the case of some
farmers I know, cattle too make good company when a man is completely alone.
But these creatures are always totally inadequate for a normal, healthy individual,
especially one who, like Adam, was in the prime of life. Thus God brought them to
Adam that he might discover for himself the true relationship he bore to them by
exercising his insight into their real nature as contrasted with his own. Each one he
named in turn, but when he had finished he found himself as lonely as he was
before. It is clear from what follows in the story that the names he gave them were
not simply indicative of his reaction to their colour or their size or some other
physical aspect but rather of their nature in the light of his own.

Bearing in mind what has been said thus far about the way in which names of
things are inseparably bound up with the nature of the things so named, it will be
seen that we have upon this occasion a situation in which Adam, with a newly
awakened sense of loneliness and yet still in a state of perfect mental health (the Fall
was yet future), looked attentively upon each of the creatures divinely directed into
his presence to determine whether by its very nature it could in some way be a
counterpart of himself. On the face of it, it would seem rather obvious that God
would have brought to him, among the creatures which came, at least some
representatives of man-like apes. Yet, clearly Adam recognized in none of them any
relationship to his own self. In the usual English renderings of this passage, we are
told merely that "whatsoever Adam called it, that was the name thereof" (Genesis
2:19). The significance of this statement is much deeper than appears on the surface.
The precise way that it is set forth in the original Hebrew contributes to this deeper
significance.

This is not the place for an excursion into the intricacies of Hebrew syntax and
grammar, but it is important to note that in the phrase "this was the name thereof"
the Hebrew does not employ any verb corresponding to the English "was". This
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word is accordingly printed in italics in the Authorized Version, but not in other
versions which have failed to observe the importance of this omission. In the
normal Hebrew sentence which involves some part of the English verb "to be"
where the implication is merely copulative—i.e., "the wall [is] high" or "the man
[was] good"—the verb is omitted entirely. It is one of the great advantages of the
normal printing of the Authorized Version that the absence of the verb in the
original Hebrew, when its use is merely copulative, is indicated by the use of italics
in the English rendering. In the two phrases above, we have indicated the absence
of the verb by putting it in brackets, which would have been an alternative but
much more cumbersome method of indicating the original. In other words,
whenever the text of the Authorized Version introduces some part of the verb "to
be" in italics in order to complete the English sentence, the reader is informed that
the Hebrew has omitted the verb.

As an illustration taken at random, the Scofield edition shows twenty-nine
instances of the use of italics occurring in Judges 6 and 7, in every case the verb
being purely copulative. By contrast, where some part of the verb "to be" is
introduced in the Hebrew, the Authorized Version text will set the corresponding
English verbal form in standard type. As another illustration, throughout Genesis
1 the recurrent phrase "and it was so" indicates by not using italics that the Hebrew
includes the verb. There are certain exceptions, but it is a general rule that where
any part of the verb "to be" is actually used in the Hebrew original, it is intended to
show that something new has occurred: and in many instances it will most simply
and appropriately be rendered by the English as "became". This particular phrase
in Genesis 1 would thus read quite correctly as "and it became so" rather than "and
it was so", just as it would be more appropriate to render Genesis 3:20 as "Eve
became the mother of all living" or Genesis 4:2 as "Abel became a keeper of sheep."
In both these cases the verb "was" is set in standard type by contrast with the verb
in Genesis 2:19. This printer's device is found only in the Authorized Version: it is
one of its lasting advantages to the English reader.

Now, the relevance of this to the story of Adam and his naming of the animals
is that in the original Hebrew in the phrase "that was its name", the verb "to be" is
omitted. In other words, we are not being here told that Adam named these animals
as we name pets so that this became their name thereafter: what Adam was doing
was identifying the character of these animals, not saying what they should
thereafter be called, but what they actually were by nature at that moment. He did
not name a dog as "Fido" or a horse as "Prince" or a cat as "Tabby." He stated in a
word his evaluation of their nature and therefore of their relationship to himself.
The proof of this is surely to be found in Adam's treatment of the woman, who,
after he awoke from his deep sleep, was brought before him and presented to him
in the same way that the other animals had been. But this time he at once
recognized and acknowledged in her the counterpart of himself by the name which
he gave to her, which was a femininized form of the name by which he had come
(perhaps by inspiration) to divine his own nature. He was Ish, she should be Isha.

In other words, right at the very beginning of human history, man was
equipped with a power of discernment which expressed itself in the ability to
identify the nature of things and sum up that nature in a word—its name. And
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although civilization has either adulterated this power or robbed us of it entirely,
we have never quite lost the feeling that in some way the name of a thing is
uniquely to be identified with its very being. Certainly Scripture has encouraged
this view, not as something that is a vestige of a more primitive mentality, but as
something which is deeply rooted in the nature of things.

Upon many occasions the wording of Scripture is precisely chosen to reflect the
concept of identity between name and person, and by person I really mean "soul".
When a wife takes her husband's name, it is not merely for convenience. Though
none of us would like to hold that a man and his wife, if truly united, lose their
personal identities, yet we do know that those who live fully and long together tend
to converge in tastes, in manners and habits, in mental set, in a host of subtle
ways—even on occasion, in physical appearance. In Scripture, it is said of the very
first union of man and wife that "He calleth their name Adam" (Genesis 2:5). Here
in a name is plurality in unity. In the New Testament we have a case of the
opposite. When Jesus asked the Gadarene maniac his name, the reply was "My
name [singular] is Legion, for we are many" (Mark 5:9).

We have a recent example which, on the face of it, appears to be similar to this,
though it may be an appearance only. This is the case of the woman whose basic
personality seems to have been expressed when she responded to the name of Eve
but who, when assuming either of two other names, became an entirely different
personality.18 The "experts" are satisfied that this woman is only one person really,
but to read the accounts of the numerous interviews that she had with a number of
psychiatrists and others—who all agree upon the basic fact that the three
"individuals" who seem to be indwelling her were as different in character as it is
possible to conceive, with different voices, different handwriting, different
encephalograms, different tastes in clothing, different mannerisms, and different
facial expression—one has a strong feeling that we do really have three residents
taking turns with one another to have possession by some kind of mutual
arrangement. A popular but informative account appeared in the Canadian
MacLean's magazine under the title "Three Women: One Body."19 Some years later
this same individual became yet another person, and her story was published by
McGraw-Hill in 1958 in a book written by Evelyn Lancaster and James Poling
entitled The Final Face of Eve. A useful popular review of this book appeared in Life
magazine under the caption "The Fourth Face of Eve."20

It helps little in "explaining" this modern illustration to use some high-sounding
compound term and label it merely as a case of multiple-personality or some such
thing. This is a description, not an explanation. We do not know yet what is the full
potential of a human soul under stress to be able to say for certain whether in this
particular case we have "plurality in unity"; but we do know that the woman herself
behaved upon different occasions in a way entirely commensurate with three
distinctly separate personalities that always involved the assumption of a different
name for each. The little girl from the psychiatric ward thought of herself as
nameless because she had no structured personality. The Gadarene maniac when

18. Thigpen, Corbett H., and Cleckley, Hervey, The Three Faces of Eve, Regnery, 1954. 
19. MacLean's, 15 September, 1954, pp.12-15, 67-75.
20. Life, 19 May, 1958, pp.101-14.
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asked his name could not tell it either because he was so many people with none
predominating. This woman could at least say which person she was at any given
time. All these are strange illustrations of the mystic union existing between a
person and his or her name.

One of the most distressing effects of our complex civilization is that it destroys
personality by undermining its structure and leaving people with a sense of
nonentity. We are witnessing all around us divided people with no inner
integration. We are witnessing what Leslie Paul termed "the annihilation of man"
and what C. S. Lewis termed "the abolition of man". Christian experience is effective
in dealing with this situation, because a single new indestructible seed of a new
personality is implanted in the old.

From all that has been said thus far, it is clear that such a change as is brought
about in spiritual rebirth must be accompanied by a change of name. This new
name sums up the new personality, this new name is written in heaven and is kept
secret for the present (Revelation 2:17), and this new name is appointed to the child
of God by the divine Giver-of-Names who, foreseeing precisely what kind of person
the individual Christian will grow into as a work of God, is able to make it entirely
appropriate even though that personality has not yet come to fruition.

The biblical view of the experience of the new birth which leads to the formation
of a new personality requires the appointing of a new name, because it involves (a)
a great spiritual experience, (b) adoption into a new family (Galatians 4:5), (c)
victory over a powerful enemy (Romans 6:14), (d) new incarnation (Colossians
1:27), and (e) an old man who becomes a new man (2 Corinthians 5: 17). With all
these wrapped up in one single transforming experience, is it not indeed
appropriate to be renamed?

This new personality is wrought in the believer by the indwelling presence of
Christ, who enters the heart and begins to re-express Himself appropriately for the
individual's capacity, thus creating a character which is perfect (because it is
Himself) and which is now the real inner man which God sees and which is entirely
pleasing to Him. To this extent, Christian experience is God's way of re-introducing
the person of Christ into the world. It is Christ in us which is the hope of glory.
Only by accepting the fact of new incarnation in this sense can we properly account
for the fundamental change which takes place, a change all the more properly
associated therefore with a entirely new name. Because this new person who
emerges is indeed the Lord in us, it is completely appropriate that it should be said
of us in Scripture that we are "called" by His name (2 Chronicles 7:14). We are called
by His name not so much because we are Christlike necessarily or because we are
labeled by others as Christians, but because our new personality is part of His
personality and therefore our new name is His name in part.

Wrapped up in Jesus Christ as the Second Adam is the sum total of all
personality that man can have, just as it was originally in the First Adam, though
undeveloped. Since it is the Lord who, being planted as a seed in the believer's
heart, begins to unfold Himself in some small measure appropriate to the
individual, so our new personality is formed out of His and we are therefore
properly given in some way part of His name. It is as though all the new names of
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all the children of God, when added together, will constitute His name, and in this
sense His name is above every name and we are collectively called by it.

One of the comforts allowed to the saints of the Old Testament was that they
were assured that God knew them by name. Thus the Lord said to Moses, "Thou
hast found grace in My sight and I know thee by name" (Exodus 33:17). This does
not mean that God merely knew who Moses was, but something much more
important, namely, that He knew what Moses was. I believe that when God calls us
by name He is really saying two things: the first, that we are His creation; and the
second, that He knows us perfectly, our hopes and our fears, our strengths and our
weaknesses, our past and our future. We have not yet attained to the character
which God has before ordained that we should attain to, and therefore while our
new name is an exact description of what we shall be, it could not yet be
appropriately applied to us openly. It is thus kept secret for the present (Revelation
2:17).

Nevertheless, so certain is the ultimate attainment of that which God has
appointed for us in the matter of personality development that the new name which
sums it up perfectly has been engraved in stone, as this passage in Revelation tells
us.

There are some who believe that when Jesus stooped down, as the woman taken
in adultery stood in the midst of her accusers (John 8:1-11), and wrote with His
finger on the ground, He was in fact writing down the names of her accusers or at
least the chief of them. Since it is a reasonable assumption that, for Him to write
with His finger at all in this way, the ground must either have been dust or sand,
the writing of their names in such an ephemeral medium would have impressed the
onlookers very forcibly with His judgment of them as individuals. At any rate, it is
significant that there is a passage in Jeremiah (17:13) with which these learned
critics would surely be familiar and which reads: "They that depart from Me shall
be written in the earth because they have forsaken the Lord, the fountain of living
waters." The name of the child of God is engraved in stone, not in the dust.

We have in Scripture not a few instances of people who acquired a new name.
The circumstances surrounding the acquisition are instructive, as are the
circumstances surrounding the subsequent life history of the individuals in
question. In the case of Paul, we have an example of the absolute sovereignty of
God in effecting His will even when the subject himself was utterly opposed to it.
When Saul was converted (Acts 9), however, he did not immediately receive a new
name, for he was still being referred to as Saul after that (Acts 13:2).  He continued
to be called Saul until there came the significant words, "then Saul who was also
called Paul, being filled with the Holy Spirit [...] " (Acts 13:9). Such was his character
thereafter that he never looked back, never returned to his old way of life, and
never longed to be anything but this new man: and thereafter he is never again
referred to as Saul.

With Jacob, however, the story is otherwise. It is difficult to be absolutely sure
of the significance of Jacob's wrestling with the angel. Around this event the Jewish
commentators have built up a number of stories, and some say that the slight limp
or stoop which is detectable, they think, in Jewish people as they grow older was
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inherited from the "wound" Jacob received when the angel touched his thigh. Much
later in history, it was believed that when our Lord said, "When ye see these things
come to pass, lift up your heads" (Luke 21:28), He was really saying "straighten up,"
since redemption was nigh. Whatever truth or fancy there may be in these
traditions, one thing is certain and that is that a profound change took place in
Jacob himself. To signify this change, he was given a new name, "Israel".

But Jacob was not always called Israel thereafter, and in like manner his
descendants were not always referred to as Israel either—but under certain
circumstances as Jacob. Although I have not followed through all the passages of
Scripture which might be used as proof texts, there is no doubt that upon many
occasions both Jacob himself as an individual and his descendants as a nation were
referred to as Jacob or Israel depending upon whether they were behaving in the
character of the natural man, which was Jacob, or the supernatural man, which was
Israel. There are not a few passages in which the distinction is brought out in a
striking manner. Thus, in Isaiah 9:8 it is written, "The Lord sent the word unto Jacob
and it hath lighted upon Israel." Clearly this looks forward to the time when the
Word was made flesh and came to His own and His own received Him not (John
1:11). Yet some did. And to those who did, He gave the power to become the sons
of God (John 1:12), for these were the ones who received the light and these were
such therefore who, like Nathaniel, were Israel indeed (John 1:49). 

Similarly, as the prophets looked forward to the time when the nation would
be brought into terrible judgment, it was to be a time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah
30:7). Nevertheless, as Paul was much later to assure the household of faith, in the
time of that great tribulation all Israel would be saved (Romans 11:26). Indeed, Paul
virtually clinches the distinction which we are proposing here by pointing out that
this will come about because "God shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob"
(Romans 11:26).

There is no question that all men, saved and unsaved alike, are at times servants
of God (Psalm 119:91) and that in the total economy of God all men play their little
part knowingly or unknowingly. In this sense the Christian also is a servant even
as the Lord was a Servant. But the Lord also told His disciples that because they had
entered into a new relationship with Him, they had not ceased to be servants but
had become something more than servants merely: they had become personal
friends (John 15:15). This transaction resulted ultimately from the fact that they
were elect. His very next words to them were "Ye have not chosen Me but I have
chosen you" (John 15:16). It is not surprising, therefore, to find this same principle
applied in the Old Testament in a way that bears out what we have said about
Jacob's two names. In Isaiah 45:4 it is written, "for Jacob my servant's sake and Israel
mine elect."

When we are invited to make our requests "in His name," this may actually
mean something more than merely making our requests "for His sake." By
pronouncing His name there may be a sense in which we are gaining a certain
power provided that we do indeed "know" the Lord and do indeed therefore
"know" His name. In some way this might look like presumption, yet we are told
in Scripture that we may "command Him" (Isaiah 45:11) . I think that whether we
really know the name we use in the sense of knowing the person whose name it is,
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or are merely making noises as it were, is quite clear to the Lord Himself. In a
crowd of people where several share the same name, the way in which one
particular individual addresses another by that name immediately reveals that he
does know that person as quite distinct from any of the others who may happen to
share the same name—just as the Lord called Mary's name at the tomb when she
had failed to recognize His voice up to that moment and He was immediately
identified. I think the Lord knows when His name is being appealed to rightly and
when it is merely being used ritually. 

Here, then, are some of the passages in Scripture which appear to be predicated
upon the mystical identity between word and thing, and name and personality, a
concept recognized in one way or another by probably half the people of the world
—that half which does not share Western tradition—but repudiated for the most
part by us. And this repudiation has tended to blind us to one side of our nature to
which Scripture nevertheless has addressed itself without our realizing it. There is
no doubt that once the fact itself is recognized, many more illuminating things will
be discovered in the Word of God which have hitherto escaped our notice.
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I will praise Thee; for I am 
fearfully and wonderfully made: 
and that my soul knoweth right well.

(Psalm 139:14)
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Introduction

Scripture has very little indeed to say about sweating, but what it does say is
remarkably significant. This significance is only apparent when one has learned
something about the intricacies of the sweating mechanisms physiologically
considered.

Hence a very large part of this paper is occupied with things physiological. But
several interesting lines of thought develop in the process with respect to the
relationship between man and the animals, and between fear and pain.

By reason of its consideration of other forms of sweating than that elicited by
heat, such as emotional and mental sweating, this paper may serve an incidental
purpose, namely, to introduce any reader unacquainted with the subject to the
possibilities of research from a number of different points of view both
physiological and psychological. 

A guide to the literature is found at the end.

�
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Chapter 1

Animal and Human Sweating

Most of us object to sweating—particularly when others do it! Even the word
itself is distasteful. Yet it is an absolutely vital function of the normal healthy body,
and ectodermal displasiacs—those unfortunate individuals who have impaired or
inactive sweat glands—are in a most dangerous situation. The slightest exercise or
a rise in environmental temperature above what is called the "comfort zone" will
endanger their lives very rapidly indeed. The resulting elevation of body
temperature can occur in a very few minutes and reach fever heights, and there is
absolutely nothing they can do about it except by using artificial cooling devices.
In childhood such people (fortunately rare) have to be watched continually.

So efficient, on the other hand, is the thermoregulatory mechanism of sweating
in normal people that we seldom experience more than slight discomfort over a
wide range of environmental temperatures, a fact which enables man to live
anywhere on the earth. Indeed, for something like twenty minutes a man can
survive temperatures as high as 260 degrees F—high enough to broil a steak in the
same cubicle with him, provided the air is absolutely dry so that all his sweat is
evaporated.

Under normal circumstances, the sweating mechanism is centrally regulated in
the body through the hypothalamus. This "human thermostat," as Benzinger has
called it, is so finely adjusted that a rise of only 0.01 degrees C in what is termed the
deep body temperature results in a compensatory increase in thermal sweating for
evaporative cooling equal to 1/1000 of a Calorie per minute. So, as Kuno (probably
the world's greatest authority in this field) has said, a man is beautifully equipped
physiologically to prevent any rise in body temperature.

Thermal sweat is one of the purest body fluids, containing less than 1 percent
of substances other than water. It is completely odourless unless bacteria are
allowed to grow in it. It can be copious indeed, and the weight loss via this avenue
may be considerable without any injury to the subject. I have myself lost four
pounds in one hour on a treadmill in our own laboratories! Since one gram of water
evaporated removes 0.58 Calories of heat from the body, this hourly rate was
ridding me of close to 1,000 Calories. In a crude kind of a way, this is equivalent to
the heat energy of a good meal, all within one hour! Indeed, because the body
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produces this fluid secretion so readily during exercise, it can become a serious
hazard in the Arctic: while dry clothing may be warm, wet clothing most certainly
is not. Dr. Paul A. Siple of Antarctic renown pointed out to me the paradoxical truth
that on this account the only way to keep warm in the Arctic is to keep cool!

But in what way is man unique in this respect? Don't animals sweat
profusely—horses, for example? In spite of appearances to the contrary, animals are
not equipped by nature as man is to achieve thermoregulation by sweating. The
literature on this subject is voluminous. I have in my files a bibliography of at least
three thousand works dealing with sweating, and this does not include a
comparable literature to be found in other languages such as German, Russian, and
Japanese. Sweating seems like such a simple, straightforward phenomenon; in
reality it is a highly complex subject. Let us consider very briefly what we know
about it, more particularly with reference to humans, drawing in part upon the
thousands of experiments we have performed in our own laboratories over the past
years, using soldiers as subjects.

To begin with, we sweat for a number of different reasons, and this allows us
to classify the reaction under at least six headings. There is thermal sweating which
enables us to maintain a safe body temperature There is mental sweating, whose
function is only partially understood but which is always found to parallel quite
exactly the level of mental effort. Emotional sweating, as the name implies, occurs
in response to excitement, fear, anxiety, and a multitude of other disturbed states.
The omission of pain in this list of stimuli to emotional sweating is intentional; we
shall discuss why subsequently. Another form of sweating is termed gustatory,
resulting from the ingestion of highly spiced foods; its function is not clearly
understood. There is also that reaction known as cold sweat, defined as a form of
thermal sweating elicited by a non-thermogenic stimulus. It has been found to be
a very dependable index of motion sickness. Finally there is sexual sweating, which
is well established in animals and for which there is some evidence in humans.
Undoubtedly other distinct types of sweating will be discovered in time, but these
at least are known to be highly specific.

The specificity of these types of sweating is not only associated with their
innervation—that is, their relationship to the central nervous system—but also their
location on the skin surface. Briefly the situation is as follows: thermoregulatory
sweat glands are distributed over the whole body surface except in a few restricted
areas. Mental sweat glands are limited to the palms and soles, and more specifically
to what are appropriately termed the contact points in these areas. Emotional sweat
glands are found in the armpits, technically known as the axillae. Gustatory
sweating is limited almost entirely to the facial area immediately surrounding the
mouth. Cold sweating occurs over the whole body surface involving the
thermoregulatory glands. Sexual sweating appears to be limited chiefly to the
axillae, with some representation around the nipples and possibly in the pubic
region.

While these areas can be mapped with some measure of exactitude and labeled
for the type of sweating which is characteristic of each, there are complications
because in certain areas two different types may be found. Thus, in the palmar
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region sweating is elicited by mental stimuli such as occur when doing arithmetic,
for example, and by emotional stimuli such as fear. There is, however, no
response—in spite of all appearances to the contrary—to thermal stimuli per se. In
the armpits sweating is elicited by emotional stimuli primarily, but also to some
extent by thermal ones.

For those who have not studied physiology, it may help for me to point out that
there are two kinds of regulatory processes in the body: those which we can control
to some extent (moving the eyes, the limbs, etc., and regulating the breathing), and
those over which we have virtually no control (dilation of the pupil, alterations in
the condition of the blood vessels relative to the volume of flow, movements of the
intestinal tract in digestive processes, heart rate, etc.). It is difficult to be exact
because some of these processes can be brought under control by training and
others continue automatically until we decide to do something about them. 

However, a further division is made within the group of processes over which
we have no control whatever under normal circumstances As a class these processes
are called "autonomic" since they are self-regulating. Within this autonomic system
there are those processes which prepare the body for flight or fight (called
"sympathethic") and those which prepare the body for recovery and restoration
(called "parasympathetic"). Quite simply, the first class of activities includes an
increased pulse rate and breathing rate, dilation of blood vessels leading to the
muscles, dilation of the pupils, and a virtual cessation of digestive processes. The
blood supply to the skin and to the digestive system is reduced. These preparatory
and facilitative reactions are beautifully suited for the end in view, namely, to
sharpen vision and to provide the muscles with maximum energy and more rapid
removal of waste. One further process which occurs at the same time is the
appearance of sweat in the palms and soles. Everyone is aware that dry hands
reduce tactile sensitivity and frictional contact. The moistening of the hands
provides better touch sense and grip: both facilitate action.

When the occasion for flight or fight is passed, the body at once sets about
restoring itself. Since, in the previous condition, it was essential to divert the blood
to the muscles, a process facilitated by reducing the blood supply to the intestinal
tract, the body did not waste food which had been ingested by allowing it to pass
on through, but held it back so that the energy available in the food could be
extracted when the time came for transfer to the blood. In the restoration period, the
blood is once more supplied freely to the intestines and digestion is resumed. Blood
is also diverted from the muscles to the skin surface in order to carry the body heat,
elevated by increased metabolic activities, to the surface for cooling. This cooling
process is assisted by the outbreak of sweat, which by means of evaporation
removes the heat from the blood before it is returned once more to the heart. Thus
thermal sweating is associated with recovery and restoration. Or, to put it in more
technical language, mental and emotional sweating are sympathetic in origin,
whereas thermal sweating is parasympathetic.

In other words, while it may appear that sweating is a kind of universal
reaction, the different kinds of sweating are actually quite differently controlled by
the central nervous system and may work not only in entire independence but even
in antagonism.
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Let me give two illustrations of this. A person brought into an experimental
laboratory who is not familiar with procedures, and who is to be subjected to a
rising temperature in the room, may very quickly respond to the situation with an
outburst of emotional sweating resulting from anxiety. Since the body is still cool
enough, there will be no thermal sweating. As the temperature rises, however, in
due time thermal sweating breaks out, but in the meantime the subject has become
more at ease and mental and emotional sweating subside. However, if the room
temperature is raised high enough so that the subject is distressed, emotional
sweating breaks out once again. Throughout this whole process the course of these
two different kinds of sweating in specific areas of the body can be measured and
recorded continuously and are found to be virtually independent of one another.

A second example is seen in the response of the sweat glands to a loss of
consciousness as a subject goes to sleep or is anaesthetized. In normal sleep all
mental sweating in the palmar regions ceases but, for reasons that are not well
understood, there may be a considerable increase in the thermal sweating. The two
curves cross over as each follows an entirely different course, the one declining as
the other rises.

In this brief survey of the subject, we have spoken of mental and emotional
sweating as occurring together. This may not be so at all, each taking place
independently. Thus mental arithmetic, as already mentioned, elicits mental
sweating even in children without any necessary emotional component. Fright may
induce emotional sweating in the axillae without any mental stimulation. Extreme
fright may, in fact, block mental activity altogether.

Just to keep the picture clear, we may summarize by saying that there are here
three kinds of sweating: mental, emotional, and thermoregulatory. Sometimes these
occur together, sometimes they occur independently. In some areas the glands
appear to have the capability of sweating in response to two different kinds of
stimuli: in the palmar area, mental and emotional; and in the axillae, emotional and
thermal. There is one unique area of the skin surface in which all three kinds of
sweating may occur singly or together. This is in the forehead region. We return to
this in the last chapter.

Now, it should be emphasized that these different kinds of response do not
result from the fact that the brain merely sends out an appropriate message and the
gland reacts in an appropriate way, all messages travelling along the same lines of
communication. In reality there are different lines of communication (nerve
pathways) for the different kinds of sweating response. So any single area which
can respond in two different ways probably has two different lines of
communication, and these lines of communication do not originate in the same area
of the brain nor do they leave the spinal cord at the same level. That one area—the
forehead region—where three kinds of response are possible may perhaps be
supplied with three systems of communication with the central nervous system.
These anatomical features are not fully understood yet, and the authorities have by
no means reached complete agreement. However, what has been said above
regarding the innervation of the various types of sweat glands is sufficiently true
to serve the purpose of making it very clear that these differences are not merely
functional but anatomical also.
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With respect to animals, the situation is complicated because sweat gland
function appears to serve the same object but in fact almost certainly does not.
Thermoregulatory sweating in those animals which can be made to sweat in
response to heat seems to be an unnatural phenomenon, and it is possible that the
outbreak of sweat is not so much directed toward the prevention of a rise in body
temperature (though it incidentally serves this purpose) as it is an indication of
distress. The reason for believing this is that the sweat glands of horses, for
example, are apocrine in nature, i.e., similar to the glands in the human axillae and
are anatomically part of the sympathetic nervous system which, it may be
remembered, does not provide for body cooling.

Those who love beautiful animals (and I most certainly do) will object that a
horse can sweat profusely and can then catch cold as a consequence. True, but there
are two important observations to be made about this. First, sweating in horses is
the result of exercise, not of a rise in body temperature. What triggers the sweat
gland activity is a rise in adrenalin in the blood, not a rise in temperature in the
body as a whole. The gland activity is not strictly thermogenic and only serves to
cool the body by accident. Secondly, it is an inefficient system in any case, because
the horse does not have any concurrent peripheral vasodilatation that would
increase the transfer of heat to the skin surface, and its comparatively long hair
makes even evaporative cooling inefficient. In nature, it is doubtful whether a horse
ever sweats through the skin in order to maintain a normal body temperature.
Sweating may possibly serve some other function, as a bactericide or fungicide on
the skin, for example. It is analogous to the discomfort bordering upon pain which
a high temperature may cause a human being, resulting in emotional sweating
under the arms. Only a few animals actually sweat at all under normal
circumstances in response to a rise in temperature. As one authority has pointed
out, on a very hot, humid summer day it is the visitors at the zoo, and not the
animals, who sweat. The sweating of horses is an exceptional circumstance, since
it results from their being driven against their natural inclination to a level of
exercise which they would otherwise most certainly avoid.

It is a curious thing how frequently the theory of evolution has led to
disappointing results when used as a guide in research. James Hardy, one of the
most prominent physiologists to study the thermoregulation of the body, points out
that at one stage of his research cebus monkeys were chosen as substitutes for
humans in the belief that their thermoregulatory mechanisms would be much
nearer those of humans than would other animals, such as the cat or dog. Research
proved this to be quite wrong, the monkey being particularly poorly equipped to
prevent a temperature rise. He concluded that "the cebus monkey is not a good
experimental animal for bridging the gap between the data available on man and
that available on animals as regards temperature regulation."

What does appear from Hardy's work and from other sources is that the few
animals that have some ability to prevent a temperature rise by evaporative cooling
can be arranged in an ascending order of efficiency as follows. The monkey has
virtually no ability, the cat has slight ability, the dog has greater ability still, the
horse even more, and man almost complete. Somewhere between the dog and man
must be placed cattle. The interesting thing here is that the ability to regulate body
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temperature by evaporative processes appears to increase according to the level of
domestication enjoyed by the species, the monkey being least so, the cat next, and
so on. Some dog lovers would claim greater domestication for the dog than the
horse, but in those conditions under which sweating is likely to be necessary—i.e.,
a high work rate—the horse is undoubtedly better domesticated than the dog. Few
would question that a harnessed horse is normally more completely tractable than
a harnessed dog. I would conclude from all this that in nature no animal even
begins to approach the level of physical efficiency of man's evaporative cooling
system, least of all these particular monkeys.

As we shall see, the uniqueness of man in this respect results partly from the
fact that he is a fallen creature with a bodily efficiency that is very low, probably not
more than 20 percent. We shall examine later why he sweats on this account. 

Before we leave this general consideration of the subject, it may be of interest
to note that animals have numerous ways of keeping themselves cool. Some small
rodents are supplied with ample spittle and wash themselves thoroughly if they are
feeling too warm, the evaporation of the spittle providing them with sufficient
cooling. Some other small animals are supplied with a specially structured tail
which acts as a heat exchanger when positioned in a certain way and allows them
to reduce body heat. The sweat glands of dogs and similar creatures are in the
mouth, and the rapid exchange of air in panting provides them with sufficient
evaporative cooling. Prehistoric animals, like the dimetrodon, were equipped with
a sail-like structure on the back which served probably as a heat exchanger, acting
in two ways: to remove body heat in hot weather and to gain solar heat in the cold.
Some animals make the adjustment by reducing basal metabolism, while others
immerse themselves in water or burrow into the cool ground. Birds lift their wings
slightly.

Whatever the means, the fact remains that there are limitations which generally
restrict the species to a certain temperature zone. Man is virtually free of such
restrictions, partly by reason of his ability to produce an artificial environment by
clothing and shelter, but also because of his ability to resist a temperature rise by
copious sweating and the consequent evaporative cooling. Not infrequently this
copiousness may seem to be wasteful. But a considerable body of evidence exists
to show that the few elements which do exist in the sweat are of importance to man,
since his body is thereby washed with a slightly acid solution which serves to
protect him against bacteria and fungi. Unevaporated sweat, which seems to be an
overcompensation and a pure waste of body fluid, turns out to have a value of its
own. In the one area of the body where the acid might be dangerous to himself,
namely, in the forehead region, the sweat is prevented from running down into his
eyes by the eyebrows.

As Scripture says, truly we are "wonderfully and fearfully made".

�
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Chapter 2

The Sweating of Fallen Man

It is customary to associate the sweating of man with the Fall. Yet it must be
apparent from the very brief survey already made that it seems to be performing a
vital, albeit natural, function for him. The question is, To what extent can we say
that man sweats only because he is a fallen creature? Can we say this at all, in fact?
The answer, I think, is undoubtedly Yes. Moreover, the affirmative applies
especially to that type of sweating which is most copious, namely, thermal
sweating. But it also applies to emotional and mental sweating and, as we shall see,
in one particular area of the body uniquely so. This one area we consider in the final
chapter. Let us here examine the situation in its other aspects.

First of all, it should be said that, while we are indeed fearfully and wonderfully
made with a fantastic number of self-regulating physiological feedback mechanisms
to ensure the maintenance of health, our bodies are not particularly efficient. Nor,
for that matter, are engines of human design. A steam engine has an efficiency of
about 9 percent, the rest of the available power in the fuel that is consumed being
"wasted". A highly refined aircraft engine may go up to 40 percent or a little better,
which still leaves much to be desired. The human body has an efficiency of about
20 percent; the other 80 percent of the energy available in the "fuel" we consume is
lost from the body in the form of heat. To be more exact, it is not all lost, for a
certain percentage is used to accelerate chemical reactions and thus render the body
slightly more efficient in times of stress. However, it remains that something like
75 percent of the energy which would presumably be available to a body that was
perfect is not available to us. The efficiency of animals, on the other hand, is
remarkable. On a few seeds and some stored resources a bird may make an
unbroken flight of several thousand miles. A fish weighing several hundred pounds
may swim the ocean on about ten pounds of food. Domesticated animals suffer in
the process of domestication because of the artificial foods and an artificial
environment.

One might ask whether, if man uses only one-fifth of the energy in the food he
eats, could he not perhaps eat only one fifth of the normal intake and be just as well
off? There are two problems with this. The first is that the body can extract only this
small percentage of available energy whether he eats much or little. This is not
strictly true, but it is nearly so and suffices for the present discussion. Some people's
bodies are more efficient than others and they seem to have enormous energy
reserves accompanied by a small appetite. Others stuff themselves endlessly yet
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continue without energy. All of which means only that the figure of 20 percent
applies to that non-existent individual, the "average man".

The second point is that if we only ate one-fifth of what is normal for us, we
should be everlastingly hungry. Only man has a hunger which regularly exceeds
the absolute requirement of his body. Animals seem to know not merely when they
have had enough but exactly how much and of what foods to eat. This has been
remarkably demonstrated in certain studies, referred to in another Doorway Paper1

which the reader may wish to pursue for himself. What has been said of hunger
applies equally to thirst. Man is the only creature that drinks when it is not thirsty.
Conversely, when he becomes dehydrated for any reason, he will not drink more
than about one-third of what he needs. The sense of thirst is then satisfied, and the
impulse to drink more is lost. On the other hand, animals such as the dog or burro
will drink until they have all the water they require, thirst being regulated by water
lost. It is evident that man's thirst and appetite have somehow gotten badly out of
kilter with his physiological needs. But not so the animals.

This line of reasoning seems to me to imply that a perfect man would either
need less to eat or would have the same appetite but an enormously increased
vitality. Is it possible that the patriarchs who lived to such great ages not merely
had more energy in the sense that this is reflected in longevity, but also had more
energy in the simple sense that they were stronger? Were their bodies more
efficient, it is also possible that they had a lower metabolic rate, for experiments
with animals show that a reduced metabolic rate results in longer life. Although the
life span declined after the Flood, nevertheless those people may have retained a
physical vigour far in excess of our own, and the vast monuments of antiquity with
enormous stones cast about as though by veritable giants may just possibly be
accounted for in some such way. It was not that these men were necessarily taller,
but rather that the same muscle fibers had greatly increased contractile strength.
While it is perfectly true that this strength seems now to be dependent upon the
level of blood supply rather than the actual volume of muscle, this may not be the
whole story; for them, nearer to Adam, the muscle fibers themselves may have had
greater strength.
     Following along this line of thought, there is evidence—quite apart from
Scripture—that man may have changed his diet at one time, having originally been
herbivorous rather than omnivorous as he now is. His now-troublesome appendix,
according to George A. Dorsey, may have at one time aided him in the management
of a more fibrous diet. The eating of meat does not seem to have been a part of the
habit of antediluvian man. If man was able to do in those days what he is now able
to do in the way of sustained activity with his mixed diet, then he must have had
a more efficient body. It is well known to those acquainted with the ways of such
animals as horses and deer, whose diet is entirely herbivorous, that they must be
eating a large part of the time since such "fuels" are low in energy value relative to
meats. It is because of this that Indians were able to run down horses, merely by
keeping the horse moving so that he could not stop to eat but ultimately tired out
and surrendered. Perhaps it is because man's life span dropped so seriously and his

1. Custance, A. C., "Nature as Part of the Kingdom of God", Part II in Man in Adam and in Christ, vol.3
of The Doorway Papers Series, Zondervan Publishing Co.
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possibilities of achievement were thereby so drastically reduced that God, in His
wisdom, saw fit to appoint him flesh for meat with its more highly concentrated
energy sources. But this was to accommodate a fallen creature. Quite apart from the
fact that his appendix troubles him because of the change, he pays another penalty
as a direct result, which is nearer to our present subject. A vegetable diet normally
provided less concentrated energy and fewer calories than a diet containing meat,
so that the tempo of his life was slower; but the higher metabolic rate resulting from
his now-mixed diet, while it allowed a higher sustained tempo of activity, also
necessitated the elimination of more heat and consequently a higher sweating rate.
The original diet may have elicited very little sweating indeed. 

Bearing in mind that, for every 100 calories of potential energy ingested, man
must somehow rid himself of about 75 in the form of heat, as long as the
environmental conditions permit him to rid himself of this heat load he maintains
the proper deep body temperature and gets along fairly well. He may possibly
make some adjustments to a perpetually higher or lower temperature by a slight
reduction or increase in his metabolic rate. But the rest of this excess heat must be
removed by one of four avenues: convection, conduction, radiation, and
evaporative cooling. He gets convective cooling in a cool breeze or where the heat
from his body is allowed to rise and there is no heat gain from the surrounding air.
Conductive cooling results more directly through such agencies as cold water or
standing on a cold floor or getting wet in the cold so that the clothing becomes
waterlogged. Heat loss by radiation occurs whenever the objects in the environment
directly in line with the body are at a lower temperature than the skin surface. An
example of this might be an underground tunnel, even though the air in the tunnel
is artificially heated above skin temperature. These are merely examples to show the
kind of avenues that may present themselves. But for most of the time for probably
most people in the world, it is the evaporation of sweat that provides men with the
best protection against a temperature rise in the body. Sweating, therefore, is a
critical requirement for man as he now is, and especially if he is to be active. This
is an important qualifying factor, for in very hot weather most animals in nature
keep cool by reducing their activities. Of course, they have other means as we have
seen, but these other means are contributory rather than dominant. Man is such a
restless creature, so filled with ambitions and aspirations when he is in normal
health, that being human and having the capacity for a high level of sweating are
almost synonymous terms.

In summary, then, the tempo of life of unfallen man would probably have been
much slower, metabolism greatly reduced, and the need for thermal sweating very
much less than it now is.

So much for thermal sweating. What about emotional sweating? Well, here we
are on less secure ground. We do not know exactly what is the function of
emotional sweating, but we do know that as a rule it is the only kind of sweating
associated with that rather unpleasant accompaniment which the deodorant
manufacturers find most profitable to exploit—body odour. Emotional sweating
occurs chiefly under the arms, as we have seen, and the turbid fluid secreted is very
different from the pure fluid of thermal sweat. These glands are referred to as
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osmidrotic, which means simply that the secretion has an odour. The substances in
this fluid become the food of bacteria, and in time the odour becomes strong, acrid,
and unpleasant. The interesting thing is that before the age of puberty—one might
almost say before the age of accountability—children either do not produce this
sweat at all or only in greatly reduced quantities.

Now, almost everyone is aware of the acute sensitivity of animals to odours.
Everyone knows how sensitive dogs are to the scent of things associated with
humans, for example. Years ago in England I used to indulge in the ancient sport
of fox hunting with my parents. We were always warned as children that if we had
observed a fox passing along a certain route nearby we should never under any
circumstances cross its trail. It is a simple matter of fact that the leading dogs of a
full pack of as many as sixty or one hundred animals hot on the scent of the fox may
lose the trail at that point where a human has stepped across it, especially when
there is dew on the ground. Such is the animal organ of smell. It has further been
observed that animals are able to detect when a human is afraid of them. Animal
lovers often remark upon this, and those who have had the doubtful privilege of
associating with bulls in a barnyard will know that somehow this doughty warrior
responds in a rather characteristic way to the attitude of any human in its
immediate presence. It may be quite docile and friendly in the presence of
fearlessness, or perhaps better, in the absence of fear—which is not quite the same
thing. But in the presence of fear it appears to be disturbed or downright
aggressive!

It is equally a matter of common experience for adults to find that the hostility
which they often meet with in a strange dog of mean disposition may be totally
absent in the presence of young children. In fact, the indignities which some
animals will endure with apparent indifference at the hands of children is often a
matter of surprise.

I have a theory about this. My theory is that the emotional response of fear in
humans elicits an axillary sweating with its characteristic odour. Most of the time
we are unaware of this odour. I say "most of the time" because it is not always so.
A friend of mine who is a major in a paratroop company has told me that before a
drop, the cabin of the aircraft develops an almost overpowering odour which is
most unpleasant and seems to result from the tension and anxiety of the men who
are about to make the jump. In this case, the level of anxiety is great (even though
concealed if possible) and the odour correspondingly readily detected by other
humans. In the case of fear which is mild or perhaps even almost unconscious,
psychic sweating may be very low indeed—but it is readily detected by animals. 

When I suggest that animals react to this odour, I mean, of course, at an entirely
unconscious level. They are not aware of the cause of their reaction. But their
response is one of hostility or uneasiness, causing them to be aggressive and to
attack, or to flee.

But not so with very young children, partly because children do not "know
enough" to have any fear. Consequently, a little child may walk up to a thoroughly
bad-tempered dog and slap its face or pull its tail and the dog will walk away
almost as though ashamed of itself. The absence of fear is accompanied by an
absence of emotional sweating, and the absence of this stimulus to the animal
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permits a far more harmonious relationship between them. Subsequently, when the
sweat glands have developed fully, this natural harmony may be disrupted. This
suggests to me, since fear is cast out by perfect love, that were we able to love
perfectly, our relationship to the animals might very well be just that which Isaiah
pictures for us during the Millennium. And as their moral governor, this
"declaration of peace" might extend itself within the animal kingdom so that even
the wolf and the lamb, the lion and the ox would dwell together in peace and a little
child lead them.

Nor can we leave this thought altogether without remarking upon one further
fact regarding sweating. Older people tend to have this emotional sweating reaction
depressed with age, a phenomenon which may not be altogether unrelated to their
gradual recovery in many cases of certain childlike qualities. Ambition is largely
past in such people, and a certain unsophisticated trustfulness and simplicity may
replace the hostilities of former years. The tensions of middle age are relaxed, so
with this relaxation, emotional sweating is reduced—one more justification for
referring to this period of life as a second childhood.

There is another interesting discovery in connection with fear and sweating
rates and pain. It is found that a clear distinction can be made between the stimulus
of an experience which is both fearful and painful, and the stimulus of an
experience which is merely painful. For example, although the sweating reaction
in response to pain is very rapid, occurring within one second, so that there is no
question as to the specificity of the reaction, quite painful stimuli will often elicit no
psychic sweating whatever. In the absence of fear, women in labor have shown little
psychic sweating until the contractions are severe and pain has become intense. On
the other hand, patients waiting in a dentist's office sweat profusely if they are
apprehensive, and this sweating is found to increase markedly as soon as work on
the teeth begins even though only slight sensations of pain are experienced. Here
is an anomaly: in one case painful contractions which are unaccompanied by fear
elicit no sweating response, but a mild dental operation when accompanied by fear
elicits profuse sweating. This suggests that an organism as a whole becomes much
more highly sensitized to the feeling of hurt when fear is also present. A common
illustration of this, of course, is to be seen in the case of sudden and unexpected
injury. Such injuries can be exceedingly severe, but in the absence of fear, the sense
of pain at the time can be enormously reduced or even absent altogether. A man
may lose a whole limb and not even be aware of it at the time, no pain whatever
being experienced. When such injuries are both sudden and unexpected, fear is
entirely absent. Probably this phenomenon of depressed pain sense is the basis of
Dr. Grantly Dick Read's claim that normal childbirth could be much less painful if
the mother were so completely prepared for it that the element of fear is reduced
to a minimum level. His objective was to have childbirth without fear, rather than
childbirth without pain. Indeed, there are not a few experiences in daily life which,
though painful in themselves, are accepted without serious discomfort or even with
pleasure when unaccompanied by fear. There are other examples. For instance, in
rough and tumble sports (boxing, wrestling, and bronco-busting) one accepts hurt
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with a kind of fierce exultation if it contributes to victory. A painless triumph brings
little satisfaction.

There is also evidence from measurements taken on the footpads of animals that
severe pain is required to elicit sweating, a fact which seems to demonstrate clearly
that in nature an organism accepts pain without anxiety to a remarkable extent. The
outward evidences of suffering which many animals display when injured are
really very difficult to interpret because even decerebrate animals, i.e., animals with
all the brain entirely removed above the level of the pons—which therefore have no
consciousness whatever, still show signs of suffering when painful stimuli are
applied, yet there cannot possibly be any actual experience of pain. So we may
surmise that the cruelty of nature is rather more apparent than real.

My conclusion from evidence of this kind is that an enormous amount of
suffering among humans results from fear rather than from the painful stimulus
itself. One might perhaps see in this some grounds for believing that while perfect
love casts out fear, it may also markedly reduce the experience of pain—a fact
which, if it is true, may throw some light on what appears to the onlooker as an
extraordinary fortitude on the part of those who are enduring torture or martyrdom
on account of their love for the Lord. We feel in anticipation that such agonies
would be beyond our powers of endurance, but we may be overlooking the fact that
such experiences are perhaps the last step in the perfection of those who are called
upon to endure them. Being made so nearly perfect, fear is virtually cast out by love
and with it a large proportion—perhaps all—of the pain.

Would Adam have sweated in such ways, if he had not fallen?
The answer to this, I think, is Yes and No. He would have sweated naturally,

though in great moderation, to maintain thermal equilibrium. This kind of sweating
is possible for man in a unique way, and body temperatures are maintained in a
changing environment without the slightest discomfort and without our awareness.
As we have seen, the fluid secretion of thermal sweat is probably the most dilute
fluid the body is capable of producing, so that it may appear on the skin in small
quantities as virtually pure water and with no greater discomfort than would be
experienced by washing one's hands and face. The refreshing experience of a cool
breeze stems very largely from the fact that accelerated evaporation is taking place
from the skin. The efficiency of this system of thermal regulation is truly
remarkable. Thus thermal sweating in moderation for the maintenance of normal
body temperature is a perfectly healthy and harmless physiological experience, as
normal as reasonable hunger. There is no odour and no residue. However, when
metabolic rates are greatly accelerated due to sustained or violent exercise, or to the
specific dynamic action of food taken in excess, then profuse sweating with its
much less pleasant accompaniments must take place to remove from the body in the
form of heat the wasted energy which our fallen bodies can no longer make use of.
Such stresses would presumably never have been the lot of unfallen man, or at least
would not have been a necessary element in his eating of his daily bread.

As for psychic sweating, it is probable that in his pristine glory Adam had no
fear to provoke it and therefore maintained perfect harmony with the animals; the
mental energies required to cope with the events of each day were handled so easily
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with his giant mind that mental sweating was equally foreign to his experience. As
our bodies have been reduced to an efficiency of about 20 percent, so it seems we
now use at the most only an estimated 2 percent or so of the available resources in
our minds.

What if our bodies and our minds were 100 percent efficient. . . ?

�
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Chapter 3

The Uniqueness of the Brow

And so we come, finally, to the few significant statements which are found in
Scripture on the subject of sweating. They are few indeed: Genesis 3:19; Ezekiel
44:18; and Luke 22:44. The first is a most familiar passage; the second seems almost
incidental; and the third might not refer to sweating in the ordinary sense at all. Not
much to go on, but. . . .

The least-involved reference is in Ezekiel 44:18 which speaks of the priests of the
temple:

They shall have linen bonnets upon their heads, and shall have
linen breeches upon their loins; they shall not gird themselves with
anything that causes sweat.

There are several points of interest here. Linen is far superior to wool for
clothing, if one desires to avoid overheating. The technical reasons for this need not
be entered into here except perhaps to state that the layer of trapped air in a woolen
garment (and still air is a good insulator) is much greater than in a linen one.
Furthermore, it is much harder to remove substances secreted from the body,
whether sweat or oil, from a woollen garment unless one has the proper kind of
soap. In Deuteronomy 22:11 it was specifically stated that garments made up from
a mixture of wool and linen were not to be used. In those days the method of
washing a linen as opposed to a wool garment was quite different and could not be
successfully applied to a mixture of wool and linen. Moreover, fibers of a wool
garment may also stimulate reflex sweating by their microscopic stroking action
against the skin. Altogether the clear object of this injunction to the priests was the
avoidance of the less pleasant phenomena associated with sweating, namely,
odours and stained garments. The garment of righteousness which is to be provided
for the saints is a linen garment (Revelation 19:8). The only garment we are capable
of providing is one "spotted by the flesh" (Jude 23), "spotted" without a doubt by the
sweat of the curse. I think the allusion is clear, for such a garment is not soiled from
the outside but spotted by the flesh itself.

Genesis 3:19 directly associates with the Fall the sweating of one particular area
of the body, namely, the face.2 Facial sweating is very largely limited (in many

2. Regarding the translation of "face" as "brow" in Genesis 3:19. The Hebrew word   'aph here rendered
"face" literally means "nostril" and is usually found in the plural form as in Genesis 2:7. However, it
came to mean any part of the face and more especially the forehead, which was touched to the ground
in the oriental form of greeting described in Genesis 19:1. In the Septuagint the word is regularly
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people entirely so) to the brow. It is important to notice this circumscribed
association because, as we have seen, even unfallen man would have sweated over
the general body surface. It is clearly the brow that is singled out here. Since Ezekiel
44:18 is aimed at avoiding the outward evidences of the Fall, reference is made not
merely to the loins where thermal sweating occurs, but also to the brow where
emotional and mental sweating occur, for the bonnet likewise was to be of linen.

Why is the brow so important? Why does the curse single it out? The answer to
this is partly physiological and partly spiritual. We are concerned here mainly with
the physiological aspects of the problem.

It may be recalled that on the palmar region sweating may be due to the mental
or thermal stress, and in the axillary region (under the arms) sweating may be due
to emotional or thermal stress. In each case there is possibly something in the way
of dual innervation. In the brow region a unique situation exists, for here sweat
glands respond to all three kinds of stress: thermal, emotional, and mental. The
innervation must be highly complex, and the actual details are not yet clear. One
thing known with reasonable certainty is that, of all areas of the body where
temperature regulation occurs by modifying the blood flow or by sweating, the
brow region is maintained with the greatest stability. It appears to be highly
important that this area be kept at the proper temperature. Why is this so?

The vital structure, the metabolic activities of which may cause a rise of
temperature in this region, is that section of the brain comprising the frontal lobes
which may very well be the main feature in the central nervous system
distinguishing man from the animals. It is here that man's powers of abstraction
seem to be concentrated or localized, if one can speak of localization. The power
which provides man with a means of exercising faith, of seeing with the mind what
cannot be seen with the eye, of formalizing a system of beliefs with respect to his
God that satisfies his rational mind, and of communicating this to others by the
written or spoken word is dependent upon his ability to think in abstract terms. He
is uniquely man for this reason. All human activity which is above that of other
animals finds its inspiration and ultimately depends upon its direction through this
forepart of the central nervous system lying behind the brow. The metabolic activity
here is quite high, and the temperature sustained during mental exercise must be
held within narrow limits to assist the processes of thought. Regulation of
temperature in this area is not merely a simple matter of preventing a temperature
rise. Rather, it is a matter of maintaining a certain ideal level, for a reduction in
temperature is no more desirable than an elevation.

The defence against a temperature rise in this area is provided by evaporative
cooling and is so adequate that if the sweating were distributed over the whole
body for evaporative cooling, as much as two thousand calories could be removed
per hour—a truly fantastic heat loss! It is found by contrast that in the only
domesticated animals so far examined for differential sweating rates over the whole
body surface, the lowest sweating rates are in the forehead region. Evidently for
such animals it is not vitally important to regulate the temperature here within
closely defined limits, for within the skull in this region there are no higher centers

rendered by the Greek  prosopos, meaning "face."
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of supreme importance comparable to man's frontal lobes that require special
protection against overheating.

The whole of man's vital activities—physical, mental, and emotional—are here
in the closest association integrated and consummated. The Fall has affected the
whole man. While the sweat of his body might have shown him to be a decadent
creature physiologically considered, and the sweat of his hand decadent mentally,
or the sweat of the armpit emotionally so, the sweat of his brow means simply that
the whole man is fallen. There is no way in which Adam could have known this fact
except by revelation, and the very latest findings of physiological research bear out
the eminent appropriateness of the statement, "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou
eat bread." 

Finally we come to Luke 22:44, where it is written:

And being in an agony He prayed more earnestly: and His sweat
was as it were great drops of blood falling down to the ground.

Luke was a physician, and Luke's Gospel portrays the Lord Jesus Christ
pre-eminently as the Son of Man, the Last Adam. There is no specific statement in
the text that this bloody sweat appeared on the Lord's forehead. Yet it has always
been reasonably assumed that only if it were so could an observer have noticed it
and reported it with such careful attention to detail. The First Adam under the curse
was to sweat ordinary sweat from his brow. The Last Adam, the only other person
mentioned in Scripture as having sweated, was not yet under the curse, and
therefore the question arises whether we are here dealing with a physiological
phenomenon that is in any way comparable. Was this ordinary sweat, or even
sweat at all?

It may be known to the reader that Luke 22:43, 44 are missing in some
manuscripts. However, one of the strongest arguments for their genuineness is the
fact that this particular event is described in what may be called strictly medical
terminology. In his book, The Medical Language of St. Luke, W. K. Hobart has shown
that the Greek word rendered "sweat" peculiar to Luke was much used in medical
language, the nature and quantity of sweat being considered by early physicians of
great diagnostic value. Hippocrates frequently refers to this fact and, much later in
history, Galen followed suit. The second part of the passage, "drops of blood," also
peculiar to Luke, was likewise an expression very common in medical language. In
fact, Aristotle himself uses the term "bloody sweat." But it appears that many of
these early physicians recognized such a sweat as merely comparable to blood and
not identical with it. Luke seems to recognize this when he speaks of it being "as it
were" rather than simply being "in fact" a bloody sweat.

Luke, of course, was not present, so he is supplying interpretive information
under inspiration which the original reporter presumably was not able to do.
Evidently one of those present in Gethsemane observed this strange sight and was
able under Luke's questioning to provide the latter with sufficient detail that he
could express it in strictly medical terminology.
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Man may actually sweat blood in the most literal sense, but only after extreme
dehydration, i.e., a loss of about 20 percent of his body weight as water. In a sense
this is not really sweating but rather the periodic escape of blood through fractures
in the cutaneous layer which results from its extreme dryness. Even when this
occurs, it does not usually occur in the forehead region but in those parts of the
body where there is a considerable flexing of the skin, as in the cheeks, the lips, or
the neck.

There are some animals which are said by local people to sweat blood, such as
the hippopotamus. However, this is not really blood at all but rather a highly
coloured form of sweat resulting from excitement and containing compounds that
render it chromidrotic. It looks like blood. The same phenomenon has been
observed from time to time in humans in periods of extreme emotional stress, a
phenomenon which has led some religious people to associate it with our Lord's
bloody sweat. The Roman Catholic Church, referring to these local manifestations
of coloured sweating as stigmata, have even used them to establish "sainthood," as
in the case of the so-called palmar bleeding reported of Theresa of Konnersreuth.

In his textbook, Anthropology, Alexander Goldenweiser refers to the fact that the
performance of a shaman involves considerable psychological energy and is not
simply an act. The shaman feels himself driven to perform, and if he resists this
"drive" he may sweat blood and his actions become those of a madman, his
suffering being acute. This is rather remarkable, because the inspiration here spoken
of is surely of demoniac origin. When he resists this demonian inspiration, the effort
may be so great as to cause a bloody sweat. However we interpret it, the spiritual
battle is real enough.

We are not really any closer to an understanding of what occurred in
Gethsemane. All that can be said with assurance is that the Last Adam in some way
comprehended in His own divine mind all the forms of toil of man as He prepared
Himself to be the sacrifice which would be sufficient, and as He battled with
spiritual forces. Beyond this it does not seem possible to penetrate. But of the
importance of the brow in the light of man's fallen state and the fact that the Lord
did indeed sweat uniquely in this unique area, there can be no doubt whatever.
Even in this circumstance, the Plan of Redemption is somehow beautifully and
appropriately rounded out.

�
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Appendix: A Guide to Scientific Literature

Virtually every statement in this paper can be supported authoritatively from
the literature on the subject which, as we have indicated, is voluminous. It did not
seem necessary or desirable to document this material by specific references, which
would have taken the index to a total of several hundred entries. It seemed simpler
and probably sufficient to adopt a slightly different plan. We have presented below
a small bibliography of the most important works, whether books, reviews or
papers, dealing with the subject as a whole. This is followed by a list of journals,
available in most large libraries, containing frequent articles on various aspects of
the sweating mechanism.

As a guide to the reader who wishes to pursue the subject further, we are listing
the names of the most important authorities past and present. It should be
comparatively simple to look in the annual index of any of these journals for any
one of these names. It is a virtual certainty that their contributions will deal with
some aspect of the subject matter of this Doorway Paper—though of course without
my bias!

Books
Adolf, E. F., Physiology of Man in the Desert, Interscience Publication, New York,

1947, xiv and 357 pages.
Karpovich, P. V., Physiology of Muscular Activity, Saunders, Philadelphia, 1956, xvi

and 340 pp. Very extensive bibliographies.
Kuno, Yas, Human Perspiration, C. C. Thomas, Springfield, IIIinois, 1956, xvii and

416 pp. Probably the best work specifically on sweating.
Newburgh, L. H., editor, The Physiology of Heat Regulation, Saunders, London, 1949,

x and 457 pp.
Rothman, S., Physiology and Biochemistry of the Skin, University of Chicago Press,

1955, xiv and 742 pp. A classic work, beautifully written.

See also:
W. C. Randall, "The Physiology of Sweating," a special article in American Journal of

Physical Medicine, vol.32, 1935, p. 292-318.
S. Robinson, "The Measurement of Sweating," in Methods in Medical Research, vol.

6, 1954, p.100-120.
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Journals and Annual Reviews
American Journal of Physical Medicine
American Journal of Physiology
American Journal of Medical Science
American Medical Association Archives of Dermatology
American Review of Physiology
Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry
Annual Review of Physiology
British Medical Journal
Journal of Applied Physiology
Journal of General Psychology
Journal of Investigative Dermatology
Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
Journal of Physiology (London)
Pharmacological Reviews
Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences
The Psychological Bulletin
Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology

Authorities

Adolf, E. F.
Bass, D. E. 
Bazett, H. C.
Belding, H. S.  
Benzinger, T. H.
Buley, H. M.
Burton, A. C.
Buskirk, E. R.
Chalmers, T. M.
Cummings, V.
Dale, H. H.
Darrow, C. W.   
Dubois, E. F.

 Edholm, O. G
 Feldberg, W.
 Gagge, A. P.
 Hardy, J. D.
 Herrington, L. P.
 Hertzman, A. B.
 Hurley, J. A.
 Ladell, W. S. S.
 List, C. F.
 McGregor, I. A.
 Peet, M. M.  
Randall, W. C.
Ranson, S. W.

Richter, C. P.
Robinson, S.
Rothman, S.
Seckendorf, R.
Shelley, W. B.
Silverman, J. J.
Sonnerschein, R. S.
Way, S. C.
Weiner, J. S.
Winslow, C.-E. A. 
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Introduction:

The Moulding of a Preference

This is a very short paper. The opinions expressed in it are entirely personal
ones: some of them are highly controversial.

All my life I have been at heart Anglican—even when I never went to church.
As a child growing up in England and in the country, I became accustomed to
hearing the beautiful sound of church bells ringing out far and near, and though not
supporting the institution of worship personally, I always felt a kind of nice feeling
to know that there were people who did—Anglicans, that is. It never really
occurred to me that the people who went on Sundays to "those other churches"
were really going to worship. As a Public School boy I always understood that they
merely went to debate and talk to one another. Of course, there were occasions
upon which it was proper to go to church (Christmas and Easter, for example), and
on these occasions I used to feel on the whole that it was a good thing, but not for
a steady diet.

As boys we had our own version of the Psalms which contributed nothing to
our sense of worship, but made it rather fun trying to fit the same number of words
into the line without losing one's place so that one didn't start singing up when
everyone else started to sing down. In fact, I vaguely recollect that there was a
published book which was a take-off on the Psalms that used to circulate around
the school. The author, I think, called himself Artemas.

During the sermon in church we often used to watch spiders and things
crawling around on the walls and we always assumed that they grew to their giant
size at the expense of the corpses which we took for granted were deposited in the
walls of the church behind the plaques which memorialized them.

Despite all our irreverence and total unawareness of any reality behind what
was going on during the service, we nevertheless somehow imbibed something of
the awe and mystery of worship and, I might add, developed a not altogether
unhealthy fear of the Lord.

During the holidays most of us enjoyed a glorious freedom living with the
strong Christian "conviction" that as long as we didn't try to discourage anyone else
from going to church, we were doing all that was expected of us as budding
gentlemen in English society. At the same time, we lived in some awe of "the old
people" (aunts, grandparents, etc.) who were devout and whose devotion we
assumed provided a measure of protection for the rest of us. When I left home
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finally and came to Canada and there underwent the process of initiation into the
mysteries of milking a cow and hitting the pail, or chopping wood and not hitting
oneself, these rather nostalgic recollections of worship remained with me and
undoubtedly preserved me from adopting the low standards of living which most
of my co-workers in the bunkhouse adopted.

Some four years later, I became a Christian while attending the University of
Toronto and at once entered into the wonderful experience of worshipping in
fellowship with other Christians. This experience took place in a Brethren
environment, and the apparently complete freedom and spontaneity of all that went
on was a delight to my soul. And yet within a year or two I began to miss
something which, in retrospect, I think was in some way the consequence of the
very freedom and spontaneity which had at first proved so stimulating.

One day I returned to an Anglican service and was truly amazed to find how
much "content" there was in the prayers and responses which I now entered into for
the first time with some understanding of what had been in the minds of those who
first formulated them. In fact, I came to the conclusion that the people who wrote
them must have been Christians! Indeed, the more I thought about it and the more
carefully I studied and used the Anglican prayers, the more I became convinced
that a liturgical form of service could be (please note "could be" not "is") far more
helpful and meaningful for a child of God than a service in which the same leading
brethren are called upon in succession to offer their same heartfelt yet very limited
prayers. As I listened week after week I realized increasingly that their so-called
extemporary prayers, for all their extemporaneity, were remarkably narrow in
outlook, limited in terminology, uninspiring in terms of spoken English and
liturgical in their repetitiveness. And I honestly doubt whether I paid any closer
attention to what was being prayed about, in spite of the genuineness of my
experience as a Christian, than I do now when some Anglican minister, who has
very little real knowledge of the things he is speaking of, drones through the
prayers which are appointed for the day. There is this profound difference,
however: namely, that no matter how miserable he happens to feel or how out of
sorts he is, he is called upon and enabled to lead my thoughts into some of the most
profoundly evangelically oriented and theologically sound and beautifully
expressed petitions that it is possible to conceive. And the breadth of subject matter
is in no sense limited by the narrowness of view of the man who leads. There is
repetition, it is true, but a fair analysis will show that it is not nearly so extensive as
it is likely to be when one or two people are regularly called upon to lead the
congregation entirely on the basis of their own personal experience and interest.

In spite of all the possible abuses, I have become convinced myself that a
liturgical form of service is a better medium of worship for the educated man than
any other. But the use of such a form of service inevitably brings with it certain
other elements in the total milieu of divine service, each of which is not precisely
essential to it but does tend to contribute to this highest form of human exercise.
And here what I have in mind is the architecture of the building, the music which
accompanies not merely the singing of praise but other parts of the service, the use
of formal ritual, the simple beautification of the surroundings by adornment of
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various kinds—in short, all those other elements which are ideally intended to
create the right frame of mind or atmosphere for awe and worship.
     All these things—architecture, music, imagery, ritual, liturgy, the forms of art
intended to assist in the act of worship—these are the main topic of this paper.

�
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Chapter 1

A Place to Meet or a Place of Worship

Every good in this life can be a source of evil. I sometimes think that one of the
most deceiving things in the world is human eloquence. Should we seek to
diminish it where it exists, or redeem it for the Lord? It is all too true that an
eloquent man may have a profound influence upon a congregation for good or for
evil, but the fault lies basically, not in eloquence, but rather in the end which it is
made to serve.

Beautiful architecture or music or literature or art may, like eloquence, be made
to serve the wrong end: but none need necessarily do so. The knowledge that the
introduction of art in any of its forms into a worship service may be dangerous by
ministering to man's aesthetic needs as though they were synonymous with
spiritual needs has led many earnest Christian people to avoid them altogether. By
the same token, fear lest wine should minister to man's lower appetite has led one
Christian group to abandon the celebration of Holy Communion. In both cases
these people are being guided by experience which stems from situations that are
not necessarily everywhere the same. These people tend to fail to reach or
communicate with those of good taste who, merely because they have good taste,
are not as a consequence indifferent to spiritual things nor unaware of spiritual
needs and who often prove upon conversion to be outstanding leaders in the
household of faith. Such people are frequently helped initially when they find
themselves in an atmosphere not entirely lacking in those evidences of culture
which have been a normal part of their everyday environment

Perhaps some good may be served by looking simply at these various artistic
"aids" to worship to see inwhat sense they are justified, in what way they contribute
helpfully with benefit to the worshipper without their becoming an aesthetic
substitute for a spiritual reality.

Briefly I should like to present my own personal feelings about this whole
matter by considering successively the questions of architecture, music, the graphic
arts, and finally, liturgical form.
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The church door is open and one steps inside. In the rush of life, one has
suddenly felt the need to be alone with God for a few moments. It may happen that
the building is modern in every sense: brightly lighted, polished hardwood floors
that reflect the chairs and the lights, a flat ceiling, bare walls, virtual absence of
adornment, broken only perhaps by a Scripture text painted across the end wall.
One sits down in a modern chair that, in spite of the austerity elsewhere, has for
some reason been designed for comfort; finding nothing to kneel on, one leans
forward touching one's head against the chair in front—and tries to "sist" oneself
before the Lord. Is one really helped in an atmosphere so essentially aseptic, to
move from a secular world which places so much emphasis on precisely the same
things that give this environment its character, into the presence of One who is,
after all, awe-full and far removed—for all His gracious approachableness?

Perhaps it is another church door: this time, heavier, larger, quite unlike our
own front door, and requiring that much effort to open it that, when we have
passed inside, the outside world is shut out in a much more positive way. A few
steps bring us into the center of a building whose columns reach upward and meet
far overhead in such a way that there is not the slightest sense of being "shut down"
from heaven but rather of being lifted up. Everywhere there is a majesty both in size
and in conception. Here, one feels, is a building that is a worthy habitation for God,
even though we know that God is not enclosed in buildings made with hands. The
very "vastness" of such a structure tends to humble one and to create a hush. It
seems as improper to speak out loud here as it seemed natural to carry on a
conversation in the other building. It seems more appropriate in this vastness to
sense the presence of the Lord and to be silent before Him.

There can be little doubt that as we personally draw nearer to the Lord we are
drawn nearer to all others who are in His fellowship. But I have been in many
places of worship where one might judge the reverse to be true, that by a conscious
drawing together in fellowship—usually borne witness to by exchanging greetings
with as many people as possible—one is then as a consequence drawn nearer to
God. I feel this is reversing the true order of worship, and in this I am not alone.
Donald P. Hustad wrote:

And how do we approach such a God as this? Coming "boldly"
to the throne of grace (Heb. 4:16) does not mean brashly, or
irreverently, but soberly. It is obvious that we can properly prepare
our hearts to come into His presence only in an attitude of quietness,
of heart searching. Yet so many times, in the five minutes preceding
the typical morning service, the atmosphere is more like that of a
convention or a community gathering, in which we are more
concerned with meeting our friends than with meeting God.

It is obvious that true worship, even though practiced
corporately, is a voluntary, personal, and private act, and no two
persons can prepare to worship in the same manner.1

1. Hustad, Donald P., "Music for Worship, Evangelism, and Christian Education" in Bibliotheca Sacra,
October, 1960, p.303. 
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While it is up to us personally to remind ourselves that this is the house of God,
there is surely no need for us to design our places of worship in such a way that we
may easily lose sight of their identity as places of worship and mistake them for
convention halls or even pseudo-theaters. The identity of the house of God should
be unmistakable by being quite different from any structure we design for secular
use. Consider the prayer of Henry Yevele, the Master Mason of Canterbury
Cathedral:

And I built my nave: and I determined there should be no
mistake about what it was, or what purpose it was meant to serve.
It should be a good thing, a vast clean building. Immeasurably lofty
pillars should raise their shafted heights to Heaven, undistracted; a
great hall of prayer, which should teach men to be simple. There is
nothing eccentric about my nave: it leads men simply and calmly
upwards.

It may well be true, as Mercer Wilson said, that many of these wonderful places
of worship in England and Europe were paid for out of money received from the
sale of Indulgences. But it cannot be denied that these monies were spent ultimately
to the glory of God when they could easily have been accumulated by those who
collected them for selfish purposes. The average man lived in comparative poverty
insofar as his own personal conveniences were concerned. The labors of each day
were not put into the bank to be spent selfishly. What wealth the common man had
was surrendered for a cause which, whatever else may not be said for it, can at least
have this said in its favour, that the end-result was a thing of lasting beauty. Anne
Fremantle observed in this connection that people gave not only money, but labour.
Archbishop Hugo of Rouen described the mood of the times in a letter to Bishop
Thierry of Amiens:

The inhabitants of Chartres have combined to aid in the
construction of their church by transporting the materials [...].   The
faithful of our diocese and of other neighbouring regions have
formed associations for the same object;  they admit no one into their
company unless he has been to confession, has renounced enmities
and revenges, and has reconciled himself with his enemies. That
done, they elect a chief, under whose direction they conduct their
wagons in silence and with humility.2

Can one imagine any builder today, even a builder of churches, requiring that
all his workmen first confess their sins and promise to live in harmony with their
enemies before being allowed to proceed? Is it any wonder that there is an aura of
worship in all the ornamental figures that adorn such buildings? Kenneth Clark
remarked upon this same phenomenon—the production of a spiritual art by men
who were really at heart very much of the earth, earthy. Speaking of the carved
statues adorning such cathedrals, he said:

2. Fremantle, Anne, The Age of Faith, in Great Ages of Man series, Time-Life, New York, 1965, p.125.
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I believe that the refinement, the look of selfless detachment and
the spirituality of these heads is something entirely new in art.
Beside them the gods and heroes of ancient Greece look arrogant,
soulless and even slightly brutal. I fancy that the faces which look
out at us from the past are the surest indication we have of the
meaning of an epoch. Of course something depends on the insight
of the artist who portrays them. If you pass from the heads of the
master-mason to those of his more old-fashioned colleagues you are
back in the slightly woozy world of Moissac.

But good faces evoke good artists—and conversely a decline of
portraiture usually means a decline of the face, a theory that can
now be illustrated by photographs in the daily papers. The faces on
the west portal of Chartres are among the most sincere and, in a true
sense, the most aristocratic that Western Europe has ever produced.3

In itself formal beauty has no spiritual power. The man who was laid at the
temple gate which was called Beautiful was apparently little benefited (Acts 3:2).
Yet lack of beauty is not therefore to be preferred. Today we often justify the
plainness of our own places of worship on the grounds that there is no excuse for
spending vast sums of money when so many are in need elsewhere in the world.
Unfortunately, the "vast sums of money" thus saved are expended in smaller sums
by each one of us for new washing machines and dryers and other such things. We
adorn our own homes and feel no particular need to excuse it. The house of God
remains unadorned because the expense is unjustified.

One factor, of course, is our fear lest what is designed as an aid to worship shall
become, instead, first of all a prop and then a substitute. A spiritual awareness may
then become merely a kind of aesthetic uplift—which lasts only as long as we are
"there". This argument, however, is not really valid unless the unadorned
environment serves the purpose more effectively—which unfortunately it all too
frequently does not.

It seems to me that we have gone to the other extreme in many of our little
gospel churches because of our fear that the spirit is only contaminated by the body
and would be far better off if entirely free of it. Scripture might seem at first sight
to lend some support to this view but, professing as we do to believe in the
resurrection of the body, it cannot be altogether true that man would be better
without it. It is, in God's economy, an essential component of man's being, and
while it must be ruled by the spirit it cannot be altogether ignored by it. As John
Taylor has aptly put it:

It is important that we should not confuse these two dimensions
of duality [vertical and horizontal], nor suggest that body belongs
more to the animal pole and soul to the spiritual pole, of man's
spirituality. Body and soul are parallel and interpenetrating along
the whole range of man's being; his soul is involved in his animal

3. Clark, Kenneth, Civilisation, British Broadcasting Corporation and John Murray, London, 1971, p.56.
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nature no less than his body; the body shares in his spiritual
experience as well as the soul.4

Years ago I used to attend a prayer meeting where we sat around in a circle on
straight-backed chairs and discussed the needs we were going to pray about, and
then we all turned around and knelt down on the hardwood floor facing away from
each other. One very mature Christian member of that prayer circle had the habit
of bringing a small cushion which quite unobtrusively she would slip under her
knees as she knelt down. This used to bother me because, basing my judgment on
my own immature, idealistic, and highly artificial sense of "dedication", I equated
lack of comfort with achievement of spiritual vigour. In her wisdom this lady spoke
to me one day, having perceived my unspoken disapproval, and said, "When one
gets to my age, a hard floor like this is so very uncomfortable to kneel on that I find
myself spending more time thinking about my discomfort than thinking about the
Lord." 

I am sure she was right. Just as we sometimes tend to equate poverty with
spirituality, so we tend to equate discomfort with dedication. I think both equations
are false. Our bodies make demands upon us, and to ignore those demands often
leads to a breakdown of our spiritual strength. It was surely recognition of this fact
which made the Lord call Elijah aside for a period of recovery after his great victory
on Mount Carmel (I Kings 18 and 19). It is important to note that this recovery
process—recovery, be it remembered, of his spiritual strength—was a process in
which chief attention was paid to his body. He was allowed to sleep, provided with
food by providential means the moment he awoke, and then allowed to sleep again.
This cycle was repeated. Sometimes when we are extremely tired we try to recover
our strength by making a tremendous effort to pray and study and enlarge our
devotional life . . . only to find we keep falling asleep. Personally I believe we
should not allow this tendency in such a situation to grieve us too much but should
accept it as part of God's economy and just go to sleep. It is not such a terrible thing
to be found asleep on one's knees. Livingstone slept his last sleep this way . . . and
Stephen also.

So some provision must be made in worship for the comfort of the body. Once
again we run the risk of allowing something which should be a help to become a
hindrance. Like music and architecture and air conditioning, padded seats and
padded hassocks may be either a help or a hindrance. We do not solve the problem
which exists in each of these situations by using unrefined music, "naked"
architecture, thoroughly uncomfortable pews, and hard kneelers, all in the
supposed interest of unworldliness, self-discipline, and "pure spirituality."

I am persuaded personally that every effort should be made to make the house
of God as beautiful as it can be and so designed architecturally that it both lifts us
up and humbles us and makes us feel the mystery which surrounds the fact that
little creatures like us, creatures of time and space, can somehow make contact with
the everlasting God, the Ancient of Days, for whom no house is large enough and
yet who is pleased to meet us here.

4. Taylor, John, Man in the Midst, Highway Press, London, 1955, p.17.
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Quietly one takes a seat, perhaps noticing a few others are present. The first
sense is usually one of relief at being seated! One kneels down, seeking to find a
posture of relaxation. After a moment, one tries to assure oneself of the Lord's
presence, stilling the thoughts that came in with one, thoughts of the busy-ness
outside, of the store clerk who didn't give very attentive service, of a rude car
driver, of the person who marched through a door and let it swing in one's face, of
a hundred little frictions that wear away at our peace and good nature . . . All are
trivial, but each of them as part of the stuff of life contributes to our weariness and
distraction.

With a jolt one realizes one's thoughts have been wandering already, and a fresh
effort is made to turn to the Lord. Outside a car puts on its brakes too quickly . . .
and a train of thought is almost on its way: but again one forces attention back to
the presence of the Lord. What energy it requires to be really "there"!  For a few
minutes there is silence, until two people a little further forward begin to carry on
a conversation in a whisper, conversation which might have been quite bearable if
they would only speak out loud and be done with it. For the most part all one can
hear are the esses.

One wishes that people would keep quiet, that the outside sounds would stop
for a while, that the comings and goings within the building could be hushed for
a few moments at least, that one could get quietness, real quietness, for just long
enough to assure oneself that the Lord really is listening.

Yet, somehow one knows that this is only part of the problem, for too great a
silence is almost as distracting as too great a noise . . . because we are not used to it.
We may often find it easier to study in a library where other people are also
studying than in the silence of our own room, even though in the library situation
there are constant "distractions". In the same way it may be easier to meditate and
pray where others are similarly engaged, even if they do make noises. Perhaps it is
the sharedness of the experience which helps the feeling that we are not being
isolated from man merely because we are seeking the Lord.

The point is an important one. It is a well-established fact that we operate at our
best in the kind of environment that has become most familiar to us. A dog that
pulls constantly against a leash, eager, it seems, to run ahead and explore the world,
will often lose all such eagerness when set free! So our search for complete silence
is sometimes a misguided one, for we are simply not used to it and it may be even
more disturbing than the noises from which we seek to escape. David said, "Oh, for
the wings of a dove—far away would I fly and be at rest." It seems like it. But I
doubt whether it is true in any abiding sense. The religious folk who fled to the
seclusion of the monasteries soon found they had to impose upon themselves a
more severe regimen of discipline than the daily knocks in real life had imposed.
We are not at our best when we try to exclude the world entirely, because the
atmosphere then tends to become so strangely unreal that it is itself a source of
disquiet. Even a retreat seems best carried out with other people. As Kretchmer
rightly said, absolute isolation is death.

So we need an environment free of distraction, not because it is utterly silent,
but because the distracting noises are masked by something that is not itself a
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source of distraction. Music may form this mask in a unique way—but it is a very
special kind of music.

A single note played continuously might conceivably achieve the desired result.
In his early years, Livingstone found it easy to study with the hum of machinery all
around him but very difficult when the machinery closed down. Yet a single note
would take some time to become accustomed to, and the real problem for most of
us is that we don't have that much time.

On the other hand, while a melody or a rhythm might be far more pleasing, it
would have the same basic defect of drawing attention to itself. Experience tells us
that it is difficult to turn a deaf ear to a familiar and pleasant melody. The moment
the music entertains us, the moment we begin to notice that it is nice music, then in
the context we have in mind, it has become a distraction rather than an aid to
meditation. What is required is a background of sound—pleasant to the ear but not
insisting upon a hearing by reason of either its volume, its rhythm, its melody, or
its familiarity—which will successfully drown out all other sounds and leave what
amounts to an apparent quietness.

The writing of such music is an art—perhaps better, a fine art—for there is a
very sensitive balance between mere monotony of sound and attention-catching
variations. To my mind a composer or a musician who interprets the composition
is doing a great disservice to the worshippers when he seeks in any way to entertain
them or draw attention to his own art. Occasionally in the time before the service
one may find the organist playing familiar hymns. Without the slightest doubt, his
intentions are good—but in fact he is robbing us of freedom: the freedom to
meditate our own meditations.

Of course, it may be argued that we have so lost the power of meditation that
we must either have our thoughts guided for us by music that has some familiarity
to it, or we must be given something to read (usually a message on the back of the
church folder), or there should be no raised eyebrows if we freely carry on a
conversation with our neighbour. I think undoubtedly that some of these tendencies
are encouraged in modern forms of church architecture where we find ourselves in
what is, after all, merely another room. Many colleges use the chapel as a
classroom—perhaps one really ought to say, use the classroom as a chapel—a
practice which arises from necessity, no doubt, as a separate chapel costs money .
. . But the practice undoubtedly encourages the absence of awe and reverence,
makes us a little less careful to remember the words "God is in His holy temple, let
all the earth keep silence before Him," and robs us of one of the most fruitful
avenues of spiritual growth—private reflection in the Lord's presence.

Clearly, then there is a place for art in worship, but it is a fine art, requiring real
inspiration for its creation, a unique kind of music which belongs in Christian
worship and probably no other. This is not to say that other kinds of music don't
also belong, though, if I read Scripture rightly, the only music that really pleases
God is that which we make in our hearts unto the Lord, whether we are singing
with or without accompaniment. I'm quite sure that a musician may play his
instrument unto the Lord, but his instrument should accompany his heart; all too
frequently, I fear, our hearts are supposed to accompany the instrument. Perhaps
there is no other way, human nature being what it is.
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Praise expresses itself naturally in music, even when we least suppose. Joseph
F. Daltry rightly observed:

Although most Quakers and a few others have largely excluded
it from their worship, the greater part of mankind expresses
religious joy most easily through music. Among civilized men the
point is readily illustrated by such exclamations as "Hallelujah,"
"Amen," "Hosanna," and "Praise the Lord."[...].

These words are seldom enunciated as they are in ordinary
speech. One does not hear the brief "Hallelujah" of the well-bred
curate reading the Sunday morning lesson, one hears
"Ha-a-a-le-lu-u-ujah," the vowels sustained over a substantial period
of time on notes of definite pitch. It is a song rather than a spoken
utterance.5

Of course, many people feel that the reverse is equally true: music not only is
inspired out of the heart but may itself become an inspiration where the heart is
lacking it. One often hears people speaking of how much they "enjoyed"—i.e., were
inspired by—a musical program. But it is not certain what the nature of this kind
of inspiration really is, for it appears to be highly transient. Susanne Langer has a
word to say on this:

Music is known, indeed, to affect pulse rate and respiration, to
facilitate or disturb concentration, to excite or relax the organism,
while the stimulus lasts; but beyond evoking impulses to sing, tap,
adjust one's step to musical rhythm, perhaps to stare, hold one's
breath, or take a tense attitude, music does not ordinarily influence
behaviour [...].

On the whole, the behaviour of concert audiences after even the
most thrilling performances makes the traditional magical influence
of music on human actions very dubious. Its somatic effects are
transient, and its moral hangovers or uplifts seem to be negligible.6

She then adds in a footnote the following:

For an exhaustive treatment of the physical and mental effects of
music see the dissertation by Charles M. Disserens, "The Influence
of Music on Behaviour," (1926). Dr. Disserens accepts much evidence
that I would question, yet offers no report of practical acts inspired
by music, or even permanent effects on temperament or disposition,
such as were claimed for it in the 18th century.

5. Daltry, Joseph F., "Religious Perspectives in College Teaching: In Music," Hazen Foundation, New
Haven, no date, p.27.
6. Langer, Susanne, Philosophy in a New Key, New American Library, New York, 1948, p.17. 
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One is reminded of the transient effect which music had when David played his
harp to quiet Saul's troubled spirit. The quietness appeared to last no longer than
the music; or if it did last a little longer, certainly the effect was not permanent, for
David had to be called again and again. The point Susanne Langer makes about the
effect of music lasting only as long as the music itself may perhaps bear some
relation to the fact that certain types of architectural setting may in a similar manner
assist one to achieve a meditative or prayerful frame of mind. For here again this
effect is in some very real way connected or tied to the particular setting in which
it occurs, and to leave the building and to mingle with the crowd on the street again
is often to lose the reflective and prayerful spirit quickly. Neither beautiful music
nor beautiful architecture has any permanent or even very lasting effect for good.

The point is an important one, because the transient effects which these art
forms have upon the worshipper are apt to be mistaken for something much more
profound than they really are. They assist us to lift ourselves with the least possible
delay out of the hurly-burly of daily life into an atmosphere of quiet contemplation
conducive to prayer and reflection. But they do not in themselves have any carrying
power. In many Anglican churches there is an atmosphere in the sanctuary (that
part of the building immediately surrounding the "altar" or table) which makes it
easier for us to feel the presence of the Lord in a very "local" sense. This seems to be
a gain if life is so hectic that we need this kind of assist to escape from the busy-ness
outside. But the more concretely this sense of the presence of God is bound up with
the environment within the church building itself, the more difficult it may be to
leave the building without at the same time losing the sense of the Lord's presence.
Many Anglicans, as they leave their pews, turn to the altar and, as it were, bow their
adieu. This is a practice which must indeed sadly confirm the worshipper's sense
that he is not only leaving the house of God, but going out from the presence of the
Lord. To this extent, then, the gains which accrue from making it somewhat easier
to feel oneself in the presence of God must surely be balanced against the very real
loss of the sense of the Lord's presence which may result from departing from this
particular kind of atmosphere.

It seems likely to me that any particular place where the Lord has met us in a
special way will tend to be a place where we will again find it easier to meet the
Lord. Jacob was reluctant to lose sight of the spot where his encounter had taken
place, perhaps for this reason. So a simple little gospel hall with its bare walls,
uninspiring architecture, harsh lighting, and institution-like seating arrangement
may nevertheless sometimes provide an atmosphere because of past association
where it is easy to lay aside the cares of the world and feel oneself in the Lord's
presence in a special way. Nevertheless one wonders whether this rather stark kind
of environment may not have a somewhat different effect upon the visitor who
comes in without such associations and who may not even find in himself any very
great readiness to worship the Lord.

Perhaps the place of beauty in worship, whether of music or architecture or
setting as a whole, is not so much to lead people to the Lord—which I'm sure it
never does in itself—but to make it a little easier for the mind to recover in the
shortest possible time something of the sense of quiet mystery which must always
be associated with the fact that creatures of time and space such as we are can come
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into the presence of God who dwells outside of time and space. Still, we must
remind ourselves that what begins as an assist to worship may become a substitute
in which "enjoyment" of the music and "appreciation" of the architecture take the
place entirely of seeking the Lord's presence, of coming before the Lord for
forgiveness and cleansing and strength, and for offering thanks.

There are people who earnestly believe that any kind of church building at all
is a mistake, since God is everywhere. Yet these same people would probably
readily admit that even within their own home there are certain places—a room, or
a desk, or perhaps even a chair—which have become in a special way a meeting
place with God and where they find it requires less effort to think about the things
of the Lord. We are, after all, circumscribed by both time and place so that it is a
good thing to set not only a place apart, but even a time apart. Obviously we might
all agree in a local community that we would worship "together" at some set time,
each in our own "private little chapel," as it were; but it seems unlikely that any very
great spirit of unity or feeling of corporate existence as a local body of Christ could
result from such an alternative. In this case, if we are agreed that we should meet
together in some place set apart for worship, that place must acquire by the very
nature of things the status of a house of God in a special way. Should we not, then,
seek to beautify it to the end that everything about it may serve to help us
reverently and in the shortest possible time to achieve a state of preparedness for
corporate worship? The thing which has to be guarded against somehow is leaving
the impression that God can only be worshiped there.

From this, I think it is fair to say that a body of believers is something more than
a mere aggregate of individuals, and therefore a house which they share is
something more in the sight of God than merely a convenient meeting place. It
ought to be different entirely from all other places where men assemble to work or
play or live together. In the strictest sense it should be set apart: that is to say, it
should be a holy place. 

�
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Chapter 2

Just How Beautiful are Thy Courts, O Lord?

When I was taking a course in anthropology at university, we had a professor
who was virulently opposed to everything connected with Christianity. His
sarcasm indeed added spice to his lectures and consequently he tended to have
quite responsive groups of students. At the end of one year, I remember they gave
him a "diploma" which, with his name inscribed upon it, was presented to "the most
popular iconoclast". His approach had all the appearance of being profound, but
one had only to study last year's notes to realize that it was atrociously
repetitive—jokes, anecdotes, snide remarks, and all! He spent about two or three
weeks of lectures dealing with primitive superstitions and emphasizing that
civilized man had left these things far behind him. He added, "No intelligent man
in his right mind believes any longer, for example, in the resurrection of Jesus
Christ." 

This was too much for me. When he had paused for a moment, I put my hand
up and with some surprise he looked across the classroom and said, "Yes?" I said
with considerable trepidation, though I hoped it didn't show, "Just to keep the
record straight, I do." There was no laughter, and the professor looked down with
a half-smile, then a minute later continued his lecture.

After the lecture was over, a girl came up to me who was the daughter of one
of Toronto's famous hockey players and said, "That was a very brave thing to do."
I was a little embarrassed. I suggested that it might not have been a very wise thing
to do. A moment later another fellow came up to me and shook my hand warmly
and told me his name. He was a student from Leyden University and, as it turned
out afterward, a very devout Roman Catholic. Thereafter we always sat together,
and he became one of the most genuine friends I've ever had. When I left the
university at the end of the year, he gave me a beautiful volume of photographs of
his own little church in Holland—"little" in its external dimensions, but
breathtakingly beautiful in its proportions and its adornment. The roof was marked
by a long series of flying buttresses on each side, and seated astride each one of
these buttresses were four or five life-sized figures. I am convinced that they were
real portraits, and they represented every conceivable type of character who might
in any way have contributed to the building of this beautiful structure. There are
photographs of scores of them, most of them looking up to heaven in adoration.
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Here are to be found the architect, the mason, the accountant, the bricklayer, the
rich man, the poor man, the young man, the dying man, the musicians, those who
prayed, the official recorder, men, women, children, and even pets! One of them is
evidently a convict who somehow added his contribution. The building is alive
with the spirit of all kinds of people. Inside, the adornment is continued with
life-sized standing figures, and these too were undoubtedly real people.

Despite this crowded company and despite the fact that, according to my friend,
the photographer spent seven years at government expense taking these
photographs, there does not appear to have been any image of Christ. In this I think
the designers and planners of this house of God were guided completely aright.

I am strongly persuaded, though I know it is only a personal opinion, that it is
wrong to seek to create any image of the Person of the Lord. How can one know
what He looked like? We have no description in the New Testament, and every
attempt we make to create an image is invariably an image in our own likeness. It
is perfectly true that He was made in the likeness of man, but of what man? Black
man? White man? Yellow?

We have witnessed in recent years some remarkable and very sad illustrations
of this principle. The black novelist James Baldwin was quoted in Time (8 July, 1968)
as blaming the black man's plight in relation to freedom on this kind of supposedly
worshipful portraiture. He said:

The Christ I was presented with, though he was born in Nazareth
under a hot sun, was presented to me with blue eyes and blond hair;
and all the virtues to which I as a black man was expected to aspire
had by definition to be white.

There is reputedly a Christian "prayer room" somewhere in Jerusalem open to
the public. On one wall is a beautiful frame, but there is no picture in it.
Underneath, apparently, are the words "Whom having not seen, we love." It is
possible for any man of any race and any colour to see those words and fill that
frame according to his own sense of what is true of the Lord. Surely this is
appropriate and should be sufficient. We are pampering the flesh with our pictures
and being offensive to three-quarters of the people in the world by our sentimental
re-creations.

Again and again one hears of people of other cultures rejecting the message of
the gospel, or at least being prejudiced against it at first, because the Lord whom we
present to them is presented in the image of a white man—more precisely, a
Nordic—often with fair hair and blue eyes. How wrong this practice is at heart.

In recent years, nativity scenes have been painted by nationals in which the
figures themselves are all native. I have several which are African (with Negro
types), Polynesian (essentially Mongol types), and even a Chinese "Last Supper".
And though such pictures may come as a shock to us they are fully as justified and
as truthful as our own. The Lord was the Son of Man, not the Son of an
Indo-European only. . . .  The "only" is critical here, for the Lord summed up in
Himself all types of men, all colours, all races—all men. Although I cannot logically
explain it, I'm quite sure that in the melee of races present in Palestine during our
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Lord's earthly ministry, people of all colours looked upon the Lord with adoration
and did not observe that He was any different from themselves. This is a mystery,
of course, and such things cannot be set down in printed form successfully. So
while our endless reproductions of the Lord doing various things, many of them
beautifully printed and some of them truly moving, satisfy our need for visual
representation and stir our imagination, these same illustrations are a stumbling
block, indeed a positive barrier, to people of other cultures whose mental image of
the Lord must be in terms of their own visual world.

Curiously enough, pagan philosophers as well as writers of more recent times
with no particular Christian convictions have been more perceptive in this regard
than the Christian public. For example, the founder of the Eleatic School, a Greek
institution of Southern Italy, whose name was Xenophanes or Kolophon, made the
following observations: "Men imagined gods to be born, and to have clothes and
voices and shapes like theirs [...]. Yea, the gods of the Ethiopians are black and
flat-nosed, the gods of the Thracians are red-haired and blue-eyed [...]. Yea, if oxen
and horses and lions had hands and could shape with their hands images as men
do, horses would fashion their gods as horses, and oxen as oxen [...]."7 Herbert
Butterfield, the Cambridge historian, quoted a marvelous little poem by Rupert
Brooke about the kind of heaven fishes must be looking for!        

. . .  somewhere, beyond Space and Time, 
Is wetter water, slimier slime 
And there (they trust) there swimmeth One 
Who swam ere rivers were begun, 
Immense, of fishy form and mind, 
Squamous, omnipotent and kind; 
And under that Almighty Fin 
The littlest fish may enter in.8

Comment is hardly necessary. In a paper by Grant Reynard entitled, "Christian
Art: A Painter's View," the habit of identifying images of God with ourselves is
again underscored. The author wrote:

Then there are the great painters of Italy—the primitive
authority of Cimabue and Duccio, passing into the early Giotto and
Fra Angelico and Piero della Francesa with the coming of tenderness
into Christian art without loss of strength, and moving on through
Mantegna, Masaccio, to Michelangelo, Titian, Raphael, Veronese,
who portray the gamut from the Christ of humility to the regal,
lordly Christ of the Venetians; the portrayals of the crucified Lord,
the depositions, the pietas of early French painting, northward to the
superb Flemish Van Eycks, Rubens, and the Germanic Albrecht
Durer. All these almost countless delineations of the Savior bear the
stamp of nationality. The Italian, French, Flemish, and German

7. Koestler, Arthur, The Sleepwalkers, Hutchinson, London, 1959, p.24.
8. Butterfield, Herbert, Christianity and History, Bell, London, 1950, p.118.
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painters make Him one of them. El Greco, despite his Greek origin
and Italian training, identifies Christ with a tortured Spanish
school.9

Reynard added:

Strangely, the Bible does not describe in detail the Lord's
physical appearance. Yes, He is "a Man of Sorrows" and He weeps;
His feelings are disclosed but not His physical features. It is as
though God desires that we worship His Son for His Deity and His
Saviorhood alone.

It is all too true. We cannot conceive of God except in terms of ourselves, and
by the very nature of our limitations, by the term "ourselves," we mean our racial
type—including skin colour.

A few years ago a tremendous stir arose in the United States because of the
utterances of a rather short, stocky, black man who called himself Father Divine.
Whether he really believed in himself or not is hard to say, but his followers
certainly did. Most of his followers were blacks, but not all by any means: and his
wife was white. That it should be so very difficult for most of us even to conceive
how anyone could ever imagine that God looked like that should be a warning to
us that the non-white world may properly take the same attitude toward our
representations of the Lord which portray Him so utterly unlike themselves.

Ethnocentrism is extraordinarily subtle in its influence. In the Song of Solomon,
these words appear in almost all English translations: "I am black but comely" (1:5).
In view of the fact that the Hebrew here translated "but" is far, far more often
translated "and" elsewhere, it might be considered odd that the rendering "but"—
with all the implications it bears—should be adopted in even the most recent
translations (the Revised Standard Version, for example). We introduce this
disjunctive particle because we find it difficult to think normally of anyone being
beautiful whose skin is so different from our own. What beauty, therefore, can we
really expect the Negro to see in the Lord when we portray Him in our image? Or
do we expect him to have far greater spiritual understanding than we ourselves
have? The issue is not merely a cross-cultural one but even interpersonal, for each
of us inevitably creates his own mental image of the Lord. This is a freedom we
must be allowed. Thus it is disturbing to see a Christian bookstore with ten or
twenty vastly different pictures of the Lord because each one, far from enlarging
our view of the Lord, is asking us to accept the artist's conception instead.

Perhaps there are occasions when some individual is helped by a particular
portrait of the Lord, but it seems doubtful if this is sufficient justification for leaving
the rest of the world with the kind of impression which non-religious people tend
to have, of a Person with very little if any strength of character at all. The Christian
message is thus distorted and may even have objectionable connotations to others,
just as the idea of Father Divine being a representation of God appears objectionable
to us—not primarily because of what he was but because of what he looked like.

9. Reynard, Grant, "Christians and Art: A Painter's View" in Christianity Today, 31 January, 1964, p.4.
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For fear of misunderstanding because of racial tensions which always exist
between peoples of different cultures and colours, I should like to restate exactly
what is meant here. We are so constituted that it is difficult to seek the Lord without
some kind of mental picture of the One we are seeking. Such a mental picture must
inevitably be in terms that relate to our idea of what a perfect Person would not
only be like but also look like. Inevitably we envision someone who is not greatly
unlike ourselves. The man whose skin colour happens to be black does precisely the
same thing and with fully as much justification. So our visual images naturally
diverge widely and it is impossible to say which one is right, if either. But in the
nature of things, we tend to accept our own vision as the correct one and therefore
the other man's vision as false. Indeed, we may find his vision not only false, but
shocking. From his point of view, he may find ours equally so. Thus, while we are
seeking to worship the same Lord, we may find ourselves completely out of
sympathy with one another.

Not only the pictures but the language we use can be a barrier. If we insist that
everyone must read the Word of God in English because we are equating our
particular translation with the Word of God, then obviously we would be doing a
great disservice to the rest of the world. God must speak to each man in his own
symbols, even though it is the same Lord and the same message. One of the
extraordinary things about the Word of God is its translatablenes—which certainly
cannot be said of the pictorial illustrations sometimes added to elucidate the text.

There are some who question whether any visual images are necessary or even
helpful in enlarging the truths of Scripture. Le Comte du Nouy said:

Many men who are intelligent and of good faith imagine they
cannot believe in God because they are unable to conceive Him. An
honest man, endowed with scientific curiosity, should not need to
visualize God, any more than a physicist needs to visualize the
electron. Any attempt at representation is necessarily crude and
false, in both cases. The electron is materially inconceivable and yet,
it is more perfectly known through its effects than a simple piece of
wood. If we could really conceive God we could no longer believe
in Him, because our representation, being human, would inspire us
with doubts.10

And it is unquestionable that our representations of the Lord must, in the minds
of people of other cultures, often inspire more doubts than faith. Indeed, one might
argue that the making of any kind of representation of God in graphic form is a tacit
acknowledgment of spiritual immaturity, a kind of "crutch" to help the
feeble-spirited. A pure symbol instead might be more justifiable. A quiet chapel with
a table instead of an altar, upon which were the simple emblems of a cup and a loaf
of bread and perhaps a towel, would be much more telling in certain circumstances
than an illuminated statue of Christ, it seems to me.

10. Du Nouy, Le Comte, Human Destiny, Longmans Green, London, 1947, p.134. 
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It has even been questioned whether pictorial representation of any biblical
event is really a gain. P. T. Forsyth put it this way:

Most of the art which we associate with Scripture narrative only
conspires with a thousand other influences to petrify the Bible for
us, to turn its dignity into stiffness, its solemnity into pompousness,
its sanctity into mere decorum, its beauty into prettiness, its passion
into sentiment, its movement into a strut, and its radiance into tinsel.
And when we try to escape [...] we rush into the opposite extreme
[...].   We reproduce the exact conditions of life in Palestine; but we
only get the statue, we do not get the life and soul. We transliterate
but we do not translate.11

Modern technology has so multiplied the means for pictorial representation
(cameras, TV, modern printing methods) that we have become "imaginatively lazy".
Children still imagine, but they are not children for as long as they used to be.
Perhaps as children of God we ought to get back once more to the exercise of pure
imagination where the subject matter is really spiritual. And get beyond such
picturings. Nevertheless, moderation in all things.

And I still believe that the beautiful little church of my friend from Holland with
its host of memorialized worshippers must make one very much aware of the fact
that the worship of God has properly always been a most healthful exercise among
men in all walks of life, ennobling even the most ignoble of them . . . also the
convict on the flying buttress. 

�

11. Forsyth, P. T., Religion in Recent Art, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1901, p.77.
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Chapter 3

Liturgy: A Help or a Hindrance?

Finally we come to the question of the form of the worship service, whether
liturgical (i.e., structured by the use of a prayer book) or free (i.e., making use of
extempore prayers only). According to the dictionaries, the term "liturgy" includes
both the prescription of prayers and the prescription of ritual for the ordering of
worship. To many of us of evangelical persuasion, the term "ritual" has unfortunate
overtones. Where it serves chiefly to entertain the thoughtless or mystify the
ignorant or glorify the priests, I think it is all bad. But there are some rituals—and
there really is no other way of describing them—that are very meaningful and
profoundly moving.

I remember talking at Campus-in-the-Woods in Canada to a young lad who was
a rugged individualist and had more than an ordinary share of spiritual problems
due to a rather rebellious spirit. He was telling me what really influenced him to
give his first serious attention to spiritual things. He attended a Meeting of Friends
and they performed the ritual of the washing of feet. He watched with mixed
feelings as others entered solemnly into the spirit of what was being done until
finally it came to his turn. When his feet also were washed, he broke down
completely, overcome by the magnitude of the human sentiment it involved. Such
a ritual has nothing whatever in it of entertainment or mystification or any such
thing. It was full of beautiful simplicity and meaning.

During one winter after that, a little conference for the deepening of "parish life"
was conducted by an Anglican minister in a house I have in the Thousand Islands.
At the close of this conference, at which the Lord was assuredly present, a simple
communion service was held for the nineteen people who took part in it. This was
a moving experience. But what moved me even more was the brief closing exercise
before everyone went home, an exercise which by its very nature must be classed
as a ritual. Starting with the minister himself and passing successively from one
person to the next, the first person held the second person by both hands and said,
"The Lord be with you." To which the second person replied, "And with your
spirit." The latter then turned to the next in line and said, "The Lord be with you,"
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to which this third person replied, "And with your spirit." And so the blessing and
salutation passed around the circle without affectation and with complete sincerity.
It seemed a fitting conclusion. Yet we do well to recognize that such rituals as these
lose their force if they become mere habit . . . which is the chief criticism leveled
against all liturgical forms of worship.

May I give one more illustration of another kind of ritual, but one which never
seems to lose its impact: the sharing of a meal. Some fraternities have as part of their
rules the requirement that all members must eat a certain number of meals together:
and I believe it has been rightly said that one never really knows a friend or a
brother in the Lord until one has shared a meal with him. The Lord shared many
meals, and actually it is difficult to think of very many great actions in His ministry
which did not involve some kind of sharing of food (e.g., Matthew 15:32f.; 26:20 f.;
Mark 6:30f.; Luke 19:7; 24:30; John 2:1 f.; 12:2; 21:9 f.).

In Revelation 3:20, the Lord illustrates the reality of His fellowship with us in
striking words which bear out the importance of shared meals. He said, "Behold,
I stand at the door and knock; if any man hear My voice, and open the door, I will
come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with Me."  One day, when a number
of young people were present in our living room, I quoted this verse, to one of those
who knew the Lord, as an illustration of the importance of this particular form of
fellowship. I was not aware that anyone else was listening, but about ten minutes
later one of the non-Christian girls in our group came up to me with a radiant face
and said, simply, "You said, 'Behold I stand at the door and knock; if any man hear
My voice and open the door, I will come in. . . .' Well, I did. And He did." And there
was no doubt that He had. The power of the Word of God is extraordinary.

This little story is in a sense by-the-bye, but the fact remains that the ritual of a
meal shared around the table has profound significance in the context of Christian
fellowship. There are therefore rituals of great value of which we should not rob
ourselves merely because some part of the organized church has adulterated them.
However, what I really wanted to speak of under the general heading "Liturgy" is
the matter of using formal rather than spontaneous prayers

The usual objection made to the use of written prayers is that the words quickly
become so familiar as to be meaningless. Yet no one hesitates to accept written
hymns for praise. There is no question whatever that they too can become
meaningless. I know from experience that I can sing a hymn right through from
beginning to end and yet, a moment later, not be able to recall one line! Should we
then discard the hymns? Should we merely have a tune for praise, leaving it to the
individual to set his own pattern in complete independence? This does take place
in some churches. But when it happens, the congregation as a whole ceases to speak
with one voice and the conflict of sounds, while the individual worshipers may be
edifying themselves, has a rather doubtfully edifying effect upon the rest who may
not feel in the same mood. Because the words of our hymns are written down, we
may not only sing together, but also encourage one another by the very
corporateness of the act. It is not an uncommon experience, when the spirit is low,
to find oneself lifted up by the very fact of joining in with the joyful singing of
others.
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This principle extends to written prayers also. One of the most important
aspects of a liturgical form of worship is that the spiritual ups and downs of the
individuals who are leading cannot have nearly so pronounced an effect upon the
rest of the congregation. A simple illustration: I have once or twice been suddenly
asked to lead in prayer at the end of a rather tiring day when I felt anything but
spiritually vigorous. I have never failed to marvel at the way in which, merely by
being able to recall the beautiful words of one of the Reformers' prayers in the
Anglican Book of Common Prayer, my own spirit was lifted as I used it to direct the
thoughts of those who joined with me. This might be called a crutch, I suppose. But
if we are lame at times, there seems every justification for being enabled to lead
others in a clear path by having such a crutch which is not only beautifully worded
and appropriately formulated, but absolutely sound theologically.

An unbeliever may read aloud the Word of God to the benefit of all who hear
it, because the Truth there is a double benefit for the hearers. Nevertheless, the
Truth has a power in itself and God can use it even in the hands of an unbeliever.
By the same token, the Reformers' prayers which embody profound truths can be
a great blessing to believers even when read aloud by a man who does not share
their understanding provided he is a capable reader.

Anyone who has studied carefully the precise wording of the great prayers in
the Anglican Prayer Book—the call to repentance, the prayer of humble confession,
the general thanksgiving, indeed every collect and most of the responses—will be
forced to admit that it is scarcely possible to conceive of a better way of expressing
the same thoughts. Consider one example. Upon occasion the minister will read the
Ten Commandments. It is not a bad idea for us to be reminded of them. But the
striking thing is the response which the congregation is called upon to make after
each one: "O Lord, have mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep this law."
Reflect upon this simple but profound little prayer. Where else should we start after
hearing one of God's commandments except by appealing for His mercy? And
then? Should we ask the Lord that we might keep this commandment? Or should
we thank the Lord that we are not under the law any more? Or should we
congratulate ourselves that we have not stolen or murdered or committed adultery?
I think not. I think the best we can do is to ask the Lord to "incline" our hearts to
keep these laws. This is realism.

It is true, of course, that the Prayer Book is not infallible, and that here and there
we run across statements which make us hesitate.12 But even here it is surprising
how often it turns out that those who formulated such statements were remarkably
near to the truth even when they seem to have been positively in error. In my
younger Christian days I benefited greatly by using the Scofield Bible: and I
remember when I first came across the footnote to Psalm 51 which states, with
reference to verse 11, that no Christian in the present age should ever pray "and
take not Thy Holy Spirit from me." I agree entirely. But it would be a mistake to
draw the conclusion from this—which I think is what Scofield really intended us
to do—that the Anglican response, "and take not Thy Holy Spirit from us," is
equally inexcusable. For a long time this disturbed me, and I refrained from making

12. Some of these, perhaps most, have been corrected in the Prayer Book of the Reformed Church of
England.
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the response whenever the occasion for it arose Then one day, reading John 14: 17,
I noted the words of the Lord: "And He [the Holy Spirit] shall be in you, and He
shall be with you". To me there is a clear distinction between these two phrases. In
the one case it is a matter of personal indwelling (i.e., in you), but in the other case
it is a question of corporate presence guiding the thoughts and plans and activities
of the local body as a whole (with you). We do not need to be warned that the Holy
Spirit will not abide in us, for I believe God promises the opposite. But we do need
the assurance when we are planning concerted action that God is with us and will
prosper the action we plan.

Thus I believe that by and large the liturgical prayers, at least insofar as they
reflect the spirit of the Reformers, can be a profound blessing to everyone who will
use them attentively. At the same time such a congregation is never left to the
caprice or spiritual idiosyncrasies of a minister who often carries a load which
leaves him in a continual state of exhaustion.

It should also be underscored, I think, that only by this method will a
congregation be led in their thinking to pray about a broad spectrum of concerns
in the world. It is a rare occasion indeed to find a godly man who, being habitually
called upon to lead in prayer, does not in time fall into the habit of praying for a
rather limited range of subjects of concern, using an equally limited terminology to
do so. I would say that as much time ought really to be spent in thinking about the
prayers which one hopes everyone else will follow and share and support, as is
spent in producing a sermon. Yet most of us assume that we can be quite
extemporary in talking to God but must be extremely careful in preparing what we
are going to say to God's children.

Finally, it may also be observed that even an unbeliever who has nevertheless
entered the ministry in sincerity of purpose may use the prayers of the Anglican
Prayer Book to lead a group of worshipers to their great benefit. Certainly the
language and literary form of these prayers is such that the most refined and highly
educated people are not hindered even if the minister himself is a man of
comparatively poor education. Perhaps such things ought not to be important, but
they sometimes matter. The decency and order so characteristic of liturgical
worship may lack something of the spiritual vigour of the "freer" forms of worship,
but this lack is compensated for by a certain solid spiritual permanence which has
allowed the Anglican Church, for one, to be revived under God again and again
even when it seemed it must surely be utterly dead.

One final point. I know there are times when one feels like staying away from
congregational worship of any kind. One goes through these periods now and then,
feeling out of fellowship or feeling that there simply is no real basis for fellowship
because there is no harmony of minds or the form of worship is not conducive. But
in my experience it is a bad thing in the long run to stay away for such reasons. We
are not to forget 'the assembling of ourselves together', and so much the more as we
draw near to the day of the Lord's return (Hebrews 10:25). J. Stafford Wright
summed up this problem rather nicely, I feel, when he said:
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One further point may be added about corporate worship. Here
we face the perennial problem of individualism versus corporate
life. If corporate worship is to be judged by the criterion "What do
I get out of it?" the individualist has a perfect right to stay away and
say, "I get far more out of my private devotions and meditations."
But worship is primarily Godward and is the outgoing of the
creature to the Creator. Secondly, corporate worship is the
recognition that we are members one of another, and "weak" and
"strong" alike come together to be linked in the service of God.13

Worship is, in fact, a service which we are privileged to offer to God, not a time
when we merely go to "get something" for ourselves.

So there we are. I am personally convinced that God's house should be like a
house of God, a place of great beauty and some mystery. I believe the music is to aid
private reflection and corporate worship and never merely to entertain. I believe the
adornment of God's house is proper provided that no elements are used which
might encourage idolatry. I believe there is much to be said for liturgical forms of
worship. I am, in short, an Anglican! But oh, how I long to see its service purified,
its message restored, its false doctrines expunged from some of the ordinances in
the Prayer Book, and its ministers indwelt by the Holy Spirit and alive unto God.

�

13. Wright, J. Stafford, What is Man? Paternoster Press, England, 1968. p.138.
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Appendix:

On Uninspiring Men and Their Inspiring Works

It is obvious that a man without spiritual understanding can nevertheless read
aloud the Word of God in such a way that the Lord's people are blessed by hearing
it. By the same token, any great artist can serve the purposes of God with his art
even though he has no personal knowledge of the Lord whom he is serving. It is
important to distinguish between the contribution which a man makes and the
spirit that moves him. Plutarch said:

Admiration does not always lead us to imitate what we admire,
but on the contrary, while we are charmed with the work, we often
despise the workman [...]. 

For though a work may be agreeable, esteem for the author is not
the necessary consequence.14

An important step toward resolving the problem of accounting for some very
inspiring works of art which have come from the minds of men who in their private
lives were anything but inspiring is pointed up by these words of Plutarch. He
shows quite properly that it is possible to admire the works which a man does
while finding little to admire in the man himself. This is an entirely scriptural
principle.15

I feel strongly that it is always important to guard against identifying a man's
character with the use he makes of his talents. No matter how inspiring the work,
it is not proper to assume anything about the character of the artist. To state it in
slightly different terms, one cannot assume that a life of noble effort is necessarily
the reflection of nobility of spirit. I say, we cannot assume . . . and by this I mean we
cannot assume either way, that the work reflects or that it contradicts the worker's
character. These things must be kept separate, not because they are necessarily
so—for great saints have achieved great deeds and wicked men have done much
wickedness—but rather because they do not necessarily coincide. Michelangelo's
Pieta does not necessarily mean that he was inspired by any love for the Lord. It is
possible that, moved by the cultural climate of his own day, he naturally channelled

14. Frank, Philipp, Philosophy of Science, Prentice-Hall, New York, 1957, p.27.
15. On this see "The Omnipotence of God in the Affairs of Men", Part IV in Time and Eternity, vol.6 in
The Doorway Papers Series, Zondervan Publishing Co.
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his tremendous energy, not toward a secular objective (as he might have done
today), but toward a religious one. It may even have been a religious exercise
expressed in artistic form without being a spiritual one. Indeed, it could have been
an act of devotion but still not a spiritual one. The statement is meaningful because
devoutness may be accompanied by hostility toward true Christian faith. It was
certain noble and devout Greek women who were stirred up against the early
Christians (Acts 13:50). An instructive combination, this: their devoutness was no
guarantee of their being favourable toward a truly Christian faith.

Then what inspires such men as Michelangelo and Handel to produce the great
"Christian" works they did if it was not a genuine Christian faith? Is it possible that
the "spirit" of the times can so influence a man's mind that he puts the very best
efforts of his highest capabilities in support of it, encouraged by the knowledge that
by this means he is most likely to achieve recognition from his contemporaries?
Ours is a materialistic age; other ages have been far more religiously bent. The
concern for things spiritual is not something which sprang from their own minds
but something they merely sustained without question. Such may also have been
the case in Victorian times when scientists sought to express their views in such
reverent terms that we are apt to assume they were expressing profound
convictions of their own, whereas in fact they may have been in some instances
merely reflecting the spirit of the times.

Thus, for all we know, Michelangelo and Handel, had they been really
challenged by the simple testimony of an earnest Christian believer, might have
turned out to be entirely hostile, even while engaged in the very act of producing
their most spiritually inspiring works. As we have already said, the great Gothic
cathedrals were built largely with the funds collected by a corrupt clergy from the
sale of Indulgences, those most pernicious of all invitations to wickedness. Yet for
all this, it is not improper for us to be deeply moved by contemplating the Pieta, by
listening to Messiah, or by standing in reverential awe in the presence of God in one
of the vast medieval cathedrals.

�
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ONE MAN'S ANSWERS TO PRAYER
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Who rises from prayer a better man, 
his prayer is answered.

– George Meredith (1859)
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Introduction

For more than forty years I have kept a record of answers to prayer. Looking
back over the years since I first came to know the Lord, I think I have learned
certain principles in the matter of praying which throw light on why our prayers
tend to become less and less specific as we mature, especially those prayer requests
which relate to our personal needs.

Though it sometimes surprised my friends when they first learned about it, I
had many answers to prayer before I became a Christian. Moreover, these answers
were exceedingly specific. After I had become a Christian but while I was still very
young in the faith, my answers to prayer were less dramatic than they had been
previously, yet they were still more specific than when I had grown somewhat
older in the faith. In some ways one might have expected the opposite to be the
case.

It seems to me that in the time of youth we have more concrete decisions to
make, even though most of these decisions (not all of them) are probably less crucial
to the rest of our lives—contrary to our own impressions at the time! As we grow
older we have fewer decisions to make but they are apt to be more critical, partly
because there is less time to make corrections. Thus at first, like the prayers
themselves, our answers to prayer are more concrete and specific, often the simple
Yes or No kind of thing. Later on, the prayer life of a child of God tends to become
more diffuse, more like a conversation with God than an appointment arranged in
time of emergency for the presentation of some request.

For this reason, any record of answers that we may have kept in the earlier days
is likely to be more event-centred, the need-and-supply kind of thing. It will be
journalistic, a record dealing with the works of God. Later on with the passage of
years, the record tends to become more reminiscent, more private as it were, not
written for public consumption, often difficult to put into words and frequently best
expressed simply in the form of an actual quotation from Scripture. We find we
have begun to be more aware of the principles which govern God's dealings with
us, the ways of God rather than His works. The lesson is learned by an unconscious
process of assimilation. We learn to prove His Word until it comes to reflect our
own experience in a wonderfully personal way, as though passage after passage
were written with us in mind.

As often as not, there is no specific answer to a specific request, just a proving
out of the faithfulness of God, whose promises are so perfectly expressed in
Scripture that one needs no more than to record the words of a text and perhaps to
add "Amen!" Such a text is "Commit thy way unto the Lord [...] and He shall bring
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it to pass" (Psalm 37:5) or "In all thy ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct thy
paths" (Proverbs 3:6). So guidance is not so much sought as experienced, and one
can no longer record a succession of discrete answers but only God's unfailing
faithfulness. Or so it seems to me as I look at my own journal.

The consequence is that keeping such a journal becomes increasingly difficult,
not because of a less vital experience of the Lord's goodness, but because that
experience so pervades the fabric of daily life as to be scarcely noted at all. What
might then become worthy of note in such a record might turn out to be only the
periods of shadow—but in such times the incentive to keep a record is not usually
there. And so the account of God's dealings, by a kind of process of default, in the
end fails to reflect the real course of our life. My journal is like this: the real record
is in heaven. But what follows is nevertheless taken from it, directly or indirectly,
for a concrete record made at the time often recalls to one's mind the attendant
circumstances. I have not embellished this record except where some words or
background explanation seemed essential. The earliest entries are not only the most
specific, but they also account for events which took place in the very depths of the
Great Depression in Canada when literally every cent was vitally important, when
one could support a family (and even have something left over to buy books!) on
as little as $10 a month! I have noted this, because some of the most exciting
answers to prayer recorded involved tiny sums of money which today would seem
of no account whatever but at the time were tremendously important. The reader
will need to exercise considerable imagination to realize how critical it could be to
save five cents on a purchase in those days.

I have tried to thread these answers to prayer together so that certain principles
emerge which may perhaps make them more than simply an entertaining record
or a personal testimony to the faithfulness of God. There are lessons to be learned.

�
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Chapter 1

Whose Prayers are Answered?

We have in the New Testament only one recorded request by the disciples that
the Lord teach them to do something, and that was how to pray. This is surprising
in a way, because prayer seems such a natural thing to people who are neither
proud nor irreligious, and the disciples seem to have been humble men in their
way; and they were almost certainly members of some local synagogue where
prayer was regularly made both in public and in private. Some of them at least had
praying parents. Yet they seemed to have realized, being daily in the Lord's
company, that their own prayers were somehow powerless, ill-conceived,
misdirected (Luke 9:54!), and probably peculiarly impersonal in tone. One day, after
watching Jesus at prayer, they seemed to have caught a glimpse of an entirely new
kind of communion with God and they asked Him to teach them how to pray (Luke
11:1).

Prayer is the child of God's privilege and I believe it gives great pleasure to our
Father in heaven. Not to pray is to defraud ourselves and to surrender in time the
ability to wield one of the mightiest weapons in the Christian's armory. Some
people argue that we don't need to pray, since God knows our situation perfectly
and, being what He is, will supply all our needs (Philippians. 4:19). Indeed, if He
has promised to answer before we call (Isaiah 65:24), why do we need to call at all?
Why indeed?

And yet, the worst of all diseases of the soul is detachment from God, whether
by ignorance or by neglect. If all our wants were to be supplied while we had no
thought of God, this could only confirm us in our detachment; so what might
otherwise be supposedly a state of blessed assurance drifts easily into a condition
of total indifference and becomes occasion for spiritual decline.

By contrast, one might then suppose that God would always encourage our
prayers by answering us at once. But we know He does not. And we learn by
experience that while some fall by the way in discouragement, scarcely anything
deepens and purifies a vital faith as surely as perseverance in prayer, despite long
disappointment.

So I should like to share a few of the things I have personally discovered about
praying: who can pray, when one should pray, what to pray about, the form of
one's prayers, why prayer is unanswered sometimes, and even where prayer is best
offered—whether in public or in private. I am not suggesting that my answers to
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some questions will satisfy those whose temperament is different; but they might
serve perhaps to explain why some of us form certain habits as the result of
experience which seem to others either not helpful or even a hindrance. It might
help our fellowship together in the Lord to understand a little more clearly why
there are differences between us in our practices.

To begin with, we may consider briefly whether effectual prayer is necessarily
limited to the child of God: and if not so limited, what advantage there is for the
Christian in this regard.

The Prayers of the Non-Christian

Many years ago a friend and I found ourselves working on neighbouring farms
as hired men. We were both what might be called "healthy pagans," but I also think
we were both what could be described as reverent in our attitude toward God.
Among the books my friend found at his farmhouse, one told the wonderful story
of an Irish woman who was totally illiterate and yet had marvellous answers to her
prayers. The woman's name was Ann Preston, and the book was called The Life
Story of an Irish Saint. If I remember rightly, she had come over from Ireland
somewhere about the turn of the century and was employed as a servant in a
well-to-do household north of Toronto. Her answers to prayer were truly
extraordinary, and only in very recent years did the book go out of print. My friend,
Ted, read this book and was deeply moved. He brought it to me to read, which I
did. I was equally stirred by it. We both agreed to see whether we too could get
such answers to prayer. My recollection is that Ted did not experience the kind of
answers which I did, though in due course he became a far more mature Christian.
But this was sometime later.

When I subsequently found myself in the company of young Christians of my
own age in the University of Toronto within the framework of an organization then
known as TICCU (Toronto Intercollegiate Christian Union), which is now known
as IVCF (InterVarsity Christian Fellowship), no one doubted at first that I knew the
Lord because I was still experiencing such specific and constant answers to my
prayers. But I knew that these people had had an experience which I did not have,
for I had no sense of sonship. I did not think of God as my Father, I lacked
assurance of salvation entirely, and the Word of God was almost a closed book to
my understanding. All this changed, of course, when the Lord broke through my
darkness and revealed Himself to me as my Saviour. The nearness and reality of His
presence in those first weeks was something I shall never forget. It was all so new.
And thereafter whenever I prayed, I felt as though my Father in heaven leaned
forward personally to attend to my concerns.

Now, I have recorded this because I want to underscore the fact that an
individual may indeed experience concrete answers to his prayers even though he
has no sense of the Lord's presence and knows God only as He who answers prayer.
It is perhaps the only requisite for such an experience that the non-Christian believe
that God hears and answers (Hebrews 11:6). Let me give one or two illustrations
from that early record, dating around 1931.
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One winter day I was skidding logs, that is, driving a horse dragging the log
from where the tree had been felled up to the saw itself. I had a beautiful little mare
whom I knew well and had a real affection for. Queenie was willing and fast.
Through my carelessness I allowed her, pulling for all she was worth and at some
speed through the underbrush, to run the end of the log she was dragging against
a tree-stump almost buried in the snow. The log stopped instantly and,
unfortunately for her, the trace did not break. The sudden shock was too much for
her chest muscles, and she tore them so badly that the vet subsequently said she
would never recover.

Needless to say, I felt broken-hearted, for it really was my fault; and needless
to say, the boss was more than a little displeased. We managed to get Queenie back
to the stable and into her stall. The vet said, "If she ever lies down, she'll never get
up. The best thing really is to shoot her." I asked the boss if he would leave her for
one day. I wanted to pray about it—though I didn't tell him so. After quitting time
that evening, I went down to the stable and put my hand on her breast and asked
God if He could heal her. Queenie was motionless,  being reluctant to move at all
because of the injury to her front legs. In the morning I went down before breakfast
to see whether she was still on her feet. She was not only on her feet, but actually
eating hay. She moved over a little as I went in beside her, and though she hobbled
she didn't seem to be in pain. Naturally I told the boss about it at breakfast, but I
don't think he really believed anything had happened except that he was surprised
she was still standing. Well, to make a long story short, three weeks later Queenie
was hitched up to a cutter and took the boss's children to school. She was never
again used for logging, but there was no evidence in the subsequent months that
she had suffered the slightest permanent injury.

A skeptic might say that perhaps the vet was mistaken. Perhaps he was. But I
had a succession of answers to prayer like this that could not all have been the
result of misinterpretation. I remember buying a bicycle and riding it back to the
farm along a country road that at one point cut through a hilltop which was all
sand. In the summer the road was all sand too, as loose as dry sand always is. I
found it impossible to ride through that two-hundred-foot section. One day, as I
came to it on the bicycle, I said to God, "You can keep me on the bicycle." And,
taking my hands off the handlebars, I rode straight through it and almost
experienced a sense of being supported on either side by what I then supposed
must have been angels!

Yet I not only prayed specifically upon occasion, but tried also to cover myself
against contingencies. Among my other duties during the winter was responsibility
for the watering and feeding, at an otherwise deserted homestead, of some ninety
Poll Angus steers, the wildest "critters" imaginable. I used to pray that God would
keep them together when I drove them down to a running stream to water them.
I had to be particularly careful when the job was done to make sure that three
barnyard gates were all securely closed once they were penned up again. One day
as I rode away from the yard and was about 150 to 200 feet from the last gate, which
I supposed I had closed behind me, I suddenly heard my name called very
distinctly. I stopped for a moment, wondering who had called, and then went on
again down the road, only to be called again. This time I turned the horse around
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and looked toward the barnyard some distance back up the road and saw, to my
grief, that I had not properly closed the gate and that it had swung wide open. I
quickly asked God to keep the cattle in until I could get back to it and galloped my
horse as fast as he would go. The cattle simply stood around, looking at the open
gate, but made no move to pass through it. I soon had it closed and all was well. But
there was no one there who might have called my name. Yet had it not been called,
the cattle might have been all over the countryside by next afternoon when I would
have revisited them.

The record of those pre-Christian years is filled with such things, which
demonstrate clearly that there is a real relationship between man and God as
between creature and Creator, which can be exploited and is exploited in wonderful
ways by those who do not yet know Him as Father nor the Lord as Saviour. It
should be remembered of Cornelius that we are told specifically how his alms and
his prayers both had "come up" before God and were acceptable (Acts 10:1-4), even
though it can hardly be doubted he was not yet a saved man.

In his book The Origins of Religion (p.137), Samuel Zwemer records prayers of
non-Christians from around the world which are wonderful in their perceptiveness,
in their humility, in their sense of unworthiness, and in their expression of faith:
and there is little doubt that they owe nothing to Christian influence. Like a
Delaware Indian before going to war: "Great Spirit above! Have pity on my children
and on my wife. Let them not mourn for me [...]. Have pity on me and protect my
life." Or this, from a Galla of East Africa: "To Thee, O God, we take our flight [in
sleep]; do not take Thy flight and go away from us." And this, from a Kekchi of
India: "Who is my father, who is my mother? Only Thou, O God, Thou seest me and
guardest me on all my path in darkness and trouble. Thou, Lord of the valleys and
the mountains." An Algonquin Indian, dedicating his dwelling place: "I am
thankful, O Thou Great Spirit, that we have been spared to live until now to purify
with cedar smoke this our house, because that has always been the rule in the
ancient world since the beginning of creation."

In the literature of antiquity, especially in the Cuneiform and hieroglyphics of
the Middle East, there are many prayers which reveal a tremendous sense of
dependence upon God and of unworthiness in His sight, often written by men in
high positions. It seems to me that some of these prayers cannot possibly have gone
unanswered, the very wording of them revealing—as it often does—a genuine
sense of personal contact with God to whom they are addressed.

So the question arises, "In what sense is the Christian's position different?" What
did Jesus mean when He said (John 14:6), "No man cometh unto the Father but by
Me"? Did these ancient people go to God through Jesus Christ? That men could
pray in those days and end their prayers as we do today, with the words "for the
Lord's sake," is borne out by the fact that Daniel did (Daniel 9:17):

Now, therefore, O our God, hear the prayer of thy servant and
his supplications, and cause Thy face to shine upon Thy sanctuary
that is desolate, for the Lord's sake.
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While we have no record of any pagan suppliant addressing himself to God
through such a Mediator, yet we do have many records from antiquity of genuine
prayers directed to God in such a way that the suppliant clearly believed God is
approachable. Certainly the prayers of Cornelius were heard, as we have noted. I
suggest that the Lord was speaking much more precisely than we have normally
assumed when He avoided saying that no man goes to God except through Him. Any
man may approach God as a creature before his Creator, but only a child of God can
go to Him as Father and he does so through the mediation of Jesus Christ. This was
my experience exactly. I went to God as a creature to his Creator, and God in His
goodness met me in the way. But I did not know Him as my Father until I came to
know Jesus Christ as my Saviour.

The point is a very important one, I believe. There are people who are religious,
devout, having not the slightest doubt of the reality of God's existence and His
accessibility to man, yet who do not know Him as Father and have no assurance
whatever of salvation. Such people need conversion, as I needed conversion—and
as I knew I needed conversion once I had associated with some of the Lord's
children. They were deceived a little bit by my devoutness and answers to prayer,
but in my own heart I knew otherwise. It is easy to be misled.

I also consider the issue important because we should never suppose for one
moment that only Christians can expect answers to prayer, or that when men in
public office sincerely engage in prayer they are merely pretending or fooling
themselves or wasting their time. We should never discourage men from looking
to God in faith for help in time of need: nor should we encourage them in the belief
that such activities will compensate when their lives are assessed in the time of
judgment.

Let us next consider the exercise of prayer as a function of a normal healthy life
for the child of God speaking to his Father in heaven. 

�
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Chapter 2

What Can We Pray About?

In the past I have often been chided by friends who did not know the Lord, for
praying about trivial things. Usually people say, "Oh, don't you think that it is a
little childish to expect God to be concerned about such unimportant details of your
personal life?" Sometimes they would add, "After all, you wouldn't expect the king
to bother himself with such little things." True. But it makes a difference if the King
happens to be my Father. We tend to be ready enough to say, Is anything too hard
for the Lord? Out of my own experience, I would ask in the same spirit, Is anything
too small for the Lord? To both, the answer seems to me to be, No!

Looking over the record I have kept, I am still amazed at my Father's
condescension, and I honestly doubt whether anything is too small to be the subject
of prayer. I have a few illustrations that will make you smile: only I should
emphasize again that some of these were during the worst years of the Depression
in Canada when cents were almost as important as dollars are now, pennies like
pounds. I have to elaborate the circumstances a little in some cases.

One summer between university terms, I managed to get a job dispensing
blocks of ice from a small ice station, one of many scattered around the city of
Toronto. A 25-pound block of ice was 6 cents and a 50-pound block was 11 cents.
I don't know why the odd figure . . . But it was very important always to have
coppers for change, for the ice company that ran these stations and kept them
supplied had considerable competition from other companies in the city. Each
station was really a giant icebox with a little lean-to attached for the attendant. Not
to have change could mean the loss of a number of early sales and a low tally for the
day, and in those times, one's job was continually in jeopardy.

On this particular morning, I had no personal resources, and the small-change
kitty we were allowed to retain from the previous day had somehow ended up with
no pennies either. I went to a local store, but they could spare none. I sat down at
the ice station a little troubled, but decided to pray about it. Almost immediately,
the storekeeper sent his son across with 5 coppers just received unexpectedly. Then
a man came up for 50 pounds of ice, the first customer that morning, with 6 coppers
and a nickel. The next customer came for 50 pounds, also with 6 coppers and a
nickel! This was really exceptional, because most people only had small ice-boxes
in those days.
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Imagine my surprise when a third customer came for 50 pounds and handed me
6 coppers and a nickel. It is scarcely believable, but the next customer—the fourth
man in a row—did precisely the same thing. So I now had 29 coppers!

I never recall this little incident without thinking of the Flood for some reason:
but more seriously, it does make me think of the words in the original Greek of 2
Corinthians 9:7 which quite literally could be translated, "God loves a hilarious
giver"—because He is one Himself!

Let me give another little illustration of this aspect of God's giving hilariously.
I used to play on the cricket team for Toc H, an army club with quite an active
program at the time. Cricket is not the same as baseball, and the score for the team
can run into the hundreds; even one player can score a hundred runs or more. On
the occasion I have in mind, we were doing very badly indeed: in fact, we had
scored only 35 runs and we were all out. Unlike cricket as a rule, this particular
game was very unpleasant because the opposing team was behaving in what was
always considered in cricket a very unsportsmanlike manner. Our players were put
out one after the other by various shady means which are completely out of place
in any decent cricket match.

I said to the padre who was captain of our team, "Do you believe in prayer?" He
was rather surprised, and a little amused, I think. But as we walked out to the field
for our opponent's turn at bat, he looked at me and said, "Sometimes."

To make a long story short, or perhaps to make a short story even shorter, this
is what happened. In the first 6 bowls they scored 9 runs right off—which looked
promising for them but not for us. But then one man was put out. By the eighteenth
bowl (the third "over"), the second man was out. In 3 more bowls a third man was
out. Then came the most unpleasant character on their team, who apparently was
considered quite a notable player. He was out on the first ball! Their second-best
man came in next and was out for 3 runs, so they now had lost 7 men for a total of
17 runs. Eight men were out for 18 runs; 9 were out for 20 runs; and the whole team
was out for 21 runs! In less than a half-hour our opponents were utterly
demolished, and yet we learned afterward that they had been winning every game
and in the last game had scored 95 with a loss of only 5 men.1

Can it really be that God answers prayers of this kind? I believe He did:
although looking at my record of the event at the time, I don't really think I prayed
that we might win. I'm not sure what I prayed for at the time. But God is surely a
hilarious giver sometimes.

Here is another illustration of the Lord's faithfulness in a very concrete way.
While I was in residence in university, I established a wonderful friendship with a
Hebrew Christian, Morris Kaminsky He was a much more mature Christian than
I. He used to put his arm on my shoulder when I had misbehaved and say, "Art, I
love your soul but I hate your ways!" One Sunday evening we went together to
High Park Baptist Church in Toronto and shortly after the service had started, I
suddenly realized that I had no collection money. Actually I had a two-dollar bill,
but it was the only money I had to my name. This was enough to last me for a week
or more of normal expenses in those days. I was also facing the need on Monday to

1. I hope my English friends will excuse the terminology in this account which I adopted for the sake
of many readers to whom th correct terminology would have been almost meaningless.
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go down to the registrar's office and pay my ten-dollar examination fee for the year.
Failing this, I could not write the examinations and would lose my year. I'm afraid
that as the service progressed, I was more pre-occupied with this problem than with
what was happening in the church; but I did finally come to the conclusion that I
ought to trust the Lord and put in the whole two dollars. I would think that, at that
time, five cents was all that most people put into the offering. The plate came
around, and there went my two-dollar bill.

The next morning I went over to University College to attend one lecture, since
the registrar's office was not open till ten o'clock. On my way over to the college, I
met a professor with whom I had been talking about the Lord a few days before. He
stopped me and with some diffidence gave me an envelope: in it was a ten-dollar
bill, the amount I needed to pay my examination fee. He had no idea whatever of
my specific needs.

A couple of years later, on the spur of the moment, I did what seemed a very
foolish thing: I gave to a man on the street, who seemed to me such a pitiful sight,
a five-dollar bill I had reserved to buy some little extras for Christmas, about a week
away. That afternoon I had to go downtown. As I was walking along Adelaide St.
West when the street was crowded with Christmas shoppers, I happened to look
down at a step leading into a building (in my journal I noted it was No. 33) and
there, in full view of people walking in and out of the building and passing it on the
sidewalk, was a five-dollar bill and a ten-dollar bill—simply lying there! It was
almost unbelievable. Somehow, nobody was noticing these two bills—in the very
depths of the Depression years!

I notice in my records many occasions upon which the Lord allowed me to
recover things I had lost. Usually they were things which had no "spiritual" value
yet were important in their way. They were such small things as a rule. Take the
following case as an illustration. This is how I wrote it down:

A few days ago I lost my fountain pen, a special one, while
playing football in an open field. How impossible to find such an
item, in long grass well tramped over! Yet as I went back to look for
it, I said to the Lord that He could help me to find it if He would. So
I walked to the centre of the field, took a dozen steps in one
direction, and there it was at my feet—after 30 seconds of search!
Lord, how good Thou art to me—and why, Lord?

Sometimes the Lord's goodness was expressed in unsought ways. Now and then
these occasions were related to circumstances in which one might perhaps have
expected the Lord to act, but in other cases they expressed an element of pure
kindness on His part. Let me give a few examples of provision which in some ways
might be viewed as "expected," and then one or two examples of unexpected
kindness

In 1933, the very worst year of the Depression in Saskatchewan where its effects
were unbelievably severe, we were reduced to living on bread and porridge,
occasionally some apples to make into a sauce, and upon even rarer occasions a few
potatoes. It is amazing what one can accept as standard fare! Well, just before
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Christmas we had received a gift of four or five potatoes  and a few apples. They
did not seem to be the makings of a traditional Christmas dinner, but we were
thankful. A morning or two later, I looked out the window and saw a flock of
prairie chickens fly over an orchard which was between us and a very near
neighbouring farmer, Richard Ellison, with whom we had wonderful times of
fellowship. One of these birds for some reason landed in an apple tree while the rest
of them flew on.

We had no means of shooting it, and I'm not much of a shot anyway. Moreover,
it was at least two hundred feet away. But it was clearly visible because there were
no leaves on the trees. I thought it just possible that I could run across to Dick
Ellison's house without disturbing the bird and get him to try to shoot it for us.
However, as I opened our door, Dick's hired man, Fred, happened to come out on
their back porch at the same moment. I signaled to him and pointed across the
orchard to the prairie chicken, still sitting well exposed on a branch. He caught on
immediately, disappeared quickly, and returned with a rifle. Though he told me
afterward that he too was not a particularly good shot, he succeeded in shooting it
straight through the head. It dropped without a movement: when we picked it up,
it proved to be one of the biggest prairie chickens I have ever seen. And so we had
our Christmas dinner of roast potatoes and prairie chicken and baked apples.

This was pure goodness on the Lord's part, and it really involved a whole series
of events, for I only "happened" to look out the window, and it only "happened"
that one bird stayed behind for some reason, and it only "happened" that Fred came
out on the back porch at that very moment, and it only "happened" that he shot it
in the head and left its body unmarred in any way. Or did it only "happen?"

Here is another incident which occurred a few years later. I used to ride down
to university on a bicycle—old when I inherited it and certainly nearing the end of
its useful life by this time. One morning I rode down to Knox Church in Toronto to
visit with Christie Innis, the minister. I parked my bicycle at the curb outside the
church office. Curiously, in those days one could safely leave a bicycle
unlocked—though so many people were desperately in need.

When I came out about a half-hour later, my bicycle was lying at the curb a total
wreck: it had evidently been run over by a car. It was a severe loss in the
circumstances. But as I looked at what was left of it, I noticed a little slip of paper
had been pushed into one of the open handlebar ends. On it was written the words,
"Dis is the nobbin of the car." Clearly the writer was not exactly an educated man,
but he must have seen what had happened, and the Lord prompted him to send me
this little message. At any rate, a lawyer friend of mine wrote a note to the owner
of the car demanding some compensation for me. No doubt the driver was
surprised that he had been seen, but there was not much he could do but replace the
bicycle: and it turned out he was actually well able to do so. And so I had a new
bicycle just when mine was about worn out, and I learned again the truth of the
promise that all things work together for good to them who love the Lord (Romans
8:28).

Both these provisions were not really answers to prayer, since I had not really
prayed about them, but they were clear witnesses to the fact that God delights to
care for His children. For all this, there was an element of need involved in both
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cases. Yet the following is a case of rather extraordinary provision in which the
aspect of need did not exist at all.

About thirty years ago, when my son was just a little boy, somebody gave him
a picture book with a story about some animals. It was not particularly well printed,
but in it was one picture of a mare and her foal which, to my thinking as a lover of
horses, was absolutely beautiful. I have it yet and it is still in every way as beautiful.
As soon as I saw it, I thought to myself that I would like to take that page out and
preserve it. But this, of course, would have spoiled the book, and though it was only
a child's book, this somehow seemed an improper thing to do. As the weeks went
by I watched the book slowly deteriorate. The covers became torn, the earlier pages
curled at the edges, and my son scribbled with gay abandon on every page, both
with pencil and crayon. Within a few months, he had lost interest in this book and
it was laid aside with other discarded toys. One day I picked it up, regretting that
I had not taken the one picture of the horses out of it long before this. But as I
quickly went through it, I found to my amazement that not every page had been
scribbled on. One single page was unmarked, uncreased, undirtied in any way at
all. My two horses were as clean and perfect as the day they came from the printer.
It was really an extraordinary thing when one looked at all the other pages in the
book. As I said, I still have it; a wonderful testimony, in my mind, to the kindness
of God.

Let me give one more example of this kind of provision which is essentially so
"unnecessary". During my first university years, I took a study course in fine art and
enjoyed it tremendously. The professor used slides extensively. One of his slides
was of Constable's painting of Salisbury Cathedral. Gothic architecture has always
kind of overwhelmed me by its sheer beauty, and the setting of Salisbury Cathedral
in this famous painting only increased this effect. But I had not found in any book
that I could afford a good reproduction of Constable's painting until, one day in
downtown Toronto, I saw a British travel poster, about 18 inches by 24 inches in
size, reproducing this very picture. I went in at once and asked if I could buy it or
obtain a copy somehow. The proprietor told me that they were only loaned these
posters for display, and they were in short supply and consequently were circulated
among the different travel agencies. He felt that the chances of obtaining a copy
from England were rather slim. So I abandoned the idea.

But then about a week later as I was travelling on the streetcar, I spotted another
copy of the same poster—in a Christian bookstore! I got off the streetcar at the next
stop and went quickly back to the store and, lo and behold! they were just
beginning to clear the window out to re-decorate it. I asked him what he planned
to do with this poster, and he said, "Oh, I don't know. Why? Do you want it?" I told
him I did indeed. He rolled it up without hesitation, slipped an elastic band over
it, and gave it to me. He said he had no idea how it had come into their possession.
And, as an example of difference in tastes, he had no particular interest in it. Like
the picture of the horses, I have this large poster still: framed, lighted, and displayed
to good effect. Had I not seen the picture in this Christian bookstore from the
streetcar window, I'm almost certain it would have been thrown away. Such is the
Lord's kindness.
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Frequently, perhaps more often than not, answers to prayer involve
circumstances which far antedate the specific need that becomes the subject of our
prayers. Some twenty-five years ago we decided, as a family, to go down to
Lunenberg during the summer, hoping to find a house that could be rented in that
historic little place for perhaps six months or so while I came back to Toronto to
continue my work. We wrote to various official bodies and to the YMCA and the
Salvation Army, asking them if they could give us any leads for procuring such
accommodation, only to receive word back from each of them that was entirely
negative. The Salvation Army people said, "There is not a chance—over fifty
families are already waiting to re-unite in homes here." I don't remember exactly
why this was, except that the war had indeed created this situation all over the
country.

So we went to the Lord about it, and feeling rather sure that we should make the
trip anyway, we asked the Lord to give us a house that we could afford to rent
already equipped with a radio, a piano, a view of the harbour, and a separate room
for Nigel, my son. And then we set out.

When, in due time, we arrived in the little town, we went straight to the office
of the local newspaper. It was down several steps from the sidewalk, the main street
having been gradually elevated in its long history by accumulated debris. As I went
in, an elderly lady went in immediately ahead of me. She greeted the proprietess by
name and then stood to one side, obviously waiting for me to finish my business
first. The proprietess said to me, "Can I do something for you?" I told her what I
wanted: namely, to put a little advertisement in her paper. But she shook her head
and said, "I'm afraid it would be a waste of money."

But then the elderly lady said, "Well, Mrs. [I didn't write down her name], as a
matter of fact I had thought of going to live with my sister for a while and renting
the house. I came to put an ad in the paper. . . ."

Well, we drove back with her to her house! It had a piano, a radio, a room for
Nigel, a very nice little garden, and it overlooked the harbour. It was spotlessly
clean and shipshape, her late husband having been a sea captain. It cost us thirty
dollars per month for rent. It is doubtful whether the Lord could have more
completely and precisely timed everything and prepared the way for us.

Another rather wonderful case of pre-vision occurred in connection with a book
I particularly wanted. During my studies of the Hebrew language, we were
naturally introduced to some Hebrew writings which, though not modern, are still
actively in use. One of the textbooks we used had to be obtained from the library,
being rather difficult to purchase. I don't know why this was, but I tried to get hold
of a copy for my own library without success. I tried several sources of Jewish
publications, equally without success. The little book was referred to in class as
Pirke Aboth, which was usually interpreted into English as "Prayers of the Fathers."
It was of particular interest to me because it showed that in one respect at least, the
Authorized Version was perfectly justified in rendering the Greek word aion as
"world," this particular Greek word being the translation used by the Septuagint for
the Hebrew word 'olam. The word 'olam in many of the prayers which appeared in
this little book clearly meant "world" or "society" and was used in such phrases as
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"in this world" or "in the world to come." The Jewish people themselves so
understood it. 

The importance of this was that, at the time, there was considerable controversy
among us about the meaning of these words aion and 'olam in connetcion with the
question of eternal punishment. The point of this little introduction is that I was
particularly anxious to obtain a copy of this prayer book somehow, and I wrote to
many secondhand bookstores during the next year and a half without any success.
Then one day a very dear Christian lady phoned me and said, "Arthur, in
rummaging around in the attic, I came across a little book that might interest you.
I have no idea where it came from, but I think it is in Hebrew."

I hardly need to say that it was a copy of Pirke Aboth. It was badly battered, yet
easily repaired. How many years ago did the Lord arrange for that little book to be
buried up there in the attic of a great big old house on Avenue Road in Toronto,
only to be re-discovered under these particular circumstances? 

I add one more case of the timing of the Lord's goodness. After the end of World
War II, I bought a piece of property in Muskoka and built a summer cottage in a
little bay which, at the time, could not be reached with a car. I have always loved
an open fireplace, and so I provided the necessary foundations to put one in it. My
plan was to install a Heatilator fireplace, a prefabricated, double-walled, heavy
sheet metal frame, around which one builds up with stone, or any other material,
for decorative and architectural reasons. It is the heart of the system, and in Canada
many fireplaces are constructed in this way. Such metal units are quite heavy, and
the one we planned to use must have weighed close to two hundred pounds.

I rented a trailer to convey the unit to the site from Toronto, realizing that it
would have to be carried the last one hundred to two hundred yards through the
woods in some other way. We had thought that perhaps two of us could roll it over
and over between the trees, but when we got there, we soon found this was
impossible. It was simply too heavy for us. In the meantime we were about a mile
from the nearest source of help, and we were newcomers without acquaintances.
It looked as though, having got it off the trailer, we were going to have to leave it
beside it at the end of the road until we could come up again with more friends.
And in the meantime, it would have been an invitation to anyone who happened
to discover it to load it onto his own trailer and make off with it.

In my record I wrote, "Well, we unloaded everything else and carried it into the
cottage. We had no sooner done this than we heard voices, and two of our old
friends from the Engineering Department of the University of Toronto stood at the
door! They were just on their way up to their own cottage on a motorcycle trip and
had dropped by for fun to see how the site was coming along. Of course, the three
of us carried the fireplace in and twenty minutes later they were gone! Praise the
Lord!!"

I do not think for one moment that my own experience of the Lord in such ways
is at all unique, though I may have made it look that way. I do think, however, that
it is a tremendously worthwhile thing to keep a record like this. No matter how
vivid an experience is at the time, later events overlie it and the details become
merged with other details until one has only a growing impression that the Lord is
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always there behind the scenes, but one can no longer testify to His faithfulness in
this kind of concrete way that inspires others to prove Him for themselves. Yet He
invites us to do this (Malachi 3:10). I know there are occasions upon which "we have
not because we ask not" (James 4:3): but I also believe that there are occasions when
we fail to recognize that we do have, when we receive answers to our prayers but
because of the busy-ness of life fail to perceive them for what they are. The result
is that we become less and less thankful.

There is a danger, as I know from experience, of harping on the Lord's constant
grace and kindness, of developing a kind of spiritual pride and as a consequence,
of becoming critical of others who are not as thankful as we are ourselves. Such is
human nature that we are easily capable of turning every blessing into a hindrance.
But I think the risk is worth taking. And I believe that the very effort of writing
down what the Lord has been doing can help us to perceive more clearly, not only
what He has been doing, but the ways in which He acts.

Count your blessings, name them one by one, 
And it will surprise you what the Lord hath done.

It will indeed! 

�
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Chapter 3

Some Practical Questions

Sustained prayer requires considerable energy and since habit is an economy
of energy, it is helpful to establish some habits in this regard. There are things that
one can do to energize one's prayer life as there are things one can do to condition
one's muscles or discipline one's brain. Setting a time, choosing a format, adopting
an orderly sequence with an established list of requests, and fixing on a "place"—all
these may help one to overcome the daily distractions and temptations to postpone.

One can learn best how to pray by doing it, not merely by reading about it,
though learning of the experience of others can be helpful at times. But I remember
reading in S. D. Gordon's Quiet Talks on Prayer that more books were being written
on prayer than on any other aspect of the Christian life and yet few people really
engage themselves in it. I don't know whether that is still true. But not too many
people have discovered how many occasions there really are when praying is not
merely all one can do but is the very best thing one can do. When you are waiting
for someone, think of the ministers you know who need the Lord's blessing; or
when you can't sleep, have a list handy of your friends and their needs, and work
through the list as you lie in bed or sit in the dark. You would be surprised how it
opens up a whole new world—and how time flies! And only eternity will show the
results. One can go for a walk alone (or even with someone else) and can pray as
one walks, instead of being occupied in idle conversation. And I mean people can
pray aloud together. I know people who normally always pray standing with their
eyes open. And why not!

There is no need to suppose that prayer should never be "planned" but always
entirely spontaneous and unprepared. Yet most of us are inherently lazy—or to
speak euphemistically, low in energy—and it is worthwhile therefore to work out
a schedule: missionaries on Monday, ministers on Saturday, Christian schools some
other day, one's own relatives some other day, and so on. We really should obey the
injunction to "Let everything be done decently and in order"—not necessarily being
regimented, but not being haphazard and casual either. Without some kind of plan,
prayer life becomes anemic like muscle undisciplined in its use. And we have a
better chance of getting our sights above and beyond our own little problems if we
take the trouble to look around us at the needs of others.
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There are times when prayer is not the best thing, either because the situation
demands action rather than request, or because the objective is clearly not according
to the mind of God. To pray for vengeance is surely wrong. So is praying for a
miracle when one has it in one's power to do something oneself. There is a time for
action, and when that time comes it does no good to say, "We must pray about it."
In Exodus 14:15 we have a good example of this kind of thing: "Wherefore criest
thou unto Me? Speak unto the children of Israel that they go forward." There are
times when praying about a matter is merely a timid alternative to unjustifiable
inaction. Sometimes inaction is caused by belief that we must do something but
don't know exactly what it is: and so we ask for a sign. Is this acceptable with the
Lord, or should we step out in faith and trust Him to slam the door if we are going
the wrong way? What about asking for signs?

There are several views about asking for signs. It is a biblical procedure, of
course, for Gideon did it and God was very patient with him about his hesitations.
But many people feel that in Gideon's case it was an accommodation to immaturity.
It is all right for the young Christian, it is said, but out of place for the man of faith.
Perhaps. . . . 

I early came to certain agreements with the Lord in regard to asking for signs
and still find it necessary, now and then, to covenant with Him in this way. I
believe we may find, individually, some particular sign which the Lord will
graciously agree to but which may not be appropriate for others. My own personal
arrangement arose without any special design and has limitations; but the Lord is
pleased to meet my need for guidance through it, though only when I make it a
matter of deliberate prayer since, by its very nature, it could be misleading.

If some situation arises where I am not certain whether I should go ahead and
make contact with or come to some agreement with or seek help or advice from a
particular individual, in a way which can naturally be done by telephone, I first of
all ask the Lord to give me a busy signal or no answer at all if I am not to follow
through. Then I give the Lord time to arrange for the phone to be "busied". I make
my call, and if there is no answer or there is a busy signal, I try again. If contact is
still not made, I try once more. If for these three calls I get either a busy signal or no
response, I have learned to accept this as the Lord's way of saying, "This is not the
way to go."

Of course, all kinds of questions can be raised: What if the party later calls you
about it, even though you were unable to contact them? My answer is that I would
then normally proceed, trusting that some circumstance has changed and that what
was improper before is now approved of God. The really important point is, to my
mind, that God will agree to some such personal arrangement if we are serious,
knowing as He does how difficult it is for us to sort out our own motives. If, in
self-will, we abandon the agreement upon occasion because the circumstances did
not work out as we wanted them to, then I am certain that God will not speak to us
or continue to direct our actions through our personal cue. In short, we have to play
the game. We cannot use the arrangement when things turn out as we want and
ignore it under other circumstances.
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I have frequently had three busy signals when I certainly did not expect or want
to have them, and I have then assumed I should not phone again until the situation
has changed in some significant way. Conversely, I have sometimes had three busy
signals and was very thankful at the time that I did not have to proceed. Needless
to say, one must be fair and not phone three times within as many minutes. And
though one never knows in some cases what might otherwise have transpired, it is
better to keep one's part of the bargain—even when reason suggests an explanation
for the busy signals which might be some justification for phoning once more. I
should say also that I don't use this agreement with the Lord frequently. But it is
there, and I am convinced that the Lord accepts it.

Now, this particular "fleece" may have no relevance to anyone else. But I believe
that any covenanted sign at all is acceptable to God if we will only abide by it
without fail or if we confess the sinfulness of failure when we do. Dreams will serve
quite as well if God once finds that we will listen and act upon them. I know that
God gave dreams to pagan kings as a means of communication when He knew the
dreamer would take his dream seriously (Genesis 20:1-18). The basic principle is
always the same: as soon as the Lord finds that you will act upon what you believe
to be a private communication from Himself to you, He will thereafter use that
private channel until you begin to break your side of the bargain.

People feel that such means are wrong because we ought to be able to be guided
without "crutches" of any kind. But I think sometimes that such people who speak
in this way are a little afraid that through some unequivocal sign God might make
some demand on them and they would simply have to act! This has been true in my
own life. I have refrained from asking for a clear sign for fear it should be given,
because I did not want to be forced to decide. In a sense, I had therefore already
decided.

So, in my judgment, while it is an admission of weakness and perhaps
immaturity to ask the Lord for a sign as Gideon did, it is an acceptable way with
God, who will respond as long as we obey the sign He gives whichever way it goes.
If the sign is given to go ahead, then one should go ahead boldly. After all, the Lord
is more concerned than we are that we fulfill His will. He will rule the
circumstances or overrule them to His own glory and our joy.

I suppose guidance for future action looms very large indeed in all our prayers,
especially when we are young. Now and then I have asked the Lord for a verse to
guide me. I don't do it often—twice, in fact, in forty years. But I've done it when I
was very low or very bewildered. Let me tell you about these two cases, for they
have long since been proven in the course of my life.

When the Great Depression was about at its worst, it seemed to me at one point
that I could not hope to survive decently in Canada, having none of my relatives
here from whom to gain encouragement and support (they were all in England, my
native land) and having no professional nor technical qualifications at the time. It
seemed to me that I ought seriously to consider returning to the Old Country,
where I was sure that family connections would guarantee me some employment.
But my family in Canada would naturally be involved with me, and I had already
been over here for six or seven years and largely lost contact with old friends
overseas. Altogether it seemed a gamble, as well as involving an outlay of money
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for fares which I did not have and would be forced to borrow. I was most unhappy
and disturbed and prayed a great deal about the situation without any real
assurance in any direction. Finally, almost in despair, I went down on my knees and
opened my Bible at random, and the verse which seemed to spring out of the page
before my eyes was Isaiah 37:3: "Trust in the Lord and do good; so shalt thou dwell
in the land and verily thou shalt be fed."

The words were almost spoken to me and not merely read from the page, and
I rose from my knees with a marvelous sense of assurance. The promise has been
fulfilled most abundantly. When I still dream at times, thirty-five years later, of
going back to England to live—now that I am retired—this verse comes back to me
with a kind of gentle insistence and says, "No, stay in the land." And I believe this
is really what I must do.

The second instance was some twenty-five years later. We had begun the rather
large task of producing the Doorway Papers. It has been a giant undertaking for
us—some 2 ½ million words—and there have been not a few very low periods
when it hardly seemed worth carrying on. For weeks on end no orders came in.
Some months our total sales might be five dollars or ten dollars and no more. And
all the while we watched others having their efforts to publish rewarded in all kinds
of ways with large circulation and reviews in all the important places: or so it
seemed to us. We were simply being ignored, save for the occasional letter of
commendation which encouraged us immeasurably.

But this was a particularly low low! We scarcely felt it worth looking into the
mailbox at all. In fact, we actually didn't, at times. One night, quite late, I lay on my
bed wondering and complaining to the Lord about it all. As I lay there I reached out
to a bookshelf for that wonderful little collection of verses called Daily Light, which
at that time I was not reading faithfully as I do now. I opened it quite at random,
and my eye was captured by a portion of God's Word which had been chosen as a
heading for a morning reading. This is what it said: "Take this child and nurse it for
Me and I will give thee thy wages" (Exodus 2:9).

It seemed an extraordinary verse to apply in such a situation! Yet it came to me
so very personally and with wonderful freshness The Doorway Papers were indeed
my "child" by now, and it seemed to assure me that if I nourished them and brought
them up for Him, He would give me my wages. I was not to faint. I went to sleep
with a sense of peace about it all. We would press on . . . and we have done so. Only
one paper remains to be written when the present one is finished. 

Yet, on this occasion, in the cold light of morning I found my spirits again
depressed. I wondered whether such an interpretation of a passage like this could
possibly be justified—or whether perhaps I was simply boosting my own morale
by a somewhat wild interpretation. So I wrote to a very dear friend of mine whom
I had known almost since I came to Canada, a very wise and experienced man of
God. I asked him whether he thought I was kidding myself, imagining things,
distorting the plain sense of a verse which had a very pragmatic context. He wrote
back at once, very simply: "The Word of God is not bound." How wonderful it is!
Praise God! It is true.

So I believe the Lord does accommodate Himself to our needs even when we are
acting in a less than mature way. If prayer goes unanswered or if prayer seems to go
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unanswered—which is much more likely—it is not because the Lord is chiding us
for a childlike faith: there is usually some other reason. And this brings me to a
second question, Why is prayer sometimes unanswered?

I believe this is the way we usually ask ourselves this question, yet I doubt
really if it is ever true, except that prayer may sometimes be unheard (Isaiah 59:2)
and therefore answered by silence. But though this surely does happen, I think it
is a comparatively rare thing, since the very act of prayer clearly indicates some real
need for God's help and in itself is a token of godly desire.

We do find sometimes, however, that the heavens are as brass and our requests
seem to be denied or at least interminably delayed. Some of mine have been and
still are, even in matters which seem to me so obviously important to the Lord and
do not appear to be based on any self-seeking. But No is an answer: and so is Wait.
Sometimes we have not obeyed in some prior step which must first be taken in
faith, and sometimes we are not really serious. And then again, we may pray to our
own hurt and contrary to the Lord's will.

To "wait patiently" is very difficult for me! Because of the need for discipline
here, the Lord sometimes practices what I would like to call—not irreverently—
"divine brinksmanship". I think the Lord delights to do things at the last minute, as
though to save us out of rather then from a predicament. I don't know why, except
perhaps that it strengthens or is intended to strengthen our faith.

I had the privilege of giving a series of twenty-five lectures on "The Christian
Faith" to a large denominationally mixed audience in a church in Brockville,
Ontario. As we prepared for it, the minister of the church—whose idea it really
was—was rather anxious that the lectures be given in the sanctuary rather than in
the church hall; I think his feeling was that a certain atmosphere of devotion and
worship would be maintained which would not be felt in the hall. Personally I was
not altogether of the same mind in this, though in all else we were entirely agreed.
But since it was he who had the vision to see the possibility of such a series and the
courage to initiate it, I was convinced of the need to accept his position.

I still felt uncomfortable about it. I felt I could never lecture with the same
freedom, that blackboard facilities would create problems, that the distance
between the pulpit and the pews would reduce the sense of contact with the
audience which was important to me, that freedom of discussion would be
inhibited, and that we might end up with a tiny group of people lost in a large
church. My faith was too small to visualize such a church filled, and I foresaw the
tiny flock of "backbenchers" and the great void between us! It really troubled me.
Naturally I prayed about it as I prepared myself and finally was resigned to this
arrangement, for it did not seem that the Lord was going to act to change the
situation.

But at the very last moment, the Lord did intervene and graciously removed the
lectures from the sanctuary to the hall. The circumstances transpired on the day
when the lectures were to begin. We still don't know exactly what happened, but
here is the way the Lord worked.

The mid-September Tuesday of the first lecture was quite cool, and the minister
went into the church early in the forenoon to check the temperature. To his surprise,
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the heating system was not operating. He and his assistant and the caretaker all
tried to find out why heat was going into the hall but not into the sanctuary, and it
was soon apparent that the sanctuary blower system was not functioning. Every
effort to get it going proved ineffective, and finally a heating man was called in.
Though he, too, worked much of the afternoon, he had no success in finding out
what was wrong. Indeed, there seemed to be nothing wrong with it whatever.

The minister called me on the phone and we settled for the Sunday school hall.
I was honestly very thankful to the Lord, but it troubled me that there should be
this heating problem, since this could indicate a need for major renovation of some
kind. Anyway, that evening we had our first lecture and were greatly encouraged
by the turnout and the interest shown. 

Next morning, the minister's assistant phoned me and said: "Do you know
what, Art? The heating system is okay: nothing the matter with it! Just the main
switch to the sanctuary blowers had been turned off. . ."

Sometime later, after I had recorded this incident, I checked with the minister's
assistant to learn whether it was ever found out how the switch had been turned
off. He said: "To this day we never found out, nor can we figure out now why not
one of us checked it at the time—except we had no reason to suspect it."

If only we could trust the Lord for all those things which concern us personally,
how much more energy we would have to share the burdens of others who ask us
to pray for them. Only, perhaps if we didn't worry a little bit about our own
troubles, we would not experience the wonderful sense of relief and thankfulness
that comes to us when the Lord steps in.

There are just three little matters in connection with prayer that I want to
comment on briefly. The first is when to pray and when not to pray; the second is
where to pray; and the third is what form to use in public prayer.

     Considering first, the When.

It is all too easy to be trapped in a habit that begins as an appropriate exercise
but can all too quickly degenerate into a chore. It seems to be a normal practice for
almost everyone who lectures or gives any kind of address to "open with a word of
prayer." I am persuaded that sometimes this is a mere formality and a source of
some embarrassment to non-Christians in the audience. If one has thoroughly
prepared oneself, such preparation must necessarily be prayerfully undertaken and
there shouldn't really be any need on the speaker's part to again publicly ask the
Lord to bless. We seem to have accepted an "opening prayer" in the same kind of
way we accept the "chairman's remarks." There will be justification under certain
conditions, but I think we often open with prayer merely out of habit and because
we have not thought out a sometimes more appropriate way to begin our
presentation.

There are times when public prayer is indeed proper, and I think such prayer
requires as much prayerful preparation as the giving of any address. But, alas, all too
often we don't prepare, we don't adequately prepare either ourselves or our words.
I don't think it is enough to assure ourselves that the Holy Spirit will tell us what
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to say when the time comes unless we are going into a situation for which we
cannot, in the nature of the case, prepare our words adequately. In such a case I still
believe that we must prepare ourselves, even though we cannot prepare our words.

I am trying to underscore the fact that prayer needs preparation just as much as
preaching. I think, too, that it is a mistake to be too personal when leading in public
prayer involving people who are strangers to oneself and probably strangers to the
Lord also. I know a minister, whom I admire greatly, who is cautious about praying
with people, even in a hospital situation, unless he is quite sure that the context of
the visit makes it an appropriate exercise. The principle is that prayer which is an
embarrassment to others is not likely to be helpful to them, even though we may
feel we are fulfilling a role expected of us.

     This brings us to the question of Where to pray.

I'm thinking now of private prayer, not public prayer. There is no question that
we may turn to the Lord at any time and in any place: but I think it is still true that
there are some places where we can collect our thoughts more readily, where just
the fact of being in that place predisposes our hearts toward a prayerful spirit.
Many people find they pray more easily kneeling down, but not everyone, by any
means. I know people who have one chair where they sit down to pray and find it
more difficult to pray with equal concentration in any other part of the house. No
doubt one could discipline oneself to pray anywhere at all, but we seem to be so
constituted that the environment has an influence on us in this matter. This being
the case, it seems to me sensible to form habits that are conducive and not place an
unnecessary challenge to our spirit by expending energy in overcoming hindrances
on the assumption that all spiritual exercises ought to be difficult. 

On the other hand, we may place ourselves in a situation which proves so
restful that we find ourselves falling asleep in prayer. If this doesn't happen too
frequently, I doubt whether it matters very much. To adopt a policy of accepting
discomfort as a means of self-discipline may be heroic, but one can end up being
more conscious of the aching joints than of the presence of the Lord. One answer
to restlessness which I have found helpful is to walk around while praying. In the
country in daytime or indoors at night, it is surprisingly easy to speak to the Lord
while thus exercising.

Finally, a word about the Form of public prayer. 

Many earnest Christians find it difficult to accept the idea of written prayers,
chiefly on the grounds that they become repetitive and meaningless. The danger is
there, undoubtedly. Yet observation shows that if a single individual leads in public
prayer very frequently, his prayers will not only tend to be remarkably repetitive
in form but equally repetitive in content. One of the great advantages of a liturgical
form of service (the Anglican service is such) is that a minister is in a position to
lead the congregation in a prayer which is not only good English but far more
comprehensive in subject matter. And surely, in speaking with the Lord, one's
language ought not to be sloppy.
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Moreover, prayers which are entirely extemporaneous are apt to reflect the
fluctuations in the spiritual life of the one who leads, and those who are led are
thereby affected for good or ill as the situation changes in a way that is less likely
to occur when prayers are written down beforehand. Some people find it difficult
to make this kind of preparation and equally difficult to reproduce their own text
with sincerity. Perhaps practice is needed.

However, I'm sure there is no bondage to be imposed here. Some will find
themselves bound and some will find themselves freed by the use of written
prayers; it is worth a try, though it requires a surprising amount of extra effort to
do it successfully.

Conclusion

May I summarize something of what I have found in my own experience about
this matter of prayer.

First of all, I believe it is very important to look for and identify the answers we
may have—and having done so, to give thanks. One of the best ways to do this is
to keep a record. But I think that anyone who does so may well discover in time that
specific answers to prayer become less frequent as one grows older in the faith, not
because the Lord is less willing to respond but because our needs become more
diffuse. What were formerly written down as details will tend now to be set forth
almost as a psalm of praise and sometimes as a comment on a particular passage of
Scripture that has experimentally come to life.

Secondly, I do not think anything is too small to be made a subject of prayer, nor
too mundane. I believe we must accept No and Wait as legitimate answers: and we
need to examine ourselves to see whether delay may not be due to a failure to do
our part.  

Thirdly, I believe that the Lord is very patient and will meet our indecision and
our desire for some guiding sign in any given emergency by accepting whatever
proposals we may make. But He will do it only so long as we demonstrate that we
really will be obedient whichever way the sign points. I think that the number of
different kinds of "fleeces" which the Lord is willing to use is probably infinite in
variety. The really critical element in this kind of transaction with the Lord is that
we must obey.

Finally, I think we must always guard against the danger of making the Lord's
special dealings with us a source of subtle pride, by giving our testimony with an
inappropriate emphasis upon our own faith rather than upon the Lord's
graciousness, for even the heart of the child of God is still desperately wicked when
the old nature has the upper hand (Jeremiah 17:9).

Do start keeping a journal. Who knows how someone may be helped by it in
time to come—even yourself! 

�
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PART  VIII

CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSHIP:

A  PROTEST . . . . . AND A PLEA
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Prologue

It is generally assumed that if a man is both a Scholar and a Christian, his
writings will automatically bear the hallmark of Christian Scholarship. But what is
it that stamps Scholarship as specifically 'Christian'?

A little while ago, when I was discussing the nature of Christian Scholarship
with a very true friend of mine, he said to me, "The essential point, of course, is to
tell the truth". He said other things also of importance, yet I felt that his words
reflected only a partial view of what Christian Scholarship is, for after all, the goal
of 'telling the truth' is in no sense uniquely Christian.

In this Paper, therefore, we are primarily concerned with that which specifically
qualifies a serious work as 'Christian' rather than merely as scholarly. And I suggest
that the hallmark of Christian Scholarship is not that it states the Truth (which it
certainly ought to do), but rather that it faces up to the implications of the truths
presented.

It is not in the presentation of the facts or ideas themselves that an author shows
his true colours, but how he deals with their implications. One can hardly have a
'Christian Mathematics', or a 'Christian Physics', or a 'Christian Chemistry', for the
subject matter in each case remains the same for all investigators whether they are
Christian or not. But the manner in which an author deals with the implications of
his data is the crucial issue, and I believe it is at this point that there is a
fundamental distinction between the scholarly presentation which is a Christian
one and the scholarly presentation which is merely a secular one. To my mind, any
work which fails to deal with implications as they relate to the body of Christian
Faith cannot qualify as Christian Scholarship. 

This Paper is really a protest against the growing tendency of recognized
scholars in various fields who are also known as Christians, to ignore this
responsibility; and a plea to authors, editors, publishers, and reviewers, to
re-examine their own responsibility in this regard. For I believe the issue is
becoming a serious one.

�
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Chapter 1

A Protest . . . .

This paper, as indicated in the prologue, is really concerned with the Christian
aspect of the subject rather than the scholarly aspect. But it seems proper and
necessary to state briefly what we mean by the latter in the present context.
Scholarship has more to do with the presentation of material rather than the
accumulation of it. The latter would more properly be termed Research, whether the
subject matter is scientific, historical, or whatever. A presentation will be scholarly
if it fulfills three conditions.

     Scholarship must be the attempt:
(a) by an informed and disciplined mind
(b) to achieve an accurate statement of what the evidence is
(c) accompanied by an objective evaluation of what the evidence implies in

relation to all other similarly derived knowledge.

Each of these three contributing elements is important. The mind must be
trained to think logically, to sift the evidence with care, to present it as far as
possible without bias, and to discern what is relevant and what is not. A mind may
be informed but undisciplined, or a mind may be disciplined but uninformed.
Neither can produce a scholarly work. Yet, though one succeeds in achieving this
initial prerequisite of an accurate statement of what the evidence is, isolated pieces
of information—however correct they may be—are seldom of great significance by
themselves. They become important when they are related to the body of
information that already exists in that field of inquiry. For this reason, it is
customary to present a resume of what may be called "background information,"
in which the new material is related to the old and the reader's thinking is thereby
oriented within the framework of "all other similarly derived knowledge."
Moreover, this orientation has, as we shall see, a significant but often neglected
counterpart in Christian Scholarship. Meanwhile, meeting the standards of
Scholarship per se there are certain generally accepted rules for any scholarly
presentation which an author is ideally expected to honour. Like many other rules
governing human behaviour, these also are perhaps best stated in a somewhat
negative form.
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• There is no substitute for accurate and thorough documentation. It is, in fact,
considered by many societies the one essential hallmark of scholarly writing.
The items which must be included to make documentation complete are, as a
minimum, the author's name and initials, title of the book or article, publisher
or journal, place of publication, volume number, date, and pagination. If the
complete information is simply not available, then one must be honest and say
so.

• A part of the truth, or one side only of the truth, ought not to be presented as the
whole truth. Where the data is susceptible to more than one interpretation, the
fact should be stated clearly.

• Opinion or interpretation should be identified as such and never confused with
fact—an all-too-common fault in both evolutionary and anti-evolutionary
literature.

• Personal bias should never be intentionally concealed where it has been a
decisive factor in the presentation of alternative interpretations.

• If one has borrowed ideas or information (or stolen them!) from some other
source, one should be willing to acknowledge the source and not pretend to
have originated the material oneself. It is dishonest to present someone else's
thoughts as though they were entirely our own creation. This does not mean
that we may not so grasp the thoughts of another and so build them into the
structure of our own thinking that we can honestly say, "I think that, etc.  . . . "
But it does mean that we should not observe, for example, "I have come to the
conclusion that, etc.  . . ." and then proceed to enunciate someone else's striking
and stimulating and generative idea as though it were entirely one's own
discovery. 

• No authority in one field should be uncritically accepted as an authority in
another field which is either unrelated to his own or only by a tenuous thread.
There is a tendency for the general public to believe that some great
authority—on astronomy, for example—can be depended upon to be equally
careful in statements which he may happen to make with respect to psychiatry.
In fact scientists themselves have often accepted this backhanded compliment
and come to believe they can indeed fulfill the requirements of omnicompetence
because of their training. Unfortunately experience shows that scholars often
tend to be as uncritical of the statements made by others outside their own field
as they are critical of statements made by those in their own field. True
Scholarship will try to weigh very carefully all such "unauthoritative"
observations. They are not necessarily to be ignored or dismissed, but rather to
be examined with more than ordinary care.

• One ought to avoid at all costs the temptation, which may be quite strong at
times, to strengthen one's own position by quoting another person
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inappropriately. You should not quote a person in such a way that the reader,
who is not acquainted with him, may be misled into believing that he holds
views similar to our own which he does not in fact hold at all, or by presenting
another's contrary view in such a way as to make him appear ridiculous or
irrational or even hostile, whereas in fact he may be none of these. It also seems
essential that when a man admits a weakness in his own position or
dissatisfaction with it while still holding firmly to it, one should not quote the
man's admission of dissatisfaction in such a way as to give the impression that
the man is just about converted to one's own views.

• Sarcasm ought to be avoided in any and every form, for though it may
entertain, it communicates very little that is constructive. Since Scholarship has
as its primary goal the communication of information and ideas and is
concerned only in a very secondary way with entertaining the reader (after all,
it doesn't have to be dull!), then sarcasm surely should be avoided. It is a
fundamental requirement of Scholarship that if one disagrees violently with an
opponent, and states it, one must demonstrate that he has at least properly
understood what his viewpoint really is, and all too frequently sarcasm is a
cover-up for ignorance in this respect. On the other hand, humor is sometimes
an excellent way of getting a point across. For this reason—borrowing a phrase
from the Greeks—we may title this requirement not merely as "seriousness," but
"appropriate seriousness." 

Now, whether a scholar, writing merely as a scholar and nothing more,
considers himself in a secular sense called upon to assume any social or moral
responsibility for what he says is a point about which there continues to be a great
deal of argument. Up to now, opinion has on the whole tended to absolve him,
except of course insofar as he does have (1) a social responsibility to be objective in
discussing issues directly bearing upon human values (such as racia1 differences),
and (2) a moral responsibility to be truthful. The broad implications of what he
discusses are not, at the present moment, considered to be his responsibility as a
scientist or a scholar—though they may be when he presents his views in the form
of an opinion only, as a private individual. He may rightly be impersonal.

However, in a scholarly work that is properly to be referred to as Christian,
there must be evidence that the author has recognized a special relationship toward
his readers which imposes upon him some responsibility for the implications of
what he says in relation to their Christian faith. While there is no unanimity on the
question of whether a scientist needs to assume any such responsibility for the
beliefs of his readers, to my mind the Christian writer must certainly do so. The
initial summary statement of the definition of Scholarship must therefore be
extended slightly to cover this new dimension. We thus have a definition somewhat
as follows:

Christian Scholarship is an attempt
(a) by an informed and disciplined mind
(b) to achieve an accurate statement of what the evidence is
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(c) accompanied by an objective evaluation of what the evidence implies not
merely in relation to all similarly derived knowledge but

(d) in relationship to the fabric of Christian faith founded upon biblical
revelation.

Although this definition appears simple enough in itself, it requires further
elaboration to this extent, that no writer could possibly have a large enough
perception to be able to discern all the implications of his words if one takes into
consideration the enormous spread of opinion held by readers in all walks of life
who, whatever their denominational affiliation, consider themselves Christian
readers. A statement which has no subtle implications for the plain-minded
Christian believer might have profound implications for the highly informed
theologian—and vice versa. Clearly, therefore, no man could possibly be expected
to assume full responsibility for all the possible implications of what he is saying.
This might seem to render the definition meaningless: but actually this is not really
the case.

In a nutshell, when we speak of the "fabric of Christian faith," the practical
problem which must be solved before such a definition can be made to work is to
define also whose Christian faith we have in mind. Even though the problem is
narrowed down somewhat by defining it as "founded upon biblical revelation,"
there still remains a very broad spectrum of interpretation as to what is "of faith".
I think, in a way, that from a practical point of view the answer is comparatively
simple: the responsibility of the writer must be for the implication of his words as
viewed in the light of the beliefs of his probable readers. Let me explain more fully
what I mean by this.
     If some latitude is permitted, we may say that certain types of publications
normally enjoy certain types of readers who share a more or less similar body of
beliefs. One might distinguish, possibly, the average reader of the Bible League
Quarterly from the average reader of Christianity Today or Sword of the Lord or, again,
Prophetic Voice. No implication is intended that there is necessarily incompatibility
or potential opposition between these groups of readers. But it is probably fair to
say that these journals continue to exist because there are still groups of people who
share certain well-defined views of Scripture or of world events or of Christian
experience or of modern theological trends which are not shared with the same
interest or concern by people who belong to other readership groups.

What we are really proposing, therefore, is that each of us will tend to present
our thoughts in a form more acceptable to one particular group than another.
Whether we do this unconsciously or deliberately, we are almost certain to have in
mind one particular publication in which we hope to see it appear. Then, as a
practical method of dealing with this question "Whose Christian faith?", it would
seem that the answer is, "The Christian Faith of the body of people who are most
likely to be our readers."

It is not difficult to illustrate why it is necessary to limit a writer's responsibility
in this way. For example, one could say very little in an historical sketch of the life
of Mary without at the same time implying things which would be an offense (or
an encouragement) to any reader of Roman Catholic persuasion. Obviously,
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therefore, the principle of "responsibility for implications" must be limited to this
extent, that Protestants would assume responsibility only for Protestant readers and
not for Roman Catholic ones, and presumably vice versa. It may be objected by
some that a large portion of readers in these two categories would not be considered
as Christian readers at all, only as nominally Christian readers. The whole principle
then becomes embroiled in a discussion which can never be resolved to the
satisfaction of all parties and consequently in practice proves valueless.  Some
"modification" or, perhaps better, "qualification" of what is meant by Christian
responsibility is inevitable.

If a man claims to be a liberal, sincerely holding this form of Christian faith—no
matter how much or little others may consider it to be Christian—he should surely
be required only to endeavor to acknowledge in what he writes all implications
which challenge the faith of his like-minded liberal readers. On the other hand, if
a man has professed to be a strongly evangelical believer in the best sense, he must
surely see to it that whenever he publishes an article of a scholarly nature, no
statement will be made in it that challenges the faith of his like-minded evangelical
readers without taking care to point this out and, if possible, making some attempt
to resolve the difficulty. This is perhaps even more critical when the writer is of
fundamentalist persuasion.

A concrete example will help to illustrate my point. In the fall of 1962, in a
Christian paper which I believe has the largest circulation in the New World of any
publication of this kind and an editorial staff that includes numerous Christians of
note, there appeared a feature article dealing with the antiquity of man. This article
was well written by one who knew his subject and was undoubtedly completely
sincere in the views he expressed. In brief, the writer held that Scripture gives us no
information regarding the form of Adam's body: nor does it give us any firm figures
by which to determine how long ago he appeared on the stage. In short, it was
implied that according to Scripture, Adam might very well have been an extremely
primitive creature, only just human in capacity and scarcely so in physical form.

We wrote to the editors and suggested that in view of the fact that such a picture
of Adam could hardly be reconciled with the Adam of Genesis I, the writer should
perhaps have taken the trouble to do two rather important things—since he was,
after all, writing for Christian people. The first of these is that for the less-informed
readers he might have indicated that the firm conclusions to which he gave
expression are interpretations of the data and not the data themselves. It is true that
these interpretations are held by the majority of physical anthropologists, and that
if truth is defined as the agreement of experts, then this is in the scientific sense the
present truth. But many readers without the benefit of scientific training (and this
unfortunately includes a fair number of Christian leaders) are not always
sufficiently aware of the vital distinction between a generally agreed-upon
interpretation of the data and the data itself. Thus they are apt to accept opinion
when it is dignified in this way as though it were incontrovertable and established
fact.

A well-known anthropologist, however, has observed that there is a curious
inverse law in these matters which has the effect of making "opinion" more firm and
more dependable as it relates to matters more remotely set in the past where the
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evidence becomes less and less substantial. The less material there is, the more
dogmatic one can be in interpreting it—because there is less likelihood of being
proved wrong. People are more willing to make forthright and pontifical statements
about a few remains that have been buried for thousands of years than they are
about similar bones buried yesterday. The reasons are obvious.

Now, my point is that statements made in this article were a direct challenge to
the faith of thousands of godly people who have intelligence enough but not
sufficient information or experience to guide them in the assessment of the views
presented. And this was issued in a Christian paper, the reputation of which would
tend to lessen the critical faculties of those who read its articles. Did this display a
proper sense of Christian responsibility?

But this takes into account only one aspect of the problem, namely, the
presentation of interpretation as though it were fact. There is a more serious aspect
of the matter. The Christian faith is predicated upon the substitutionary sacrifice of
the Lord Jesus Christ, who stood in His role as the Second Adam in direct antithesis
to the First Adam. Mankind is viewed as two families which stand in distant
juxtaposition, that family which derives from the First Adam by natural procreation
and that family which derives from the Second Adam by supernatural re-creation.
Everything in Scripture strengthens this antithetical arrangement, this division
between the unsaved and the saved. Furthermore, man is nowhere considered
merely a spiritual being; it is the whole man who is always in view, and therefore
one cannot evade this issue by proposing that the First Adam, though he may have
had an almost simian body, was nevertheless spiritually a human being.

But what happens to the structure of Scripture when the First Adam is reduced
to such a primitive creature as Zinjanthropus, for example, whose mental
development was probably extremely slight and who most assuredly had no such
monotheistic faith as the Adam of Scripture clearly had? Can one conceivably
justify the Lord's title as the "Second Adam" if the First Adam was such a creature? 

The trouble is that ideas once given lodging in the mind, particularly when
reinforced from an "authoritative" source, are exceedingly difficult to dislodge and
tend to work themselves out to their inevitable conclusion. The seed germinates and
grows into a tree which harbours all kinds of unforeseen things. The leaven leavens
the whole lump. Living upon the borrowed capital of a formerly robust faith,
people who admit these ideas into their thinking may continue for years with every
appearance of a faith still as robust. But the fabric of it is already being weakened
from within hiddenly. Do we not have a responsibility when we write an article of
this kind, which introduces such destructive elements, to take some honest steps
either to warn the reader of the implications of our words or to provide him with
some clues that will enable him to reconcile his old faith with the new "knowledge"?

In the final analysis, the writer of this article was inviting us to accept a picture
of the First Adam which makes the Lord's title as the Second Adam little short of
blasphemy. Stated this way, strong as the words are, the implications of the article
are appalling—yet these implications would not be consciously realized by many
readers. Even if I am exaggerating the dangers here unreasonably, it is nevertheless
sadly true that a little doubt is a precocious thing and has such an enormous
capacity for growth that we must be more than ordinarily careful not to initiate
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doubt in the minds of our readers without at the same time providing a firmer
foundation for their faith in its place.

Let us by all means explore the evidence as the author of this article did, but let
us also display a proper sense of responsibility by pointing out to the less
discerning and more easily misled reader some of the more important implications
of the interpretation we are placing upon the evidence, making some attempt, at
least, to assist the reader to reconstruct for himself a faith in Scripture which is even
stronger.

Fulfilling the requirements of Christian Scholarship becomes doubly difficult
when the author himself, though exceedingly well informed, is apparently quite
unaware of, or unwilling to face up to, the implications of his own words. An
excellent illustration of this appeared not long ago in a journal which is published
as an expression of the views of a group of Christian men with scientific training.

In an article by a well-known author dealing with the controversy between the
Creationist's view of human origins and the Evolutionist's, the writer questioned
the intelligence of those who still prefer to take the words of Genesis as literally as
possible. He poured scorn on that kind of literalism which tries to make history out
of Genesis 1-3 by interpreting the events as though they really happened in the way
Scripture says they did. The author felt that it is "senseless" to assume that God
really "planted" a garden: for this would imply a kind of manual labour—and surely
God doesn't use hands! Similarly he held that God did not literally "breathe" into
man's nostrils, for then we must suppose that God has lungs . . . . This, he felt, is
altogether too anthropomorphic.

But let us consider the matter more carefully. Let us explore the implications of
once admitting that there is, in fact, no reality behind these simple statements of
Genesis, that the words are instead to be taken rather as accommodation for an age
when faith was much less mature.

At the outset we ought perhaps candidly to admit that in our own mind's eye
we cannot think of God as a "person" at all except with some kind of bodily
counterpart to our own being. Deities which are completely etherealized become
impersonal. One cannot worship a mere Force in any personal and realistic way. In
this sense, the many, many passages of Scripture which speak of God as having
hands or fingers or arms or ears may be in part an accommodation to our needs. But
I do not think this is altogether so. And the reasons for this have profound
importance, for when the simple words of Genesis are thus challenged, the
challenge can be shown to have repercussions throughout the whole of Scripture.

We are told that God spoke to Adam in the Garden. That Adam heard this Voice
as a real sound is clearly borne out by the fact that he hid from God—physically.
But a real voice surely implies the assumption of lungs, even if only for a brief
moment in time. This is not an unreasonable conclusion, because the same Lord
who appeared to Adam also appeared later on to Abraham and there not merely
conversed with him but physically partook of his hospitality. These and other
appearances are, as it were, pre-incarnation incarnations.

There is every justification for making such an assumption, for we have a
number of post-Resurrection scenes that bear directly upon the problem. The same
Lord not merely ate food prepared by His friends (Luke 24:42), but even prepared
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it for them Himself (John 21:9). Surely it would take real hands to prepare a meal
for such down-to-earth individuals as Peter and his fishermen associates. Yet the
Lord who so set the table upon this occasion returned to a state of complete
invisibility, beyond the confines of space and time, when the meal was finished. It
is clearly possible, then, for God in the person of Jesus Christ to assume human
form with sufficient substance that He could call to them across the water, be
recognized for who He was when they approached Him, and with His own hands
serve them food which (like the Garden) He had deliberately prepared. If this was
possible after the Resurrection, it was certainly not impossible in Genesis.

When the same Lord invited doubting Thomas to thrust his hand into His side,
is it conceivable that such a physical organ as a human hand could afford
confirmation to Thomas' mind if all he met was some kind of ethereal "side"? If we
may speak reverently of such things, must we not say that the Lord's real side was
only part of a really integrated body including "lungs"—a body assuming these
physical characteristics only for a season in order to make real contact with man?
And did He not on another occasion eat food, drink fluid, lifting the vessels
containing each to His mouth—an act surely calling for real hands? Yet a moment
later, at the instant of recognition, He vanished from their sight—food and liquid
vanishing at the same time.

It seems foolish to admit the reality of such Resurrection scenes as these and yet
deny that the same Lord could not also have met Adam face to face as He did
Abraham. It would seem dangerous to ridicule the possibility that the Lord could
so materialize Himself in the appropriate form to meet with Adam—for then one
would surely be logically forced to view the resurrection scenes as
"accommodations" also, having no more reality in history than hallucinations. This
is tantamount to saying that there is no truth to that article of Christian faith which
holds that the Lord was bodily raised from the dead after the Crucifixion.

It is all the same Lord from Genesis to Revelation whenever man found himself
face to face with God. It is not anthropomorphism to say that God supplied Adam
and Eve with a covering for their nakedness, since four thousand years later the
same Lord again assumed human form in the most completely physical sense that
He might provide a covering for man's nakedness before God. If it should be argued
that this covering is symbolic and that therefore perhaps the first one was also, the
answer is that to provide it, the Lord assumed (in the Incarnation) a very real
physical form; and one may rest assured that the Lord could have done so in the
first instance. At any rate, the touchstone of the record in Genesis is the record of
the Resurrection scenes in the New Testament; and thus to say, with an unfortunate
note of sarcasm (which ill becomes Scholarship), that the events in Genesis
understood literally make nonsense is by implication to challenge the scenes after
the Resurrection as equally nonsensical if understood literally.

Undoubtedly the author of this article would have hesitated to go this far. But,
as we stated, the mind has a strange way of working out to logical conclusions ideas
which are once given admittance, especially when those ideas have been reinforced
from a source which is assumed to be authoritative. What the author of this article
failed to do, unfortunately, was to examine the implications of his words when
viewed in the light of Christian faith as a whole. Had he done this, he would surely
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have hesitated to commit himself, in effect, to a clear denial of the reality of the
Resurrection scenes in the New Testament. As it is, many of his readers must in the
end have been led to do just this very thing if his influence was great enough.

One final point. It is my firm conviction that what a man writes is far more
important in the long run than what he actually does. We hear much in Bible school
and from the pulpit about the need for responsible Christian action. But a man's
good deeds are apt to be soon forgotten, whereas what he commits to writing may
literally bear fruit for a thousand years. His faith or unbelief continues to give
comfort or distress as long as the printed word is in circulation. Should we not pay
a little more attention to the things which we write, not with a view to confining—
as one branch of the church has done by stating what may be published and what
may not be—but rather by encouraging every writer to assume a greater sense of
responsibility toward Christians of lesser sophistication who may be misled by
what they read from a supposedly authoritative source?

Emphasis upon increasing a sense of responsibility for personal behaviour meets
the Christian reader at every turn. But emphasis upon the responsibility of the
Christian writer for the implications of what he is writing seems to have been sadly
neglected.

If an author should submit an article to the editor of a paper or a journal which
is directed to a group of readers more or less identified as to the kind of Christian
faith they have; and if that author has made statements, the implications of which
challenge that faith, but at the same time has done nothing either to state the nature
of the challenge or show how it may be met if that be so, it is surely the duty of the
editor to draw the author's attention to this serious oversight. Sound Christian
Scholarship will not flourish without the joint efforts of both editors and authors—
and reviewers also, let it be said. Even the publisher surely has some responsibility
here. 

So then, to be specific because I am firmly evangelical in my faith, it is my duty
not merely to be scholarly but to be scholarly in a Christian way by adding to the
other safeguards of Scholarship the duty of considering carefully the implications
of what I am saying for those who are of like evangelical faith and who will be, in
my mind's eye, my most sympathetic audience.

This seems to be the bare irreducible minimum requirement. Any
embellishment makes the principle exceedingly difficult to adopt. But if this were
to be the minimum standard insofar as the Christian aspect is concerned, coupled
with the exacting requirements of accuracy insofar as the scholarly requirements are
concerned, then surely we should be on the way to achieving a more worthy
literature by the very fact of having defined the standard by which its real worth is
to be judged. Perhaps in due time, both for authors themselves and for readers,
there would be an increasing awareness of the real significance of much that passes
for Scholarship in Christian circles but is all too often merely a display of worldly
wisdom designed to impress Christians and non-Christians alike with the
competence and sobriety of the writer. I believe it would be a most healthy exercise
if all of us who write were to examine our own words to see whether we are really
aware of the impact they are having upon other readers.
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Clearly it will not always be possible to deal with the implications fully: in fact,
frequently it will not be possible to do anything more than draw attention to the
fact that there are implications for Christian faith. The resolution of the challenges
implied may often have to be left to minds of greater clarity or wisdom, or to the
broadening of our understanding of the facts.

No man has a large enough mind to be able always to fulfill the ideal of
Christian Scholarship set forth in our opening definition. But this very fact should
make us humble and all the more careful about the use of pontifical statements
which, in the final analysis, seem to have the ultimate objective of displaying our
own sanity and good judgment and the foolishness of all contrary views. The great
difficulty is to find the balance, to be moderate in all things, to be—as the Greeks
put it so well—"sweetly reasonable and appropriately serious."

Above all, it seems to me of fundamental importance that no  article, originating
from a source which by its very nature is likely to make the reader less critical,
should ever appear in print until both the author and the editor have assured
themselves that it fulfills this prime requisite of Christian Scholarship, namely, that
"It is accompanied by an objective evaluation of what the evidence implies in
relation to the fabric of Christian Faith founded upon biblical revelation."

�
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Chapter 2

. . . .  and A Plea

The learned world tends to look down on Christian Scholarship. This is
particularly true of the scientific community. There are several reasons for this, not
the least of which is the low standard of literary achievement we Christians seem
prepared to accept.

But more fundamental, perhaps, is the fact that the Christian accepts certain
standards of judgment by which to gauge whether a particular piece of information
or a particular kind of explanation is allowable—and these standards are
unacceptable to the scientist.

Fundamental to Christian Faith is a belief in the reality of the supernatural and
of revelation. Science positively denies both and in so doing deprives itself of an
essential part of Truth —with very serious consequences. The denial forms, in fact,
an absolutely basic premise of all scientific reasoning; the thought superstructure
erected upon this base by the strictest adherence to the laws of logical reasoning
gives rise automatically to the "scientific philosophy" of modern man which reduces
him to mere physics and chemistry, a bundle of sticks and strings, a mere puppet
which has no more transcendental value than a screwdriver. Purpose in the
Universe is categorically denied since it implies a Purposer. This accounts for
scientists' comparative indifference to spiritual things and their often hostile
attitude toward Christian Faith. Not infrequently, deploring this hostility or
indifference, Christian scholars are tempted to seek secular approval by adopting
some of these alien premises, including a reluctance to admit the operation of
supernatural forces.

Now, this unfortunate consequence of scientific reasoning results, not because
of any fault in the logical structure of the philosophy itself, but because the premises
are at fault. The point is an important one in the context of this paper, for we may
conclude from it that the significance of any basic assumption (scientific or
Christian) becomes fully apparent only when the assumption is logically extended
to its conclusion.

Thus the safest way to test any such premise is to extend it logically as far as it
will go. If this is done, and if the final conclusion turns out to be contrary to the
Truth, then the premise is in error.
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So, if a man holds certain ideas (for example, that Homo sapiens evolved), these
ideas may be harmless enough until one begins to build logically upon them. Then
the real significance of such ideas becomes apparent; what was implicit becomes
explicit. This is why I think it ought to be the duty of every Christian scholar and
editor to make a serious attempt to examine what would be the consequences of the
logical extension of the basic ideas he is presenting, vis-a-vis the fabric of Christian
Faith as a whole. Were this to be done, many apparently innocent observations
would appear in their true light as anything but harmless. Moreover, if a Christian
writer does this, he may very well uncover for himself implications he might never
have suspected. If the implications are clearly destructive or antagonistic to the
articles of our Faith which are basic to it, then either the information about to be
presented as fact is not fact or else the articles of Faith are in error.

It may be added, surprisingly enough, that such a logical extension could be
undertaken by any man who has a fairly clear idea of what the Christian Faith
means as an organic whole, even if he doesn't actually accept it, so that there is no
inherent reason why anyone at all with a sense of Christian responsibility may not
fulfill these conditions at least in part. As a simple illustration of this, H. G. Wells
saw clearly that if man was evolved, there could never really have been a Fall; and
if no Fall, no need for a Redeemer. More recently, Kirtley F. Mather of Harvard
University observed: "When a theologian accepts evolution as the process used by
the Creator, he must be willing to go all the way with it." If such implications can
be clearly recognized by men who, to all intents and purposes anti-christian, there
is all the more reason why a Christian should recognize and state clearly the logical
implications of what he is saying. All he needs is a logical mind and courage.

In short, the best possible safeguard against making statements, which have all
the earmarks of established fact but nevertheless must be false if the Christian Faith
is true, is to extend logically the consequences of accepting these initial statements.
If this logical extension leads one inevitably to a denial of some essential part of
Christian Faith, and if at no point can one discern an error in the logic of the
extension, then one must assume that the original foundation statements are false.
The only alternative is that the Christian Faith is false.

We have, then, singled out what appears to be a most important aspect of
scholarship that is to be called Christian Scholarship, namely, proper recognition
of the implications of the subject matter with respect to the Christian Faith as a
whole. The problem now is, How can we ourselves fulfill this requirement and how
can we help others to do the same? Scientific literature has secured the respect it
enjoys because men were willing to put time and effort into critically reviewing the
writings of their contemporaries, and publishers or publishing societies were
unwilling to accept for publication anything which did not meet these same critical
standards. But in the Household of Faith we simply do not have these safeguards.
Publishers are often willing to accept work that is anything but scholarly, either
because the author's name will ensure a reasonable sale (and profit) or their readers
prefer "this kind of thing" or they are desperate to fill out the current issue and lack
other material.

Authors, on the other hand, find themselves without the kind of critical
reviewers who would safeguard them against their own errors or illogic. Not
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infrequently they are tempted in a subtle way to write something that is only
half-scholarly because (1) the publisher will accept it anyway, and (2) their potential
reading audience is quite accustomed to the lower standard.

Upon several occasions in the past, Christian organizations have been created
with a view to providing just that kind of "support" for a Christian scholar which
the secular world provides for its scholars. But it seems that such organizations
have failed as a rule. This failure is the result of a complex series of circumstances,
compounded out of such factors as the load already carried by most Christian
scholars which does not leave them sufficient energy to do a thorough critical
review of a manuscript which has been submitted to them for an opinion;
uncertainty in the mind of the reviewer as to the exact position of his own faith in
certain critical areas of theology; and a not unnatural reluctance to be associated by
mention as approving any article containing ideas or statements which are likely
to be viewed by a segment of the readership as indicating "membership" in some
particular sect or body of believers whose views are considered undignified.

Where a particular Christian publication has an editorial staff which reviews all
papers submitted in order to judge their appropriateness in the publication, it may
seem that we have this kind of service. But in my experience this is really not the
case. If the paper is accepted, it is rare indeed for the editors to return it with
suggested additions or modifications which would make it more worthwhile
—with the assurance that it is accepted meanwhile in principle. And I cannot recall
any such group of editors who rejected a submission ever specifically telling me
why it was rejected.

I have submitted stories, books, and scientific papers to secular publishers, and
in each case they have extended the courtesy of telling me exactly why the work
was being refused or what they would like to see done to it before it is accepted.
Three I could mention have always followed this pattern with respect to book
manuscripts, even going so far as to send me copies of reviewers' remarks
(unidentified, of course) to guide me for the future. Articles submitted to scientific
journals have always received the same treatment, reviewers' suggestions often
proving most valuable indeed. Going one step further, I have found that writers of
feature articles in newspapers, where the article concerned my own particular
efforts, have always been careful to go over the final copy with me personally. I
have yet to have this kind of experience with any publisher of a Christian magazine.
It is a great pity and a loss to the author, the publisher, and the audience.

The question is, Can anything be done about this? Certainly Bible schools and
Christian colleges might take a leaf from the book of some university graduate
schools and give required courses in the methodology of literary research and
presentation, including how to set up tables properly, how to present information
graphically in a valid way, how to document, and how to structure the argument
logically. Authors might try to raise the standard of Christian Scholarship in a
practical way by agreeing to an exchange of review services among themselves, and
take these things seriously. More publishers might make some attempt to enlist the
services of scholars who would be willing to review manuscripts submitted to them
within a reasonable length of time and comment upon their suitability, not in broad
generalities but in concrete ways.
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These three tentative steps might serve to raise the standard of Christian
Scholarship, though the total output of papers might well be drastically reduced in
the process and for the time being. If this program is too elaborate, then perhaps at
least some central pool of scholars might allow themselves to be called together to
form an Association of Christian Reviewers. Each invited member would pledge
himself to do his utmost within the range of his own competence to review
seriously any paper submitted to him via some central distribution secretariat—
within a reasonably short space of time.

Meanwhile, there seems to me to be a clear responsibility upon the Christian
writer to be at least as concerned with achieving a measure of objectivity and
accuracy as the secular scholar is required to be. But in addition, just as the secular
scholar ought to recognize a responsibility for the social and moral implications of
what he writes, so the Christian should add to these a responsibility for the
theological implications of what he writes. This, it seems to me, is the essential
difference between the two fields of scholarly endeavor. This difference is crucial:
but it has been largely ignored by many who otherwise strive to fulfill the demands
of "scholarship" per se. 

�
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Epilogue

I should like to add a word to what has been said in this Doorway Paper written
and published privately long before finding its way into this set of volumes.

Were it to be written today, I would have modified my criticisms and made it
a little less sweeping. My experience with Zondervan Publishing House, especially
with the editorial staff, has proved over a period of years that concern for an
author's own development as an author can be demonstrated by a publisher in a
genuine spirit of helpfulness and understanding.

I want to express my gratefulness to the Lord and to the publisher of this work
for their patience and sense of balance and good humour in this regard.

It has been a pleasant surprise to find that a very large company can still deal
in a personal way with a very small cog in one of its many wheels. I count myself
exceptionally fortunate.
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